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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S.DEPARTMENT OFTHE INTERIOR 

VIA EMAIL 
September 18, 2017 

Re: OIG-2017-00050 

This is in response to your Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request dated January 13, 
2017, which was received by the Office oflnspector General (OIG) on the same date. You 
requested the following information under the FOIA 5 U.S.C. § 552: Report oflnvestigation, 
closing memo, referral memo/letter, associated with each of these closed OIG investigations 
closed during CY 2015: OI-CO-14-0539-I; OI-VA-14-0362-I; OI-VA-15-0185-I; OI-PI-14-
0286-I; OI-PI-14-0386-I; OI-VA-14-0681-I; OI_CA-14-0592-I; OI-CO-12-0388-I; OI-OG-14-
0159-I; OI-PI-14-0087-I; OI-V A-14-0532-I; OI-V A-14-0025-I; OI-PI-14-0244-I; OI-PI-15-
0020-I; OI-CO-14-0501-I; OI-CO-0243-I; OI-PI-13-0562-I; OI-VA-14-0550-I; OI-CA-15-0276-
I; OI-V A-14-0688-I; OI-PI-15-0403-I; OI-V A-13-0215-I; OI-V A-14-0441-I; OI-GA-15-0456-I; 
OI-PI-14-0519-I; OI-PI-15-0259-I; OI-CA-15-0550-I; OI-PI-14-0624-I; OI-PI-15-0478-I; OI
VA-15-0393-I; OI-CO-13-0004-I; OI-PI-15-0217-I; OI-OG-15-0080-I; OI-CO-15-0479-I; OI
PI-15-0182-I; OI-VA-15-0189-I; OI-PI-14-0738-1. 

For purposes of this request, you have been categorized an "other-use" requester. As 
such, we may charge you for some of our search and duplication costs, but we will not charge 
you for our review costs; you are also entitled to up to 2 hours of search time and 100 pages of 
photocopies ( or an equivalent volume) for free. See 43 C.F.R. § 2. 39. If, after taking into 
consideration your fee category entitlements, our processing costs are less than $50.00, we will 
not bill you because the cost of collection would be greater than the fee collected. See 43 C.F.R. 
§ 2.49(a)(J ). In this case, no fee has been assessed. 

Please note for Report Nos. OI-CO-0234-1, OI-CA-15-0276-I, and OI-PI-15-0478-I, the 
OIG conducted a search of its indices and found no documents responsive to your request. 

In regards to the remainder Report Nos., we obtained the documents you seek and 
conducted a review of the material you requested. After reviewing this information we have 
determined that we may release 223 pages of responsive documents with FOIA redactions 
pursuant to exemptions 5 U.S.C. § (b)(4), (b)(7)(C) & (b)(7)(E). 

FOIA requires that agencies generally disclose records. Agencies may only withhold 
requested records only if one or more of nine exemptions apply. 
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The file contains commercial and financial business information that arguably may be 
protected under Exemption 4. Exemption 4 protects "trade secrets and commercial or financial 
information obtained from a person [that is] privileged or confidential." 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(4). 
This exemption is intended to protect two categories of information in agency records: (1) trade 
secrets; and (2) certain confidential or privileged commercial information. Where there is a 
reasonable expectation that release of information could cause substantial commercial or 
competitive harm, we are required by Executive Order 12,600 to contact the submitter before 
releasing the information. We must allow the submitter to provide its views regarding public 
disclosure of this information. Ifwe undertook this procedure in your case, it would delay this 
decision further and likely would not result in the release of any additional relevant information. 
Consequently, in order to process your request as promptly as possible, we are withholding this 
material pursuant to Exemption 4. If you are interested in obtaining this commercial 
information, please contact us, and we will process it in accordance with Executive Order 12,600 
and DOI regulations. 

Exemption 7 allows agencies to refuse to disclose records compiled for law enforcement 
purposes under any one of six circumstances (identified as exemptions 7 (A) through 7 (F)). 
Law enforcement within the meaning of Exemption 7 includes enforcement pursuant to both 
civil and criminal statutes. 

Specifically, Exemption 7(C) permits an agency to withhold information contained in 
files compiled for law enforcement purposes if production "could reasonably be expected to 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." U.S.C. § 552 (b )(7)(C). Thus, the 
purposed of Exemption 7 (C) is to protect the privacy interest exists, we must evaluate not only 
the nature of the personal information found in the records, but also whether release of that 
information to the general public could affect that individual adversely. We find that release of 
personal information withheld here reasonably could be expected to have a negative impact on 
an individual's privacy. Even if a privacy interest exists, we must nevertheless disclose the 
requested information if the public interest outweighs the privacy interest in the information 
requested. You have not established that release of the privacy information of witnesses, 
interviewee, middle and low ranking federal employees and investigators, and other individuals 
name in the investigatory file, would shed light on government operations, and we have not 
found such a public interest in this case. For this reason, after reviewing the information in 
question, we have determined that disclosure would be an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy and we must withhold this information under FOIA Exemption 7 (C). 

Exemption 7(E), protects information that, if disclosed, could result in circumvention of 
law. In particular, Exemption 7(E) allows OIG to withhold all law enforcement information 
"which would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or 
prosecutions or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if 
such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law." 5 U.S.C. § 
552(b )(7)(E). Particularly though, for the materials that have been withheld under FOIA 
Exemption 7(E) here, we have determined that they are techniques and procedures for law 
enforcement investigations or prosecutions whose release could reasonably be expected to risk 
circumvention of the law. 
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We reasonably foresee that disclosure would harm an interest protected by one or more of 
the nine exemptions to the FOIA' s general rule of disclosure. 

If you disagree with this response, you may appeal this response to the OIG's 
FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer. If you choose to appeal, the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals 
Officer must receive your FOIA appeal no later than 90 workdays from the date of this letter. 
Appeals arriving or delivered after 5 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday, will be deemed 
received on the next workday. 

Your appeal must be made in writing. You may submit your appeal and accompanying 
materials to the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer by mail, courier service, fax, or email. All 
communications concerning your appeal should be clearly marked with the words: "FREEDOM 
OF INFORMATION APPEAL." You must include an explanation of why you believe the OIG's 
response is in error. You must also include with your appeal copies of all correspondence 
between you and the OIG concerning your FOIA request, including your original FOIA request 
and the OIG's response. Failure to include with your appeal all correspondence between you and 
the OIG will result in the OIG's rejection of your appeal, unless the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals 
Officer determines (in the FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer's sole discretion) that good cause 
exists to accept the defective appeal. 

Please include your name and daytime telephone number ( or the name and telephone 
number of an appropriate contact), email address and fax number (if available) in case the 
FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Officer needs additional information or clarification of your appeal. 
The OIG FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Office Contact Information is the following: 

Office of the Inspector General 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, NW 
MS-4428 
Washington, DC 20240 
Attn: FOIA/Privacy Act Appeals Office 

Telephone: (202) 208-1644 
Fax: (202) 219-1944 
Email: oig foiaappeals@doioig .gov 

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement 
and national security records from the requirements ofFOIA. See 5 U.S .C. 552(c). This 
response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of FOIA. This is a 
standard notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication 
that excluded records do, or do not, exist. 

The 2007 FOIA amendments created the Office of Government Information Services 
(OGIS) to offer mediation services to resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal 
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agencies as a non-exclusive alternative to litigation. Using OGIS services does not affect your 
right to pursue litigation. You may contact OGIS in any of the following ways: 

Office of Government Information Services 
National Archives and Records Administration 
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 
E-mail: ogis@nara.gov 
Web: https://ogis.archives.gov 
Telephone: 202-741-5770 
Facsimile: 202-741-5769 
Toll-free: 1-877-684-6448 

Please note that using OGIS services does not affect the timing of filing an appeal with the 
OIG' s FOIA & Privacy Act Appeals Officer. 

However, should you need to contact me, my telephone number is 202-208-0954, and the 
email is foia@doioig.gov . 

Sincerely, 

Stefanie Jewett 
Government Information Specialist 

Enclosures 
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Case Title 

Reporting Office 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-PI-14-0386-1 

Program Integrity Division 
Report Date 
July 11, 2014 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

We initiated this investigation based on a request by 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). reported tha , an FWS 
, who at the time was detailed to the Professional Responsibility Unit (PRU), had 

allegedly sent a pornographic image of a child from his personal Gmail account. Google intercepted 
the email and reported it to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, which in turn 
reported the incident to the West Virginia State Police (WVSP) after determining the email was sent 
from 

WVSP executed a search warrant on 
, PRU's Special Agent 

his law enforcement commission. 

residence on May 3, 2014. The same day, 
on administrative leave and suspended 

When interviewed by WVSP, - denied any knowledge of the pornographic image. Later, 
however, WVSP discovered additional pornographic ima~ personal Google tablet 
computer and iPhone. WVSP did not find any images on ~Government-issued Black.Berry 
or laptop, or in his work office. 

According to - atest Standard Form 50, he resigned his employment with FWS on May 29, 
2014. The next day, he surrendered to WVSP and was charged with four counts of possession of child 
pornography. He was released after posting a $10,000 bond. 

Reporting Official!f itle 
, Special Agent 

Approving Official!f itle 

~·-· Special Agent in Charge 
Authentication Number: 8A3 3AF1F48262E580F4B16F602F4 

This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector Gen 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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Case Number: OI-PI-14-0386-I 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

On May 3, 2014, , U.S . Fish and Wildlife Se1vice 
(FWS), repo1ied to the Office of Inspector General that , an FWS , who at 
the time was detailed to FWS' Professional Responsibility Unit (PRU), had allegedly sent a 
pornographic image of a child from his personal Gmail account. 

On January 21 , 2014, Google intercepted a pornographic image of a child allegedly sent from 
email address. Google contacted the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) 
which generated a "CyberTipline Rep011" and conducted an investi ation. NCMEC detennined that 
the image had been emailed from a location in , so it contacted the West Virginia 
State Police (WV....§.!1._WVSP conducted its own mvestigat10n an served a search waiTant for child 
pornography at - residence on May 3, 2014. 

We inte1viewed- su ervisor , the Special Agent- of PRU 
~ 1 and 2) said that on May 3 he was contac~ WVSP Troo er 
- , who tol a out executing the seai·ch wanant at- residence. said 
that according to - Gooole intercepted a pornographic image of two toddlers masturbating that 
had been uploaded through- ' Internet se1vice provider from his Comcast Internet account. 

described his actions after receiving the call from - He said that after he notified 
supervisor) of the incident, he went to thePRU office at the National Conservation 

Training Center (NCTC) also in to draft a memorandum notifying- that he 
would be placed on administrative leave due to the WVSP investigation (Attachment 3). While there, 
he located- Government-issued lapto com uter and a flash drive and locked the equipment in 
his own office (see Attachments 1and2). then went t~' residence, gave him the 
memorandum, and took his law enforcement ere entials, badge~m, and Government vehicle. 

- turned and flash drive over to us during his interview. On May 
21 , 2014, we met with Attorney with the Office of 
the Prosecuting Attorney for , WV. We turned over the laptop and flash drive to 
WVSP and observed as WVSP serve a seai·c waiTant on- NCTC office space and examined 
the computer equipment. No pornographic images were found during the seai·ch, either in
office or on his Government-issued computer equipment. 

During its investigation WVSP discovere~ornographic images on - personal Google 
tablet computer and iPhone. According to - latest Standard Fo1m 50~igned from FWS on 
May 29 2014 (Attachment 4). He smTendered to WVSP on May 30, 2014. He was chai·ged with four 
counts of possession of child pornography and was released after posting a $10,000 bond. 

SUBJECT(S) 

, fmmer , U.S. Fish and Wildlife Se1vice. 

DISPOSITION 

WVSP's investigation is ongoing. We ai·e foiwai·ding this repo1i to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Se1vice 
for informational purposes only. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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ATTACHMENTS 

1. IAR - Interview of 
2. Transcript of interview of 
3. Administrative-leave memorandum 
4. Standard Fo1m 50, showing date of 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Case Title 

Reporting Office 
Eastern Region Investigations 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-VA-14-0362-1 

Report Date 
January 22, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) initiated an investigation into alleged improper tuition 
payments by employees of the National Park Service S via o-overnment purchase card, for a NPS 
Pathways Intern emolled in a doctoral program. Ethics Counselor, NPS, 
inf01med OIG that an employee source told him that , NPS 

directed administrative staff to charge three credit cards to pay for a semester of school for 
who was an NPS intern. 

- signed an agreement with NPS on March 7 2012, for the Student Career Experience P~ 
(SCEP) which is now called the Pathways Program. That al!eement was between NPS and-
college, - University, an educational institution where was scheduled to obtain her 
doctorate accordin!!o the agreement by December 2013. e agreement denotes several conditions 
of employment fo , namely that she remain emolled and in good academic standing. A benefit 
of the program is at agencies may provide tuition assistance to the intern, which occurred in this 
case. 

Our investigation confirmed that credit card payments were made by three different administrntive 
personnel ofNPS on behalf of- for tuition costs at - University. Some of these payments 
and others were later authorize~gned SF-182s, totaling approximately $10 442. - said 
- ability to obtain a doctorate was an imp01tant aspect of her credentialing as a professional 
within her job field of the NPS and thus the h1ition payments were justified. However, other 
testimony indicated- was not actually emolled at - for the first semester of2014. Once 
discovered, the agency then remedied this variance with the Pathways requirements by ensuring _ 
was emolled as of June 2014, by another written agreement. 

Reporting Official/Title Signature 
- /Special Agent Digitally signed. 

Approving Officialffitle Signature 
- ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: D2322BE825D8045B3B7A2El 1409FD611 
This docwnent is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG). and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this docwnent is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0362-1 

- said that she completed her doctorate at - University, and is no longer talcing classes at 
~versity although she said she still owes ~ege more than $6,000. She said she turned in 
her dissertation in October of 2014. 

Our investigation revealed, and - and- confnmed that no trairuli·n Ian or service agreement 
was required to be in place prior to, or during th~nts from DOI to on her behalf. 
However, a signed agreement between NPS and - on beha pe1mitted the payment of 
"Tuition Assistance." We found no info1mation indicating had a continuing obligation to work 
at NPS after the receipt of more than $10 000 for tuition. 

BACKGROUND 

On December 27, 2010, President Obama signed Executive Order (E.O.) 13562 establishing the 
Internship Program and the Recent Graduates Program and revising and reinvigorating the Presidential 
Management Fellows (PMF) Program. These two new programs along with the PMF Program, 
collectively f01m what the President called the Pathways Programs. The U.S . Office of Personnel 
Management (OPM) issued the final rnle for the Pathways Programs on May 11 , 2012 (77 FR 28194) . 
The Pathways Program requirements are found in Paii 362 of title 5 Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR). The appointing authorities for the Pathways Programs ai·e found in 5 CFR 213.3402(a), (b) 
and (c). 

Under Pathways, the Internship Program is for current students and individuals accepted for enrollment 
in a qualifying educational ~m. It replaced the Student Cai·eer Experience Program (SCEP), 
which originally applied to - . The Internship Program provides students enrolled in a variety of 
educational institutions with paid oppo1iunities to work in agencies aniiex lore Federal cai·eers while 
still in school. - conve1ied from Pathways to SCEP by way of signature on October 10 
2012, with an ef'fuctive date of October 20 2012(Attachment 1). 

2012 the NPS entered into a Student Ca1~erience Pro~orking Agreement 
with University, signe!!da representative of- University- , and her supervisor, 

Attachment 2). University is an online college accredited by The Higher 
Leaimng Commission and is a mem er of the North Central Association of Colle es and Schools 
(NCA). It is located in . The agreement between NPS, and. 
among several other administrative standai·ds (e.g. suitability), required that be enrolled at the 
college while employed and in good academic standing. Tuition assistance is pe1mitted during the 
intem's paiticipation in this program. 

Further intern employees ai·e to work a regulai· 40-hour workweek, and to be evaluated consistent with 
the agency's pe1f01mance appraisal system. Agencies have the option, upon completion of the intern's 
acadeinic requirements, to non-competitively convert the intern to a term cai·eer or cai·eer conditional 
appointment within 120 days of their completion of the educational program and cai·eer-related work 
experience. Student trainees who ai·e disqualified from continuing in the program or who ai·e not 
~tment must be terminated- was scheduled to complete her PhD in 
- by December 2013. At the time of her interview on November 6, 2014, she 
was still enrolled, but said she had just recently subinitted her dissertation. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0362-1 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated an investigation on May 13, 2014, following an April 28 2014, complaint from . 
Ethics Counselor, NPS, who informed OIG that a confidential source told him that 

NPS directed administrative staff to charge three 
government credit cards to pay for a semester of school for - , who was an NPS intern. OIG 
sought to determine the pe1missibility of the tuition payments, consistent with the Pathways Program 
and the general procedures ofNPS when paying tuition for employees and interns. 

was a student intern/trainee at NPS working for the 
. He said it appeared an SF-182, "Authorization, Agreement 

and Ce11ification of Training " was on file approving payment for the classes, but it was not apparent 
whethe~ had to sign a continuing service agreement (requiring her to work for the Government 
for a sp~eriod) . 

- provided the names of the three administrative staff who utilized their purchase cards to pay for 
tuition. - was one of these em loyees but left the NPS arounil of 2014 to take a position 
with the Depai1ment of . A telephonic interview of was conducted prior to her 
departure from the agency, a ouo she was not available for fin1 er o ow-up. Of the two other 
employees, fellow administrative assistan was interviewed and also requested 
confidential status. The third employee , has left the agency and was not 
interviewed. 

On May 1, 2014, an OIG agent interviewe~ by telephone about the matter. Prior to her 
depai1ure - was verified to be in a position of specific knm~1;elating to this matter and to 
have access to specific documents pe11inent to the investigation. - confumed she had a prior 
conversation with - about this matter and the legality of paying tuition for a college intern 
(Attachment 3). She requested confidentiality. 

- explained that . directed her and other administrative staff at NPS to perfo1m fo· · se arate 
financial transactions to pay for - tuition at - University. - believed that was 
in a doctoi!·ate rogram there and was writing a disse11ation but could not recall what - was 
stu • . g. explained that - had been an intern with NPS for at leastll yeai·s, and she was 
a -leve employee. - processed two of the transactions for - - a credit cai·d payment 
in October 2013 for $3 000 and an SF-182 training authorization in December 2013 for $3 510. 
- and- processed the other two transactions. 

Because there were several payments both by credit cai·d and via authorization from SF-182s, we 
reviewed the available documents to dete1mine the total amount paid on - behalf. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0362-1 

A review of records indicates the following payments to - on - behalf, via government 
credit card (Attachment 4): 

• May 29, 2013 : 
• October 21 , 2013: 
• November 25, 2014: 

agency-issued credit card indicates a $2,259 payment. 
agency-issued credit card indicates a $3 000 payment. 
agency-issued credit card indicates a $1 673 payment. 

Prior to - depa1ture from the agency,!li!·e ai·ed SF-182s which appear to overlap for 
these credit cai·d and other payments, provided for supervisory approval, along with other NPS 
personnel (e.g. Training Officer). They ai·e dated as o ows and appear inclusive of prior credit cai·d 
payments and specify a period of when the training occuned, according to the forms (Attachment 5): 

• May 29, 2013 : 

• September 4 2013: 

• November 25, 2013: 

• May 21 2014: 

$2,259 [trnining end date: May 29 2013]. 
$3,510 [training end date: December13, 2013]. 
$ 665 [training end date: November 25 2013). 
$4,008 [training end date: September 13 2013]. 

Between the credit cai·d payments SF-182's authorizing those payments, or new SF-182s, a review of 
the complete a ents indicated approximately $10,442 was paid in total, for - tuition towai·d a 
doctorate at No other payments were discovered or refe1rnd to during any testimony provided 
by 

When we spoke to~confumed making the $1 ,673 payment in November 2013 and recalled 
~at the requ~ herself. - said she made th~ent directlib phone to 
- and could not recall if she received an invoice, but said - indicated authorized the 
payment. - did not recall speaking to . directly about the matter despite this being the first 
time she h:r::de such a tuition- ent by credit cai·d for an employee. Although - did not 
recall the specifics she recalled talking about needing to complete academic credits by a certain 
time, or she might lose her position with NPS. 

We interviewed 
- (Attachment . 
~SES candidate, 
her SES detail, essentially in 

said she has been in her cm- ent osition as the 
yeai·s, and a supe1visor for . She said s 

neai· Yll years, until she left for er tern orai 
• was acting supervisor in her absence 
over both and is su ervised by 

, NPS. While 

o~acedby 
- served on 

was on an SES detail. 

for approximately 
for about the last 

" 

• said - is currently a in the Pathways Program and had not yet been conve1ted to a 
permanent civil servant position said that final decision has yet to have been made, in her 
opinion, but that she will have to discuss finther with- . It was her understanding at the time 
of her inte1view that - was somewhat opposed to conveiting- to full-time status, despite 
NPS having paid app~ $10,000 in tuition costs fo~ as pait of her doctoral program. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0362-1 

- was unsure of when exactl will be graduating from ~versity with her 
doctorate. She said she believe as a plied for her gradua~ explained the Pathways 
program, and indicated that she hoped could receive a permanent position. - said that 
someone at Human Resources told her the payment of tuition for an employee is at the discretion of the 
office. She noted that her office did not typically tum anyone down for major training or certifications 
(such as a project management ce1tification). 

- did not know ifthere was a se1vice agreement in place for - but was aware~ had 
s~F- l 82s to authorize and permit the payment of the costs of tuition fo~ .-was-asked 
it - completed an Individual Development Plan (IDP) and responded that she was told to do one 
but never ach1ally completed it. - was uncertain if there were other employees who had their 
graduate or doctorate degrees pai~y NPS, but said individual courses had been reimbursed in the 
past. She was aware that some of the tuition payments fo doctoral work at - were paid 
via government credit card, but claimed she did not direct that was shown four se. rate SF-
l 82s which were signed by her from May of2013 until May of2014 totaling $10 442. 
stipulated that she signed these documents, although none appear to have attached se1vice agreements, 
or any type of explanation of what the actual "training" would be. 

We inte1viewed Park Ranger 
, about the tuition payments made by DOI on her behalf to 

University within the last two years- said she is cmTently in the Pathwa s Program 
rev1ously SCEP) and has been a student-mtem at DOI for approx~ the last ears 

said her participation in the program ends when she graduates from - and tha , had 
already advised that she will not be conve1ted to a pennanent federal employee. She said she was not 
told why and did not ask. 

- said that she completed her doctorate at - University, and is no longer taking classes at 
the university, although she said she still owes the college more than $6,000. She said she turned in 
her dissertation in October of 2014- said that although she has received both subsidized and 
unsubsidized federal loans for tuition costs in the past, when she ran out of loan money she asked 
• if DOI would pay for her tuition and . agreed. - said no training plan or se1vice 
agreement was required to be in place prior to, or during t~yments from DOI to - on her 
behalf. 

- provided a significant amount of documents (emails, the SF-182s already noted) which 
appeared to supp01t her claims tha - knew and authorized numerous tuition payments. She said 
she was never required to demonstr~at her acadeinic work was related to her job, although she said 
it probably was somewhat related - said she believes other people have had their tuition paid for 
but was unce1tain- said that of her remaining balance she has not received authorization for any 
fmther payments and is not receiving further reimbursement(s) from DOI. 

airs (Attachment 7). se1ved on a 
120-day detail to , at the Depaitment of Interior (DOI) as pa.it of 
her SES candidate development program. Her detail occurred from a roximately May to September 
2014, whil se1ved on her SES detail. During that time. se1ved as a second-level 
supe1visor to , who was directly superv~ had specific information 
related to the allegations about tuition payments for -
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- said that once it was determined by management that - had not been emolled in college, 
as is required of all Pathways interns, there were discussions with and about requiring her to 
improv==1mance, her conduct and to ensure she was re-emolled at and paying her 
tuition- said she discussed the matter with - , and and, there was an 
agreement between them tha- must be emolled in school or would be released from the 
Pathways program, and thus ~ployment with NPS. 

- provided OIG with documents relevant to the matter o work perfo1mance and 
emollment in good standing at On or about June 19 2014. signed and issued a 
memorandum (dated May 29, 2014) to addressing the requirement that she be emolled in 
school, provide proof of emollment, an a nm her understanding of her work schedule and travel 
voucher obligations (Attachment 8). Proof of emollment was provided by a representative of
on June 14, 2014 (Attachment 9). 

~e would not recommend - for a fu~manent civil serviii·ce osition, but 
~work was above minim~cessful- said she advised of her 
recommendation agains- conversion to pe1manent employee. She said there were conduct and 
perfo1mance issues related to her taking leave (on sho1i notice) and her work not being up to par. 
However- said she never gave an official appraisal to -

provided a brief statement to OIG, via email, coIToborating the 
substance of 's testimony (Attachment 10) . • said she was given supervis~rity 
foim in of 2014. She also noted the apparent lack of documentation regardin- status 
and program, overall, including a lack of an IDP in place foim. She said she would not 
recommend - for a pe1manent position, and that NPS would not be converting her. 

A Januaiy 12, 2015 email communication between OIG and- indicated- remains a 
Pathways student, employed by NPS, and that no final decision regarding her conversion to a 
pe1manent federal employee has been made. 

SUBJECT CS) 

, NPS 

DISPOSITION 

Due to the prior SCEP (now Pathways) service agreement with- which references and indeed 
permits tuition assistance, the dollar amount involved; and, the fact that tuition payments were 
authorized by a supe1visor~ and other NPS personnel this case was not presented for criminal 
prosecution. We ai·e provi~ repmi to NPS for any administrntive action deemed appropriate. 
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ATTACHMENTS 

1. Documents related to - conversion from Pathways to SCEP by way o~ signature 
on October 10, 2012, with an effective date of October 20 2012. 

2. March 7, 2012 the National Park Service entered into a Student Career Experience Program 
Working Agreement with University, signed by a representative of- University 
- and her su e1visor, 

3. IAR, inte1view o , May 1, 2014. 
4. Credit card records ofNPS employees regarding payment of tuition to - on behalf of -5. SF-182s regardin a ent of tuition to - on behalf of-
6. IAR, inte1view o November 24 2014. 
7. IAR, inte1view o , December 16 2014. 
8. Memorandum from , dated May 29, 2014, signed by- , June 19, 

2014. 
9. Proof of- emollment, provided by - on June 14 2014. 
10. IAR, wntten statement (email) of- to case agent, December 19 2014. 
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Reporting Office 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-PI-14-0087-I 

Program Integrity Division 
Report Date 
August 14, 2014 

Report Subject 
Final Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

We initiated this investigation based on allegations that Special Agent -
- Office of Law Enforcement and Security (OLES), Bureau of Land Management 
~Government funds and violated BLM policy when he ordered a Chevrolet Tahoe that 
exceeded vehicle purchasing guidelines. The complainant also alleged that . spent approximately 
$16 500 to outfit the vehicle with afterm~uket accessories. 

We found tha , BLM OLES - gave .. an exemption to purchase the Tahoe. 
We also foun spent $9 905.07 to~ vehic~t $16 500 as alleged. BLM policy sets 
only minimum requirements for outfitting unmarked vehicles and allows SACs to purchase additional 
equipment using discretionary funds. 

During our investigation, we also discovered that between July 26 and October 28, 2014, BLM made 
three purchase card payments totaling $7,215.03 to Premier Vehicle Installation Incorporated for the 
purchase and installation of afte1market law enforcement equipment (e.g. , lights and siren) for . 
vehicle. Whil~ may have made the first purchase for $2,985.90 with the understanding that he 
could not exce~ 000, two subsequent transactions totaling $4,299 .13 occuned after additional 
fonds were made available. Both subsequent transactions each totaled less than $3,000, giving the 
appearance that BLM may have intentionally divided the total amount owed to avoid exceeding the 
micro-purchase threshold. 

We are providing this report to the BLM Director for any action deemed appropriate. 

Reporting Official/Title 
/Special Agent 

Signature 
Digitally signed. 

Approving Officialffitle Signature 
- /SAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: 5BE5572D69489E4D6678C541CCFB4714 
This docwnent is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this docwnent is not authorized without the express written pennission of the OIG. 
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investioation on Janua1 2, 2014, based on an anonymous complaint that 
- Special Agen Office of Law Enforcement and Security (OLES), 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) violated BLM policy and wasted funds when he purchased a 
Chevrolet Tahoe that exceeded vehicle purchasing guidelines. The allegation further claimed that 
because . planned to use the vehicle as his primruy OLES law enforcement vehicle he equipped it 
with $16,500 w01th of afte1mru·ket emergency equipment (Attachment 1). 

During our investigation, we also discovered that between July 26 and October 28 2014, BLM Region 
3 made three sepru·ate purchase cru·d payments totaling $7,215 .03 to Premier Vehicle Installation 
Incorporated for the purchase and installation of emergency equipment for - vehicle. Each 
payment, which fell under the single-purchase spending limit of $3 ,000, gave the appearance that BLM 
intentionally divided the total amount into three payments to avoid exceeding the micro-purchase 
threshold. 

Vehicle Purchase 

(Attachments 2 and 
3). While served as the OLES in 2011 , he issued instmction 
memorandum number 2011-089, titled "Authorized Law Enforcement Vehicles" (Attachment 4). The 
memorandum established classifications of vehicles approved for law enforcement purposes and 
suitable for use by specified law enforcement positions. It also listed approved factory equipment and 
stipulated that the receiving office was responsible for the cost of optional equipment. With proper 
justification, the national office could approve exemptions from the authorized vehicle class 
specifications or a need for optional fact01y equipment. 

- explained that regional personnel order vehicles throu 
Administration AutoChoice System. Special Agent 
reviews the orders to ensure that the appropriate class of vehicle has been ordered and that no 
unauthorized accessories have been ordered. Requests ru·e then fo1wru·ded to the National Operations 
Center for processing. 

- confnmed that he reviewed- order for a replacement vehicle in Mru·ch 2013 
(Attachments 5 and 6) . • ordered a Chevrolet Tahoe to replace his Ford Explorer, which was neru· 
the end of its service life (Attachment 7) . • also requested that the Tahoe be equipped with-

• Bluetooth compatibility; 
• a backup camera · 
• the OnStru· system; 
• special traction differential; and 
• trailer brake control. 

- questioned - need for these o tions because, as a - was less likely to perf01m 
field duties (see Attachments 5 and 6). added that BLM no l~r approved vehicles with 
Bluetooth technology. On March 12 2013, sent an email to .. denying the five options 
and telling .. that he would have to use discretionruy funds if he still wanted to ~base the options 
(Attachme"irt"8). He also asked that. contact him to discuss the order fmther. .. sent an email 
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response stating that he would use discretionary funding to pay for the options. According to 

never contacted him to discuss the options but contacted- instead. 

On March 13 2013 • emailed - to request an exemption, justifying his need for the Tahoe 
due to his large stature and his need to carry additional equipment (Attachment 9) .• also provided 
~or each of the five additional pieces of equipment he had requested. According to 
- approved- exemptioniie uest and authorized the vehicle purchase ~ 
Attachments 2 and 3). On March 18 2013 emailed- advising him that 
approved the purchase of- vehicle (Attachment 10). 

Purchase of Aftermarket Equipment 

- said that BLM policy establishes minimum requirements for safety equipment and lighting, 
because all States have their own public safety standards and because agents also work in a variety of 
environments and have different needs (Attachment 11 and see Attachments 2 and 3). Agents and 
officers who want additional afte1mru·ket equipment may use discretional funds provided by the 
- stated that BLM requires purchase and installation of afte1mru·ket equipment from local 
vendors, using a Government purchase credit cru·d. 

We reviewed copies of invoices and credit cru·d receipts totaling $9,905.07, which provided itemized 
lists of equipment installed in - vehicle between July 19 and October 29, 2013 (see Figure 1). 

July 19, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 26, 2013 

August 28, 2013 

September 28 2013 

September 30, 2013 

October 29, 2013 

Invoice number 125102 received from Tmck Vault for the purchase of a three
drawer vehicle cabinet costing $2,690.04 (Attachment 12). 
Invoice number 13876 received from Premier Vehicle Installation 
Incorporated for purchase of emergency lighting costing $2,985.90 
(Attachment 13). 
Invoice number 13876, totaling $2 985.90, paid by to Premier Vehicle 
Installation Incorporated (Attachment 14). 
Invoice number 14106 received from Premier Vehicle Installation Incmporated 
for purchase of emergency lighting, siren, and auxilia1y electrical equipment 
totalin $2,636.63 Attachment 15 . 
Invoice number 14296 received from Premier Vehicle Installation 
Incorporated for installation costs totaling $1 ,592.50 (Attachment 16). 
Invoice number 14296 for $1 ,592.50 paid by purchase cru·d to Premier Vehicle 
Installation Inco1porated by Contracting Specialist 
Invoice number 14106 for $2636.63 paid by purch s ·er Vehicle 
Installation Inco1porated by Utah State 
(Attachment 17). 

Figure 1. Timeline for purchases made for - vehicle. 

When we interviewed- he reiterated that BLiliolicy requires emergency vehicles to meet State 
requirements for emergency lights and siren. The may add additional lights and emergency 
equipment to the vehicle (Attachments 18 and 19 . said that the Tahoe was the first vehicle that 
he had outfitted since becoming. and, therefore, he did not know the typical cost of outfitting law 
enforcement vehicles. He said he used a similru· unmru·ked Chevrolet Tahoe that BLM recently 
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outfitted for fire response as an example when he looked into equipping his vehicle. 

We attempted to conduct a cost comparison to determine if the amount spent by~ 
vehicle was in line with similar OLES vehicles in the fleet. We contact~ 

for the charge card program in 
to request purchase records. told us that she never helped OLES procure afte1market 

eqmpment and thus, has no records o Slllll ar purchases (Attachments 20 and 21). She also said that 
she had no previous knowledge of- purchase and had only briefly looked at the invoices once 
they reached her office. 

Since - had no records of previous OLES purchases, she provided us with a c~f an invoice 
from Prermer Vehicle Installation for the BLM fire-response vehicle refeITed to by- The invoice 
listed equipment similar to that in - vehicle and including labor costs totaling $7,286.84 
(Attachm~. She also provided copies of three out of the four invoices received by her office for 
outfitting- vehicle (see Attachments 12, 13, 15). 

said the lights installed in his vehicle are similar to other law enforcement vehicles in BLM's 
fleet (see Attachments 18 and 19). He explained that because BLM agents often work in 

remote off-road areas he outfitted his vehicle with 360-degree emergency lighting capable of being 
seen from a distance. He also incorporated redundant emergency lighting systems to maintain 
operation in the event of a prutial lighting equipment failure. Unlike other vehicles in the fleet, 
however - vehicle inc01porated side running boru·d lights and reru· wig-wag emergency flashing 
lights to avoid unnecessa1y drilling into the vehicle's body dmi.ng installation (see Figure 2). BLM 
used discretionruy funds for all purchases for - vehicle. 

Figure 2. Interior space of the vehicle and rear wig-wag and emergency flashing lights added to - Tahoe. 

Appearance of Split Purchase 

On June 26 2013 • received an estimate from - of Premier Vehicle 
Installation Inc01poratea which provided an itemiz~tfit- vehicle with the 
requested equipment and installation costs. - total estimate was $6,556.58 (Attachment23). 

While - quote exceeded the $3 ,000 micro-purchase threshold BLM and Premier Vehicle 
Installation Incoiporated did not fo1malize a contract. Instead, Premier Vehicle Installation 
Inco1porated split the costs listed in the initial estimate among three sepru·ate invoices that BLM 
subsequently paid using sepru·ate purchase cru·ds. (Attachment 24 and 25) . 

• could not explain why BLM paid Premier Vehicle Installation Incorporated through three 
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separate transactions rather than a contract for the full amount (see Attachments 16 and 17) ... 
blamed his lack of recall on the amount of time that had ela sed since the purchase, but he c~loose 
memories" of a conversation with in which he asked whether he 
had sufficient funds to outfit the v le. recalled that said . could spend up to 
$3,000. According t later told him that he had the full amount necessary to outfit the 
vehicle . 

• said he also may have consulted BLM 
determine how to proceed with the purchase. said he typically consulted 
procurement issues but could not recall what, if any, guidance he received fro 
the purchase . 

regarding 

• said that when an invoice was ready, he or another purchase card holder generally went to 
Premier Vehicle Installation to make the payment. . said that he knew regulations prohibited split 
purchases and he was not tiying to conceal them by using multiple credit cm·ds. 

When we interviewed- , she said that sometime in July or August 2013 , . asked her if his 
budget contained sufficient funds to outfit his new vehicle (Attachments 26 and 27). - did not 
recall . telling her how much m~ She also did not know that he had afready 
received the estimate. According to- merely asked how much money he had in his 
budget for the vehicle. 

- said that at the time . was prepming to outfit his vehicle, - had spent significant 
money and resources prepm·ing for the Burning Man Festival an annual event held in Nevada's Black 
Rock Dese11. As a result, she knew that . was close to meeting his spending threshold. According 
to told her that he would move f01wm·d with the purchase. 

- then reviewed - remainin~retionmy funds and found that some previously 
obligated funds had been freed up, giving .. an additional $10 000 in his budget. In a subsequent 
conversation with - she inf01med him of the additional money. 

to schedule an interview but lemned that he transfened from BLM 
in - 2014. He then resigned from - on 

We made numerous attempts to contact him by telephone but he did not return our requests 
for an interview (Attachment 28). 

We also interviewed- who provided us with a copy of a second estimate totaling $7 215.03 
dated June 24, 2013 , which he said he provided to . (Attachment 29 and30). This estimate 
differed from the version provided to us by. but was equal to the total amount later pai~LM 
to Premier Vehicle Installation. - did not recall his interaction with . or whether .. 
asked him to keep invoices under the micro-purchase limit. He explained, however, that he often works 
with customers who have purchase restrictions and ti·ies to keep costs under their limit. He said that in 
those cases, he divides equipment and labor costs to keep prices down. 

of Land Management. 

SUBJECT(S) 

, Office of Law Enforcement and Security, Bureau 
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DISPOSITION 

We are providing this repmi to the BLM Director for any action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Anonymous Hotline com laint E000217, dated December 2, 2013. 
2. IAR- Interview of on January 15 2014. 
3. on Januaiy 15 2014. 
4. e 2011 -089, datedMarch 17, 2011. 
5. IAR - Interview o on December 19, 2013 . 
6. Transcript of interv on December 19, 2013. 
7. Email from , ~' 2013. 
8. Email exch and - , dated March 12, 2013 
9. Email from dated Mai·ch 13 2013 . 
10. Email from dated Mai·ch 18, 2013. 
11. BLM Manua , H-9260, C apter 12 Or enng & Equipping Law Enforcement Vehicles 
12. Invoice from Truck Vault, dated July 19, 2014. 
13. Invoice from Premier Vehicle Installation Incorporated dated July 24, 2013. 
14. Credit card receipt dated July 26, 2013. 
15. Invoice from Premier Vehicle Installation Incorporated, dated August 28 2013. 
16. Invoice from Premier Vehicle Installation Incorporated dated September 28, 2013 
17. Credit card receipt dated October 29, 2014. 
18. IAR- Interview of on February 28, 2014. 
19. Transcript of Interv· on Februai·y 28 2014. 
20. IAR - Interview of ruaiy 12, 2014. 
21. Transciipt of interview wit on Febrnaiy 12, 2014. 
22. Estimate from Premier Vehicle Installation Incorporated dated November 29, 2012. 
23. Estimate from Premier Vehicle Installation Incorporated dated June 26, 2013. 
24. Depaiiment of the Interior Integrated Chai·ge Cai·d Program Policy Manual 
25. BLM, Washington Office, Char e Cai·d Standai·d Operating Procedures 
26. IAR-Interviewof onMarch21 , 2014. 

on Mai·ch 21 , 2014. 
on July 17, 2014. 

on Februaiy 11 , 2014. 
30. Invoice from Premier Vehicle Installation Incmporated dated June 24, 2013. 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-PI-14-0244-I 

Program Integrity Division 
Report Date 
December 16, 2014 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

ector General (OIG) investigated several confidential complaints against 
Cultural Resources, Partnerships, and Science (CRPS), National Park 

Service S . T e comp amant alleged that in 2012 - directed NPS to award a cooperative 
t t the National Collaborative for Women's Histor~CWHS), which is operated by 

a fo1mer NPS employee who is friends with - The complainant also alleged 
C was not uniquely qualified to complete the cooperative agreement because it did not 

have the re uired capability, knowledge, or expe1iise. Finally, the complainant alleged that 
and her created a hostile work environment and retaliated against CRPS employee~ 

may have used Government travel for personal benefit. 

While - said that her friendship with- did not influence her decision to initiate the 
agreement with NCWHS, she acknowledged that she did not disclose the relationship to NPS ' 
Washington Contracting Offi== the award process. Both the original contracting officer (CO) 
and the CUITent CO said that - should have disclosed this info1mation -o hel them avoid the 
appearance of a conflict of interest. The current CO did not feel , however that had 
attempted to steer his decisionmaking or that she had acted inappropriately wit regar to the 
agreement. We also found no evidence that NCWHS failed to meet the "unique qualifications" 
standard for cooperative agreements. 

The complaints related to work environment and potential retaliation (OIG Case No~-0723 -

G) were referred to the Office of Special Counsel. We referred the complaint about - travel 
(OIG Case No. OI-HQ-13-0286-R) to NPS for any action deemed appropriate. 

Reporting Official/Title Signature 
- /Special Agent Digitally signed. 

Approving Officialffitle Signature 
/RAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: 2E2D18038B3A184ACEEDCE408DD55710 
This docwnent is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this docwnent is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

~' the Office of Inspector General (OIG received several complaints against 
- the National Park Service' s (NPS) Cultural Resources, 
Partnerships and Science (CRPS). The complainant alleged that directed the award of a 
cooperative agreement to the National Collaborative for Women's Hist01y Sites (NCWHS) because of 
her friendship with NCWHS. In addition, the complainant alleged that 
NCWHS was not uniquely qualified to do the work assigned to it under the cooperative agreement and 
that - created a hostile work environment, retaliated against CRPS employees and may have 
used Government travel for her personal benefit. 

Award of Cooperative Agreement to NCWHS 

A cooperative agreement is a legal instrument that establishes a relationship between a Federal agency 
and a State or local government tribal government, or other recipient (Attachment 1). The principal 
pmpose of a cooperative agreement is to transfer a thing of value to the recipient "to cany out a public 
purpose of support or stimulation." Both pruties to the agreement must be substantially involved in the 
work of the agreement. 

NPS awru·ded Cooperative Agreement No. Pl2AC30330 to NCWHS on May 29, 2012 (Attachment 
2). The agreement's objective was for NCWHS to assist vru·ious historic preservation offices by 
reseru·ching ru·chives and other repositories for historic info1mation that would benefit the offices ' 
preservation and interpretation programs. The cooperative agreement included an objective to develop 
the Women's Heritage Initiative Nominations and Workshop, which would assist with the evaluation, 
nomination, and designation of individual prope1ties as national historic landmru·ks. A total of 
$94,994.98 in Federal funds was authorized under the cooperative agreement. Inf01mation from NPS ' 
Washington Contracting Office indicated that $36, 171.13 had been drawn down on the agreement as of 
September 15 2014 (Attachment 3). 

We interviewed- who explained how the agreement was created (Attachments 4 through 
7). She said that NCWHS had a cooperative agreement with NPS ' Northeast Regional Office for 
approximately 10 yeru·s, and when this agreement expired in late 2011 or eru·ly 2012 - contacted 
her and said that NCWHS wanted to enter into a cooperative agreement with NPS at the national level. 
- did not object to such an agreement because both NCWHS and CRPS were attempting to do 
similru· types of work. Around this time then-Secretru·y of the Interior Ken Salazru-'s office asked 
CRPS to develop some projects that would help to increase the U.S. Deprutment of the Interior 's (DOD 
role in raisin awru·eness of women's contributions to American~ supervisor 

, asked~ether a project 
proposal for the initiative. said that creating a cooperative agreement with NCWHS 
apperu·ed to be a logical way to increase NPS ' involvement in "telling women's hist01y." 

When asked to describe her relationship with NCWHS ' - ~d us that she had been 
friends with for more than~ said thats~ had stayed at each 
other's homes and occasionally exchanged~ corroborated these statements (Attachments 8 
and 9). 

- acknowledged that she did not disclose her friendship with- to - or to anyone in 
NPS' Washington Contracting Office, but said that she did not believe her involvement in the 
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agreement process constituted a conflict of interest (see Attachments 4 tin·~. She said that the 
friendship did not influence her decision to initiate the agreement and that - had never 
compensated her in any way for her help or involvement with the agreement. She explained that it was 
"totally by happenstance" that - was the - NC~ent was awarded 
and she would have directed the agreement no matter who was - also told us that 
her required annual DOI ethics training was up to date and she did not believe that her involvement in 
the agreement created ethical issues because N~ofit oiianization that CRPS would 
have worked with even if- were not the - and both said that 
- had not ananged or negotiated for future employment at NCWHS. 

- confi1med that she had asked- to lead NPS ' effo1ts to meet the goals of the women's 
history initiative (Attachments 10 aii'd'i'i').""e said that talked to her about a cooperative 
agreement with NCWHS, and- agreed with that the organization would be a good 
choice because it had a good reputation and was established in the field of women' s histo1y. According 
to--did not seem to be romoting an agreement with NCWHS. - said that 
neither she nor anyone else directed to initiate a cooperative agreement with NCWHS only 
that - recommended NCWHS an concmTed. 

We asked - if she had known about - and- friendship when these conversations 
about the potential agreement took place. She replied that she had not been aware at the time that the 
two were close friends who socialized together outside of work, but she did not believe that 
influenced the awar~ agreement to NCWHS because of her friendship with e sa1 , 
however that while - had a great deal of .S.ty she probably should have contacted an 
ethics official to discuss her close friendship with -

~ontracting officer (CO) and awarding official for the agreement,
- ' Washington Contracting Office, said that - should ha~ 
about the friendship so that contracting staff could have made sure they were not executing an 
agreement with the appearance of a conflict of interest (Attachments 12 and 13). - also said 
that she would probably have involved DO I's Office of the Solicitor to help find a solution for any 
potential conflicts. 

, also of the Washington Contracting Office told us that 
automatically mean a conflict of interest existed; however like 
should have disclosed the relationship to the Contracting Office 

did not feel that - had attempted to steer his 
acted inappropriate~e agreement. 

We reviewed 5 C.F.R. pait 2635, "Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive 
Branch," for guidance on whether - was required to disclose her friendship with 
(Attachment 16). According to 5 C.F.R. § 2635.101 (b )(8): "Employees shall act impaitially and not 
give preferential treatment to any private organization or individual." Fmther, 5 C.F.R. § 2635.101 
(b)(14) requires employees to "endeavor to a.void any actions creating the appearance that they a.re 
violating the law or the ethical standai·ds set fo1th in this paii [emphasis added]" and states that an 
appearance of a violation is deteimined "from the perspective of a reasonable person with knowledge 
of the relevant facts." If an employee is concerned that a relationship would raise a question about the 
employee 's impaiiiality in a paiticulai· matter, the employee should follow the process set foith in the 
ethics regulations to dete1mine whether he or she should paiticipate in the matter (5 C.F.R. § 2635.502 
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(a)). To determine whether a relationship would cause a reasonable person to question the employee's 
impartiality in a matter, the employee may seek the assistance of his or her supervisor or an agency 
ethics official. 

NCWHS' Qualifications for Accomplishing the Cooperative Agreement 

According to DOI's Departmental Manual (505 DM 2), in order for an agreement to be awarded 
without competition, it must satisfy certain criteria, including demonstrating that the recipient is 
uniquely qualified to perform the tasks under the agreement (see Attachment 1). The recipient is 
considered uniquely qualified based on a variety of factors, such as location, property ownership, 
voluntary support capacity, cost-sharing ability (if applicable), or technical expertise. Decisions to 
transfer funds under a cooperative agreement without engaging in competition must be able to 
withstand scrutiny. They should also protect the public interest and conform to management priorities, 
objectives, and statutory requirements. In addition, NPS' Agreements Handbook, Version 6, dated 
October 1, 2002, states that competition when awarding cooperative agreements is strongly 
encouraged, but it is not required if the awardee has been shown to be uniquely qualified 
(Attachment 17). 

We reviewed justification documents from the NCWHS contract file explaining why Cooperative 
Agreement No. Pl2AC30330 was not competitively awarded (Attachment 18). According to the 
documents, competition for the agreement was considered but was ultimately rejected because of 
NCWHS' unique qualifications. The documents stated that NCWHS was the organization best suited 
for the project because "[t]he exclusive mission ofNCWHS to focus on the depth and breadth of 
American women's historical sites makes it unique among American learned societies .... Because of 
its focus, NCWHS can support the mission of the NPS in ways other organizations cannot." According 
to the documents, other organizations were either too broad or too narrow in focus. 

- said that her office relied on the professional opinion ofNPS as 
to whether NCWHS was uniquely qualified to fulfill the tasks in the cooperative agreement (see 
Attachments 12 and 13). She said that the recipient of an agreement only needed to demonstrate that it 
could do the work that another entity might not be able to perform. 

- told us that no one in NPS or DOI had ever voiced concerns to him about using the justification 
document to complete the cooperative agreement (see Attachments 14 and 15). In addition, he 
indicated that NCWHS had been putting forth a "good faith effort" to accomplish the objectives of the 
cooperative agreement and thus would be entitled to payment; NCWHS had drafted a nomination for a 
new national historic site and had successfully hosted the Women's Heritage workshop. He said that 
overall NPS was satisfied with NCWHS' performance. 

- said that NCWHS was unique in that it had worked with NPS consistently on identifying 
and interpreting women's history and employed preeminent historians (see Attachments 4 through 7). 
She also said that NCWHS had a proven "track record" with NPS' Northeast Region, and former NPS 
employees such as - were familiar with related NPS programs and knew NPS' needs. While 
many researchers work with women's history, she said, she was not aware of another group of women 
historians with the same qualifications as NCWHS. 

We also asked and - whether they believed that NCWHS was uniquely capable 
of meeting the goals and requirements of the agreement. - said that he believed NCWHS was the 
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best organization to achieve the objectives of the agreement, and that NCWHS was uniquely qualified 
because there was no other organization whoiie rimary function was to assist NPS with interpreting 
women 's histmy (Attachments 19 and 20). also stated that NCWHS was uniquely capable of 
meeting the agreement' s requirements because, unlike other academic organizations in the field of 
women's histo1y NCWHS had actual experience working with parks and historic sites (see 
Attachments 8 and 9). - felt that NCWHS was a good match for the type of work NPS was doing 
with regard to the initi~ut she did not know the organization well enough to say it was uniquely 
qualified (see Attachments 10 and 11). 

Alleged Hostile Work Environment, Retaliation, and Abuse of Travel 

In addition to~tions conceminu the NCWHS a ·eement, the confidential complainant 
repmied that - and her created a hostile work environment 
and retaliated against employees. The complainant alleged that and - intended to 
reorganize CRPS, which would result in a potential position downgrade for the complainant and other 
CRPS employees. Th- com lainant also stated that two CRPS employees were not allowed to attend a 
conference and that made professionally threatening comments about the complainant. These 
complaints were addressed under OIG Case No. OI-HQ-14-0723-G and reviewed by the OIG 
Whistleblower Protection office. The complainant was refe1rnd to the Office of Special Cmmsel. 

The complainant also reported that - may have used Government travel for personal benefit. 
We referred this allegation to NPS ~Case No. OI-HQ-13-0286-R for any action deemed 
appropriate. NPS res onded on October 21 , 2013, stating that all of- travel had been 
approved by NP 

SUBJECT CS) 

RPS, NPS. 

DISPOSITION 

We are providing this repmt to the Director ofNPS for any action deemed appropriate . 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Depaitment of the Interior Depaitmental Manual, Part 505, Chapter 2 "Procurement Contracts, 
Grant and Cooperative Agreements." 

2. Cooperative Agreement No. Pl2AC30330, dated May 29, 2012. 
3. IAR-TA Draw Down Infmmation, dated September 15 2014. 
4. !AR-Interview of on May 29, 2014. 
5. Transcript of intervi on May 29 2014. 
6. !AR-Interview of J y 14 2014. 
7. Transc1ipt of interv· on July 14, 2014. 
8. !AR-Interview of J me 5, 2014. 
9. Transcript of interv· on J1me 5, 2014. 
10. !AR-Interview of gust 13, 2014. 
11 . Transc1ipt of interv on August 13, 2014. 
12. !AR - Interview of on May 16, 2014. 
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13 . Transcript of interview of on May 16, 2014. 
14. IAR- Interview of ay 7 2014. 
15. Transcript of interview of on May 7, 2014. 
16. 5 C.F.R. pati 2635, "Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch." 
17. NPS Agreements Handbook, Version 6, dated October 1 2002. 
18. Justification Document for Coo erative Agreement No. P12AC30330. 
19. !AR-Interview o on June 17 2014. 

on June 17, 2014. 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Title 
USPP Mismanagement of an Accident 
Investi ation 
Reporting Office 
Progrnm Integ1ity Division 

Report Subject 
Reportoflnvestigation 

Case Number 
Ol-Pl-15-0020-1 

Report Date 
May 11, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

We initiated this investigation based on a complaint from , a private citizen, alleging 
SPP futemal Affairs Unit (IAU) failed to adequately investigate his 

complaint that Officer falsified an investigative report documenting a bicycle 
collision involvin on a tra1 near the Golden Gate Bridge Plaza on Febrnary 15, 2014. 
- also alleged that the National Park Service 's Freedom of fuf01mation Act (FOIA) office had 
~on his FOIA request for a copy of- incident report and the written statement from 
the other patty in the collision. 

Our investigation determined that USPP followed agency policies and procedures in addressing 
- c~ found that - filed a personnel complaint with IAU, which referred it 
to the USPP - Field Office to be investi ated by the Field Operations Division. The 
investiaation was conducted b and once completed, was appro~ 

at t e field office. On May 22, 2014, -
0ffice of Professional Re. onsibili concurred with 

e mveshgative fin gs c osmg t e mveshgation. We also found that and 
responsible for reviewing or approving the completed investigative repo1t. Dming 
interview he said that the FOIA office subsequently provided all documents that he had requested. 

Reporting Official/Title 
/Special Agent 

Signature 
Digitally signed. 

Approving Officialffitle Signature 
- / ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: B3342EIFDD5EE8533125D6DA 7332A493 
This docwnent is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this docwnent is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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Case Number: OI-PI-15-0020-I 

BACKGROUND 

When the U.S. Park Police (USPP) National Park Service (NPS), receives a complaint about the 
conduct of its personnel, the course of investigation depends on the nature of the complaint. USPP 's 
Internal Affairs Unit (IAU) investigates allegations of off-duty misconduct or any criminal misconduct 
by USPP personnel or as othe1wise directed by the chief of police (Attachment 1). Infractions of 
USPP policy or allegations of misconduct that occmTed during an officer's on-duty time are 
investigated by the appropriate USPP division. 

Personnel complaints resolved at the division level are forwarded to the Commander of the Office of 
Professional Responsibility (OPR), who reviews the results for the appropriateness of the disposition 
and the thoroughness of the investigation 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation based on a complaint we received in October 2014 from 
- a rivate citizen, alleging that IAU mismanaged an internal investigation int~plaint 
that Officer fabricated info1mation and falsified a repo1i documenting a bicycle 
collision involving on Febrnary 15 2014 (Attachments 2 and 3). In his complaint to IAU 
- also alleged that NPS ' Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) office had failed to act on his 
request for a copy of the police report and written statement from the other paiiy in the collision. 

We inte1viewed- who said that he filed a personnel complaint with ~g that 
- falsified the incident repo1i and fabricated evidence by claiming that - made a 
statement to him at the scene of the collision (Attachments 4 and 5, and see Attachment 3). -
told us that he disputed- ' s investigative findings and also alleged tha- wrongly issued 
him a citation chai·ging ~ unsaf~n of a vehicle (per 36 C.F.R. "§""4.22""(3)), based on 
incomplete and erroneous info1mation- said that he later appeared in Federal comi and the 
chai·ge against him was dismissed. 

In a 3-page rebuttal to - incident repo1i dated Mai·ch 5, 2014,- allege~ 
was lyincr and maintain~ never spoke t~ at the scene (Attachment 6). ~ 
accused liiii of intentionally omitting ce1iain infmmation from th~at would have proven 
the other party at fault, and of leaving a rnde voicemail message when- requested assistance 
in locating his bicycle, which had been taken into custody by emergency responders at the scene of the 
accident. 

We inte1viewed , the IAU about the internal handling of 
- personnel complaint. explained that IAU investigates allegations of off-duty 
misconduct or criminal misconduct by USPP employees (Attachments 7 and 8). He said that 
com laints related to on-duty conduct by USPP personnel that ai·e not criminal in nature--such as 

complaint-ai·e generally investigated by the field office to which the employee is 
assigned. also explained that personnel investigations conducted by field office employees, once 
completed, ai·e reviewed by the field office lieutenant and captain and then forwarded to the OPR 
commander. IAU is the repository for all administrative and personnel investigative files whether 
conducted by IAU or by another USPP division. 
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submitted his com leted repo1i of investigation to 
at the Field Office, for review. with 

findings and fo1warded the repo11 to , the OPR, who also 
concuned with - repo11; his signature on May 22, 2014, closed the investigation. The 
investigative file was then sent to IAU to be filed. 

- explained that IAU does not officially review all reports of internal investigations conducted by 
the Field Operations Division but it does review cases with sustained findings for completeness (see 
Attachments 7 and 8). He said that cases with unsustained or exonerated findings do not typically 
receive that level of review at IAU. 

- said that his first contact with occuned sometime during the fall of 2014, after . 
completed his investigation int complaint. - recalled that - contacted him by 
tele hone to discuss a problem he had obtaining info1mation through the FOIA process. According to 

attempted to engage him in an argument over details in the repo1i. - explained to 
t at 1t was IAU poli~discuss the results of internal investi • . tions ;rth'complainants, 

and when it was apparent that - was not satisfied b his responses suggested that 
- contact the Office of Inspector General (OIG). told us that he felt fmstrated about 
the outcome of the internal investigation and when he spoke with he felt that - was 
unwilling to finiher discuss the handling of the investigation with him; he then made his complaint to 
OIG (see Attachments 4 and 5). 

at IAU advised that he was initially contacted by- sometime during the 
summer of2014 (Attachments 10and11). - told - that he had been involved in a 
bicycle accident and was attempting to locate his bicycle. 

- recalled that he had at least one additional tele 
2 weeks of their initial conversation. According to 

hone conversation with within 

a proper investigation- also alleged to 
bicycle accident and wrongfully issued him a citation. 

felt tha 
never inte1viewed him about the 

- said that he never reviewed the completed internal investigative file. He explained that because 
the investigation was conducted by field office personnel, there was no reason for him to review it. 

Regarding the FOIA request- advised that since filing his OIG complaint he has received all 
requested documents from the NPS FOIA office (see Attachments 4 and 5). 
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Case Number: OI-PI-15-0020-I 

SUBJECT(S) 

, Internal Affairs Unit USPP. 
Internal Affairs Unit, USPP. 

DISPOSITION 

We are providing this repoti to the USPP Chief for any action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. USPP General Order 32.04 Personnel and Administrative Complaints. 
2. OIG hotline complaint, E000499, dated October 7, 2014. 
3. USPP Incident Repo1t No. PP14013776 dated Feb~ 
4. Investigative Activity Repoti IAR - Interview of- on November 21 , 2014. 
5. Transc1ipt of interview with on November 21 , 2014. 
6. Written rebuttal subinitted b on March 5, 2014. 
7. IAR - Interview of uary 4 2015 . 
8. Transc1ipt of interview with on Febmaiy 4 2015 . 
9. Case file for USPP Personnel Complaint- IAU No. 14-017 I USPP No. 14-21376. 
10.IAR - Interviewo~aiy4, 2015. 
11. Transc1ipt of interv~ on Febmaiy 4, 2015. 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Title Case Number 
BIA Wildland Fire Arson 0 I-C0-12-0338-I 

Reporting Office 
Lakewood, CO 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Report Date 
December 13, 2012 

SYNOPSIS 

This investigation was initiated on May 3, 2012, based upon information received from the Bureau of 
Land Management's (BLM) Office of Law Enforcement and Security (OLES). It was alleged that 
Administratively Determined tribal firefighters at the Fort Yuma Agency, Bureau oflndian Affairs 
(BIA), U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), as well as federally-employed BIA firefighters, had 
either intentionally started fires on tribal or BLM administered public lands, or were paying someone 
else to start the fires. It was further alleged that the fires were started so the firefighters could obtain 
payment in the form of hazard pay from the Federal Government for their suppression activities. 
Several individuals were identified as being responsible for starting the fires, specifically, 

and This investigation was conducted jointly with special agents with 
BLMOLES. 

Investigation determined that- and- were directly involved in starting 37 fires on BLM, 
tribal, and state trust lands in New Mexico, Arizona and California between the years 2009 and 2012. 
- was interviewed by inve~nd provided details regarding his involvement in starting the 

ii. rity of the fires. Although- denied involvemen~ fires to receive hazard pay, 
provided substantial details to investigators regarding- involvement and acceptance 

of cash to start fires. - was interviewed and admitted he had kn~ of- involvement 
in starting fires since April 2009. In addition to--and- investigation identified a 
number of other individuals involved in starting fires, or with knowledge of individuals starting fires. 

This matter has been referred to the U.S. Attorney's Office, District of- and is being 
considered for prosecutive action. 

Reporting Official/Title 
-'Special Agent 

Approving Official!f itle 
, Special Agent in Charge 

Signature 

Signature 

Authentication Number: CF88FDEOBF712AB20930EE40CAB 15C5 l 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office oflnspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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Case Number: OI-C0-12-0338-1 

BACKGROUND 

The following information was obtained from the BIA-NIFIC Blue Book, 
Http:l/www.bia.gov/nifc/bluebook/index.htm): 

The BIA Wildland Fire Management Program has a long history of providing emergency fire fighter 
(EFF) crews as its contribution to the national Wildland fire suppression effort. Nearly 50% of all Type 
2 Crews are Native American Indian EFF crews. The EFF program provides an important employment 
opportunity to the tribes. 

For the Bureau, Type 2 crews usually consist of agency personnel, contract crews, or emergency fire 
fighters (EFF). These crews are formed into 20-person firefighting crews for fire line duties or I 0 
person crews for fire camp support. The BIA Type 2 firefighting crews and camp crews typically 
consist of local individuals that are hired under the Department of the Interior (DOI) Administratively 
Determined (AD) Pay Plan for Emergency Workers. They are hired for the duration of the emergency 
and then released from employment. 

1. Policy 

a. The BIA EFF Crew program is a cooperative effort between the BIA and Tribes to set 
standardized operation procedures, guidelines and policy for management and administration of 
BIA sponsored EFF crews. 

b. In addition, the following handbooks and guides provide information relevant to program 
operations. 

• National Interagency Mobilization Guide 
• Geographical Area Mobilization Guides 
• Interagency Incident Business Management Handbook 
• Fire line Handbook 
• Local and Regional Crew Guides and Annual Operating Plans 

c. Regional and/or geographical EFF Crew Management Boards or designated equivalents are 
established to provide program accountability, operational oversight and compliance to NWCG 
and Interagency Wildland fire qualifications standards. 

d. The EFF crew program will uses the annually revised AD Pay Plan to employ, pay, classify, 
and establish conditions of hire for all individuals. In addition, local conditions of hire may be 
implemented. 

2. Mission 

a. Provide organized, skilled crews for Wildland fire operations by instilling standards, funding 
and operational consistency throughout the Bureau's wildland fire program. 

b. Provide local, regional and national crew resources as the Bureau's contribution and fair share 
to the Wildland fire management effort. 

c. Work with Tribes to enhance employment opportunities, and support the long term tradition of 
Native American Indian Fire Fighters. 

3. Crew Organization 
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a. Fire Fighting Crews 

• Crew composition shall consist of one Crew Boss a minimum of three Squad Bosses, and 
16 Crew Members. Crew size, including trainees shall not exceed 20 persons. Jn no 
instance will a crew be dispatched with less than 18 persons. 

• The minimum number of inexperienced personnel shall not exceed 12 on any one crew of 
20 members. 

• A Crew Representative may accompany a crew when dispatched outside of the local unit 's 
jurisdiction. The Crew Representative is responsible for all administrative duties such as 
time keeping commissaiy, accident reports and follow-ups, etc. 

• An EFF crew member is responsible for abiding by the "Conditions of Hire" and "Rules of 
Conduct" and to conduct their selves in a work-safe manner at all times. 

b. Camp Crews 

• An EFF Camp Crew will be composed of approximately 10 members. A Camp Crew 
Leader will be identified for each crew. There are no designated squad boss positions on 
BIA camp crews. 

• The Camp Crew Leader is responsible for work effectiveness, safety conduct, welfai·e, 
discipline, and leadership. The Camp Crew Leader will repmt directly to the Facilities Unit 
Leader who will have the administrative duties othe1wise fulfilled by a Crew 
Representative. 

• Camp Crew Members am responsible for abiding by the "Conditions-of-Hire'', and "Rules 
of Conduct'', and to conduct him/herself in a work-safe manner at all times. 

4. National Minimum Standai·ds (Physical Fitness and Training) for Fire Fighters 

a. Assigned crew overhead (crew boss/squad boss) must meet the minimum standai·ds set fo1th in 
NWCG Wildland Fire Qualification System Guide (PMS 310-1 ). 

b. Individuals must meet the arduous physical fitness level as defined in the Fitness and Work 
Capacity publication. 

c. Individuals must be available for 14-day minimum assignment excluding travel. 
d. Crew members are required to have completed S-130 and S-190 and annual refresher 

training prior to crew assignment. Field exercises that compliment classroom training are 
recommended. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

On April 24 2012, a Confidential Source (CS-1) contacted BLM law enforcement and claimed that 
Administratively Dete1mined (AD) firefighters at BIA's F011 Yuma Agency were intentionally staiiing 
fires on tribal or BLM administered public lands in order to obtain hazai·d pay. CS-1 identified-
- and as two individuals who staiied the~ire in May 2011 . On that same 
date, CS-1 infmmed BLM Special Agent that - info1med CS-1 that 
and - were planning on se~fire the next morning on A~l2. CS-1 said that 
asked CS-1 ifhe wanted to pay- to staii the fire. CS-1 told - that he would drive to 
Yuma AZ and pay- the next morning (Attachment 1). 

On April 25, 2012 BLM Special Agents (SA' s) and Law Enforcement Rangers met with CS-1 at the 
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BLM Field Office in Yuma, AZ to conduct a buy operation. The buy operation included an exchange 
of money from CS-1 to The following is a summary of the activities that subsequently 
occuned relative to this buy operation: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

At 8:33 a.m., BLM special agents recorded a consensuallM!ionitored telephone call between CS-1 
and - Durin~, CS-I asked- if would be willing to ignite a 
fire ~-1 and- would be ca~ BIA an receive payment for suppression 
work stated that due to the weather conditions and lack of wind, the fi~tai1, 

but he would 1Iy anyway. - told CS- I that he would contact - and 
ask ifhe would be willing to start the fire . 

- later telephoned CS-1 and said that he con~ and that 
would be willing to ignite a fire for $150.00 dollai·s .~l that would 
meet CS-I at the Jack-in-the-Box restaurant located at 4th Avenue and 1st Su·eet in Yuma 

fin1her stated that - would be driving an older model 

(Agents Note: CS-1 told Agents th~ore that 
with - license plate number-.>. 

drove a 

drove away to his house 1- cated at 
CS-I reported that during his/her meeting with 

tte t at e was responsible for stai1ing the Laguna fire . The surveil ance team 
saw leave his - house in Winterhaven and drive to Yuma and then back to the 
Quechan Reservation. The surveillance team followed - till approximately 11 :30 a.m., and 
then lost sight of- and could not relocate him that day (Attachment 2). 

On May 3, 2012, after receiving a request for investigative assistance, OIG Special Agents joined the 
investigation. 

(Attachment 3). 

IntervieJv o~ 

On May 31 , 2012, 
OIG and BLM special agents . 

. The infonnation obtained through use of the 
01mation regai·ding- role in stai1ing fires 

was interviewed by 
said he manages the BIA fire prograins at Fo11 Yuma and the 
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rep01ied his job duties were similar to a - . 

tember of 2009 he received information from FWS employee 
and was involved in struting 

said he contacted Wildland Fire Investigate Foot at the National 
F" ·e Center (NIFC) in Boise, Idaho but as fru· as he knew an investigation was not 

said at that point he realized he needed a Wildland Fire Investigator for the F01t 
Yuma ru·ea. said the BIA developed a Delegation of Authority with the BLM, which allowed 
the BLM to investigate fires on tribal or reservation lands. The BLM Fire Investigator was II -
- said after talking with - about- he had a better unde~ that 
had been~ in the past of struting fires but there was no real evidence. - rep01ted eve1y 
time he - was out of the ru·ea, fires occuned. - said some of the fires were legitimate 
in nature but some were als. sus icious. - said he also noticed the times of the fires were 
always an hour or two after got off work, which was 1600 hours. - stated when he 
changed- work sche e om 0900 hours to 1800 hours; it mitig~re problem for a 
while. 

- said another issue he noticed with - was that - fire repolis (1202 Fo1m) were 
lacking in details as to what - saw when he anived on scene, if a fire investigator was requested 
and what investigative steps 'l:dbeen taken. said per BIA policy a fire investigator is to be 
requested if one is available for all fires. · 01ted~ority when atTiving at a fire is to 
fight the fire and protect the point of origin. said - has a tendency not to protect the 
point of origin or he aggressively attacked the point of or origin. 

rep01ted after the New Sub fire (Ap1112, 2012) he heard a rumor from FWS employee . 
about a bounty for fires . said told him that BIA firefighters were paying to strui 

fires. He reported he immediately called said after receiving the inf01mation from 
- eve1~became cleru· regru·ding behavior over the past years from times of fires 
struting, to - not protecting the point of origin at fires. 

In response to questions regru·ding devices that could be used to stat~ described Stubby 
flru·es as small canisters that ru·e used to bum off ru·eas druing a fire. ~nly fire agencies 
could purchase the flru·es. - said BIA - does not use Stubby flares, but after the New 
Sub fire he had received a request from BLM to replace 50 that had been given to - and other 
members of the BIA firefighting crew (Attachment 4). 

Interview o~ 

On June 4, 2012 OIG SA's interviewed 
BIA. II said he - the BIA w1 t e states o Anzona Uta · , Neva , 
California, Idaho and Oregon. II said he coordinates with the field level FMO's providing technical 
assistance from budgets to training to making sure everyone is prepared for the fire season. 

• said he was aware of s: cious fires in the Yuma area .• said he had been briefed by
~ the last two months. - said as he understood a firet'ighter came fo1ward to the BIA ::ri3LM 
to rep01t a group of BIA firefighters had been conspiring to strut fires so they could get paid. 11 
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repo1ied the AD Pay Plan for firefighters is a DOI program. II said the AD firefighters are paid 
through the BIA Emergency Operations Account. 

liid in 2000 there was a similar incident with an individual at F01i Yuma. II said-
a BIA AD Firefighter admitted to starting fires . II said he did not know any of the details 

regai·ding - only that there was an investigation (Attachment 5). 

From June 4 through June 10 2012 BLM and OIG SA's conducted a joint coveli operation in Yuma 
Arizona. On June 6th agents attached a recording and transmission device on CS-1. CS-1 also wore 
the recording and transmission device on the night of June 6th to the - bai· where he met with 
- A segment of recorded conversation includes - telling CS-1 that the Laguna Fire 
~ set in May of 2011 , was a makeup fire for the~' which was set five days eai·lier. 
- told CS-1 that he - was with - in a vehicle and saw - throw a fusee out 
of the window (Attachment 6). 

(Agent's Note: A fusee is used by firefighters to initiate backfires.) 

Interview o~ 

On Jul 30, 2012, BLM, was interviewed b OIG and BLM a 
repo1ied besides being a he is a fully qualified 
repo1ted the BIA F01t Yuma ai·ea as a histo1y of inegular ue occunences. said 

he has the delegation of authority to conduct wildland fire investigations in the Foli Yuma area through 
a memorandum of understanding (MOU). - said over the last couple of years the intensity of 
fires has increased. - explained that the Foli Yuma authorities were aware that there was a 
problem. He said the BIA Fire Management Officer (FMO .... _ told him that the 
tribe wanted to know how the fires were being started, h~~p them and how i~e 
addressed properly through law enforcement channels. - asked for additional law 
enforcement supp01i through both the tribal and Imperial County Sheniff's Office (ICSO) in 2010 but 
received none. On numerous occasions, - requested a BIA special agent to assist because of 
suspicious fire sets, but received no cooperation. 

In 2009, staiied documenting a high occurrence of human caused fires. During this time 
believed that fues were being set by hot struts. - said that the ai·sonist behavior 

indicated that they knew little about staiiing fires . Over the next couple of years, - began 
identifying a progression of tactics · ai·sonists were using weather and tenain to their advantage and 
lighting at multiple set points. - started to see a progression in the amount of fires being set 
and the way they were burning. 

said that the Haughtilin fire which was on May 6, 2010, had two points of origin. 
went to the BIA, and inf~ that one or two people on the BIA fire crew could 

e mvo ved in setting illegal fires. ~e also informed BIA Special Agent 
- of his findings. 

- said that he investi ated the Bautista fire whicMiii!i· occuned on A ril 3, 2009. - and 
BLM Law Enforcement interviewed claimed that he saw and 
rep01ted the - fire. sru at e was travelin~ evee m ~emment vehicle 
and saw smoke stopped, and repo1ted the fire to dispatch. - said that - displayed 
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nervousness during the interview, i.e. shaking sweating. 

- said- had anived at multiple fues in government fire engines to provide suppression 
suppo1t. When he anives and begins working he destroys the point of origin, and any evidence on 
scene. - said that the Winterhaven fire crews also anive on fires and usually destroys or 
disturbs the point of origin. - has provided training to the Winterhaven and BIA fue crews on 
protecting the point of origin~uring evidence. Even after training both agencies, 
feels that they have continued to provide reckless support and destroyed evidence. finally 
advised them to stop interfering with fires or he would have them charged with obstruction of justice. 

- said the Chop ~April 4, 2012), had four intentional ignition spots. -
~the bum area of- to the primruy point of origin under a Salt Cedar.~ under 
the Salt Cedru· had been destroyed by the fire crews and provided no evidence, inc~any type of 
ignition devices . - said that the suppression activities were conducted by-

- said that he found fire accelerant mru·ks at the Mission~st 11 , 2010) and the 
~re (April 10, 2011). - said that AD firefighter - displa ed sus icious 
behavior at these fires and did not cooperate with him during the fire investigations. 
suspects that II may have struied fires . - said that he feels that the BIA and 
fire crews were working against him. 

said that during the New Sub fire (April 2, 2012), he noticed that BIAll Firefighter 
boots matched the boot-prints in the soil at the point of origin. Imperial County 

Sheriff's Deputies interviewed- who was belligerent and denied any involvement in the fire. 

- was out of town during the Laguna fire which occUITed on Ma 17, 2011. A BIA fire 
mvestigator was called from Washington State. BLM Law Enforcement 
was on scene soon after the Laguna fire was struied and detennined a pos~ of origin 
called - and described different types of burn indicators to him. - a~ Conde 
had located the point of origin and asked him to cordon off the point of origin. When _ 
returned back to the Yuma ru·ea he went out to where - had located the point of origin and 
confirmed that was the ru·ea where the firn was stru·tecr--

received the initial call to in~e Chop Shop fire on April 19 2012. - was the 
told - that someone was cutting up a cru· and struied the 

said he saw crui tracks going up and down the wash to an old abandoned Ford vehicle. 
The ve c e ad recently been cut aprui with a blow torch. Whoever cut the vehicle had cru·efully 
remov~tank and other ruts of vehicle removed vegetation debris and meticulously cut the 
metal. - said that kept receiving phone calls from firefighters and he told them that he 
didn' t need them. ·epo1ted when!il!e told that he identified three ignition points, 
- began displaying nervous behavior. then located a foUiih point of origin. -
~ two stubbies lying out by the trail next to t e road. The stubbies were twisted together. 
- concluded his investigation and left the Chop Shop fire. 

While in route to the station- saw a smoke colUlllll, and res 
When ani.ved on scene, he saw 
was a man, , on the water in e ·e ru·ea. FWS Fue 1 
- vehicle with as a passenger. - said that 
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was able to drive du~ frightened from the fire. - said the flames were 30-40 feet hi , 
and the fire was hot. -drov~ through th~ safe area. said 
was visibly shaken, and was having a difficult time communicatin . said was 
unable to write, so he wrote for him. - explained to that he was fishin when he saw 
a saw a male drivin . The - was driven down to where 
vehicle was parked and turned around. The drove a short distance and parked, but was 
never able to see the vehicle at that time. said that he heard voices betwe~. Soon 
after the - left, - saw smoke in the area where the - had parked. - said he 
located tire b:acks that swerved to the side of road near the point of origin. Near the point of origin, 
- found what appearnd to be remnants of a burned out fusee. 

- said that it is not common to have two fires in one day. - explained that the 
arsonists ' initial attempts to get the Chop Shop fire a full blaze failed. He said since the Chop Shop 
fire was a failure, the arsonist may have wanted to start another larger fire that day, which was the 
Backwater. 

- explained the Backwater fire was on Arizona State Tmst land and he was stopped from 
completing his investigation due to lack of funding by Arizona State. 

- explained that he investigated the Senator Fire which took place on March 15, 2012. The 
Senator fire was a night fire on BLM lands. interviewed a witness, who said 
he saw a red vehicle before the fire was starte was unable to detemune a source of ignition 
(Attachment 7). 

Initial interview o~ 

On Aucrust 3, 2012, BLM Special Agents and Law Enforcement Officers LEO 
lllliiiiiiiiilired-colored Chevrolet Trailblazer. At this time, agreed to participate 
~was accompanied by law enforcement officers to the Yuma County Sheriff's 

Office in Yuma, AZ. During his interview, - was provided a Miranda warning and agreed to 
voluntarily speak with investi. tors. - stated that he had been out of prison for seven months and 
was the "arson gun for hire ." a~ated that - paid him money to staii fires and that 
other F01i Yuma firefighters contributed money in order to pay him to stali fires. - finiher stated 
that - collects the money and gives it to him to staii the fires. 

- finiher stated that he staiied the La8l!l!a fire with a homemade chip torch. He went on to 
~other fires that he and others sta1ied. ~aid that he staiied lighting fires in 2009 while 
he was an AD firefighter with the Fo1i Yuma BIA~ identified numerous F01i Yuma AD 
~ters who either paid money to have fires staiied, or had intimate knowledge of- and 
- involvement in starting fires (Attachment 8). 

Initial interview o-

On Au~2 BLM Special Agent and LEOs interviewed 
Office. - told aii!nts he worked as a Firefighter 
Yuma Fire Depa1iment. has worked for the BIA since 
illegal fires being set in e Yuma ai·ea. - said he did not 
illegally staiied in the Fort Yuma ai·ea for profit (Attachment 9). 
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Additional interviews o~ 

, were interviewed by OIG and BLM 
expressed continued cooperation in the investi ation. 

irefighter for the BIA, Foit Yuma Fire District from 
also said he was a 

an 

was the financial person who paid him to start fires on all occasions 
would ask him to do the AD firefighters a favor because they 

would ask him for a dollar amount to stari a fire and he 
would answer "w atever you can pay''. stated it was like bidding, no guarantee if the fire 
~ to be big, little, or a tree fire . repoited that after he received money from 
--he would wait a day or two and then set the fire. stated the last time he was 
contacted by- to stari a fire was in late July 2012 when wanted him to stari a fire 
on the Cibola National Wildlife Refuge near Yuma, Arizona. 

to stari a 

admitted to starting 15 fires since 2009. - identified 18 fires 
since 2009. also identified six fires that had been staiied by- or 
the six fires said he was present with them at five of the fues. 

- said he knew when staried a fire because - would tell him he -
did not need to go with him. said- prefened to use road flares and Stubby flares 
to strut fires because he was able to obtain them from work. 

said she drove the vehicle for her - when he staried the Chop Shop fire and Backwater 
fire said the reason her - has been lighting fires was because the fuefi~ork is 
seasonal and the only way the AD firefighters!!i!t aid is when ~fighting a fire . -
repo1ted that in Mai·ch of2012 she overhear·d tell her - if he "did a job" (start a fire) 
he - and the crew would "kick him own" some cash. 

- identified 22 firefighters as having knowledge of him staiting fires . - stated that _ 
paid him to start fires on all occasions but one (Attachment 10). 
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At the end of the interview, - and - agreed to accompany the agents, along with 
to the locations where the fires were staiied in order to explain how and who staiied the 

fires. and- also agreed to be video-recorded at each location. - was present 
during s inter~only a short ~ime before she left due to the extreme heat. - was 
ultimately able to take the agents and - to total of 17 fire locations before concluding for the 
day due to dai-lmess (Attachment 11). 

Below is a table listing the fires discussed with- during the interview as well as a summaiy of 
relevant info1mation provided by- regai·din-gihe fires. Fire Re mis F01m 1202 which were 
completed upon each fire occunence were obtained from BIA during the 
investigation (Attachments 12). 

Date of 
Fire Fire Name 

41612009 Cocopah 1 

4/16/2009 Pasqual 

4/20/2009 Vees 
5/13/2009 Arnold 

Road 1 
5/24/2009 Powerhous 

e 
5/31/2009 Jackson 1 

6/12/2009 Ditch 

6/2112009 Jungle 

7/31/2009 Quick 

1/1/2009 New Year 

8/26/2009 Mexi 

Fires 

repo1tedhe 

said he used a 

na 
sta1ted the fire using a ping pong ball containing 

anti eeze. - explained that when antifreeze is shaken inside a 
ping pong ~chemical reaction occurs causing it to blow u . 
. ~ $35.00 to start the fire. said he used a 

t t~ starttheTrre. - and 

~- $100.00 to strut the fire. 
and...,-aD used hot lights to start the 

said that he, 

sta1ted the fire using a hot light. - said he was 
d aid him $20.00. 

struted the fire, probably with tubbing 
told - they each got $100.00 to 

rre. 
sta1ted the fire by piling trash around a tree and using a 

said the onl thin that burned was a sin le tree. 
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8/30/2009 4th Avenue 
Bridge 

9/16/2009 Foster 

9/22/2009 Walking 
Park 

10/17/2009 Centipede 

10/28/2009 Stillway 

3/7/2010 Picacho 

6/4/2011 Horseshoe 
2 

4/3/2011 White 
Assist 

4/10/2011 Jackson 2 
4/15/2011 Arnold 

Road2 
5/6/2011 
5/11/2011 

Rambo 

5/12/2011 Baby 

5/18/2011 Laguna 

6/26/2011 804 Canal 
Road 

7/4/2011 San 
Pasqual 
School 

7/13/2011 Hay Stack 

8/12/2011 Kid 

Case Number: OI-C0 -12-0338-1 

used a -
and 

sta1ted the fire with road flares. 
sta1ted the fire with road flares . 

was paid a "measly" 
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remembers the amount of 

1/4/2012 Foster 

119/2012 s 24 

4/2/2012 New Sub 

4/ 19/2012 Backwater 
Assist 

On April 27, 2012, was re-interviewed at the Imperial Co~onal Facility by 
OIG and BLM agents. was advised of his Miranda Rights. - told agents he 
understood his rights and wished to speak to agents. 

was questioned in regards to fires he had admitted to starting to agents on August 7, 2012. 
was told it had been impossible for him to have started seven of the fires he had admitted 

o ecause at the time he admitted to being inc~u-cerated . - said he was covering for 
" who lit the fires .• said that he covered for his~ 

because he was already a 'double sb'iker' in California; or convicted of two felonies. 
- said s brother was charged with a third felony he would go away to prison for a 
time. 

- said - paid his 
Picacho fire on March 17 2012. 
fire using gasoline as an ignition source. 
how to set fires . 

$85.00 dollai·s to dii.ve him 
said that - di·ove 

s~hetau t 

out to light the 
o lit the Picacho 
fire behavior and 

- said that he and first plann~ting the Laguna fire at his house 
in Winterhaven, California. said that - wan~fire and he suggested 
lighting a fire up by the dam. said on May 17 2012 - drove him no1 to light the 
fire. When they ani.ved, said he tii.ed to light the fire using a hot stait. The fire didn' t sta1i 
so he went back to ve cle and filled a bottle with gasoline, stuck a rag in the bottle and lit 
it. e threw the bottle into the bmsh and the bottle broke and ignited the bmsh. -

said was scai·ed that someone would see his vehicle and connect him to the er~ 
e e the scene, eaving him behind. - said he watched the fire for 15-20 minutes, jumped 

in the Colorado River and floated down stream. 

- said that - 2roinised him $100.00 dollai·s and half of his paycheck for lighting the 
Laguna Fire, but never paid him. was questioned in regai·ds to his p1i.or statement about 
the most he was ever paid was $1,500 said what he meant was that $1 ,500.00 was the total 
amount he was paid by - for all of the fires he started. - said on average he was 
paid between $75.00 and?i5().0o per fire ifhe even received any money (Attachment 13). 
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Re-interview o-
On Ammst 8 2012, lliiiiii said he has been 
which entails the duties of 

Firefighter was re-interviewed by OIG and BLM agents . 
firefi ter since 2005 . said his job title was - , 

firefighters who are available to work 
and to 

- denied having any knowledge or hearing any rumor about arnon fires . - denied 
having any involvement in the Laguna fire or Chop~- - said his only involvement in 
the Baby fire -was beincr dispatched as a firefighter. - said Fort Yuma does not have or use 
~ares . said he did not know of ~ghting agency that used Stubby flares. 
- sai e as never used a Stubby flare. - said he does not know anything about any 
fires being started by arson. - said he is not an arsonist and his criminal history is little to 
none, other than being sent to prison for . - repoited he did not use illegal 
chugs. At this point during his interview, stated he did not have anything else to say 
(Attachment 14). 

Interview o~ 

On August 29 2012 - was interviewed by OIG and BLM agents. said the first time 
she heard abo~es was in Febmar or March 2012. said-
contacted her - . said told her "wen~ this fire 
season going, my kids need to eat." said told her this was not going to be 
anything serious, it was just burning offbmsh. said her - told her staiting fires was a 
way for the BIA to keep getting money to pay the AD firefighters . 

- said - wanted her - to stait a fire behind the new subdivision on the Quechan 
Tribal Reservation, located in Winterhaven, California. said she witnessed the conversation 
between her and said one · texted her ot a ·ob 
for said at the time they were living at 

he next day she and her - ch·ove to h 
sa1 was also there and whe~d her 
outs his 
her said wanted her to strut a fire in the trees behind the new 
subdivision on the reservation. said her told - he would not strut a fire there 
because it was too dangerous, due to the close proximity of the residences. - said _ 
then told her - to go and scout out some areas by the casino to strut ~ch h~ 

- said two days later there was a big fire behind the new subdivision. said the day 
after the New Sub fire was ut out" she and. er w- re a ain over at her house 
visitin , with said her asked if he started the New Sub fire . 

said er "He yeah I did t ·at it was a good one it w~e". 

said her told he almost caused eve1yone to be evacuated. - said 
said "Yeah but we made our money''. 

said besides the New Sub fire, the only other time she has witnessed a conversation between 
and her was when - (last name unknown) paid to stait a fire. - said 

days before paid her - $150.00 he and- made a plan to split 
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- mone~.~~.~r her - to strut the fire. 
convmced her - to t~oney and "rip" 

said she did not tmst - so she 
0 f. 

- saidtheda 
again, with 

riorto the Ch~re· she andher 
said - told her 

to a trail and all her 

- said Winterhaven Fire Depa11ment put out the Chop Shop fire. - said 
complained to her - that the Chop Shop fire was nothing. 

- said she then drove her - to the ru·ea known as the Backwa~ said she 
saw a man in a boat on the water and asked her if he would be ok. ~r-
told her the man could get out. - said her jumped out of the vehicle, started the fire 
with a lighter and jumped back in the vehicle as she drove away. 

said on another occasion her - told her about fighting fires as an AD firefighter. 
said her - told her they (AD firefigh~t raking hot spots into illy ru·eas, so the 

fire would flare up and they could continue to work. - said she did not know the location of the 
fire only that it was not in Yuma Arizona (Attachment 15). 

I11te1'View o~ 

On August 8 2012, - was interviewed b OIG and BLM agents. - stated he had about If 
yeru·s of firefi htin ex erience beginnin in . - said h:i;: employed by the BIA as 
a smce 

~ed he was awru·e that there was an ongoing investigation relating to the cause of the Laguna 
~ stated he was not really surprised that the OIG and BLM were investigating ru·son fires 
allegedly struted by his fellow AD firefighters an!!dx lained that there was a history of firefighter 
struted ru·son fires within the Fo11 Yuma Agency. advised in 2003 there was a BIA firefighter 
who was caught struting fires and was subsequent y tenninated; - identified the firefighter as 
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- added that it could be possible that c1mently employed AD firefighters were 
~not know of anyone that was stru1ing ru·son fires. 

- confnmed he had never contributed to, nor was he aware of an arson fund or any firefighters 
ever contributing to an ru·son fund. - confnmed he was not awru·e of any Foli Yuma Agency AD 

liters ever discussing their pru1icipation in setting arson fires or actually setting ru·son fires. 
stated he had never been provided with any information regarding ru·son fn·es being set- AD 

ghters. - stated he has never personally benefited other than his salruy from a fire. 
stated that it'hehad been involved in any conversations with his fellow fn·efighters about the collection 
of monies, an ru·son pool or starting fires, he did not remember those conversations (Attachment 16). 

On September 12, 2012 - was re-interviewed by OIG and BLM agents. - said he conducts 
full inventories of the BIA Fmt Yuma Fire Station a couple times a year; once at the beginning of the 
year and once during the summer. said he conducts minor inventories or checks the trucks 

-

·es eve1y time there is a fire . said he last completed an invei!tm in July 2012. 
said he keeps tr·ack of eve1ything including fusees and Stubbies. said he does not count 

mdividual fusee in the boxes on the trucks but makes sure there is at east a half of a box per 
tri1ck. 

- said the last time- e s oke to was three weeks eru·l:ier. - said he never 
had a conversation with about starting fires. said he never heard mmors about 
anyone setting fires, but wou ave repolied the rnmors !!heru·d them. - said he was never 
awru·e of anyone staliing fires. - said that ifhe knew that - was sta1ting fires he would 
have turned him in immediately . 

• 
said no one ever called and told him they set a fn·e. - said that he remembered the 

a Fire and that he remembered iiieaking to BLM La~rcement Ranger - and 
BLM Ranger that fire . said he originally saw the Bautista Fire on the California 
side of levee, and called it in to dispatc . said the fire was not on tr·ibal lands, so his unit was 
not called to suppress the fire. 

- said that he has heru·d on occasion that- was struting fires. 
was ne1vous and was thinking of his family, and didn't want to lose his JOb. said that 

called him and told him that he got him a fir~tista Fire) on the levee. told 
that he can't be struting these fn·es. - said he was at the BIA Fire Depa 

when called him. 

- said he called fire dis atch, and then responded to the area to lerun the fire was on BLM 
public administered lands. said that he failed to tell and about his 
conversation with said that he lied to and when he told them he 
was on his way home when he spotted the Bautista Fire and repolied it to dispatch. -
said he doesn' t like lying and he ows it will be held against him. 
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- said that he had conversations with - and other firefighters that the Jungle (an area 
~White Road) would bum. - sai~d- that the whole Jungle was thick 
and if you got fire going in there it would bum. - said w~ were working or 
patrolling, he would tell - about good areas to bum. - said that he would 
explain to - how areas with a large amount of fuel would ignite a good fire and how 
wind would get the fire going. 

- said - asked him where the good areas were to burn and - told him that one of 
those areas was the Jun le. - said he knew why - was ques~ him about good 
areas to start fires. said he never acted on it or reported it to anyone. - said that he 
thou t that was stariing fires in those ar·eas, but he didn't have any proof. - said that 
after as e · about good ar·eas to light fires there would be wildland fir~ose same 

said that there were firns in most of the ar·eas that he and- had discussed. 
aid that he always believed that - was starting those fires. 

- said that the first time he knew - was lighting fires was when he told him that he -
~the Bautista fire. - said he~ mmors that - was lighting fires after &e
Bautista Fire. 

said that - called him and told him there was a fire by White Road (Centipede 
F. · . said that he told- that they would respond when dispatch called him. 

s that - ~ld him about a lot of fires . said he thought it was odd 
that would call him first and tell him there was a fue . said he didn't remember 

called on. 

said that he knew that BIA AD Firefighters were taking fusees from the fire depariment. 
said there have been times over the year (2012 that they haven't had a lot of fires or had a need 

to use the fusees, but the fusees still came up missin . said that he conducted routine 
inventories and kept trnck of the fusees on the truck. said he always kept a full package of 
fusees on the tmcks, and that he knew when someone opened a pack and took fusees out of it. -
said he never saw- take fusees or suspected him of taking them. 

- said that he was wrong not to speak up or bring it to anyone's attention about the missing 
~ said that there have been missing fusees this year but more have disappeared in the 
past. said that he never counted how man fusees were missin . said that the mi~ 
fusees started during the summer of 2009. said that when admitted that he -
started the Bautista Fire in 2009, he un erstood why fusees were nnssing that summer. 
- said that it's obvious that people were using the stolen fusees to start fues . 

said - was taking the fusees because he was staiting fires. - said that he knew 
had his own pack and he was takin~- said he knew because ___ 

age ~and when it was replaced - returned his old pack without~ 
said that - never retmned the fusees 

said that he saw the two stubbies at the Chop Shop Fire and thought it was suspicious. 
said that h~d them off. - said that someone had probably put them there to go back 

ater to stari a fire. - said he knew someone staited the Chop Shop Fire because there were four 
different ignition points. 
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- said that his job as a firefighter is to protect the point of!! oi. in, but that always wasn't 
~d frame, because he was focused on suppressing the fire . said that he was 
putting up a blin~ and never realized that he was destroying e point of origins on 
numerous fires. - said that he understands that if firefighters destroy the point of origin, then the 
fire investigation is compromised and the fire cannot be investigated (Attachment 17). 

Interview o~ 

On Au!llist 8 2012 AD Firefighter was inte1viewed b 
said he staited in ii. s osition as an AD firefi ter in 

by the BIA during the fire season 
ac on e BIA Foli Yuma Agency ·efighting crew m 

on his family career, and making a good reputation for himself. 
Talon, Globe Pilot, Quick, Jungle, Severity Posh, Dinner and Weber fire. 
not paiticipate in the Laguna fire. 

said there have been several rnmors in the ai·ea about someone starting fires. -
denied having any knowledge of who could be staiting fires· denied ever witnessing anyone 

strut a fire, and denied knowing any ai·sonists. also denied any involvement in struting 
fires . 

denied having any knowledge regarding a "pool" or money crew members gave to an 
~o sta1t a fire so he and other crew members would be called to respond and make money. 
- denied giving money to anyone to strut a fire so he could get called to respond. 

said he knew foimer AD Firefighter said he did not 
or any of the fire crew mem ers. sat e eru·d the BIA had 
because he owed the BIA money for his firefight.. e uipment. -

was not his friend and that he does not speak to 

- said - (last name unknown) told him he heru·d some guy named II or
~ownT,terr some of the crew member that they (crew) should pay someone to strut a fire 
or asked the crew if they knew someone stupid enough to strut fires (Attachment 18). 

b OIG and BLM agents. 
in 2009 at the 

left them, so he and - went~te ways walkino- back 
home. he was guilty of being at the fire with - and watchin 
- strut the fire. repolied he was not paid any money to go with ut he 
was called out as a ·e 1 ter two days later and worked for several days on the fire. 
fire was named the Jlmgle fire. 
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said Tree Escalante and~about- st=rrres and that is 
why is not on the AD fire ~t said AD firnfighter - was also hying 
to pull money together to go and staii a fire (Attachment 19). 

Cooperation provided by on identifying fire location 

On August 9 2012 , was interviewed by OIG and BLM agents in order 
to conoborate his statements to investigators. confnmed her- ~ed up 
eai·ly in the morning by someone, who she did not see. said when her - returned 
he was missing his wedding ring. - said her tol her he lost his wedding ring 
when he was being a "look out" f~o stai1ed a re. said could not 
remember the name of the person her - told her stai1ed the fire only that he was on the fire 

said she did not know the exact month but she knew it was after their _ 
(Attachment 21). 

(Agents Note: The Journey fire occun·ed on 1211912009 it was at the same location as the Jungle fire. 
The Journey fire had five different points of origins, according to FMO -
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this as a "sign" and put out his fire. 

said there was a total of five different ignition~fire. 

started all of the points except the second point. - said he saw 
use the newspaper and some old cardboard he - had found to staii his fires . 

said when he got home he told hi- he lost his wedding ring when he followed 
to staii a fire but he did not tell his - he also had st.a.tied a fire. 

said - admitted to him to staiting the Quick fire. 
were both paid as firefighters to put out the Quick fire. 

said he and 

said there was one other fire he wanted to talk about it, which was the Centie!Ire. 
said in 2009 after the Jungle fire , he wa~gain from his house by- and 

said as they drove ai·ound - and told him they wanted to 
staii another fire. said they told him to be the "lookout". said when they 
stopped he sta e e c o the truck, watching for the police and any o er ve c es coming their 

said ot out of the vehicle, while - remained behind the wheel. 
said he could see take a pile of moss and light it on fire. said 

a vehicle was coming towai·ds them, so ran back and jumped in the vehicle. 
said they all went home and just waited to be called to the Centipede fire, which they were. 

said in April 2012 while in Phoenix Arizona at Applebee's eating dinner, -
uma Fire Crew he bets when they get back to Yuma there is g~ther fire. 
said told - to shut up and not to talk about it". - said he 

and intentions were to go and staii a fire or ay someone to staii at fire so they 
could t e cai·e of the AD firefighters back at home. said the next day on the bus ride 
back to Yuma - told the group it's easy to sta1i a fire , he could get some flai·es or 
maybe he could get someone else to start the fire and they could get paid to put it out. 
said there was a fire a couple days later but he was not called to it and did not remem 
the fire. - said besides him - and - he remembers 
(Unkno~on the bus with them (Attachment 22). 

Intervie.v o~ 

~012 .-, AD Firefighter, was interviewed b 
- sai~s position as an AD firefighter in said 
he worked the Laguna Jackson, Severity Pee-Posh, and a fire No1ih of Phoenix. 
recalled seeing the Laguna flyer rega1·ding a rewai·d for inf01mation and heard a~from the crew 
that a fusee at the Laguna fire was traced back to the~ said - told the 
crew that fo1mer BIA Fo1t Yuma Agency Firefightermwasstartillgfires. 

Besides the rumors, denied havin 
denied witnessing anyone staiiing a fire. 
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be called to respond (Attachment 23). 

I11terview o~ 

was her right hand- man and was a good guy. said she did 
not believe would start firns on pmpose or collect money and pay someone else to start fires 
because he needed money like everyone else did. said it did not make sense for a 
firefighter to light a fire (Attachment 25). 

On August 30, 2012, was re-interviewed by OIG agents. 
a.warn of a pool and denied knowledge of AD firefighters contributin t 
- expressed disapproval to agents because her , rovided information 

-

nts and indicated she knew of the potential firns set by arsonists. denied that her 
told her about her - taking flares from the BIA inventory (Attachment 26). 

I11terview o 

I11terview o 

On September 10, 2012, OIG and BLM specia= ts attempted to interview in re ards 
to human caused fires around Yuma, Arizona. - was cmTently incarcerate at 

California for a violation of parole. - invoked his Miranda 
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Rights and told the agents he did not wish to speak to them (Attachment 28). 

IntervieJv o~ 

- stated he has never been asked to contribute nor has he contributed money to an arson pool. He 
added he is not aware of any of his fellow AD firefighters contributing to a pool and does not 
remember any discussions about an arson pool of money being collected (Attachment 29). 

On October 22, 2012 was interviewed by OIG and BLM agents. - said he had 
been friends with a.rs . said the iiito ed being friends m 2010 because he 
- staited dating . said when - staited 
workin for the BIA fire department would brag to him about staitin!!ues to get work. -
said mentioned he was pai $20.00 to $40.00 to strut fires but never said who paid 
him. said- explained to him he would light paper with a mate and airange the ignition 
so he wou~e about a 30 minute window of oppmtunity to leave the ai·ea before authorities 
would ai ive. said - told him about lightin four or five fires and re eatedly would 
ask him · e wanted to go and strut fires which said he declined. said if he 

was staiting fires with it would be 
multiple occasions would tell him- could not do the job right, so he 
to light the fire (Attachment 31). 

Additional Interviews 

Additional interviews were conducted with other firefighters identified by- as having know. ed e 
of the fires involved in this matter. In summ~iews did not ch~ testimony that 
- -----others individuals were directly in Cl 
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in staiting fires , or paying monies to start fires. The individuals interviewed ai·e shown below and their 
interview reports ai·e provided as Attachments 32 through 48. 

Between Se tember 2012 and November 2012, the OIG obtained the cost for the 38 fires identified by 
The OIG determined that the DOI funds expended for the 38 fires totaled approximately 

7,663,456.50. During the investigation it was leained that 22 CUITent and fmmer BIA Fmt Yuma 
Agency firefighters may have paiticipated in or had knowledge of 38 fires allegedly caused by arson. 
The OIG could only determine the pay received for 21 of the 22 firefighters. The OIG determined the 
pay received for the 21 firefighters totaled approximately $146 454.98 (Attachment 54) 

Position 
Address: 
DOB 
SSN: 

Name: 

SUBJECT(S) 
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DOB 
SSN: 

Position: 
Address: 
DOB: 
SSN: 

Position: 
Address: 
DOB: 
SSN: 

Position: 
Address: 
DOB: 
SSN: 

Case Number: OI-C0-12-0338-1 

DISPOSITION 

This matter was referred to the U.S. Attome~ Phoenix, Arizona. The followin- · dividuals 
have been named as defendants in this case:---- and -
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ATTACHMENTS 

1. MOI CS-1 
2. Supplemental Report 1- UC 
3. Supplemental Re 011 2 
4. IAR -
5. IAR -
6. UC Tr 
7. MOI -
8. MOI -
9. MOI -
10. IAR - 2 
11. MOI - Tom of Fi.res Sites by -
12. Fire Summaries 
13 . MOI -
14. IAR -
15. IAR -
16. IAR -
17. MOI 
18. IAR -
19. IAR -
20. IAR 
21. IAR -
22. IAR -
23 . IAR -
24. IAR -
25. IAR -
26. IAR -
27. MOI-
28. IAR -
29. IAR -
30. IAR -

32. IAR -
33. IAR -
34. IAR -
35. MOI -
36. IAR -
37. IAR -
38. IAR 
39. IAR -
40. IAR -
41. IAR -
42. MOI -
43. MOI -
44. IAR -
45. IAR -
46. IAR 
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Case Title 

Reporting Office 
Atlanta 

Report Subject 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-VA-14-0025-1 

Report Date 
June 6, 2014 

Final Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

The Office ofl~~.£~1~~1~~~~l (OIG) initiated an investigation aft~nonymous 
complaint that-, a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) - in Wellsboro, PA, 
had signed a lease for gas rights that violated 5 C.F.R. §3501.104(b ), "Prohibited Interests in Mining." 
This regulation states that USGS employees cannot have a direct or indirect financial interest in private 
mining activities in the United States unless those interests are worth $5000 or less; or an aggregate of 
financial interests are worth $15,000 or less; or royalties paid are less than $600 per year. There are 
some additional exceptions found in 5 C.F.R. §3501.104(b )(3) that exclude those based on how the 
ownership of a financial interest was obtained. 

During our investigation, we determined that - did sign a gas lease with East Resources, Inc., 
in 2005 and that the current value of the lease exceeds the $5,000 limit. We also learned that most 
USGS employees do not receive formal training on the restrictions against mining interests. 

Reporting Official/Title Signature 
, Special Agent 

Approving Official/Title Signature 
Special Agent in Charge 

Authentication Number: 99773294965D9276A9D9B 1050AD9AAC3 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0025-I 

BACKGROUND 

The Code of Federal Regulations (5 C.F.R. § 3501.104(b) "Prohibited Interests in Mining") states that 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) employees cannot have a direct or indirect financial interest in private 
mining activities in the United States. The prohibition does not apply to single financial interests wo1ih 
$5,000 or less; aggregate financial interests worth $15,000 or less· or mineral royalties of $600 or less 
(Attachment 1). 

The N01ihem Appalachian Research Laboratory (NARL) in Wellsboro PA, was pali of the research 
branch of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service until September 1993. At that time a new U.S . 
Depaiiment of Interior (DOI) bureau, the National Biological Survey, was created and NARL became 
paii of it. The National Biological Survey became the National Biological Service a few yeai·s later, 
and in October 1996 it was transfened to USGS to become its new Bi= al Resources Division. 
USGS has worked at NARL since -

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

~3, 2013, the Office of Inspector General receive~ous complaint regarding 
- (Attachment 2). The complainant alleged that - had signed a lease for the 
gas rights under his prope1iy in violation ofUSGS policy. 

- told us during an interview that he purchased his house and land in . but did not leain 
about the value of the gas under the prope1iy until an agent from "Eastern Resources" approached him 
in 2005 (Attachment 3). He signed a lease the same yeai· (Attachment 4). He said that he did not buy 
his propeliy for the gas and that he was lucky because the mineral rights were included in the purchase. 

Agent's Note: During his interview, - referred to the company with whom he signed the 
lease as Eastern Resources. However, the company's name is believed to be East Resources, Inc. 

- told us that he received $122 from the company the year he signed the lease and has 
~ 1 per yeai· since. He knew that if he were paid more than a ceitain amount he would be 
violating USGS policy. He said he believed that the probability of the company actually producing gas 
from his land was less than 50 percent so he felt fine about signing the lease since he was not receiving 
more than $600 per year. 

confumed that he had listed his house for sale (Attachment 5). He said he was offering the 
house and and the oil, gas and mineral (OGM) rights at an additional 
$80,000. He told us that his asking price for the OGM rights was below their appraised value, stating 
that he believed his 12-acre gas lease was w01ih approximately $6,000 to $8 000 per acre. 

We showed him a September 1 2011 memorandum from USGS - Ethics Counselor. 
related to the restrictions on holding oil, gas, and mineral leases, and he recalled having 

seen it before. He noted the paii of the memorandum that said employees needed to contact the USGS 
Ethics Office if they held royalties in excess of $600 per yeai·, and said that he had no reason to contact 
the office because he only receives $61 per year. 

We interviewed NARL , who is 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0025-I 
told us that when he started as , - b:ied to get him to 

) house. two separate prices one for the house and 
property an one or the OGM n ts reca that at the time approached him 
the OGM rights were listed at $150 000 and the house at around $200,000. pointed out that 
the purchase of OGM rights applied just to the rights and did not mean that a signed lease 
was ah·eady in place but also said it would not surprise him to learn that - had a lease. 

- told us that he had been informed during his interview for his cmTent position that he could 
not profit from any gas leases while working for USGS. He said he could not sign a lease that 
generates over $600 of income per year and that there is a cap on how much he can profit from the sale 
of a lease. He also said that he would have to contact the USGS Ethics Office and apply for a waiver 
(which is granted by the USGS Director) ifhe wanted to sign a gas lease. If the waiver was denied, he 
would have to leave USGS in order to profit from the lease. He signed a memorandum as part of the 
hiring process acknowledging that he was aware of these restrictions. 

- said that this policy applies to every USGS employee and everyone at NARL knows about it
therefore there should be no "exposure" to NARL or USGS. He told us he had not held any all-hands 
meetings about gas leases because he did not know that they were a problem. 

- said that as the N~ he was responsible for the conduct of the employees at 
his branch and for making sure that everyone was meeting the ethical responsibilities of being a USGS 
employee. He explained that if he became aware of a direct gas lease violation, he would follow up on 
it by notifying his immediate supervisor the Employee Relations Office, and the Ethics Office to 
anange a conference call, but added that there is a limit to what he will look for himself 

, USGS and 
f01mer (Attachment 7). He said that all USGS employees are prohibited from 
entering mto pnvate 01 an gas leases without a waiver from USGS. He stated that the restrictions on 
leases have a dollar limit on the signing bonus an employee can receive from a company for signing a 
lease and on the royalties the employee can receive in a year. He could not recall the specific dollar 
amounts of either resb:iction. 

- said that he was offered gas leases himself on two occasions and that he applied for a waiver 
after the first offer. He said that he spoke with in the Ethics Office many times 
dming the waiver process. His request for a waiver was ultimately denied by the USGS Director. 

Throughout his lease offer and waiver process - said, he explained what he learned about the 
regulations to his employees and put eve1ything m writing for their benefit. - said he also spoke 
with all of his employees to identify their individual circUlllStances related to the oil and gas industry. 

- said that told him that he had signed a lease some time before the lease offer . 
received. explained to us that - was within policy because he was not~ any 
royalties an e $61 annual "bonus~ the dollar limit. He did not think that - had 
to apply for a waiver or notify the Ethics Office about his lease since he was under the policy 
thresholds. 

We asked - to explain the lease restriction and waiver process in 5 CFR § 3501.104 
(Attachm~aid that the restriction prohibits any USGS employee from having interests in 
private mining activities within the United States. She also explained that 5 C.F.R. § 3501.104(b )(3) 
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details the exceptions to the policy (interests where royalties paid annually equal $600 or less; small 
interests w01ih $5 000 or less· or aggregate interests worth $15 000 or less). 

According to , the value of a gas lease could be determined by the amount of money the 
lessor received at the time of signing. She agreed that an employee would be violating the resb:iction if 
the value of the employee's gas lease exceeded $5,000 even if the employee received a signing bonus 
ofless than $5,000 or even no signing bonus. She explained that the amount of the signing bonus 
implied that the lease is at least wmth that amount. We asked what she believed the lease 
value might be if a USGS employee was~dence with the option to purchase the lease and 
mineral rights for an additional $80,000 - stated that she would consider the lease value to 
be $80,000, which would violate the $5,000 restriction. 

said that according to the C.F.R. (5 C.F.R. § 3501.104(b)(5)) an employee is entitled to 
ask the USGS Director for a waiver if the employee wished to hold a financial interest in excess of 
what was pennitted. When the Ethics Office receives a waiver request from an employee, it issues a 
recommendation on the request to the USGS Director, who can grant a full waiver issue a waiver with 
certain conditions, or deny the request. - said that as of the date of the interview, 
- had not applied for a gas w~ that his personnel file would contain a copy of any 
earlier waiver requests. She reviewed the file and found no prior requests . 

Many of the NARL employees we interviewed stated that they received no f01mal training on the mies 
and r~ related to 5 C.F.R. 3501.104 (Attachments 9-10, and see Attachments 4, 6 and 7). 
Even - the cwTent said that he had not yet received any fo1mal training on the 
subject since he was hired on (see Attachment 6). Many employees credited their 
knowledge and understanding of the regulation and its restrictions on gas leases to _ 
communication with them· still, most employees misinterpreted the regulation and appeared not to 
understand the $5 000 financial interest restriction or the $15 000 aggregate financial interest 
restriction. 

We also learned dwi.ng om investigation that only those USGS employees who are required to file 
financial disclosme fmms (F01m OGE-450) must complete mandat01y annual ethics training. We 
found tha- cwTent position did not require him to file an OGE-450, and so he is not 
required t~ual ethics training. 

said he became aware of the restrictions related to oil and gas leases when he became NARL's 
(see Attachment 7). He said that dming his tenme as he did receive annual 

ethics training which was not required in his previous role as a . The training he took 
included general info1mation that was only enough to help him un erstan t at signing a lease could be 
problematic. His employees were not required to file the financial disclosme, and therefore they did 
not receive any ethics training· they only received the inf01mation related to the oil and gas lease 
restrictions through what he passed down to them. - said that new employees had to sign an 
acknowledgement of the prohibition, but they never received any fo1mal training on the topic. 

explained that new USGS hires receive a f01m, an ethics flipbook, and a hard copy of the 
DOI employee ethics guide, which cover topics including the oil and gas lease restrictions (see 
Attachment 8). She added that employees must sign an acknowledgement f01m attesting to their 
understanding of the prohibitions. She noted however, that the flipbook did not refer to the prohibition 
specific to oil and gas leases and said that such language should be included the next time the flipbook 
is updated. 
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- also told us that she was not a USGS employee when NARL became part of USGS, but 
~small number of employees in the Ethics Office she doubted that NARL employees 
received formal training on the restrictions at that time. 

confinned that annual ethics training is required for employees who file a financial 
f01m. The oil and gas lease restrictions are mentioned in this annual ethics trnining. 

believes that annual ethics training should be required for eve1y USGS employee since 
the non-filers are not being formally reminded of their restrictions. She believed that such training 
would benefit both USGS and its employees. 

SUBJECT(S) 

USGS Wellsboro, 
PA. 

DISPOSITION 

This matter is being refened to the Acting Director of USGS for any administrative action she deems 
necessa1y. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. 5 C.F.R. 3501.104(b)- "Prohibited Interests in Mining." 
2. Complaint dated Se tember 13 2013 . 
3. IAR - Interview of dated Febmary 18, 2014. 
4. Memorandum of mber 8, 2005. 
5. !AR-Analysis of property dated December 5, 2013 . 
6. IAR- Interview of dated Febmaiy 18, 2014. 
7. IAR- Interview of dated Mai·ch 4, 2014. 
8. IAR- Interview of , dated March 4, 2014. 
9. IAR- Interview of ated Febmary 11 , 2014. 
10. IAR - Interview of , dated Febmaiy 11 2014. 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Title 
Renewable Energy False Reporting 

Case Number 
OI-CA-14-0592-1 

Reporting Office 
Sacramento, CA 

Report Subject 
Closing Report of Investigation 

Report Date 
February 12, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

This office received allegations from a Bureau of Land Management (BLM) biologist that renewable 
energy companies holding right-of-way (ROW) grants with BLM were falsely reporting animal takes 
associated with their activities on Federal land. The complaint also alleged that the companies 
prevented biological monitors from directly reporting their findings to BLM by requiring them to sign 
nondisclosure agreements (NDA). 

This investigation is closed. This office reviewed the allegations-including interviews of the 
complainant, witnesses, and BLM management-and could not substantiate them with the information 
received. Additionally, BLM management already had begun to address the issues by drafting ROW 
grant policy clarifications to avoid the alleged issues in the future. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

~ent of the Interior, Office oflnspector General received allegations from BLM 
- that renewable energy companies were providing false reports of animal takes and 
relocations related to projects on Federal land (Attachments 1and2). Additionally- stated 
that the companies forced the biological monitors to sign NDA' s, which prohibited them from 
reporting their observations directly to BLM without prior notice and review by company 
representatives. 

- explained that BLM' s ROW grants required the companies to hire biological monitors and 
stated that the biologists should communicate directly with the agency about the project (Attachment 
3). She said that renewable energy companies interpreted the contracts simply as requiring biological 
reporting, but not necessarily from the biologist. She believed that, by requiring the biologists to sign 

Reporting Official/Title 
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Case Number: OI-CA-14-0592-1 

NDA's, the energy companies had inserted themselves into the biological reporting process-the 
biologists reported their findings to the compa-for review, and then the company forwarded the 
wildlife take and relocation statistics to BLM felt that BLM lacked a mechanism by which to 
verify that the numbers reported by the companies accurately reflected the biologists' observations at 
the project sites. She received many indirect accounts that the companies pressured biologists to 
minimize mitigation actions and costs, and that some companies altered biological reports before 
sending them to BLM; however, she stated that the NDA's precluded the biologists with direct 
knowledge from speaking with regulatory agencies about their concerns. 

BLM , who managed several renewable energy projects by Desert 
Sunlight and Genesis, stated that the ROW grants required the companies to hire biological monitors to 
oversee the projects from start to finish (Attachment 4). He felt, however, that BLM had not 
successfully clarified the nature of the monitors' association with the companies and BLM; he 
explained that the energy companies were expected to pay the biologists for their services, but that the 
monitors actually worked for BLM. He heard that some companies had provided scrambled raw data 
from monitors' reports to BLM, but he had no firsthand knowledge of such incidents. 

BL believed that the allegations that CSolar West had tampered with 
biological reports originated with a biologist who had been terminated by the company and may have 
had "an ax to grind (Attachment 5)." He stated that BLM staff received CSolar West's biological 
reports on a monthly basis and that an independent third-party environmental compliance monitor 
performed quality control services. He said that this third-party had compared the reports BLM 
received from CSolar West with those submitted to the company by the biological monitors, and that it 
had found no significant differences in the data. II questioned whether NDA' s violated ROW grant 
conditions because BLM had not exp~orting by the biological monitors. He 
stated that he and BLM Deputy State-were drafting a direct reporting 
requirement for incorporation into an updated ROW grant policy. 

Several independent biologists who had worked for renewable energy companies shared their 
experiences and opinions about the allegations (Attachments 6 through 12). Most of the biologists 
felt that NDA's interfered with the performance of their duties, and many described being pressured by 
company representatives to minimize their adverse findings. The biologists believed that it presented a 
conflict of interest for biologists to be paid by companies who were unwilling to expend the time and 
money required to comply with environmental regulations. Several of the biologists had been 
terminated by the energy companies for what they described as simply doing their jobs (see 
Attachments 8 through 11 ); the companies found cause for their terminations within the terms of the 
NDA's the biologists had signed, usually citing the biologists' failure to filter reports or statements 
through the company before communicating directly with BLM. They suggested that BLM could 
alleviate the confusion and tension between the energy companies and the biologists by clarifying and 
enforcing the conditions of the ROW grants. 

BLM Wildlife Biologist stated that Iberdrola reviewed and modified biological 
reports before sending them to him, which he felt was inappropriate because he could not verify the 
accuracy of the reports without first receiving the raw data (Attachment 13). With BLM 
management's support, - refused to accept pre-reviewed reports from the company; Iberdrola 
balked and submitted a letter to BLM' s Solicitor requesting clarification of the policy and complaining 
that- had arbitrarily and capriciously delayed its application process. The Solicitor responded to 
Iberdrola with a letter supporting BLM' s position that companies were required to submit unaltered 
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Case Number: OI-CA-14-0592-1 

repo1is directly from the biologists to BLM. Although BLM management suppo1ied - he felt that 
the agency lacked firm guidance on biological rep01ting and believed the regulations were not applied 
consistently throughout BLM offices. 

BLM was not concerned about the 
NDA's because he understood that renewable energy companies needed to protect their technology 
from their competitors (Attachment 14). He was concerned, however with whether BLM received the 
best information from the field to enable it to make info1med decisions and ~ublic ' s 

~ions that it acted as a "watchdog" for Federal land and its resources. - stated that 
- and other BLM employees were drafting policy clarifications for BLM's ROW grant 
application process, with the primary focus on the delive1y of monitoring data from field sites. He 
believed these clarifications will alleviate reporting issues and conflicts of interest because energy 
companies will receive notification of their responsibilities at the outset of their projects. He stated that 
the updated policy and new ROW grants would include language from the applicable sections of the 
Code of Federal Regulations and would provide notice to the companies that BLM was authorized to 
suspend or te1minate a ROW grant for noncompliance with any of the te1ms and conditions. At the 
time of this rep01t- stated that the draft policy update was under review by the Solicitor' s 
office. 

SUBJECT CS) 

Renewable energy companies including CSolar· West, Iberdrola, Bright Source, First Solar· Next Era 
Abengoa and Abengola. 

DISPOSITION 

Because the allegations made by the complainant were not substantiated by firsthand accounts, and 
because BLM had already begun to address the systemic issues by updating its ROW grant policy, this 
investigation is closed. 

1. Investigative Activity Re 
2. IAR: Voice Mail from 
3. IAR: Interview of 
4. IAR: Interview of 
5. IAR: Interview of 
6. IAR: Interview of 
7. IAR: Interview of 
8. IAR: Interview of 
9. IAR: Interview of 
10. IAR: Interview of 
11 . IAR: Interview of 
12. IAR: Interview of 
13. IAR: Interview of 
14. IAR: Interview of 

ATTACHMENTS 

IAR : Case Initiation Rep01t, dated August 11 , 2014. 
and Follow-up Conversations, dated July 24, 2014. 

, d ed August 12, 2014. 
dated December 11 2014. 

, ated December 11 2014. 
, dated December 11 2014. 
, dated Febmary 10, 2015. 
, dated Febma1y 10, 2015. 
dated Feb1uary 10, 2015. 
ted Febmary 11 2015. 
dated Febmary 11 2015. 

ed Febrnary 11 , 2015. 
dated Febmaiy 10, 2015. 

, dated November 13, 2014. 
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Case Title 

Reporting Office 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-OG-14-0159-1 

Energy Investigations Unit 
Report Date 
January 20, 2015 

Report Subject 
Final Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

This investigation, conducted jointly with the Bureau of Land Management - Special Investigations 
Grou BLM-SIG, was initiated on Februar 10, 2014, based on information provided to this office by 

, Northeastern States Field Office 
(NSFO), BLM, and other BLM staff BLM-NSFO alleged that 
Oil and Gas, LLC (LCMOG), refused to provide production records and sales information for nine 
private acquired leases located in the Wayne National Forest, Ohio. Allegedly, - sent one small 
payment to the Office of Natural Resources Revenue (ONRR), claimed the payment applied to a 
specific lease, and then changed the lease number attributed to the payment as soon as a new payment 
default was discovered. BLM-NSFO staff surmised that- may be trying to "hold" the leases to 
prevent resale by the Federal government because the leases are in Utica and Marcellus shale gas 
production areas. 

During this investigation, we conducted interviews, reviewed inspection and oil purchase records, and 
issued a subpoena to LCMOG. Based on the information that was provided, we were unable to 
determine a loss to the government for all LCMOG wells and were unable to corroborate the BLM's 
claim related to changing payment attribution. The review ofLCMOG's information disclosed one 
well with repetitive reporting,~ discrepancies between the price listed on ONRR 
royalty summaries created by-, LCMOG, and the price listed on Dominion East 
Ohio Producer Production Payment reports. 

Our analysis was presented to the United States Attorney's Office - Affirmative Civil Enforcement, 
District of Colorado, who declined to pursue this case. This matter is closed with the submission of this 
report. 
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Case Number: OI-OG-14-0159-I 

BACKGROUND 

A private acquired lease is a lease for minerals that has been purchased by, or donated to, the Federal 
Government. Minerals subject to these te1ms were generally leased prior to government acquisition. 
Federal regulations governing private acquired leases depend on the tmderlying law that governed the 
land acquisition. These leases may not be subject to many of the common Federal leasing laws, such as 
the Royalty Simplification and Fairness Act (RSF A) or the Federal Oil and Gas Royalty Management 
Act (FOGRMA). The leases are subject to the te1ms of the original, acquired lease, and also may be 
subject to state and common law. 

Many leases have initial te1ms that describe development requirements for the minerals. After an initial 
te1m, leases are typically "held by production," which means that the lease is valid and enforceable as 
long as minerals are produced and rentals and or royalties are paid. If production ceases or all of the 
wells are plugged and abandoned the lease te1minates, and the mineral owner is free to issue a new 
lease for the minerals. It is possible that an operator may falsely report production and royalties in 
order to "hold" a lease in hopes of selling the lease or to avoid plugging and abandonment costs. 
Falsely reporting production and royalties to the Government would constitute a false statement, a 
violation of Title 18 of the United States Code, Section 1001. 

The BLM uses a variety of management tools for private acquired leases, including Incidents of 
Noncompliance (INCs) "Plug or Produce" letters and assistance from Ohio Division of Natural 
Resources (ODNR) inspectors. IN Cs may be issued for a variety of reasons, including safety hazards, a 
lack of identification, lack of measurement of production, and other issues that may limit the 
Government's ability to account for royalties and or production. Plug or Produce letters give an 
operator 60 days to prove that a well is capable of production return a well to producing status or plug 
and abandon a well that is no longer capable of production. The ODNR inspectors can issue violation 
notices and fines for violations of Ohio state oil and gas laws in areas where Federal regulations may 
not apply to the wells. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

15, 2014, OIG and BLM-SIG tele honicall interviewed 
, BLM-NSFO; , BLM-NSFO· and 

, BLM-NSFO (Attachment 1). The group explained that LCMOG had 
nine private acquired leases in the Wayne National Forest Ohio which consisted of 756 smface acres 
of land. - stated that - did not have production meters for the wells, did not provide 
production records, and sent payments to ONRR for small amounts of money. - stated that _ 
and had claimed the payments applied to one lease, and then ch- ed the lease number 
attributed to the payment as soon as a new payment default was discovered. stated that LCMOG 
may be trying to hold the leases to prevent re-leasina the Federal govemment because the leases are 
in Utica and Marcellus shale gas production areas. - stated that the U.S . Forest Service has cited 
the - multiple times for surface management issues. - added that the - operate their 
wells under multiple company names. 

On March 24, 2014 OIG and BLM-SIG interviewed- regarding his inspections of wells located 
on leases ORES 54590, ORES 46156, ORES 52311, ORES 37980, ORES 55664, ORES 45801 , 
ORES 42393, ORES 47163, and ORES 47704 (Attachment 2) .• described multiple INCs issued 
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to LCMOG for the wells inspected. Violations included improper well signs, littering, and inadequate 
well site maintenance such as cutting weeds or maintaining roads. 

On April 1, 2014, OIG reviewed inspection records and photographs provided by- (Attachment 
3). The documents detailed inspections of the - ' leases, and noted INCs and nominal volumes of 
production from multiple wells. - inspection notes indicated that some wells did not appear 
capable of producing oil and or gas. 

On April 17, 2014, OIG reviewed oil purchase records received from Ergon Oil Purchasing Inc. to 
determine if oil from LCMOG was recently purchased by Ergon (Attachment 4). The review 
identified purchases from LCMOG wells identified as the Caipenter 1 (April 20, 2003), the Romick 1 
(August 13, 1999), the Robinson 2A (November 4, 1999) the Romick 4 (Januaiy 26 2004), the Wai·d 
2(January17 2000), the M01Tis lG (August 13, 1999), and the Amos 1(August15, 2003). 

On June 24 2014 OIG and BLM-SIG interviewed 
LCMOG 

explained that LCMOG is also 
, and claimed that she paid ONRR quaiierly for all Federal 

·d she sends a check to ONRR with a summaiy of sales and royalties due for 
stated that any Federal oil royalties were supposed to be paid by. and 

, Jetty Oil, and stated she did not have any oil royalty records. 

also claimed that each gas well had a cha.ii meter in addition several sales meters for 
Dominion Gas Company, the gas purchaser. explained that the chaiis were integrated 
(e.g. , reviewed for measurement) by Gas Measurement Service. - described her gas 
repo1iing process, and stated that the wellhead meters were reco~e sales volumes repmted 
to her by Dominion. 

When asked if there were any wells that had not produced for an extended period of time, 
stated that, to her knowledge, the wells were capable of producing and were on line. 
identified one well from her royalty report the Romick 3 that did not have any production. 
- related that the well had not produced for some time. also stated she had 
maintained all records related to the wells since she and her acquired the wells in 1985. 

On July 11 2014, OIG se1ved OIG Subpoena No. 001584 (the subpoena) via Federal Express to 
LCMOG (Attachment 6). LCMOG received the subpoena on July 14 2014. 

Between August 11 , 2014, and December 9, 2014 OIG reviewed info1mation provided by
- pursuant to the subpoena (Attachment 7). The prnpose of the review was to calculate estimated 
royalties in order to dete1mine if the - failed to pay the proper royalties associated with 
production from the federal wells. B~ the limited subpoena production provided by- the 
calculation of monetaiy damages for each yeai· was not possible. Several wells were excluded from the 
estimated royalties calculated by OIG because the "MCF Sold" or Dominion East Ohio~ 
info1mation was not provided. As a result, direct compai·ison between royalties paid by- and the 
possible loss for ONRR and Dominion East Ohio prices could not be dete1mined. 

OIG dete1mined the gas wells identified as the Romick 2, Kubachi, and the Graham-Addison repo1ied 
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nominal (e.g. , less than five MCF) or zero volumes from operations throughout the period of review. 
The review of information did not disclose any production info1mation for the Monis 1 G Carpenter 1 
or Romick 3 wells. OIG also noted monthly discrepancies between the price listed on the ONRR 
royalty summaries and the price listed on the Dominion East Ohio Producer Production Payment 
repo1i. Additionally OIG identified repetitive repo1iing from the Amos well for production years 2008 
through 2011. Production inf01mation for the Amos well was not provided for 2012 and 2013 . 

The review of incomplete info1mation provided by disclosed that LCMOG may have 
overpaid between $162.40 and $524.04 in royalties· however this analysis did not consider the Monis 
1 G well, Crupenter 1 well, or Romick 3 well, which were not analyzed because inf01mation supporting 
production and sales associated with these wells was not provided by 

SUBJECT(S) 

DISPOSITION 

On December 15 2014, this case was refened to the United States Attorney's Office, District of 
Colorado, Affiimative Civil Enforcement and was declined. The matter is closed with the submission 
of this repo1i. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. IAR - Interview of , et al. - Recei t of Com laint. 
2. BLM Memorandum of Interview - Inte1view of 
3. IAR - Review of Inspection Files Provided by 
4. !AR-Review of Purchase Records from Ergon Oil. 
5. IAR-Inte1view of 
6. IAR - Service of OIG Subpoena No. 001584 - Oil and Gas, LLC. 
7. IAR - Review of Subpoena Records and Damages Analysis. 
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SYNOPSIS 

25, 2014, after receiving an allegation that 
, National Park Service (NPS) 

~ton, DC, may have pressured NPS staff to award a contract to former NHL intern 
- · The contract was a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) awarded to - by non-profit 
organization National Collaborative for Women's History Sites (NCWHS) on August 23, 2013 for 
$13,879.80. NCWHS awarded the MOA pursuant to its Task Agreement (TA) #Pl2AC12827 with 
NPS. Th~e of the TA was to prepare up to three NHL nominations. NCWHS awarded one of 
those to - to produce a nomination fo~ory Stoneman Douglas house in Miami, Florida. 
Initial review of contract files disclosed that - proposal contained a letter of recommendation 
(LOR) authored by . and dated thirteen days before the ~s were due. Also, interviewees 
during a separate investigation expressed concern over how - won the award, because his 
academic qualifications were inferior to some of the other bidders. Based on this information, we 
attempted to determine if any ethics rules or criminal laws regarding government procurement and 
conflicts of interest were violated. 

We were able to confirm that - did in fact serve in some capacity as an NHL intern in mid-late 
2012. But due to the lack of official records, we could n~ the exact start and end date, or his 
exact status during that period. However, we confirmed - was never an NPS employee, so he 
was not subject to post-employment restrictions mandated by federal law, or otherwise prohibited from 
bidding on the MOA as prime contractor. 

We discovered that a second bidder's proposal also included an LOR authored by . this one dated 
four days before the proposals were due. Both of the LOR' s were general in nature and did not address 
the Douglas house project specifically. 
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We interviewed NCWHS members involved in the solicitation and award of the MOA, who disclosed 
that . was~ involved in the evaluation of the proposals on behalf ofNPS and strongly 
advocated for - to win the award. However, they said the presence of the letters had little 
bearing on their selection. When interviewed, . denied writing the LOR's specifically to endorse 
either of the bidders for the Douglas house contract. . stated fi.niher that she did not recall if they 
info1med her they would submit the LOR's with their proposals. She aveITed that during the evaluation 
of the proposals, she advocated for - to win based on him being the lowest qualified responsible 
bidder who had prepared successful NHL nominations in the past. 

Since . was the NHL when - served in an internship within the NHL, that 
may have constituted a covered relationship under conflict of interest rules codified in the Title 5, 
Code of Federal Regulations, Section 2635.502 (b)(l). While it was part of her official duties to 
evaluate the proposals, . did not recuse herself from the process when she saw the LO R's in the 
proposals. Likewise, her supervisor (who also directly evaluated the proposals on behalf ofNPS) did 
not replace her with another staff member when he saw the LOR's. 

However, we did not uncover evidence that 
or in exchange for showing favoritism to 
released any source-selection information to 
government procurement. 

received anything of value in exchange for the LOR 
Similarly we discovered no evidence that . 

or violated any other criminal laws related to 

BACKGROUND 

Pertinent Regulations 

United States Code (USC) 

Title 18 USC, Section 201 , prohibits giving promising, demanding or receiving anything of value for 
the purpose of influencing an official act. 

Title 18 USC, Section 208 prohibits government employees from pa1iicipating in government actions 
where they have a personal financial interest in the outcome. 

The Procurement Integrity Act, codified in Title 41 USC Sections 2101-2107, prohibits: release or 
receipt of contractor bid inf01matioll" government employees from negotiating for employment with 
contract bidders; and ce1iain fo1mer government employees obtaining employment from contractors 
within specified time frames . 

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 

Title 5 CFR, Section 2635.101(b)(8) states as a basic principle of government service "employees 
shall act impaiiially and not give preferential treatment to any private organization or individual." 

Title 5 CFR Section 263 5 .102 continues, " ... an employee should not paiiicipate in a pa1ticular matter 
involving specific patties which he knows is likely to affect the financial interests of a member of his 
household, or in which he knows a person with whom he has a covered relationship is or represents a 
paiiy if he dete1mines that a reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts would question 
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his impartiality in the matter." A covered relationsh;p is defined in Section 2635.502 (b)(l) as 

(i) A person other than a prospective employer described in §2635.603(c) with whom the 
employee has or seeks a business, contractual or other financial relationship that involves other 
than a routine consumer transaction· 
(ii) A person who is a member of the employee's household or who is a relative with whom the 
employee has a close personal relationship· 
(iii) A person for whom the employee's spouse, parent or dependent child is to the employee's 
knowledge, se1ving or seeking to se1ve as an officer director tmstee, general partner, agent, 
attorney consultant, contractor or employee· 
(iv) Any person for whom the employee has, within the last year, served as officer, director, 
trustee, general partner, agent, attorney, consultant, contractor or employee;[ emphasis added] 
or 
(v) An organization other than a political pruiy described in 26 USC 527(e) in which the 
employee is an active pru1icipant. 

Title 5, CFR, Section 2635.702 permits an employee to " .. . sign a letter ofrecommendation using his 
official title only in response to a request for an employment recommendation or chru·acter reference 
based upon personal knowledge of the ability or charncter of an individual with whom he has dealt in 
the course of Federal employment or whom he is recommending for Federal employment." 

Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) 

FAR 3.101-1 states "government business shall be conducted in a manner above reproach and, except 
as authorized by statute or regulation, with complete imprutiality and with preferential treatment for 
none," and "the general mle is to avoid strictly any conflict of interest or even the appearance of a 
conflict of interest in Government-contractor relationships." 

FAR part 15.410(c) requires "any information given to a prospective offeror or quoter shall be 
furnished promptly to all other prospective offerors or quoters as a solicitation amendment if (1) the 
infonnation is necessruy in submitting proposals or quotations or (2) the lack of such info1mation 
would be prejudicial to a prospective offeror or quoter." 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation based on infmmation developed during the conduct of a se 
investigation (Attachment 1 . During that investigation, we inte1viewed 
NCWHS, who o ined that may have pressured NPS staff to award a contract to fmmer NHL 

and other inte1viewees during that investigation expressed concern 
won the awru·d because his academic qualifications were infe1ior to some of the 

other bid ers, an his bid seemed to omit adequate travel costs. We conducted an initial review of 
contract file documents from the MOA and TA and discovered that proposal package 
contained a Letter of Recommendation (LOR) on NPS letterhead that had prepru·ed on behalf of 
- - We also found - proposal was dated July 15, 2013 the day that it was due. 
Additionally, - proposal was much lower than the other bidders reflected limited academic 
credentials, an~d limited travel costs. 
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- Status at NHL 

Through numerous interviews, we learned that personnel in the NHL program considered- an 
"intern" who worked in that office in approximately mid-late 2012, but they gave conflictin o inions 
on his exact status (Attachments 2, 3, 4, 5 . In his resume that accom anied his ro osal 
refened to himself as a "Contractor 
Summer 2012 (Attachment 6). We c ec NPS an NHL recor ut orm no recor o as 
a government employee no record of whether he was granted unesco1ied access to the NHL facility or 
government inf01mation systems and no record of what internship program he fulfilled (Attachment 
7). We discovered a profile for him in the DOI Learn database but it contained no hist01y of any 
training courses completed (Attachment 8). The profile listed hi~ Type" as "Intern" and 
his "Job Title" as "INTERN - Historian." It listed a staii date of- but no end date was 
listed. 

However we eventually discovered that NHL had created an internship position which NHL offered 
to - and funded it with funding provided by the National Parks Formdation (Attachment 9). 
Commumcations amon~·sonnel regarding - indicated the desire for him to staii the 
internship sometime in - but we could not discern the exact start or end dates. 

The Cooperative Agreement, Task Agreement, and Memorandum of Agreement 

On May 29 2012, NPS issued Cooperative Agreement (CA) #P12AC30330 to NCWHS as an 
"umbrella agreement" for tasks to supp01i women 's hist01y initiatives (Attachment 10). The CA was 
funded through sepai·ate task orders. 

On August 20 2012 NPS issued TA #P12AC12827 as a task order off of CA #P12AC30330 
(Attachment 11). The TA contained a number of tasks, including conducting a women's hist01y 
workshop, and hiring contractors to prepai·e up to three rm-named NHL nominations. According to the 
TA, NCWHS was supposed to select the contractors to write the nominations but with "concunence 
ofNPS", which would "review and approve the list of two to three historians to write and submit NHL 
nominations of the selected sites." 

As one of the deliverables rmder TA #P12AC12827, NCWHS entered into an MOA (rm-numbered) 
with on August 23 2013 for $13 ,879.80(Attachment12). The purpose of the MOA 
was to produce an NHL nomination for the Maijo1y Stoneman Douglas house in Miami, Florida. 
The project was to staii on August 26 2013 with the final draft to be submitted on Jrme 2, 2014. 

The Solicitation and Award Process for the Douglas House MOA 

Solicitation 
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- said she publicized the RFP via several websites and direct em~ential bidders 
(Attachment 15). The RFP directed bidders ~posals directly to - by July 15, 2013. 
Six bidders submitted proposals via email to- on the dates below (Attachment 16): 

The Proposal Packages 

We reviewed all six of the proposal packages, which we obtained from ~ent 17). 
- proposal contained an LOR authored by . and dated July~s 
proposal contained an LOR authored by. and dated July 11 , 2013. None of the other proposals 
contained any so1t of endorsement from any NHL personnel. The LOR's were general in nature and 
did not specifically address the Douglas house proposal. - proposal also disclosed that he 
obtained data regarding the historical av~ost of NHL nominations from NHL employee 
- (Attachment 6). When we asked - about releasing this information, she explained she 
considered the data to be public info1mation which she would have released to any member of the 
public who asked (Attachment 4). 

We asked - about the LOR in her proposal (Attachment S). She stated she was an NHL 
intern at the time the Douglas house proposals were due andl suggested that she apply for it. 
- stated the LOR was a general letter that she and had discussed l~efore the 
~se RFP was released. However cou not say for sure if .. knew she 

would include it in her proposal added that ~d her it would be 
inappropriate to help - in preparing her proposal because shem would play some role in 
the evaluation process. 

Award Selection 

rovided all of the proposals to NHL for evaluation. According to several interviews, . 
evaluated the proposals on behalf ofNPS . • produced a matrix that listed her and 

rankings of the bidders (with - as number one) and sent it to NCWHS for 
eration on July 24, 2013 (Attachments 9, 18). 

On Jul 29, 2013 , hosted a teleconference with 
and to discuss the proposals. According to , and 

the NCWHS had concerns about - lesser academic credentials and the low travel 
u get in his bid. However NCWHS agi~ard the MOA to - primarily because he was 

the only bidder that each side fmmd acceptable, but also because they felt that NPS would not concur 
~ther bidder (Attachments 13, 19, and 20). All three NCWHS members noted the LOR in 
- proposal, but stated it did not over~fluence their decision. None of the NCWHS 
members said they had any reason to believe .. received anything of value in exchange for 
favoritism in the contract award. 
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On August 23 2013 NCWHS issued the MOA to - for $13,879.80, with work to begin on 
August 26, 2013 (Attachment 12). 

Additional Interviews 

We re-interviewed - for this investigation (Attachment 21). - stated she did not participate 
in the evaluation of the proposals on behalf ofNCHWS. However she was aware of the presence of 
the LOR in- proposal, and she opined it may have influenced NCWHS to select~ 
NCHWS 's main concern about - was his lack of academic credentials (since he was only a 
candidate at the time). Also NWCHS members noted that - seemed to omit a~e trave 
costs ~sal as compared to the travel costs contained in the other proposals. - finther 
noted - remark in his proposal that he received cost info1mation from the NPS staff and she 
opined this implied the NPS staff "helped" him with his proposal. Based on her conversations with the 
other NCWHS officials involved in Douglas house MOA award,~ NCWHS finally 
agreed to select because they were "tired of fi~~ stated she had no 
reason to believe received anything of value from - in exchange for preferential treatment. 

We interviewed direct supervisor (Attachment 2). He related that he and . 
evaluated the Douglas house proposals on behalf of NPS. He considered the selection process for that 
MOA to be a "collaborative discussion" and "joint decision." - avened that he and . ranked 
- number on. amen the bidders because - was the "lowest qualified and responsible 
bidder." He opined had enough experience with the NHL process that NHL could get an 
acceptable product at t e owest cost. He believed - probably submitted a ve1y low-cost bid due 
to less overhead and in order to gain more experience for his resume. - noted the LOR in 
- proposal, but opined it was n01mal for interns and contractors to obtain LOR's from the 
NHL program. He added that the existence of the LOR was not imp01iant to the evaluation process 
because hea d knew all of the bidders ' capabilities. - stated he had no reason to believe 
. received an ng of value from - in e-xchano~eferential treatment. Following the 
inte1view advised he could not dete1mine exact status while he worked in the NHL 
facility (Attachment 22). 

We interviewed. who explained one of her responsibilities as NHL was to oversee 
the NHL nomination process (Attachment 3). She said the majority of nominations were not prepared 
by contractors. However, when a contractor was used, the selection of contractor was a "group 
process." When asked about the LOR's, she stated she wrote many LOR's and ~d 

"boilerplate" language. She claimed she did not write the LOR's for - or 
specifically for their Douglas house proposals, and she claimed she did not recall if they inf01med her 
they would include the LOR's with their proposals .• stated she and- evaluated the 
proposals on behalf ofNPS, and she probably produced the color-coded spreadsheet ranking the 
candidates, but she did not know who had final authority to make the selection ... said she and 
- ranked- as number one because he was the lowest qualified bi~ 
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She explained that picking the lowest bidder would allow NPS to get three nominations out of the TA 
instead of two, since the TA had a funding ceiling .• also denied assisting with his 
proposal and she denied receiving or being solicited for anything of value from in exchange 
for favoritism. 

We contacted - at his place of employment but he declined to answer questions (Attachment 
23). 

Additional Investigative Activities 

Consultation with Ethics -

We contacted Ethics - for NPS, regarding whether . contacted him for advice 
~ropriety of as a fmmer NHL intern, receiving an NHL contract (Attachment 24). 
- stated he di 1scuss - with. in August 2013, but the discussion was whether he 
was an employee bound by post-employment rules. They did not discuss . evaluating proposals 
when the proposals contained LOR's she had authored. 

Review of Email Communications from the Contract File 

We reviewed copies of email communications present in the TA #Pl2AC12827 file (Attachm~. 

In an email chain regarding- status with NHL, dated July 29, 2013 - June 20 2014, -
asked "When did he finish his internship with us?" Three minutes later, - sent another 
message to in which he remarked "If his internship was over less than a yeaiiia o you should 
cleai· with our Ethics - that he has no conflict." In a reply from dated June 19 
2014, she stated " It was more than a yeai· previously (see below)." 

In an email chain dated July 23, 2013 - June 20, 2014 subject line ''NCWHS comments on top 3 NPS 
applicants for Dou~",- told . on July 26, 2013, "But if we have to press them, make 
sure you first warn - th~l very very likely be very very high maintenance." 

Review o;m Training Records 

We reviewed - training records on file in the DOI Leain database and found only one entiy for 
annual ethics ti·alfilllg, which was May 21 , 2013 (Attachment 8). The only procurement-related 
training was government chai·ge card refresher on July 26, 2013. During her interview,. related 
she had been trained as and fulfilled Contracting Officer Representative duties in approximately 2004-
2005 at a different government agency. 

Review o;m Emails 

We reviewed government email communications related to and discovered 
she appeai·ed to have agreed to author a letter of recommendation (LOR) for as eai·ly 
as November 2012 (Attachment 9). After that time, - sent her several e o remind her to 
prepai·e it. On July 1 2013, he infmmed . and NH~oyee that he would 
include the LOR in his proposal for a conti·act to prepai·e an NHL nomination package for the Douglas 
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house.~ an LOR to - on July 2, 2013, which we found to be the same letter 
include~ proposal. 

On July 24, 2013 , . emailed a color-coded matrix to stated the matrix 
represented "our" ranking of the bidders who submitted proposals for the Douglas house contract. 

On July 9, 2013, - asked . and- for the average cost that contractors charC 
prepare NHL nominations and asked their opinion regardin~ intent to underbid the contract. .. 
directed him to NPS employee to request what .. considered public inf01mation, and 
- provided the inf01mation to on July 11 , 2013. 

The communications indicated NHL created an internship position specifically to supp011 its _ 
initiative, and offered it to - to prepare a nomination package for the Concha 

Melendez house in Puerto Rico. NHL solicited :fonding from non-profit organization National 
Parks Foundation (NPF) for the internship, out of funding reserved b NPF for preparing national 
historic landmark nominations. The communications indicated started in this capacity 
sometime in May. as a "summer hire." In some of the ema1 s, was refelTed to as a 
contractor. 

DISPOSITION 

We are providing this report to the Director of the National Park Service for any action deemed 
appropriate. 

1. Investigative Activi 
2. IAR - Interview of 

9. IAR - Review of 

SUBJECT 

ATTACHMENTS 

IAR)- Complaint Document July 7, 2014 
September 12, 2014 

, September 19, 2014 
tober 28 2014 
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11 . IAR- Review of Task Agreement P12AC12827, S~4 
12. IAR- Review of Memorandum of Agreement with - , August 14, 2014 
13. IAR - Interview of , October 2, 2014 
14. IAR - Review of Emails Provided by , October 8 2014 
15. !AR-Review of Request for Proposals for Douglas House August 13, 2014 
16. !AR-Bidder' s Submission Dates, November 7, 2014 
17. !AR-Review of All Douglas House Proposals, October 8, 2014 
18. IAR- Review of National Park Service Evaluation Spreadsheet September 16, 2014 
19. !AR-Interview of September 30, 2014 
20. !AR-Interview of , September 24, 2014 
21. IAR- Interview of , ctober 2, 2014 
22. !AR-Follow-up wit Se tember 11, 2014 
23. !AR-Attempt to Inte1 , October 16, 2014 
24. !AR-Contact with September 29 2014 
25. IAR- Review of Email Communications Related to Douglas House Nomination, September 15 
2014 
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Case Title 
MOUNT RUSID\!IORE SOCIETY 

Reporting Office 
Rapid City, SD 

Report Subject 
Case Closing Report 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-C0 -14-0539-1 

Report Date 
December 16, 2014 

SYNOPSIS 

ation was initiated in July 2014 based on a complaint received from 
Mountain National Park National Park Service (NPS), Estes Park, CO. 

wast e Mount Rushmore National Memorial 
(MORU), Keystone, SD, from . While at MORU he reviewed the of the 
Mount Rushmore National Memorial Society (Society), a non-profit, "Friends Grnup" at the park. 
- alleged he discovered "accounting inegularities" in the Society's financial repmis where they 
under-reported income and over-reported expenses which reduced contributions to the park. 

We conducted interviews and reviewed documents including financial repmis, memorandums emails, 
and an operational assessment. The investigation showed no wrongdoing by the Society. The Society's 
financial professionals used "Generally Accepted Accounting Procedures" when they prepared the 
financial reports which were reviewed and verified by an independent accounting fnm. 

The "inegulaii.ties" - repo1ied came from 2007 and 2008 financial reports. At that time there were 
significant personality conflicts between MORU management and the Society. We found the 
"irregularities" to be less of an attempt to manipulate income and expenses and more of an overall lack 
of transparency by the Society due to the strained relationship with the paik Since that time, there has 
been a change of management at MORU, and a restmcturing of the Society's operations. Also several 
changes have been made by both entities as a result of an operational assessment. These changes have 
created greater financial transpai·ency of the Society and have improved the working relationship 
between the two. 

No wrongdoing was found during the investigation and this matter will be closed with no finiher 
action. 

Reporting Official/Title 
Special Agent 

Signature 
Digitally signed. 

Approving Officialffitle Signature - I Acting SAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: CDA8C30ECB973C531 ODBA8FEA06D77BA 
This docwnent is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG). and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this docwnent is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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Case Number: OI-C0-14-0539-1 

BACKGROUND 

The Society 

The Society is a non-profit "Friends Group" that has operated within the park for over 80 yearn and has 
been the park's leading financial contributor for many of those years. 

The Society fulfills three different roles at MORU: They own and operate the only parking facility 
under a concessioner' s agreement, they run a small bookstore under a cooperating association 
agreement, and they provide financial support as a non-profit through a friend 's group agreement. 

The Society also has two affiliates, the Mount Rushmore History Association and the Mount 
Rushmore Institute both operating under the Society's non-profit status. 

History of tensions between MORU and the Society 

was the 
direction he was taking the park clashed with Society. They 
disagreed on nearly every issue, from support of the park to partnership operations. 

Two additional events in 2009, near the end of- assignment at MORU, strained the relationship 
until communications between MORU and the Society all but ceased. The first was Greenpeace 's 

ii"ll 1 scaling of the mountain to hang a political protest banner. According to MORU management 
was "cmcified " because of this breach of security. 

Later that year the NPS decided to cancel the Independence Day fireworks display because of an 
increased fire hazard. This was a hugely popular event funded and supported by the Society that 
brought the Society recognition and praise. 

Financial reporting 

The Society's financial rep01ting requirements are outlined within the agreements and contracts that 
are in place with the park, as well as NPS Director' s Order No. 32. In addition to these requirements, 
the Society must file documents such as the 990 tax exempt fo1m with the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) in order to maintain their nonprofit status. As pa.ii of the Society's requirements, financial 
rep011s are to be submitted annually for review by pai·k management and after they are reviewed, those 
repo1is are sent to NPS headquaiters. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

OIG initiated this investigation in July 2014 after receiving a complaint on a comment cai·d at the 
conclusion of a Fraud Awai·eness Briefing. - who stated he wished to remain confidential wrote 
the following on his comment cai·d: "Wish there were more scmtiny/enforcement at Mt. Rushmore 
esp. the Mt. Rushmore Society finances. " (Attachment 1) 

During- interview- e rovided documents to the OIG. Attachment 2 U on review of those 
documents we found that sent a summaiy on April 
- ' citing several "accounting inegulai·ities," and asked that the Society, "conect the 
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Case Number: OI-C0-14-0539-1 

discrepancies" by May 1 2009, so the park could, 'proceed with fo1warding a proper report to the 
regional and Washington offices." (Attachment 3) 

submitted their 2007 and 2008 annual repo1ts, financial statements, and 
tax filings to , NPS, Washington DC. The Society 
did not make adjustments to their reports based on suggestions. The repmt included a 
favorable opinion by- CPAs and Business A visors, Sioux Falls, SD who conducted an 
audit of the Society's repo1t. (Attachment 4) 

Since the Society did not make the adjustments before submittin 
submitted a memorandum to his su eivisor, 

NPS, Oma a, NE. In t e memo a 
just, , but he restated his opinion and wrote, "My research 
indicates this repo1t under-repo1ts expenses and over-repo1ts aid to the park." (Attachment 5) 

Agent's Note: Through our review of the records it appears - thought the under-reporting of 
expenses was an issue because certain items attributed as ald'i:!"Ow park should have actually been 
accounted for ~1eral expenses, thus resulting in an inaccurate inflation of the Society's 
contributions. - noted in the above memo, that, "School bus scholarships are not true aid to the 
park because association {Society} money is used to pay bus parking fees ... it is a :;era-gain 
transaction." He also noted that improvements to the appearance of the Society's bookstore or retail 
areas inside the visitor 's center in the park are not "improvements to the park" and should be 
considered general expenses of the Society. 

The Society responds to - findings 

between ark m~ent and the Society quickly 
deteriorated. A letter from Society to - dated May 5 2009, shows 
- was "surprised and disappointed" by comments from the April 29 memo. -
continued "Your - asse1tion that the report revealed several accounting irregularities and yom 
comments about the nan:ative are inappropriate." (Attachment 6) 

- cited a pmtion of the Cooperation Agreement which is the document that outlines the 
relationship between the park and the Society: 

An evident and distinct separation shall be maintained between the activities of the 
Association [Society] and those of the Sen1ice [NPS]. All steps shall be taken to avoid even 
an appearance that the Service directs the management or decision-making process of the 
Association. 

- also stated in the letter that the Reference Manual within the Cooperation Agreement makes it 
cle:that: 

There is no prescribed accounting system for association operations, but that each 
association, with co11s11ltation with its own accountant, may determine the accounting system 
that is simplest and most effective for its day-to-day business, b11t still provides the required 
information for the IRS and Service reporting forms. 
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NPS Assessment 

In an attempt to improve the relationship, the MWRO requested an Operational Assessment be 
conducted with the purpose of identifying steps to review the effectiveness of the cmTent contractual 
agreements between the two entities, and to evaluate the cunent business model of the Society. 

The assessment repo1t was completed in November 2009 and had several recommendations for both 
the NPS and the Society. The recommendations dealt with everything from financial repoiting to racial 
diversity awareness and gender sensitivity training. (Attachment 7) 

New park management 

OIG interviewed who took over as when . 
left. - said she has a reputation as a - within the NPS who has been able to foster 
productive and agreeable relations with outside associations at several parks she has managed. She also 
mentioned that she has a thorough understanding of concessions management and the different kinds 
of agreements and contrncts between those groups and the NPS . 

- explained that because the Society is a nonprofit organization they am concerned with self
preservation and it makes sense they would use the most advantageous accounting methods to 
maximize the Society's contributions to the park and to publicize those contributions as much as 
possible. 

The Society believes they am the "premier" friends group of the park and have been the leading 
financial contributor for years. They want nothing more than to maintain that status now and in the 
upcoming years as contracts expire and they will have to openly compete with other non-profits. That 
concern is especially significant now since the parking concessions contract expires in 2016. 

When asked about mmors the Society was contributing an "unfair" percentage of parking proceeds to 
MORU - said that was not tiue. She said there was never an agreement concerning a percentage 
of each ticket sale, such as 10 cents for eve1y $10. She further explained that MORU receives parking 
proceeds from the Society as donations usually at the end of the year after they pay the operating 
expenses, not as the result of a per-ticket agreement. 

Since the concessions conti·act expires in 2016 the Society is actively seeking ways to suppolt their 
organization and continue to be viable. They have expanded their chatter and mission statement to 
include effoits to suppolt MORU outside of the pai·k's bounda1y. For example, they ai·e interested in 
fundraising for a project to expand the Michelson Trail connector a proposed hiking and biking ti·ail, 
which would connect the pai·k to Hill City, a small town approximately 12 miles from MORU. 

How the Society became more financially transparent 

said that recently, 
NPS, Washington DC, and other NPS Paitnership Senrice Coordinators met with her and 

the Soci~cuss how the recommendations from the operational assessment were progressing. 
She said- and the others were pleased to find that communications have greatly improved. 
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meets with the park employees and answers any questions they may have. 

Once the repo11s are reviewed at MORU they are fm1her scmtinized by the regional office and by NPS 
headquarters in DC. 

The Society has agreed to separate their financial rep011ing between the entities and is now providing 
repol1s under five different divisions. They have done this in hopes of alleviating any concerns that the 
Society is comingling funds between their affiliates and also to become more "transparent" in their 
repo11ing overall. 

Further efforts by both sides to create trust 

Recently - , a certified public ace~ hired at MORU as the 
Adminis~On November 5, 2014,- and other members of MORU's 
management team, met with Society board members. 

Among the board members at the meeting was - also a CPA. 
oversight of the Society' s accounting for the last 50 years. He is also a 
Thortensen, an accounting practice in Rapid City . 

roviding 
ofKetel-

• provided- with financial records and explained how the Society handles accounting for 
each of their affiliates. 

The Society agreed to answer any fm1her questions that - may have after he conducts a more 
detailed review of the records. 

No violations of policy or law by the Society In- opinion the way the Society was handling their financial repoiting and how they moved 
the money around the affiliates did not violate any criminal statutes. She said there are many 
agreements in place and the Society is only required to follow generally accepted accounting 
procedures· they ultimately detennine what processes they use. They have well-respected auditors and 
CPAs completing their rep011s which they consistently file annually with the NPS and the IRS. 
(Attachment 8) 

SUBJECT CS) 

The Mount Rushmore Society 

UNDEVELOPED LEADS (for interim reports) 

None 

DISPOSITION 
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Due to the fact no violations were fom1d and pending futme leads, this investigation is now closed. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. - Fraud Awareness Briefing CoIIlillent Card, submitted on June 24, 2014. 
2. IAR - Interview of on October 22, 2014. 
3. Email from Dated, A ril 29 2009. 
4. Letter and from to - dated May 1, 2009. 
5. dated May 4, 2009. 
6. Letter from - to dated, May 5, 2009. 
7. Mount Rushmore Paiinership Operations Assessment Report, dated, November 1, 2009. 
8. IAR- Interview of- on November 4, 2014. 
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Case Title 
BSEE Contrnct Issues 

Reporting Office 
Eastern Region Investigations 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-VA-14-0286-I 

Report Date 
February 2, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) initiated an investigation into alleged contract steering 
and misappropriation of funds by two managers of the Bureau of Safety and Environmental 
Enforcement (BSEE). An rep011ed concerns about BSEE Office of Offshore 
Regulato1y Programs (ORP) and 
Complaints to OIG ranged from allegations and interfered with the 
contracting process, to allegations that they routinely hired their friends. 

Complaints against - and- regarding contracting substantively involved three 
procurement matters: An interagency agreement between BSEE, Argonne National Laboratory 
(ANL) and the Depai1ment of Energy; an award of the OHMSETT facility maintenance 
contract to MAR, Inc. ; and, the awai·d of a technical reseai·ch project to 838, Inc. The ANL 
agreement and MAR contract were both multi-million dollai· awai·ds, while the 838 contract 
was valued at approximately $500,000. 

Our investigation did not reveal any improprieties in the awai·d of these contracts, but instead 
found contract proposals were reviewed by a technical review panel of subject matter expeits, 
who refened their findings to the contracting officer. The contracts were then awai·ded based 
upon the best interests of the agency consistent with the Federal Acquisition Regulations 
(FAR). Numerous employee interviews were conducted, and hundreds of documents were 
reviewed, all indicating that standa1·d contracting principles were respected during the awai·d of 
these contracts. The contracting officer took the appropriate measures to select the best value to 
the Agency and documented the basis for her final contract award decision within her work 
papers, to include legal opinions and analysis. Lastly, we also found that hiring practices were 
consistent with general merit system principles. 

Repmting Officialfritle Signature 
- /Special Agent Digitally signed. 

Approving Official/Title Signature 
- / ASAC Digitally signed. 
Authentication Number: D5A9B6A56FF3B6CE9F029C4DCC0968AE 

This document is the property of the Department of the Interior. Office of Inspector General (OIG). and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0286-1 

BACKGROUND 

On September 18, 2012, BSEE obligated approximately $6.25 million to ANL, Chicago, Illinois for 
energy engineering, systems analysis and technical support (Attachment 1). The lifetime of the 
contract was to extend from September 17, 2012, to September 17, 2017. On June 4, 2013, another 
$6.3 million was obligated to the contract with a new statement of work for ANL (Attachment 2). 
This updated agreement ("modification") noted that the overall ceiling for obligated funds could not 
exceed $12.550 million. This agreement afforded BSEE the expertise and objectivity of ANL's 
technical approach to projects, at reasonable cost to the agency, versus bidding out each specific task to 
private companies, according to employees ofBSEE. The interagency agreement has continued 
without any contractual issues or deficiencies noted to OIG. 

On June 29, 2012, BSEE awarded the OHMSETT, New Jersey, National Oil Spill Response Test 
Facility maintenance contract to Mar, Inc., Rockville, Maryland (Attachment 3). The award was a 
hybrid Firm Fixed price/ Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity contract for specific testing and 
training projects, facility upgrades and major unbudgeted repairs, to be issued through separate task 
orders as either Firm Fixed Price or Time and Materials. The base year value was approximately $1.5 
million, with a 60-month, total contract value (if all options exercised) at approximately $8.2 million. 
According to testimony obtained by OIG, the contract has continued without deficiencies. 

On September 21, 2012, BSEE awarded 838, Inc., Folsom, California, a scientific and technical 
consulting contract to assess various types ofreal-time data monitoring systems available for offshore 
oil and gas operations (Attachment 4). The assessment focused on drilling and the cost benefit 
analysis for the industry, looking at potential increases in safety, performance, and government 
resources needed for implementation and necessary training for parties involved. 

The purpose of the assessment was to identify what automation systems are available or being 
developed, what potential they have to increase offshore drilling safety, and any negative impacts they 
have on operations. The total cost for the year-long contract was approximately $550,000, which upon 
close out, and the subsequent de-obligation of some funds, came to $487,147. OIG learned that there 
were some concerns about 83 8' s performance during the contract, but that the final product (a written 
report) was sufficient. 

A separate allegation was developed by OIG relating to possible false claims by 838 to BSEE 
regarding 838's representations of "Key Personnel" performing on the contract. This allegation was 
investigated as separate investigation. The initial findings of this investigation have been referred for 
possible Suspension and Debarment and will be reported under a separate report upon final resolution. 

OIG interviewed approximately 20 ofBSEE, to include - and 
- and while concerns of hiring improprieties were raised, we found no evidence to support 
allegations that either - hired or promoted individuals in violation of OPM standards and 
rules and regulations of DOI. 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0286-1 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated an investigation on April 14, 2014, following complaints from - of the 
Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) who asked for confidentiality, 
while repmiing concerns that BSEE Office of Offshore Regulatmy Programs (ORP) 

were hiring friends with no experience 
misappropriating fimds and steering contracts to friends. One of the complainants described 
multiple issues with the contracting process at BSEE, where - and- were 
allegedly steering contracts to fums with no experience and paying inflated prices. 

THE INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT WITH ANL 

We interviewed an - who requested confidentiality, regarding allegations that millions 
of agency dollarn were wasted through the ANL interagency agreement; and, that - and 
- were responsible for this agreement as well as contract steering and general 
mismanagement. The employee claimed ANL did not have the oil and gas experience to 
perfo1m the requirements of the agreement and the project was wasteful. 

However, according to infonnation provided to OIG by BSEE- with the Best 
Available and Safest Technology (BAST)/Emerging Technologies Branch (ETB), there were several 
major areas where ARGONNE had expeliise and could conduct work and pe1f01m lmbiased research 
regarding technical matters (Attachment 5). This professional opinion was conoborated by 

, ORP, ETB, who served as the 
for the ARGONEE agreement (Attachment 6). 

- said that due to the breadth of work needed by BSEE, using an agreement through DOE was 
more efficient and less time consuming than parsing out individuals contracts for specific work. 
- said that the use of ANL via an agreement aligned with the overall BSEE strategic plan 
adding that by using an interagency agreement, versus a contract, BSEE could be more "collaborative" 
with ANL (Attachment 7). - conoborated this view, noting that working with ANL, via the 
DOE interagency agreement, gave BSEE access to the wider umbrella of other federal laboratories 
(Attachment 8). Both - and - denied any wrongdoing regarding the selection of ANL 
for this BSEE work. 

THE AW ARD OF THE OHMSETT CONTRACT TO MAR 

OIG received complaints that senior BSEE management (including ) 
interfered with the standard contract award process involving the OHMSETT Nat10na 01 Sp1 Test 
Facility which was awarded to MAR in 2012. An- claimed that a Technical Proposal 
Evaluation Committee (TPEC) reviewed proposals and initially selected R.J. Lee as the recommended 
awardee of the contract but that BSEE management oveliumed this selection in order to select the 
incumbent contractor MAR. This employee indicated that R.J. Lee was less expensive than MAR and 
was technically competent to perfo1m on the contract. 
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We interviewed Acquisition Management Division (AMD), 
who made the final selection decision to award the contract to MAR over R.J. Lee (Attachment 9). 
She said that while it was t:J.ue that R.J. Lee was the initial recommendation of the TPEC panel, MAR 
was technically superior in their proposal. Although higher in cost to BSEE, she noted that MAR also 
had a lower risk of failure on the contract. 

TPEC for this award selection process, and 
BSEE (Attachment 10). She conoborated 

testimony and professional opinion. advised that based upon her evaluation of the proposals 
during the committee's review, R.J. Lee was arguably not even competitive for the work required. 
Medley said R.J. Lee lacked the appropriate experience and submitted a substandard proposal in 
response to the open bid for the cont:J.-act. Although R.J. Lee updated their proposal and provided 
additional information during the negotiation phase of the award process, the TPEC 's final conclusion 
was that MAR presented less perfo1mance risk to BSEE. - said there was no influence from 
- or- as to which company to recommend. 

- reviewed the TPEC's final evaluation, consulted with the DOI Office of the Solicitor regarding 
costs and made the dete1mination it was appropriate and in the best interests of the government to 
award the cont:J.·act to MAR. - said she did so without influence from - m - both 
of whom also denied steering the contract toward R.J. Lee. 

THE AW ARD OF REAL-TIME DATA MONITORING CONTRACT TO 838 

OIG received complaints that senior BSEE management interfered with the standard cont:J.·act award 
process involving an assessment real-time data monitoring systems available for offshore oil and gas 
operations that was awarded to 838 on September 21 , 2012. An- claimed that the TPEC 
reviewed proposals and initially selected Lloyd's Register as the recommended awardee for the 
cont:J.·act, but that - overturned this selection and instead said the contract would be awarded 
to 838. - wa~or this cont:J.·act as well. 

The TPEC reviewed proposals and dete1mined that Lloyd's Register had the highest overall rating and 
the highest technical approach/key personnel for the paiticular contract. Lloyd 's Register also 
presented , followed by 838 's proposal at approximately 
$850 000. Further negotiations and revised proposals led to a recommendation from the TPEC that 
while Lloyd's Register had a higher technical proposal, 838 was also capable of doing the work and 
presented a better overall value to the government. Therefore, in consideration of the best value to the 
government - awai·ded the contract to 838. 

who served as the 
for this cont:J.·act (Attachment 11). recalled that after negotiations with 

both fums it became cleai· 838 could perf01m the work required by the cont:J.-act and were ultimately 
less costly than Lloyd's Register. He advised there was no conflict of interest to his knowledge, 
regai·ding the cont:J.·act awai·d and - and - - advised that her final award decision 
was reviewed by the DOI Office of the Solicitor, without issue. While she noted that there were initial 
concerns with 838 's ability to perf01m on the contract, ultimately, the final rep01t 838 issued was 
"great." - and- denied steering the cont:J.·act towai·d 838. 
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BSEE HIRING PRACTICES 

During our investigation, - advised OIG that - and - engaged in 
"questionable" hiring practices. Another employee who requested confidentiality, raised a similar 
concern as well as claims of favoritism regarding telework and signing bonuses. OIG sought input 
from BSEE , Human Resources Division, , who 
provided a sworn affidavit addressing these allegations (Attachment 12) . 

• advised that while "unsubstantiated" complaints had been raised in the past, supervisors were 
required to attend mandatory training in December 2013, to refresh their understanding of merit system 
principles, inte1viewing and equal employment opportunity (EEO) principles. She further noted that 
based upon infmmation provided to the Human Resources Office, telework, signing bonuses and 
hiring practices have been consistent with OPM standards merit system principles and other applicable 
agency and federal regulations. 

In response to all allegations, - and- denied any wrongdoing, as well as the receipt of 
anything of value a gift or gratuity. Both also denied any conflict of interest regarding these contracts 
and hiring actions subject of the complaints to our office, and OIG did not develop independent 
evidence contradictory to their asse1tions. 

SUBJECT(S) 

ORP/BSEE 

DISPOSITION 

Due to the administrative nahire of this matter and the lack of evidence of criminal conduct by either 
- or- this case was not presented for criminal prosecution. We are providing this 
repo1t to BSEE for any administrative action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. DOI Interagency Agreement/Base Award, E12PG00045 through DOE September 18 2012. 
2. Modification 1 increase in fimding additions to scope, El 2PG00045, June 4, 2013. 
3. BSEE award of OHMSETT maintenance contract to Mar, June 29, 2012. 
4. BSEE award to 838, Inc., for real-time data monitoring systems project, September 21 , 2012. 
5. IAR interview of , August 29, 2014, with attachments. 
6. IAR, interview of , June 20, 2014, with attachments. 
7. IAR interview of , October 15 2014. 
8. IAR, interview of , ovember 6, 2014. 
9. IAR, interview of , June 3, 2014, with attachments. 
10. IAR, interview of , me 23, 2014, with an attachment. 
11. IAR, interview of July 30, 2014. 
12. Affidavit, , December 29, 2014. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-VA-14-0681-1 

Report Date 
December 31, 2014 

Closing Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

On September 5, 2014, Special Agent (SA) 
Ins ector General DOI-OIG received inf01mabon ·om 

Choctaw Police Department (CPD) in Choctaw, Mississippi, alleging 
that attempted to pass a counterfeit $100.00 dollar bill at an eating 
establishment in Philadelphia, MS on or about August 23 2014. - told SA that when 
the Neshoba County Sheriffs Officer rep01ied the matter to CPD they confronted on 

-

t da and he was fotmd to be in possession of a counterfeit $100 bill located in his wallet. 
stated that he had received the bill from the casino in Choctaw, MS. The serial number 

s checked against the records at the casino and it matched a counterfeit b~d by 
the casino on Jul 15 2014. That counterfeit bill had been turned over as evidence to -

SA- consulted with Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) - Southern 
DishicrnMississippi, Jackson MS and AUSA - indicated th~rsue a 
criminal prosecution against - for a single instmment counte1feiting investigation. However 
before any definitive investigative steps were executed it was decide that this matter was not within 
the OIG's cmTent investigative priorities and the matter was summarily tmned over to the United 
States Secret Service for fmiher investigative and prosecutorial action. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

~ Official!Iitle Signature 
--/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~Official/Title Signature 
- /ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: DB322A8C2FB 1E27CF 1484EC897BFC90D 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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Case Number: OI-GA-14-0681-I 
attempted to pass a counte1feit $100.00 dollar bill at an eating 

a, MS. (Attachment 1) 

told Agent - that on Satmday August 23, 2014, 
called and said that the Neshoba Coun- herifrs Officer took a repo1i of a 
attem tin to ass a counterfeit $100 bill. , the - in Neshoba Coun , was called 
out to- an eatin establishment m P a elphia, MS, to take a rep011 that ii attempted 
to pay for his lunch, , with a counterfeit $100.00 bill. The clerk recognized the bill as 
counterfeit and told at she could not accept it for payment. - told her that he was at the 
casinos and must have got the counterfeit bill from them. 

That same day, !!!as called into the CPD where they discovered a folded countetfeit $100 bill 
located in his wallet. provided the same story about being at the casinos and getting the bill from 
them. The serial num er o the bill was checked against the records at the casino and it matched the 
counterfeit bill re mi filed b the casino on Jul 15 2014. The countetfeit bill had been turned over as 
evidence to 

A ent's Note: There was no mention of the chain-of-custody or the counterfeit bill after it was sei:ed 
by . Additionally, it has been re orted that is no longer worldngfor the 
howeve1~ it is not known if he 

SA- consulted with Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) Southern 
District of Mississippi, Jackson MS and AUSA - indicated that his office would pursue a 
criminal prosecution against - for a single instrnment counte1feiting investigation. 

SUBJECT(S) 

Choctaw, MS 

DISPOSITION 

The OIG investigation has been tenninated and this matter has been foiwarded to the attention of the 
United States Secret Service for further investigative and prosecutorial action. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Investigative Activity Rep011 - Memorandum of Interview of 
Police Depai1ment dated September 5, 2014. 
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ttention: 

fr m: 

ubject: R m d ppr priat 
Required 

Re: 

W ha e determined thi complaint would b tter addressed BIA- th refore: e are 
referring it to our ffi for r i wand a ti n. W r que t that the Bl/\ fficial a igned t 
r iew thi s matter email u th r II wing infi rmation : 

1. ase um er and · itle 
2. Date of Assignm nt 

Inquiring flicial' · Name itlc, teleph nc num er and ema il addr s Ques 

TI1e emai I houJd b 
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Pie e addr thi 
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ffice of In p tor encral 

Office of Investigations I Washington. DC 



Hotlin omplaints 
12030 unrise Valley Drive, uit 350 
Reston. VA 20191. 

rn t 
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Case Title 
Alleged Computer Misuse by- USBR 
Em lo ee 
Reporting Office 
Sacramento, CA 

Report Subject 
Case Closure: Investigation Complete 

Case Number 
OI-CA-15-0550-1 

Report Date 
September 14, 2015 

ation was initiated by a walk-in complaint from 
, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), had placed USBR 

emp oyee on administrative leave in response to an OIG re enal memorandum received 
~2015. The OIG Computer Crimes Unit (CCU) conducted a network traffic examination of 
- government computer in response to automated aleits received from the Advanced Security 
Operations Center (ASOC) in January 2015. The examination did not uncover evidence of illegal 
material in - browsing hist01y; however, it identified substantial computer activity that was 
inappropria~e Government workplace, including the installation of an unauthorized scrnbbing 
program. Based on the results of the CCU examination, - suspected that - had misused his 
government computer to access websites that possibly contamed child pornog::phY,but did not want 
USBR technicians to search the com~or fear of jeopardizing the admissibility of potential 
criminal evidence contained therein. - requested OIG assistance with the forensic examination of 
- government computer. 

This office received into evidence - government computer, two external hard drives (one of 
which- identified as his personal hard drive) , and several electronic storage devices. We 
officially opened this case to request that CCU conduct a forensic examination of the contents of these 
items. Because some of the items in evidence belonged to - OIG requested his consent to search 
the items· - voluntarily signed form OI-009, Consent to Search Computers/Digital Devices. CCU 
found no e~ce of criminal material (i.e. child pornography), but discovered thousands of 
downloaded p~hs of children in gymnastics-related poses and clothing hundreds of self-taken 
photographs ot- wearing girls ' gymnastics leotards receipts indicating that - had purchased 
leotards from his work computer over the Internet, and the installation of an unauthorized anti
forensics tool on his government computer. 

OIG participated in USBR's fact-finding interview of- reg<uding his inappropriate use of 
government equipment. Based ~he info1mation gathered from the computer forensics examination 
and the statements provided by - during his inte1view, USBR human resources officials proposed 
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that - receive a 14-day suspension for his unauthorized computer activities. - provided an 
oral reply to the USBR deciding official regarding the proposed disciplinary action, followed by an 
eight-page written response. The deciding official sustained the three charges against 
inappropriate use of government furnished Internet/equipment, placing personal external devices on 
government furnished computer equipment, and improper access of overnment facilit /office-and 
ultimate! decided to sus end him for 14 days, beginning on and ending 
on 

OIG returned the computer and electronic storage devices to USBR. USBR will send its response to 
the May 2015 OIG referral memorandum by the September 30, 2015, extended deadline. This 
investigation is closed with no further action required by OIG. 
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Case Title Case Number 
TOM DA VIS, BLM WILD HORSE BUYER 0 I-C0-13-0004-I 
Reporting Office 
Albuquerque, NM 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Report Date 
July 7, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

We investigated Tom Davis, a Colorado rancher and livestock hauler, after receiving allegations that 
Davis purchased approximately 1,700 wild horses through the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
Wild Horse and Burro Program (WH&B) and wrongfully sent them to slaughter. According to the 
allegations and news reports, Davis also had farming and trucking connections with former Secretary 
of the Interior Ken Salazar. 

After receiving the allegations, we found that the BLM Office of Law Enforcement (OLE) investigated 
similar allegations of slaughter in June 2012. OLE interviewed Davis twice and did not determine if 
the horses he obtained from WH&B went to slaughter. Although we spoke to OLE about its 
investigative activities, we conducted our investigation independently. 

During our investigation, Davis admitted that most of the horses that he purchased through WH&B 
ultimately went to slaughter. We determined that BLM did not follow current law while managing 
WH&B. BLM also failed to follow its own policy of limiting horse sales and ensuring that the horses 
sold went to good homes and were not slaughtered. Due to the lack of evidence that Davis had a 
relationship with former Secretary Salazar as alleged, this matter was not further investigated. 

We referred this investigation to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Colorado as well as the 
State of Colorado Conejos County District Attorney's Office, which declined civil and criminal 
prosecution. 
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BACKGROUND 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Wild Horse and Burro Program (WH&B) was established to 
protect, manage, and control the wild horse population (Attachment 1). In 1971, due to the declining 
population of wild horses and burros, Congress passed the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burro Act, 
giving BLM and the U.S. Department of Agriculture's (USDA) U.S. Forest Service responsibility for 
managing all of the free-roaming horses and burros on public land (approximately 25,000 animals at 
that time) (Attachments 2, 3, and 4). The Act also authorizes BLM and the Forest Service to 
humanely destroy old, sick, or lame animals if deemed necessary to maintain a suitable habitat. 

In 1978, Congress passed the Public Rangelands Improvement Act to address the increasing number of 
horses (Attachment 5 and see Attachments 3 and 4). This Act provides for the adoption of excess 
horses, states that no horse shall be "sold or transferred for consideration for processing into 
commercial products," and directs BLM and the Forest Service to destroy excess horses in the most 
humane way possible to maintain and restore a thriving ecological balance. 

As a result of this legislation, BLM designated herd management areas (HMAs ), or areas of land in 
which it would manage the horses, and surveyed the lands to determine how many horses each HMA 
could support without overgrazing or damaging the land (see Attachments 3 and 4). BLM currently 
manages 179 HMAs in 10 western States and counts the horses on the range every 2 to 3 years. When 
the appropriate management level is exceeded, the excess horses are gathered and prepared for 
adoption or sale. BLM administers vaccinations and blood tests to all gathered horses and identifies 
and tracks each horse using "freeze marks," to brand the horses. 

In December 2004, Congress passed the sales-authority law (also known as the "Burns Amendment"), 
stating that any excess horse (and burro), or the remains of any excess horse, shall be sold if the horse 
is more than 10 years of age or if the horse has been offered unsuccessfully for adoption at least three 
times (Attachments 6 and 7). In addition, the amendment states that any horse meeting these criteria 
will be sold without limitation, including through auction to the highest bidder, at local sale yards or 
other convenient livestock selling facilities, until all excess horses offered are sold or until HMAs 
reach appropriate management levels. In 2005, however, BLM implemented a policy that placed 
limitations on the amount of horses sold and by requiring buyers to provide "good homes and humane 
care," to prevent the horses from being sent to slaughter (Attachment 8 and see Attachments 3 and 4). 

In October 2009, Congress passed a bill making appropriations for DOI for fiscal year 2010, which 
included a proviso stating that no funds may be used "for the destruction of healthy, unadopted, wild 
horses and burros in the care of [BLM] or its contractors or for the sale of wild horses and burros that 
results in their destruction for processing into commercial products" 1 (Attachment 9). This limitation 
was renewed in appropriations bills for fiscal years 2011 and 2012 (Attachments 10 and 11). 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation on October 11, 2012, after receiving allegations that Tom Davis, a 
Colorado rancher and livestock hauler, purchased approximately 1,700 wild horses through WH&B 
and sent them to slaughter in Mexico (Attachment 12). According to the allegations, Davis signed a 
contract with BLM before purchasing the horses agreeing not to send them to slaughter. A September 

1 Public Law 111-88, October 30, 2009. 
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29, 2012, NBC news article, however, reported that Davis had sought investors for a slaughterhouse 
and conducted farming and trucking activities for the family of former Secretary of the Interior Ken 
Salazar (Attachment 13). The article also reported that BLM began sending Davis truckloads of 
horses just 2 weeks after Salazar was selected as the Secretary of the Interior. 

During our investigation, we interviewed Tom Davis, brand inspectors, veterinarians, and WH&B 
personnel; reviewed Colorado state board of stock inspection forms and other documents; subpoenaed 
financial and business records; and reviewed WH&B documents and legislation governing the 
program. 

Allegation That Tom Davis Sent 1,700 Horses to Slaughter 

The BLM Office of Law Enforcement (OLE) investigated similar allegations against Davis in June 
2012. OLE interviewed Davis twice before we opened an independent investigation. Davis told OLE 
that the horses he obtained from WH&B went to good homes and were not slaughtered. 

We interviewed Davis about the allegations we received (Attachments 14 and 15). When asked how 
many of the 1,700 horses Davis purchased from WH&B were sent to Mexico, Davis replied: "Probably 
close to all of them." He added that he may have received one "good" horse from each load of horses 
he received from BLM. Davis said that he bought the "unadoptables" that BLM had to get rid of and 
that he could get rid of them. He said: "I'd rather see me send them down there than I would see the 
Government send them down there." 

Davis denied that he transported the horses directly to slaughter. He said he knew the horses would be 
sent to Mexico, but he never crossed the border. He explained that prior to purchasing horses from 
WH&B, he made arrangements with buyers-whose names he would not disclose-who transported 
the horses to Mexico. 

Davis said he would not tell WH&B employees w~ the horses from him. According to 
Davis, WH&B - Marketing Specialist - asked him several times if he sent the 
horses to slaughter. Davis said he told her that he was not selling the horses to slaughter. He also said 
he knew he was not supposed to sell the horses to anyone that would take them to a slaughterhouse or 
"make any money out of them." Davis added, however, that he knew where the horses would be taken 
because there was only "one place to go ... to the kill plant." 

Davis said he purchased horses from BLM by the truckload, which typically consisted of 35 horses, 
and paid $10 per horse. He said he could sell a load of 35 horses for about $3,500 to $4,000 and make 
$2,500 to $3,000 in profit on each sale. 

Davis said that demand for horse meat, which he compared to meat from cows, sheep, and goats, was 
high, and that he wanted to obtain more horses from WH&B. He said that if he could obtain 10,000 
horses from BLM and bypass his buyers, he would take them directly to Mexico himself because he 
could sell them for $100 each and quit. Davis opined that in selling him so many loads of horses, BLM 
had to know that the horses would end up at a slaughterhouse. 
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Transporting BLM Horses to Slaughter 

During our interview with Davis, he mentioned a friend of his named , who is 
reportedly a "kill buyer" and the owner of Southwest Livestock, LLC, in Los Lunas NM (see 
Attachments 14 and 15). Davis admitted to selling horses to ·ust not BLM freeze-marked 
horses. Even after horse slaughter was banned in the United States, repmiedly exported nearly 
12,000 ho~year to Mexico for slaughter (Attachments 16, 17, and 18). We attempted to 
interview- who declined and requested an attorney (Attachments 19 and 20). We contacted 
the attorney but no interview was granted. 

We discovered, however, that - horses needed to pass inspection by a New Mexico brand 
inspector before leaving his ~hment 21). We interviewed New Mexico Depa1iment of 
Agriculture Brand Inspector- who said he routinely performed the required brand 
inspections on all livestock transpo1ied from~lity (see Attachments 16, 17, and 18) .• 
admitted, though that he did not visually ins~ horses and relied upon the accuracy of 
pape1work preparnd by- Since he did not mspect the horses, . did not know if any were 
BLM freeze-marked horses Davis sold to -

In addition a USDA-ce1iified veterinarian must inspect all o~ horses and sign International 
Health Ce1iificates Cs) before they are exported into Mexico (Attachment 22). We interviewed 

, a private USDA-ce1iified veterinarian who routinely provided vete1ina1y 
services to livestock and sigQed IHCs prior to the horses being transpmied to Mexico for 
slaughter (Attachments 23 and 24). ~tted that - prepared all IHCs, and 
signed them without inspecting the h~ said that if there was a health issue, or the 
Mexican vete1inarians would identify the issue before import to Mexico. Since id not inspect 
the horses, he did not know if any were BLM freeze-marked horses Davis sold t Our review 
of the IHCs and a USDA slaughter logbook related to the shipment of horses by into Mexico 
between 2008 and 2012, confumed that the horses were not identified by freeze mar Attachments 
25, 26, and 27). 

The State of Colorado also requires all livestock being sold or transported to be inspected, so we 
obtained Colorado State Board of Stock Inspection forms pe1taining to the sale or transpo1iation of 
Davis ' animals (Attachments 28, 29, and 30). The records indicated that Davis sent horses to several 
locations, includin locations near the Mexican border in New Mexico and Texas. The New Mexico 
locations included but did not indicate whether the horses were BLM 
freeze-marked horses. Although many oft did not list the horses ' bu ers we contacted two 
individuals that were listed on the fo1ms 
- (Attachments 31 and 32). an a een mvo ve 
but denied knowing Davis and said they never received horses from him. 

Davis ' and- Relationship 

We subpoenaed financial and business records from both Davis and - (Attachments 33 and 34). 
We found sales invoices documenting instances in which- purchased horses from Davis that 
coITelated closely to purchases Davis made from BLM (Attachments 35 and 36). For example, on 

2 From 2007 to 2011, slaughter of horses for meat was essentially banned in the United States because language in USDA appropriations 
bills prohibited the use of fonds for inspections of horse slaughter facilities . Public Law 112-55, an appropriations bill passed on 

ovember 18, 2011 , did not renew that prohibition, but it did not specifically provide fonding for horse meat inspection. 
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February 16, 2012, BLM sold 36 wild horses to Davis from its Canon City, CO, facility. Davis then 
sold 39 horses to - on February 18. While these invoices did not reflect whether the horses were 
BLM freeze-marked horses, they confirmed that - was one of Davis' buyers. We also 
subpoenaed Davis' ~me records and found numerous calls made between March 2009 and 
November 2012 to - (Attachment 37). 

Responsibility of the Wild Horse and Burro Program 

After reviewing WH&B records, we determined that in 1999 and the early 2000s, the Davis family 
adopted 24 horses through the WH&B adoption program (Attachment 38). After BLM implemented 
the sales program in 2004, Davis purchased 1,794 horses and burros between 2008 and 2012 
(Attachment 39). WH&B records revealed that no one other than Davis had ever purchased more than 
1,000 horses; the next largest purchase by one person was 325 horses (Attachment 40). 

BLM bills of sale, Government bills of lading, and other BLM documents confirmed that Davis 
purchased horses by the truckload-which consisted of approximately 35 horses per load-and paid 
$10 for each horse (Attachments 41, 42, and 43 and see Attachment 39). BLM delivered the horses 
directly to Davis, which - said was normal protocol for BLM when anyone purchased more than 
20 horses (Attachments 44 and 45). We determined that BLM spent more than $140,000 transporting 
horses to Davis between 2008 and 2012 (BLM stopped paying for the transportation of horses in 
2012), and Davis spent $17,940 buying horses from BLM (Attachment 46). 

A review of archived emails for relevant U.S. Department of the Interior employees found no evidence 
that BLM employees were pressured to sell horses to Davis (Attachment 47). Although we found 
various discussions concerning allegations that Davis was sending BLM horses to slaughter, none of 
these discussions yielded evidence that BLM employees sold horses to Davis knowing that he was 
doing so. 

Contradicting Policy and Political Pressure 

We found that BLM implemented and followed policy that contradicted both legislation, by not 
destroying horses to maintain an ecological balance, and the 2004 Bums Amendment, by placing 
limitations on horse sales (Attachments 48 and 49 and see Attachments 3, 4, 7, 44, and 45). After 
discovering evidence that some of the horses sold were sent to slaughter, WH&B Senior Advisor . 
- said WH&B staff members wrote and implemented new policy in 2005 to ensure horses were 
1) sold to good homes, 2) not sold without limitation or to the highest bidder as directed by the law, 
and 3) not being sent to slaughter. 

BLM officials stated that operating contrary to implemented legislation by limiting sales and not 
destroying horses, has contributed to an unmanageable number of horses. - reasoned, however, 
that selling without limitation or destro in horses would be " olitical suicide," and Congress does not 
want to deal with those issues. said that although BLM has 
attempted to manage the wild horse and burro popula~ears, BLM has been unsuccessful and 
the same issues continue to occur without resolution. - believed that these problems were due 
in part to "political pressures." 
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WH&B Managers' Responsibility to Ensure Horses Were Not Sent to Slaughter 

After interviewing WH&B officials and reviewing WH&B records, we found that WH&B managers 
failed to enforce BLM' s policy of limiting the sales of horses and ensuring that the horses went to good 
homes. 

We interviewed WH&B's , who approved the sales to Davis (see Attachments 44 and 
45). She explained that before she approves a buyer for a sale, the buyer has to complete a telephone 
application. She said that if she is satisfied with the answers, none of which are validated or verified, 
then she approves the application. The applicant can then purchase horses or burros immediately and 
does not need to requalify for subsequent purchases. 

In January 2008, - interviewed Davis as part of the sales application process (Attachment 50 
and see Attachments 44 and 45). During the interview, - said, Davis told her that he mi~ 
the horses but not to slaughter. Davis agreed that any horses he sold would go to good homes. -
approved Davis' application, signed the application as the person who completed the interview, and 
agreed to sell Davis horses. 

Due to BLM updating the sales application form, - had Davis complete two more applications, 
in January 2011 and April 2012 (Attachments 51 and 52 and see Attachments 44 and 45). In these 
applications, Davis said he was turning the horses out on oil leases to graze or selling them to good 
homes in groups of 10 to 30 as pasture pets. - said she never had any reason to doubt the 
information on Davis' applications, even after he refused to tell her who he sold the horses to because 
he did not want BLM to "hone" in on his market. 

- said that for each purchase, Davis completed a bill of sale stating that he agreed not to 
knowingly sell or transfer ownership of any wild horse or burro to any person or organization with the 
intent to resell the animal to slaughter (see Attachments 42, 44, and 45). - said she asked Davis 
after each purchase what he was doing with the horses, and he told her they were going to good homes. 

When interviewed, WH&B Senior Advisor said that in 2011, he and- called 
Davis to ask him why he wanted more horses and what he planned to do with them (see Attachments 3 
and 4). - said Davis reassured them that he was not reselling the horses and claimed that he 
transported them to wealthy friends who wanted the horses for their property and a tax break. -
believed Davis to be credible. - acknowledged that he did not verify Davis' story by obtaining 
the names of the wealthy individuals and denied that it was WH&B's responsibility to collect 
additional information from Davis. 

Despite receiving information between 2009 and 2012 that Davis requested and received a large 
number of horses and was sending horses to slaughter, WH&B officials said there was no evidence of 
wrongdoing to prompt them to stop selling to Davis or to conduct further background checks or 
inspections (see Attachments 3, 4, 44, 45, 48, and 49). 

- said she contacted Davis whenever she received a complaint about him sending horses to 
slaughter and reported every complaint to BLM OLE (see Attachments 44 and 45). She said Davis 
always denied these allegations and that BLM law enforcement found no evidence of Davis selling the 
horses to slaughter. 
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- denied receiving pressure from WH&B management to sell horses to Davis. She explained, 
however that her perfo1mance a raisals were partially based on how many adoptions and sales she 
completed. Our review of erformance appraisals confirmed this statement, and we found 
that she received ratings, with monetaiy awai·ds, between 2008 and 2012 
(Attachments 53 and 54). 

Agent's N ote: Our review of BLM records disclosed that during the same timefra111e that - sold 
BLM horses to Davis, BLM OLE was investi~atin~ two men in Utah that acquired BLM horses by 
falsely stating that they would not rese11 them or transport them to slaughter. The two men were 
indicted by the US. District Court for the District of Utah and pied guilty. 

Davis' Relationship With Former Secretary Salazar 

Although Davis repoitedly told a news repo1ter that his family faiIDed land belonging to the Salazai· 
family and did "quite a bit of tmcking for Ken " Salazai· denied having a relationship with Davis 
during an interview with this same reporter in December 2012 (Attachment 55 and see Attachment 
13). BLM employees said they were not personally awai·e of any relationship between Salazai· and 
Davis (Attachment 56 and see Attachments 3, 4, 44, 45, 48, and 49). We dete1IDined that this matter 
did not waiTant fmther investigation. 

SUBJECT(S) 

1. Tom Davis, rancher and livestock hauler. 

DISPOSITION 

We refe1Ted this investigation to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Colorado, who declined 
both civil and criminal prosecution. The State of Colorado Conejos County District Attorney 's Office 
also declined to file charges against Davis. 

We referred the public health issue concerning USDA-ce1iified veterinaiian 
signing IHCs without inspecting the horses (false statements) to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the 
District of New Mexico. The District of New Mexico fmmally declined prosecution. We will refer this 
issue to the USDA Office of Inspector General for any action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. BLM Wild Horse and Burro History and Facts web page. 
2. 1971 Wild Free-Roaininu Horses and Burro Act (prior to amendments). 
3. IAR - Interview of , May 14, 2013 . 
4. Transc1ipt of interview, May 14, 2013. 
5. Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978. 
6. Public Law 108-447, dated December 8 2004 also known as the "Bums Amendment." 
7. The Wild Free-Roaining Horses and Burros Act of 1971 and amendments (per BLM). 
8. Mai·ch 11 2005, Instmction Memorandum regai·ding the sales of wild horses and burros. 
9. Public Law 111-88, fiscal yeai· 2010 continuing approp1iations. 
10. Public Law 112-10, fiscal yeai· 2011 continuing approp1iations act. 
11. Public Law 112-7 4, fiscal year 2012 consolidated appropriations act. 
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12. IAR- Case Initiation Rep01i, dated October 18, 2012. 
13. September 29 2012 NBC news aiiicle. 
14. !AR - Interview of Tom Allen Davis on November 17, 2012. 
15. Transcript of interview of Tom Allen Davis on November 17, 2012. 
16. !AR-Interview of on Februaiy 4 and 5 2013. 

on Febrna1y 4 2013. 
on Febrnaiy 5 2013. 

ebrnaiy 4, 2013. 
interview on Febrnaiy 4 2013. 

rements. 
on October 26, 2012. 

23. !AR-Interview of on Febrnaiy 5, 2013. 
24. Transcript of interview o on Februaiy 5, 2013. 
25. !AR-Record Review of USDA IHCs and Slaughter Record Books, dated November 21 2013. 
26. - of the International Health Ce1tficates signed by for -

27. USDA slaughter record books concerning 
28. Colorado livestock inspection requirements. 
29. IAR - Review of Colorado State Boai·d of Stock Inspection Forms dated November 8, 2013. 
30. Colorado Depaiiment of A ·iculture State Boai·d of Stock Inspection Forms. 
31. IAR - Interview of on July 24, 2013. 
32. IAR- Interview of on June 26, 2013. 
33. !AR - Records Obtame wit IG Subpoena No. 001538 - Tom Davis dated April 10, 2013. 
34. !AR-Records Obtained with IG Subpoena No. 001540 - dated April 10, 

2013. 
35. OIG spreadsheet documenting BLM horses sold to Tom Davis. 
36. OIG spreadsheet documenting horses Tom Davis sold to -
37. !AR-Records Obtained withIG Subpoena No. 001536~April 10, 2013 . 
38. BLM documentation identifying Tom Davis family adoptions. 
39. BLM rep01t documenting the number of sales made to Tom Davis and others. 
40. BLM repo1i documenting individuals that purchased over 200 animals. 
41. BLM bills of sale not signed by Tom Davis. 
42. BLM bills of sale signed by Tom Davis. 
43. Government bills of ladin to transpo1i horses to Tom Davis. 
44. !AR-Interview of on May 15 2013 . 
45. Transcript of interview of on May 15, 2013. 
46. IAR- Shipping Costs Incurred by BLM for the Transpo1tation of Horses to Tom Davis, dated 

Febmaiy 6, 2014. 
47. !AR-Review of U.S. De aiiment of the Interior Employee Emails, dated November 7, 2013. 
48. IAR- Interview of on May 17, 2013. 
49. Transcript of interview of on May 17 2013. 
50. Januaiy 2008 Tom Davis' First BLM Sales Application. 
51. January 2011 , Tom Davis' Second Sales Application. 
52. April 2012, Tom Davis ' Third Sales Application. 
53. IAR- Review of Annual Pe1formance Appraisals dated November 8, 2013 . 
54. annual performance appraisals, 2007 - 2012. 
55. December 8, 2012, Colorado Sprin~aiiicle. 
56. IAR- Telephonic Discussion with- on November 8, 2013. 
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Mustang Heritage Foundation 
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Ol-C0-14-0501-1 

Reporting Office 
Lakewood, CO 

Report Subject 
Closing Report of Investigation 

Report Date 
April 7, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

This case was initiated based on allegations tha 
Mustan Herita e Foundation (MHF), awarded a contract to er own company, 

on behalf of the Mustang Heritage Foundation (MHF), using Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) funds . Also alleged is that MHF pmchased ranch prope1iy in Texas by potentially 
using BLM funds. It was determined after a review by the Office of the Solicitor that the funds used 
to purchase this prope1iy were strictly MHF funds. Also alleged is that there is an agreement between 
MHF and the Hutchison (Kansas) Conectional Facility (KCI) to handle the adoption of horses that am 
trained by the prisoners, even though the prison has a separate cooperative agreement with the BLM 
and that MHF claimed credit for the training of the animals and paid the prison $750-$800 per horse 
and kept the remaining funds issued by BLM. It was determined that MHF is not mentioned in the 
current cooperative agreement between BLM and the Hutchison Conectional Facility. 

The investigation determined the allegations were unsubstantiated and this case will be closed. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

This investigation was predicated on information provided by 
Wild Horse and Bmro Program (WHBP) BLM. On June 17, 2014, 

erative agreement (No. Ll2AC20538) to the MHF in Au~d is effective for five 
said he was assigned to the cooperative agreement in - . According to 

on the spot after being confronted about a contract the MHF had awarded 
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On October 20 2014, 010 interviewed , WHBP, BLM. She stated BLM 
has had a cooperative agreement with MHF since 2007 and explained that via the cooperative 
agreement, BLM essentially gives money to MHF for market~c relations mustang trn.ining, 
and coordination of several large rodeo-style events per year. - said the intention of the events 
was to showcase the mustangs and demonstrate how well they had been trained. - indicated 
MHF's board of directors hiredll to do the day-to-day work required in the cooperative agreement. 
She said was involved soon after BLM issued the cooperative agreement if not from the ve1y 
beginning. said MHF and II did not do anything to conceal the contractual anangement 
between their two entities. 

010 interviewed WHBP, BLM. She statedll was 
specifically mentioned in the initial proposal from MHF in 2007 (Attachment 1) and again in their 
latest proposal in 2012. - said the MHF used II to rnn the day-to-day operations of the 
cooperative agreement and the practice was allowable and appropriate. Additionally, nothing in the 
agreement precluded MHF from contracting with a management team to cany out the work 
requirements. - conceded MHF should have put any contract award out for competitive bidding 
but, did not do that in this instance. She said the MHF never provided BLM with any documentation of 
their anangement with~ should have been required to do so; however BLM never specifically 
asked MHF to provide~ stated II was no longer associated with MHF and if MHF decided 
to hire a new management team, they would have to notify BLM first and put out that bid for work 
under a competitive process. - said MHF has always been required, iis ali. of the agreement, to 
provide Quarterly 425s (Federal Financial Repoti.s) and Annual Reports. admitted she did not 
always ensure these documents were completed, did not always catch things and "dropped the ball" at 
times. - said MHF has been in complete compliance for the past two years and those mistakes 
would not been happening anymore. 

010 collected and reviewed the cmTent cooperative agreement between the BLM and KCI 
(Attachment 2). The agreement makes no mention of the MHF and their role if any, in the adoption 
process. 010 also collected and reviewed KCl's agreement to participate in the MHF's Trainer 
Incentive Program (Attachment 3). 

SUBJECTS 
Name: 
SSN: 

Name: Mustang Heritage Foundation 
Address: P.O. Box 979, Georgetown, TX 78627 I Phone Number: (512) 869-3225 

DISPOSITION 

Based on a lack of evidence of any wrongdoing, this case is closed. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Initial proposal from the MHF to the BLM in 2007 for a cooperative agreement. 
2. Cooperative Agreement (L13AC00062) between the BLM and the KCI 
3. Agreement between KCI and MHF approving KCls pa1iicipation in the MHF 's Trainer 

Incentive Program. 
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Case Title 
Destruction of Energy Bonds by BLM 

Reporting Office 
Sacramento, California 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
OI-C0-15-0479-1 

Report Date 
November 3, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

On May 15, 2015, we opened an investigation after receiving a letter from the U.S. House of 
Representatives Committee on Natural Resources (Committee), alleging that bonding instruments for 
renewable energy projects "were reportedly removed from a safe and wrongfully shredded" by the 
Bureau of Land Management's (BLM) Rawlins Field Office (RFO) in Wyoming. The Committee's 
letter, dated May 1, 2015, was based on information in a draft U.S. Government Accountability Office 
(GAO) report. 

We interviewed three staff members responsible for managing renewable energy projects at the RFO 
and reviewed the relevant renewable energy (RE) project files managed at RFO. We verified that RFO 
reviewed its 83 RE case files and related bonding instruments. RFO staff was unable to locate original 
documentation for 3 of the 21 RE bonds at RFO, however the files with missing bond documents were 
all from closed projects and an RFO staff member recreated these files by obtaining copies of the bond 
documents from the project developers. We found no evidence to support the allegation that bonds 
were removed from a safe and wrongfully shredded at RFO. 

~Official/Title Signature 
--/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~Official/Title Signature 
--/ASAC Digitally signed. 
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Case Number: OI-C0-15-0479-1 

BACKGROUND 

In 2006, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) experienced a significant increase in wind and solar 
project applications, particularly in the western states. This sudden increase was fueled by Federal and 
State Governments' renewable energy (RE) initiatives, available funding from the American 
Reinvestment and Recovery Act, U.S. Department of Energy loan guarantees, and tax incentives at 
both the Federal and State level. Because these initiatives came up quickly, BLM had a short time to 
plan and train employees on how to handle these wind and solar applications and the bonding 
mechanisms involved in the projects. 

The changing technologies and financial commitment required for RE projects have created a high-risk 
business environment. This speculative, high-risk environment makes it critical to use bonds for RE 
projects on BLM lands. BLM uses these bonds to ensure compliance with rights-of-way stipulations 
and applicable Federal regulations, and to protect the U.S. Government against loss, damage, or injury 
to human health, the environment, or property (Attachment 1). BLM requires that projects be bonded 
to cover three components: 1) environmental liabilities; 2) decommissioning, removal, and disposal of 
improvements and facilities; and 3) site reclamation, revegetation, and restoration. 

Prior to 2006, the Rawlins Field Office (RFO) in Wyoming had not managed any RE projects. 
Between 2006 and 2012, however, 83 RE project applications were submitted to the realty specialists 
at RFO. Since 2012, no new applications have been submitted for RE projects. 

The two types of RE bonds used at RFO-cash bonds and surety bonds-do not have any monetary 
face value. When using a cash bond, the project proponent (or a third party) provides cash or check to 
BLM. BLM submits the funds to the U.S. Department of the Treasury, and provides a receipt to the 
project proponent to document the bond. A copy of the cash bond receipt is then held at RFO. 

When a project proponent chooses to use a surety bond, the proponent obtains the surety from an 
insurance company and pays the premium. The issuer then provides a certified surety document, in the 
amount of the bond, to BLM. The surety policy is valid for a specific term and must be renewed 
periodically, usually by paying a premium. The original surety documents are then held at RFO. 

The U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Natural Resources (Committee) requested a U.S. 
Government Accountability Office (GAO) review regarding BLM's management of RE bonds. GAO 
conducted the review from January 2014 through May 2015, when it submitted a draft report to the 
Committee. The GAO analysts contacted the RFO realty staff via conference call and email, and 
learned that RE bonding instruments had possibly been destroyed at RFO during a recent office move. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation on May 15, 2015, after receiving a letter from the Committee detailing 
the allegation of shredded bonds from GAO's draft report (Attachment 2). After interviewing three 
RFO employees responsible for RE bonds and reviewing the RE bonds held at RFO, we did not find 
evidence that any bonds were shredded at RFO (Attachments 3 and 4). 

During our interviews and document reviews, we learned that GAO analysts sent a preliminary email 
to RFO realty staff on October 10, 2014, as part of their review. In the email, the analysts requested 
information on the bonding of a particular RE project-the Foote Creek Wind project (WYWY-
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142464) (Attachment 5). During a conference call on October 20, 2014, RFO realty staff told the 
GAO analysts that they could not locate the sure bond document for the Foote Creek Wind project 
(Attachment 6). During the call suggested that she 
recalled hearing that some bond documents had possibly been destroyed during an office move several 
years ago. 

On November 3, 2014 a GAO analyst sent a follow-up email requesting fm1her infonnation from the 
realty staff including "the value of all the bonds that were shredded," as re orted durin the 
conference call (see Attachment 5). On March 20 2015, replied 
to the email stating, among other things: "I do not know the value of all bonds that were sru:edded." 

When we interviewed and - , the 
- we learned t at a ew years ago e o ice ass1gne tempo~lidat~e 
an office move (see Attachments 3 and 4). As pa1i of this project, the temporaiy staff went thJ·ough the 
office files including RE project files and removed and destroyed duplicate documents. This was the 
incident. refened to during the GAO conference call. 

- told us that he and his staff had conducted a thorough project file review on each of the 83 
RE projects at RFO. Of these 83 RE project applications, only 18 progressed to a stage requiring 
bonding. From these 18 projects, 21 total RE bonds were submitted to RFO. Of the 21 bonds, 10 have 
been closed and returned to the proponent without having been used. The remaining 11 bonds ai·e still 
active. 

- told us that she was able to locate 18 of the 21 original bonding instrnments during her file 
review (see Attac~. The thJ·ee missing bond documents were all from closed projects 
(Attachment 7). - contacted the project proponents from these three files and obtained a copy 
of each of th~ bond documents to recreate the files (see Attachments 3 and 4). 
- and- could not explain what happened to the missing documents and 
speculated that someone ~ mistakenly sent the original bond documents back to the proponent 
when the file was closed. - told us that she was able to locate the bond documents for the Foote 
Creek wind project during the file review (Attachment 8). - said that the documents were in 
the file just out of place on the day of the GAO conference call. We reviewed the files with 
and also verified all the bond documents were in the safe (see Attachment 3). 

- and- told us that while attending a training conference with realty staff from other 
BLM offices in September 2014 they leained that other BLM offices stored bonding instruments in a 
locked safe (see Attachments 3 and 4). Prior to November 2014, RFO did not have a specific written 
procedure for storing RE bonding instnunents. RFO realty staff routinely kept the bond documents in 
the project file until November 2014, when RFO staff purchased a safe for storing the bond documents 
(see Attachments 1, 3, and 4). - told us that when RFO staff inquired about how to define 
"secure storage" for RE bonding instrnments, they were told by someone from the Wyoming State 
Office that a new proposed rnle would among other things standai·dize bonding requirements for solai· 
and wind projects, and how to store bond documents (see Attachment 4). When the final rnle is 
published, RFO will then implement process improvements consistent with the new policy rnle and 
GAO 's recommendations. 

We discussed the findings of our investigation with GAO. 
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SUBJECT(S) 

None identified. 

DISPOSITION 

We refe1rnd this rep01i BLM for any action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. BLM Policy Wind Energy Development and Bond Storage. 
2. Committee Letter to the Inspector General. 
3. IAR - Review of RFO and RECO Case Files dated June 5 2015. 
4. !AR-Interview , dated June 4, 2015. 
5. Emails between d GAO investigators. 
6. GAO Conversat ober 14, 2014. 
7. Three Missing Bond Documents. 
8. !AR-Final BLM Response to Committee Inquiry, dated June 8, 2015. 
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Case Title 
FRIENDS OF THE JIMMY CARTER 
NATIONAL IDSTORIC SITE 
Reporting Office 
Atlanta Georgia 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
OI-GA-15-0456-I 

Report Date 
August 5, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

The U.S. Depaiiment of the Interior (DO~ Inspector General (OIG) initiated this 
investigation after receivin a letter fro~, private citizen, regarding allegations of employee 
misconduct b , fo1mer Supe1intendent at the Jimmy Carter National Historic Site 
(JCNHS). alleged that - misrepresented himself as an agent of the Friends of JCNHS 
(Friends Grou and verball~d him the executive director position with the group .• also 
alleged that retracted the job offer after he - provided 10 months of services. 

These allegations initially led. to discuss his claim for the executive director position with the 
Friends Group ChaiI- rson, and ultimately led him to request compensation for his services. The boai·d 

iibs uently denied proposal citing th~ he was a volunteer with the Friends Group and (2) 
was not authorized to offer him a job ... said the Government received a benefit from his 

actions, and he believed the Friends Group/National Pai·k Service (NPS) should ratify the unauthorized 
commitment and pay him $150,000 for consultation fees. 

Our investigation did not uncover any evidence to indicate - offere~ the executive director 
osition with the Friends Group. Of the individuals we interviewed only_.-Iiad knowledge that 

offered him the executive diI·ector position. - claims for payment by NPS due to 
all~authorized commitment were not investigated because we were unable to 

coIToborate - allegations that a job offer was made. 

We are providing a copy of this rep011 to the NPS DiI·ector for any action deemed appropriate. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

~fficial!Iitle Signature 
--/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~ficial/Title Signature 
- !RAC Digitally signed. 
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Case Number: OI-GA-15-0456-I 

The Friends of the Jimmy Caiier National Historic Site (Friends Group) is a nonprofit organization 
f01med to work in conjunction with the Jimmy Caiier National Historic Site (JCNHS) to help build 
suppoli for special projects that normally would not be funded. The Friends Group was incorporated 
under the laws of the State of Georgia in 2011 , and the boai·d of directors (boai·d) was formed in July 
2012. The Friends Group 's primaiy funding derived from an ongoing capital campaign/fundraising 
team who submitted proposals to potential donors . 

The U.S. Depaiiment of the Interior (DOI) Office oflns~eral (OIG) initiated this 
investigation in A- ·il 2015 after receiving a letter fro~ a private citizen (Attachment 1) . 
• alleged that , fo1mer Superintendent at the JCNHS, misrepresented himself as an 
agent of the Frien Group an verbally offered him - the executive director position .• also 
alleged that - retracted the job offer after he provided 10 months of services . 

• then discussed the job offer/retraction with - , Chairperson of the board of directors 
(boai·d) for the Friends Group .• said after thinking tm_z the matter for two weeks, he came to 
the conclusion that President Carter must have instmcted- to retract the offer. 

Agent's note: - did not provide any evidence to support this conclus;on . 

.. stated he decided to forego his claim to the executive director position on the condition that he 
~d be fairly compensated as a consultant (see Attachment l!IThe boai·d subsequently denied 
- proposal citing they didn' t owe h~hing since he volunteered his services. 
~ the board cited that even if- had made a jo o er on behalf of the Friends Group 
he - was not authorized to do so . 

• told us he met - in November 2010 tht·ough , Vice Chair of the 
Plains Better Hometown Program (PBHP) and a long-time friend (Attachment 2) . • said _ 
told him about • . s lans to create the Friends Group, and requested his talents to raise ft:dsfor 
the new group. said no promises were made, but told him the project could lead to a 
mutually beneficial relationship, specifically a position with the Friends Gro~ stated he was 
involved in several preliminaiy meetings/phone calls/email discussions with--prior to the job 
offer but his most significant achievement was assisting with drafting the bylaws . 

• stated that~ed him the executive director position with the Friends Group on April 
18 2012. Accor~ his primaiy duty was to facilitate a $10 million fundraising campaign. iii said- told him the board would dete1mine the salaiy, but they both agreed that $75 000 per 
annum was reasonable ... also said~d him that he could not get paid until the Friends 
Group received funding~ the~~ told us the offer was not in writing, but it was sealed 
by a handshake and witnessed by -

• stated that - told him he was not the executive director in Febmaiy 2013 .• said he 
contacted- at the end ofFebIUaty 2013, and- told him she was not awai·e of the job offer. 
Subsequeirt!Yfue board told--they never requ~his services and did not have the 
authority to offer him the job.9 stated that recmiting as the Lead Fundraiser was the 
essential function of the executive director, and the Government received a benefit because of his 
- services .• believed he should be paid $150,000 for consultation fees from April 2012 to 
September 2013 when the boai·d finally answered him. 
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Knowledge of the job offer 

When we spoke to - she said did not offer~ executive director position in her 
presence, and she was not aware that offered him --- the position (Attachment 3). -
confumed that . was a long-time friend of hers who hi l ed her raise thousands of dollars for the 
Plains Better Hometown Program (PBHP). - told us had volunteered his services dming the 
PBHP fund.raisers, and he wanted to help with'the creation o the Friends Group. - stated she 
assumed .. was volunteering his services ~es that he would get the executive director job. 
- addedfuat . was assisting her, and- never sought any assistance from -

- told us he discussed the vision of the JCNHS and the purpose of the Friends Group when he 

ii
~ met . (Attachment 4). - said. expressed a serious interest in wanting to help. 

stated that he knew . was not working and he had discussed an interest in a~ 
h the Friends Group on a couple of occasions. However, told us he did not offer .. a 

position. - said he told . that the board would determine wiio the wanted to hire and 
President Calier would have a significant say in whoever was hll·ed. stated that the Friends 
G-rou~t have any money and they did not show an interest in 1 mg any paid positions at the 
time. - did not recall having any discussion with . in reference to salruy. 

- stated that if the boru·d wanted to hire . in a leadershii!. role he - would have 
suppo1ied it because of the hru·d work . achieved. However, said from the onset it was 
understood that- time was volunteered. - also said to e est of his knowledge eve1yone 
who came onboard was helping out the Friends Group, and he thought . was someone who had an 
interest in seeing the Friends Group do well. 

- said she was not prui of the boru·d when it was fo1med, but she was told that - services 
were voluni!ai (Attachment 5) . • also saw an email from - to - in whi!l!ch 
referred to as the acting executive director/fundraiser volunteer (Attachment 6). added 
that all of e o · cers of the board volunteered their services, but she will be a salru·ied emp oyee in her 
new role as Director of the Friends Group on July 13, 2015 (see Attachment 5). 

- stated that . told her - offered him a job with the Friends Group at the end of 2012 or 
early 201~ told her~ offer was a "handshake offer," and he - did not have a written 
contract. .-Said both - and - told the boru·d that . was not offered a position. 

Agent's note: One of t~ctions of the board was to implement the bylaws. Although the board was 
not formed at the time .. said he was offered the position, a draft copy of the bylaws existed. In 
fact, . stated that he assisted with drafting the bylaws (see Attachment 2). 

- told us the bylaws state that no National Park Service (NPS) employee shall be elected or 
appointed to a position on the board (Attachment 7). Additionally, the bylaws state that the 
Superintendent cannot vote on ~ue that should be considere~he board. - believed the 
bylaws would have prohibited - from offering a position to .. (see Attachment 5). 

- told us he was not awru·e of ever offering the executive director position to . 
(Attachment 8). - stated that never told him that - offered him the executive 
director position. However, . told him that he - was working as a volunteer. 

supervised- while acting as the NPS Deputy Regional Director from 
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could not remember if the Friends November 2009 to October 2012 (Attachment 9 . 

Group was fo1med during her supervision of 
about the group. However she was not aware of -

s e did not recall having specific discussions 
ever offering the executive director position to 

- , NPS Deputy Regional Director has been - supervisor both at the JCNHS site and 
~Cumberland Island National Seashore (CINS)lAtiachment 10). - said she first heard 
of the alleged job offer through a letter that - attorney submitted to the Friends Group. A copy of 
the letter was fo1warded to NPS ' solicitor's~to determine ifthere were any implications against 
NPS. - stated there were no allegations or financial obligations against NPS, but wanted 
compensation from the Friends Group for what he felt he was promised. - said told her he 
did not offer . a position, and he did not know why . was under the'i:press1on at an offer 
was made to him. 

Unauthorized commitments 

Federal regulations state that contracting officers may ratify unauthorized contractual commitments if 
the head of contracting activity (HCA) approved the ratification action (Attachment 11). Federal 
regulations also state that generally the Government is not bound by commitments made by persons 
who do not have contracting authority. Such unauthorized acts may violate laws or regulations. 
Therefore such unauthorized commitments should be considered as serious employee misconduct and 
consideration given to initiating disciplinaiy action. 

Agent's note: Our investigation did not reveal any evidence to support- claim that--
offered him the executive director 's position with the Friends Group on April 18, 2012. In~ 
refuted- account. As a result, we did not investigate - claims for ratification of an 
unauth~ommitment because we were unable to corr~ his allegations that a job offer was 
made. 

SUBJECT(S) 

Superintendent, NPS Cumberland Island National Seashore 

DISPOSITION 

This case is being refened to the NPS Director for any action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Copy of the complaint letter from - dated April 14, 2015. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

IAR - Interview of on May 6, 2015. 
IAR - Interview of on May 28, 2015 . 
IAR - Interview of on June 30 2015. 

5. IAR - Interview of 
6. Copy of an email from 

director/volunteer. 
7. Copy of the Friends Grou 
8. IAR - Interview of 
9. IAR - Interview of 

n July 2 2015. 
to - refening to . as the acting executive 

laws. 
on July 9 2015. 

on July 16, 2015. 
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10. IAR - Interview of on July 16, 2015. 
11. Copy of 48 CFR § 501.602-3 Ratification of unauthorized Commitments. 
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SYNOPSIS 

In November 2014, we received a complaint from an Alaska OCS regional environmental officer with 
the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement alleging potential scientific integrity 
misconduct. The complaint alleged the manipulation of scientific analysis and findings by a non
scientist manager for political purposes regarding the preparation of the second supplemental 
environmental impact statement (SEIS), drafted by the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
(BOEM), for Oil and Gas Lease Sale 193. During our investigation, it was also alleged that upper-level 
management established a timeline for completing the SEIS that ultimately compromised its quality 
and that management established this timeline to benefit the oil and gas industry. Several BOEM 
employees also believed that the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) had already decided to affirm 
Lease Sale 193 before the SEIS was completed, thereby devaluing their efforts. 

We compared the draft SEIS with the final SEIS and determined that non-scientist managers edited the 
draft SEIS but did not change the scientific analysis or findings. We also found that upper management 
did establish an expedited timeline for completing the SEIS, but DOI Chief of Staff Tommy 
Beaudreau, who established the timeline, informed us he did not do so to benefit industry but to protect 
DOI from blame if the leaseholder missed the 2015 drilling season. DOI executives also stated that a 
decision had not been made to affirm Lease Sale 193 before the SEIS was completed and said that DOI 
officials would review all relevant information before making a decision. During our investigation, 
several current and former BOEM employees told us that the expedited timeline resulted in departures 
or retirements of agency employees. 

We did not assess or opine on the scientific quality of the SEIS, but the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), the Federal agency charged with reviewing the scientific adequacy of Environmental 

~I/Title Signature 
--/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~ial/Title Signature 
--/SAC Digitally signed. 
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Impact Statements (including SEISs), determined that the document contained "adequate information," 
which is EPA's highest rating for an SEIS. 

BACKGROUND 

In 2007, the Minerals Management Service (MMS)1 (currently known as the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM)) issued a final environmental impact statement (EIS) that examined a proposal 
for oil and gas leasing in the Chukchi Sea along the northwestern coast of Alaska. In February 2008, 
MMS held Chukchi Sea Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Oil and Gas Lease Sale 193 (Lease Sale 193), 
generating $2.6 billion in high bids for 487 leases. The EIS supporting the decision to hold Lease Sale 
193 had been the subject of several rounds of litigation. On July 21, 2010, the U.S. District Court for 
the District of Alaska remanded the EIS to BOEM to "satisfy its obligations under the [National 
Environmental Policy Act] NEPA" (Attachment 1). In response, BOEM released a final supplemental 
environmental impact statement (SEIS) on August 18, 2011. 

On January 22, 2014, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that the I-billion-barrel 
development-and-production scenario underpinning BOEM' s environmental impact analysis in the 
2011 SEIS was "arbitrary and capricious," and remanded the matter to the U.S. District Court for the 
District of Alaska (Attachment 2). The District Court in turn remanded the SEIS to BOEM on April 
24, 2014 (Attachment 3). 

On June 20, 2014, BOEM published in the Federal Register a Notice oflntent to prepare a second 
SEIS. BOEM released its draft SEIS for public comment on October 31, 2014, and the final SEIS on 
February 12, 2015. On March 31, 2015, the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) issued a Record of 
Decision affirming Lease Sale 193 (Attachment 4). 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

In November 2014, the Office oflnspector General (OIG) received information from Alaska OCS 
~nal Environmental Officer with the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement 
- alleging potential scientific integrity misconduct and mismanagement issues related to the 
preparation of the second SEIS for Lease Sale 193. He alleged that non-scientist managers manipulated 
the scientific analysis and findings for political purposes. 

During our investigation, BOEM employees also alleged that upper-level management established an 
expedited timeline for completing the SEIS that ultimately compromised its quality, and that 
management established this timeline to benefit the oil and gas industry. 

To conduct our investigation, we compared the final SEIS with several draft versions, and we 
interviewed several BOEM Alaska OCS regional analysts and scientists, regional managers, the 
regional NEPA coordinator, a DOI Office of the Solicitor attorney, and BOEM and DOI executive 
managers. 

1 After the April 20, 2010 explosion of the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico, then Secretary of the Interior Ken 
Salazar reorganized MMS into the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE) in June 2010. On 
October 1, 2010, the Office ofNatural Resources Revenue became a separate U.S. Department of the Interior office responsible for 
collecting revenue from mineral leases covering Federal lands. On October 1, 2011, BOEMRE was split into the Bureau of Safety and 
Environmental Enforcement and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM). The history of the Lease Sale 193 EIS spans 
several stages of this reorganization. For purposes of this report, we will refer to the bureau as BOEM. 
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Alaska OCS Regional Analysts and Managers Believed Expedited Timeline Had an Adverse 
Impact on Morale 

When interviewed,- stated that he had conversations with analysts who worked on BOEM's 
Lease Sale 193 EIS (Attachment 5). The analysts told- that they believed BOEM managers 
significan!!l altered their findings and conclusions relatedto'the EIS by changing the language in their 
analyses. said that he could not provide details about the language changes, but he said that he 
advised the ana ysts to repo1t their concerns to BOEM management. 

said that one of the analysts that worked on the EIS for Lease Sale 193, Sociocultural Specialist 
was concerned enough about how her work product was being altered by BOEM 

management that she requested that her name be removed from the final EIS because it no longer 
represented her analysis, fmdin~ions. According to--left BOEM in 
November 2014. In addition to--provided the name of cmTent BOEM biologist 
- as another employee who believed that his analysis findings, and conclusions related to 
~Lease Sale 193 were significantly altered by BOEM management. 

was a sociocultural specialist who worked on BOEM's Lease Sale 193 SEIS 
(Attachment 6). said that she was hired by BOEM in May 2013 to pe1f01m a NEPA 
analysis of how Lease Sale 193 would affect marine subsistence off the northern coast of Alaska. 

- explained that based on the Federal District Comt 's April 24 2014 requirement for 
BOEM to issue an SEIS for Lease Sale 193 BOEM held an all-hands meeting on May 22, 2014, to 
establish a schedule for completing the SEIS. According to BOEM management set an 
ambitious schedule includin~oal of having a Record of Decision ready for departmental 
approval by March 2, 2015. - stated that she was responsible for fom sections of the SEIS 
including subsistence resomces sociocultmal, public health, and environmental justice. 

According to this eff01t was the first major SEIS that she had worked on, and she did not 
believe that BOEM management provided clearly defined guidance to the analysts. -
explained that she and the other analysts were initially instrncted by the BOEM managers leading the 
SEIS effort to cut and paste large amounts ~ge that was previously published in the Lease 
Sale 193 EISs for their new SEIS sections. --said that she attempted cutting and pasting 
from the sections that she was responsible for but she quickly realized that the previous EIS versions 
did not contain any scientific research to support the findings . Accordingly she needed to first identify 
scientific research and studies that pe1tained to her sections of responsibility and then entirely rewrite 
her sections and make conclusions based on the research and studies she identified. 

- stated that by September 2014 she had ah·eady logged over 100 homs of compensatory 
time beyond her normal work schedule. She said that all of the other analysts similarly worked a 
considerable amount of ove1time on the SEIS due to the ambitious schedule set by BOEM 
management. - completed her sections and submitted them for management review on 
Friday, October 3, 2014. 

When supervisor, , retmned sections to her following his 
review she noted that her public health section had been "gutted. " She said that - had 
removed all of the material she had included that explained what the section encompassed and how she 
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analyzed the ~search to reach the section's conclusions. - had also removed all of 
the diagrams - had created to help explain her findings. 

According to told her that "no one in management underst.222.l~lJmblic 
health section" and it was "too long." said that she tried explaining to - that she 
is a licensed public health official and t at t e terminology she used in her section was common public 
health terminology. She then told- that while BOEM managers-who are not licensed public 
health officials-may not underst~minology she used, the true audience for that section 
would fully understand its meaning. Therefore she did not understand how BOEM managers could 
modify her research and findings simply because they did not understand the professional terminology. 

- further stated that she tried explaining to - that the research and analysis 
~her public health section led to her findin~d that she had attempted to be as 
concise as possible while keeping in mind that she needed to support her findings. 

Following her discussion with about her SEIS sections, - said that BOEM's 
Regional Supervisor for told her that she did not "like" 
conclusions, and nee e to m e c anges. said that she to at 
she believed the conclusions were accurnte and that no changes should be made. 

After her discussion with - about BOEM management wanting to chanliiher conclusions in 
the draft SEIS 2 days prior to its release for public comment in October 2014, said that 
she decided she needed to leave BOEM. She said that she had become so disil us10ne w1 BOEM's 
approach to NEPA that she decided to take herself out of the process. - said that her last 
day at BOEM was November 18, 2014. 

- stated that she did not understand why BOEM management was so intent on changing 
~er analysts ' work on the SEIS. She explained that she understood that under the NEPA 
process, the analysts perf01ming the work document their research analysis, and conclusions, and then 
publish the work product for public comment. Beyond basic grammatical editing, she did not 
understand BOEM management's decisions to alter the scientists ' conclusions. Furthe1more, BOEM's 
changes to the analysts ' conclusions would not be supported by the research and analysis in the SEIS. 

- said that she never read the publicly released draft SEIS to see ifBOEM management had 
changed her conclusions but she was certain that management had removed significant p01tions of her 
original draft sections. 

Following her interview, we requested that review the draft SEIS released by BOEM on 
October 31 2014 to compare it to her original draft sections and point out how BO~ment 

may have changed her research, analysis or findings without her approval or input. --later 
provided her draft sections and identified how her work differed from BOEM's draft SEIS. While a 
comparison between - draft sections and the SEIS identified instances where content had 
been edited, we dete1~EM management had not altered scientific analysis 
and findings of environmental impacts. 

was an biologist who also worked on the SEIS (Attachment 7). 
detailed how his managers critiqued his writing ability when he submitted his draft section 

or review. He said that his supervisor BOEM Regional Manager , significantly edited 
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his sections but the editing did not alter his data, analysis, or findings. Rather the editing involved 
style and f01matting changes in an attempt to present the entire SEIS in "one voice." He explained that 
the "one voice" approach was used to make it easier for the reader by presenting all of the sections in a 
similai· style even though several different analysts wrote the sections. He said that he had no concerns 
about the extensive editing to his section. 

- a BOEM wildlife biologist - , worked on the 2011 and 2014 SEISs 
~e explained that the 2011 SEIS was essentially a "spin-off' of the original 2007 
EIS. The 2011 SEIS he said, added consideration of the production of natural gas but used the same 
oil-production scenario. Conversely he said that the 2014 SEIS required an entirely new exploration 
and development scenai·io . 

According~ he was assigned two sections of the SEIS, including marine and tenestrial 
mammals. ~lieved that the timeline established by BOEM headiiiiarters for- om li!!ilein the 
SEIS was too sho1t. He said that BOEM's reo-ional managers, including 
and Deputy Regional Directo , all inf01med BOEM hea quai1ers at e trme me 
could not be met. Ultimately, according to it was unavoidable that the SEIS was significantly 
compromised due to this restrictive timeline. 

- stated that the aggressive timeline resulted in little collaboration between analysts. He explained 
~llaboration between analysts would be cmcial to developing a thorough SEIS because all of the 
resources being analyzed in the SEIS were interconnected. Accordingly he believed that collaboration 
was pai·amount to completing a thorough SEIS. - said however, that the timeline restricted his 
collaboration with other analysts during the entire SEIS process to only approximately 15 to 45 
minutes . 

- described how regional managers "talked over" him when he raised his concerns about the 
fr:work and timeline for the SEIS . He said that the analysts were told to simply make their 
deadlines. 

mineral leasing specialist for BOEM's Alaska OCS Re ion Attachment 9). He 
o · inal 2007 EIS for Lease Sale 193 as a and was one of the 

when t e 2011 SEIS was completed. He did not 
alyst on the 2014 SEIS, but he was assigned to review the four sections drafted by 
According to - BOEM management established a "very aggressive" timeline for 

completing the SEIS . He noted that the timeline for completing the 2011 SEIS was also tight, but not 
as aggressive as the timeline for the 2014 SEIS . 

• explained that the SEIS process was completed in order to assist DOI in deciding to "modify 
vacate, or affnm" Lease Sale 193 . • also stated that because DOI affumed the lease sale after the 
completion of the 2011 SEIS, there was a perception in BOEM that DOI would similarly affnm the 
lease sale after completion of the 2014 SEIS. 

an oceanographer and oil spill risk analysis coordinator in BOEM's Alaska OCS Region, 
info1med us that in addition to her work on the 2014 SEIS, she also worked on the original EIS in 2007 
and the fust SEIS in 2011 (Attachment 10). According to - the com1 remanded the SEIS to 
BOEM in 2014 because the fust SEIS only considered potential oil production from the initial 
discovery which was projected to be only 1 billion baiTels. The com1's remand directed BOEM to 
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complete a secondary SEIS that would consider later discoveries, which are projected to be 
approximately 4.3 billion barrels. 

- explained that she prepared an exploration and development scenario for oil spill risk analysis 
that could be used by the other analysts in preparing the SEIS. She said that BOEM had been updating 
a general circulation model, which was completed in 2013, and she used this model to run an oil spill 
trajectory analysis for the SEIS. The analysts then used this analysis to determine oil spill impact 
analyses for the SEIS. 

Like other analysts, - also noted the expedited SEIS timeline and said that she had never worked 
on an SEIS with such a short timeline in her 26-year career. According to- she reviewed some of 
the newer analysts' sections to ensure the analysts used the correct technical language and probability 
figures. The expedited timeline, however, required that her review be "pretty quick." 
She did not know whether DOI had already decided to approve Lease Sale 193 before the SEIS was 
completed. She said that if she had known that the decision had already been made, she would not have 
worked the extensive compensatory hours to meet the deadline. 

is a former fish biologist for BOEM' s Alaska OCS Region who was assigned to work 
on four sections of the SEIS (Attachment 11). According to- she was assigned by BOEM 
~ment to work on the SEIS in early 2014 after the court had remanded the SEIS to BOEM. 
- said she and her scientific colleagues who were also assigned to the SEIS project were anxious 
to receive a timeline from BOEM management so they could start their work. She said, however, that 
the team did not receive a timeline from BOEM management until May 2014. 

- stated that she believed the timeline was "so crushed" that the quality of the SEIS was 
significantly compromised. She explained that she did not have enough time to review her own 
sections for scientific consistency, which is vital to any scientific work product. In addition, -
stated that she was not provided any time to peer review other scientists' sections to ensure 
consistency. - stated that cross-discipline consistency review is even more important than 
reviewing your own work because the possibilities for discrepancies are far greater. 

After submitting her sections for the draft SEIS in October 2014,- said that she reviewed some 
sections from other disciplines and found inconsistencies in areas of water-quality chemistry between 
sections. She said that she wrote emails pointing out these discrepancies but was uncertain whether it 
was remedied because all the scientists were writing so rapidly to meet the timeline. 

- stated she felt that the decision to affirm Lease Sale 193 had already been made before the 
SEIS was completed. - believed that the pressure to meet the timeline originated from upper 
management and came down through her direct supervisors, including. 

Regarding the NEPA process in general, - stated that she understood that NEPA required the 
EIS process to be completed as one "piece of the decision" of whether to move forward with a Federal 
project or authorization. She said that she fully understood that the EIS was not a conclusive document 
that dictated a certain decision. She believed, however, that DOI officials needed to consider the EIS 
prior to reaching their decision. Accordingly, while a decision may have already been made based on 
politics, she said, scientists performing the an~ an EIS should not be told: "Just get it done 
because the decision has already been made." - believed that this approach was "very 
disingenuous and dispiriting," and resulted in her questioning why she should work hard to generate 
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the finest product possible when DOI officials would not even consider it. As a result, - decided 
to retire from BOEM years eadier than she had planned so that she could regain her "personal and 
scientific integrity." She retired in October 2014. 

- was the fo1mer r~pervisor of the Office of Environment for BOEM's Alaska 
~Attachment 12). - explained that the Office of Environment includes three 
sections. Two of these sections are Environmental Analysis sections and the third was called the 
Environmental Studies branch. 

According to - these three sections collaborate to prepare EISs. The Environmental Studies 
branch conducts scientific studies that the Environmental Analysis sections then use to deteimine 
environmental impacts of a proposed Federal project or authorization (e.g. an offshore oil and gas 
lease). All of these scientific studies and analyses need to comply with Federal environmental laws, 
such as NEPA, the Endangered Species Act the National Historical Preservation Act, and the 
Magnuson-Stevens Fisheiy Conservation and Management Act. 

- explained that based on the comt's Januaiy 2014 decision to remand the SEIS to BOEM, 
BOEM needed to create a new exploration-and-development scenario that more accmately represented 
the amount of foreseeable oil production under Lease Sale 193 . In response to the comi's decision, in 
Januruy or early February 2014, then BOEM Director Tommy Beaudreau stated that he planned to 
assemble an interdisciplinaiy team that would create the new scenario and then prepai·e the associated 
SEIS. In addition, Beaudreau needed to propose a new timeline for completing the SEIS and provide 
this timeline to the comt. 

In May 2014, Beaudreau proposed a timeline to the Alaska OCS regional managers to complete the 
final SEIS in Februruy 2015 and to issue the Record of Decision in March 2015. According to 

all of the Alaska OCS regional managers stated that they could not meet such a shoii 
said that oth~nal managers at the meeting included 

, --and -

According to - Beaudreau remained the key decision maker regai·ding the SEIS for Lease 
Sale 193 even after being promoted to the Chief of Staff for the Secretaiy of the Interior in April 2014. 
Sh01tly after this promotion, Beaudreau held a conference call with the Alaska OCS re ional managers 
stating that his original timeline must be met, despite their revious objections. stated that 
the following individuals were on the conference call: and ·om the Office 
of the Solicitor Walter Cmickshank (Acting BOEM Director at that time), • 
- and herself. - said that none of the regional managers questioned Beaudreau' s direction 
~e their opini~eing directly ovenidden by a senior DOI official. 

- explained that in November 2014, Beaudreau explained why he imposed this timeline, 
stating that he established the timeline to revent DOI from being accused of prohibiting industly from 
drilling dming the summer of 2015. said that this explanation made it cleai· to her that 
industly was communicating directly wit epaiimental leadership on the status of the SEIS. 

- said that Alaska OCS Regional Director James Kendall met with her after the April 2014 
call with Beaudreau and expressed agitation about her interactions with Beaudreau. He was worried 
that - may have upset Beaudreau when she told him the timeline was unreasonable. 
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Based on Beaudreau's timeline, - said, she and her staff created a detailed timeline for 
completing the SEIS which included due dates for each chapter and allotted time periods for in-house 
peer reviews. - explained that in-house peer reviews were vital to ensure consistency between 
the separate sections because all of the sections naturally overlap each other, but she could not allot 
ample time for these reviews because of the tight timeline. 

In addition, - said that BOEM expected to receive hundreds of thousands of public comments 
to the draft SEis.Vihile - acknowledged that many of these comments are mass-produced 
f01m letters, she said that others are unique and complex. Accordingly it was incumbent on BOEM to 
provide in-depth, thoughtful responses to uphold the NEPA requirements. Under the imposed timeline 
BOEM could only allot a 2-week period to respond. 

- stated that the overall q~e draft SEIS was compromised due to Beaudreau's 

li
ive timeline. According to - she had daily conversations with- wherein 
would ask ifher team would be able to meet the timeline. She responded that her team could 

e deadlines but the quality of the rep011 would be compromised. According to 
- rep~ offered to bring in more people to help complete the SEIS, although did 
~eve - would bring in people with the right qualifications. 

- said that the SEIS team members mostly believed that DOI would confnm Lease Sale 193 
~s of the findings of the SEIS. She pointed out that such an rnlfeasonable timeline would not 
have been created to afford industry the opportun~gin drilling operations in the spring of 2015 if 
DOI had not already decided to affnm the sale. - stated, however that no one in DOI ever told 
her directly that the decision had already been made. 

- acknowledged that DOI could potentially place ce11ain restrictions or provisos on the leases 
based on the findings of the SEIS. She also stated that no one ever told her or her team how the SEIS 
needed to look or what the analysis and findings should say. According to - the bottom line 
regarding the SEIS was that her team was not provided the time needed to complete a quality product, 
and the document was compromised. 

As a result of her experience on Lease Sale 193,- ultimately resigned her position with 
BOEM. She believed that BO~roach in ~g the SEIS did not comp011 with how "good 
Government" should operate. - said that BOEM did not provide her the auth~e 

resources to ~e the job in a conect and complete w~ November 2014 - said 
that she told - to staii looking for her replacement. - resigned from her position with 
BOEM on Febrnaiy 19, 2015. 

within BOEM's Alaska OCS Region's Office of 
Environment (Attachment 13). said that when she staiied working for BOEM in Febrna1y 2014, 
the comi had ~emanded the SEIS for Lease Sale 193. Like the other BOEM employees we 
inte1viewed - described Beaudi·eau 's timeline for completing the SEIS as aggressive. According 
to - her supervisor, - and other regional managers, attempted to inf01m BOEM 
headquarters that the new scenaii.o meant they needed to essentially start from scratch in prepai·ing the 
SEIS and would need more time than provided in Beaudreau's timeline to complete a quality SEIS. 
She said that headquarters responded by directing the region to meet the timeline. 
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- said that she and other supervisors created a detailed task schedule identifying when certain 
assignments need to be completed to meet Beaudreau's timeline. She provided us with two versions of 
the detailed schedule. The first version was created at the beginning of the project and is dated May 19, 
2014 (Attachment 14). The second version was a revised schedule and is dated October 28, 2014 
(Attachment 15). 

In addition to creating the task schedule,- said that the managers completed all the necessa1y 
pape1work for documenting the addition~rs the analysts would need to work to meet the timeline 
(see Attachment 13). She explained that based on the timeline Beaudreau established, the mana ers 
knew that the analysts would need to work many hours beyond their n01mal work schedule. 
observed that the timeline did not allow ample time for peer review between analysts. Like 
- said that this task schedule resulted in a situation where the region could complete the SEIS as 
~ed by the timeline, but the overall quality of the SEIS was impacted. 

- said that she understood the driving factor behind the aggressive timeline was DOI's desire to 
complete the SEIS and issue a Record of Decision in March 2015 to allow the leaseholder Shell to 
drill during the spring and summer of2015. She said that no one specifically told her this, but eve1yone 
working on the SEIS knew it to be the case. 

- believed that the decision was probably already made to affum Lease Sale 193 prior to 
completion of the SEIS but she said that most projects requiring an EIS that she has worked on during 
her career have been approved. Accordingly, she said, she approaches the preparation of an EIS as an 
attempt to minimize, compensate, and mitigate adverse impacts of the proposed project. 

was the within BOEM's Alaska OCS Region's Office of 
Environment (Attachment 16). As a supervisor for this section - said he was involved with 
creating the new exploration and development scenario required by the court's remand. - said 
that he helped develop a scenario that could be reasonably analyzed under NEPA. 

- stated that he assisted with creating the timeline originally proposed by the Alaska OCS 
Region, which BOEM headquarters later significantly compressed. He said that he was concerned 
about his division's ability to meet the timeline established by Beaudreau. According to Blackbum the 
region was essentially tasked with creating an entirely new EIS, versus a supplemental EIS because 
they needed to analyze a new exploration and development scenario. Typically, he said, creating a new 
EIS takes approximately 2 to 3 years not 7 months . 

- said that while the timeline was ultimately met, he believed the regional employees suffered 
~ly. He observed that both team building and morale boosting were key components to being 
a successful division, yet the SEIS timeline established ~arters proved to have a negative 
effect on his team's cohesion and morale. According to - while his team completed the SEIS, 
he could not say he was proud of the final product. 

Like the other interviewees, - believed that BOEM headqua1ters established the compressed 
timeline to provide an option for arctic drilling in the summer of 2015, but he disagreed it was a good 
reason to compress the timeline. 
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When asked whether he believed the decision to affirm the lease sale was already made before the 
SEIS was completed, - stated he "tried not to think about it." He said that he chose to simply 
do the best job possible to create a quality SEIS that would assist DOI in making its decision. 

is a program analysis officer for BOEM' s Alaska OCS Region, and his duties 
include general assignments, such as working on projects as directed by the re- ·onal director, liaising 
with the Office of the Solicitor, and drafting briefing papers (Attachment 17). was familiar 
with t~terations surrounding the SEIS and attended the appellate briefings concerning the 
SEIS. - said that based on his working knowledge of the SEIS and his legal background, he 
assisted with preparing the document and eventually became the SEIS project manager in the summer 
of 2014. 

- said that headquarters informed the region that it imposed an expedited timeline because it 
feared that the court would enforce an even shorter period if BOEM did not propose an aggressive 
timeline. Later in the SEIS process, - said that DOI Assistant Secretary for Land and Minerals 
Management Janice Schneider publicly stated that DOI did not want to be blamed for preventing Shell 
from having a drilling season in 2015. He believed this reason was more logical and likely reflected the 
true motive for establishing the timeline. 

~ to - BOEM headquarters established the timeline for completing the SEIS. It was 
- position that the region could meet any imposed timeline as long as headquarters 
understood that the quality of the SEIS and the quality of life of the BOEM employees would both 
suffer under an unreasonably short timeline. 
- believed that the region did a "pretty good job-not a great job" on the SEIS considering the 
abbreviated amount of time provided to complete the project. He acknowledged that several items 
were left out of the final SEIS due to the rush to complete the document, but these items would not 
have greatly impacted the quality of the document. 

- stated the time allotted for responses to the public comments following the release of the draft 
SEIS, was "very abbreviated," and the "most aggressive component of the entire [SEIS] schedule." He 
explained that the region received hundreds of thousands of comments that required a procedurally 
correct response, and that this process simply takes time. He noted that failure to m~ocedural 

NEPA requirements would open the document up to legal challenge. According to - the short 
timeline prevented him from being as "deliberate" in responding to the public comments as he would 
have preferred. - concluded by stating that he had decided to leave BOEM and this decision 
was directly related to the workload associated with the Lease Sale 193 SEIS. 

is the for BOEM' s Alaska OCS Region, and his duties include 
supervising the lease sales and bonding and mapping sections of the Alaska OCS Region 
(Attachment 18). - said that BOEM requested he be involved with the Lease Sale 193 SEIS 
due to his 35 years of experience as an attorney and his 15 years of experience in private practice suing 
Federal agencies over NEPA decisions, including EISs and environmental assessments. Due to his 
extensive experience challenging Federal NEPA decisions in the past, - stated that management 
asked him to review and assist in writing the more difficult portions of the SEIS with a focus on 
"playing the devil's advocate." 

According to - in early 2014, he was part of the IO-member regional task force assigned to 
determine the next steps and a proposed timeline for completing the SEIS. - said that based on 
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his experience, he was not surprised that BOEM headquarters established a timeframe for completing 
the SEIS that would allow Shell to start drilling operations in the summer of 2015. He did say, 
however, that he did not agree with Beaudreau' s statement that the court would impose such a timeline 
ifBOEM did not. According to - the courts do not typically override a recommended timeline 
without significant reason to do so. 

After learning of the timeline established by BOEM headquarters, - stated that, as a former 
litigator of NEPA decisions, he believed an agency could not meet the "ridiculous" timeline with a 
thorough, competent SEIS. 

Following completion of the draft SEIS, - said that he was "one of the very few" who read the 
entire document. He explained that he made many notes where he believed the document had 
weaknesses and could be challenged. The region attempted to address his notes within its restricted 
timeframe. Despite BOEM' s attempts to strengthen the document, it was - legal opinion that 
the SEIS was nowhere near the quality it could have been if the region had been provided the time it 
needed to create a quality product. 

According to - the Office of the Solicitor spent very little time reviewing his suggestions to 
strengthen the SEIS. He explained that the attorneys had made it clear to him that they did not value 
his opinions and advice. In addition, - believed that the attorneys did nothing to assist the region 
in preparing the SEIS. - said that it appeared obvious to him that headquarters was not worried 
about an additional legal challenge, because in his legal opinion, the SEIS was "challengeable." 

- stated that he believed that DOI could not possibly make an objective decision to affirm or to 
vacate the lease sale because to vacate would result in DOI refunding $2.6 billion in lease-sale revenue 
to the lessees. 

was the deputy regional director (Attachment 19). She 
said that she assisted in creating the regional task force assigned to determine the timelines and 
strategies for completing the SEIS, and she worked on establishing the region's proposed timeline for 
the project. According to - the region submitted a proposed timeline to headquarters that 
projected completion of the SEIS at the end of the 2015 summer, but headquarters rejected it in favor 
of a timeline that would allow for a Record of Decision by March 2015. 

- stated that she thought the region would meet the much-abbreviated timeline, but it would need 
support from headquarters in doing so. She explained that the region told headquarters that it would 
require personnel support, the ability to provide compensatory time for extra hours worked by regional 
employees, and headquarters' direction that extensions would not be granted for review periods, 
including any extensions requested by the Office of the Solicitor. 

During the SEIS process, - said that she had heard some regional employees e~e belief 
that headquarters rushed the timeline to complete the SEIS "for Shell." According to - this 
belief resulted in a great deal of resentment by the regional employees. - believed that 
~ers should tell the regional employees why extensive overtime was needed, and eventually 
- relayed this information. 

When asked if she believed that the harmful effects on the ~l managers and analysts during the 
SEIS process was a direct result of the expedited timeline, - observed that individual employees 
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handle stressful situations differently. She explained that some employees simply are "not pe1f01mers," 
and therefore their managers had to step in and cany some of the burden. 

When asked if she believed DOI had decided to affum the lease sale before the SEIS was completed, 
Warren stated that it was likely because it had done so after the completion of the 2011 SEIS. 

- was the NEPA coordinator assigned to coordinate the Lease Sale 193 SEIS 
~O) . - stated that her duties as the NEPA coordinator for the Alaska OCS Region 
included coordinating the writing and compiling of all the sections that make up the SEIS, along with 
establishing deadlines and calendars for the analysts working on the NEPA documents. - also 
pro~ided idance and instruction to the analysts regarding NEPA document requirements. According 
to she also worked with Alaska OCS regional managers BOEM's headquaiiers, DOI's Office 
oft e So icitor, and the writer-editors assigned to work on the SEIS. - coordinated all of these 
groups to ensure the more than 700-page SEIS was completed and ready for public consumption. 

Like other interviewees, - also believed the expedited timeline was too demanding and ultimately 
resulted in a great deal of pressure and stress placed on the managers and writer-editors to compile and 
fine-tune a satisfacto1y SEIS document. 

According to - the Office of the Solicitor and BOEM headquaiiers provided ve1y little support 
to the Alaska OCS Region in prepai·ing the SEIS. - fuiiher stated that the attorneys provided only 
unsupported opinions not backed by case law and made many unnecessaiy comments and suggestions 
to the draft SEIS close to the deadline which ultimately hindered, rather than helped, the process. 

- also confumed the belief that BOEM imposed the expedited timeline to afford Shell the 
opp01iunity to drill during the summer of 2015. Regardless of the motive or reasons, - believed 
that headquaiters sacrificed good people by demanding that the Alaska OCS Region meet the timeline. 
- believed that the expedited timeline, the failure of many analysts to meet the necessaiy 
deadlines, and the absence of support from headquaiiers and the Office of the Solicitor resulted in the 
final SEIS being "absolutely compromised" and "full of errors ." 

an attome advisor with DOI's Office of the Solicitor s 
(Attachment 21 . e ieve at 

BOEM needed to establish a sho1i, but reasonable, timeline for completing the SEIS or else the comt 
would establish a timeline for BOEM. She explained that this was an impo1tant consideration in 
establishing the timeline because the cowi had a hist01y of supp01ting industry in requiring short 
timelines. 

- said that she had no doubt that the Alaska OCS Region could meet the timeline Beaudreau 
established; however, she con.fumed the Alaska OCS Region staff did not agree with Beaudreau's 
timeline. She explained that the SEIS was a supplemental EIS not a new EIS, and therefore much of 
the f01matting had ah·eady been co- leted. The region only needed to change the volume of oil 
production and resources affected. acknowledged that it was an extensive document but not an 
entirely new document. 

When asked if she knew that several analysts working on the SEIS stated that they did not have time to 
conduct internal peer reviews of other analysts ' sections, - said that she was unawai·e of the 
region skipping any of the required processes in complet~ SEIS. 
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- believed that DOI was open-minded in reaching its decision to affirm, modify, or vacate Lease 
Sale 193. - stated that she legally advised DOI officials that they must be open-minded in 
reaching their decision and cannot take into consideration that the leases have already been issued. She 
explained that opponents of the lease sale had argued to the court that the leases should have been 
vacated prior to completing the SEIS so that DOI would not be biased in making its ultimate decision, 
but DOI successfully argued that it could be open-minded without vacating the leases. 

Response From BOEM and DOI Executive Managers 

BOEM' s Alaska OCS Regional Director James Kendall stated that he is the executive for the region, 
and his duties include working with executives of the other DOI bureaus in Alaska and Washington, 
DC. (Attachment 22). Accordingly, he did not attend many task force meetings held in the Alaska 
OCS Region related to the Lease Sale 193 SEIS. He explained that - and - led the task 
force to determine timelines and siirate ies in ~g the SEIS process and establish the region's 
proposed timeline for the project. and - kept Kendall informed about the SEIS 
process. Kendall confirmed that the region proposed a projected completion date in August 2015 but 
that headquarters wanted a Record of Decision by March 2015. 

According to Kendall, - told him it was impossible to complete the SEIS in that timeframe. 
Kendall said that in contrast to Toussaint' s outlook, - had more extensive experience working 
with NEPA and viewed the task, similarly to Kendall, as a challenge that simply needed to be met. 

Kendall said that the region took all of the steps necessary to meet this challenge by bringing in extra 
people from other regions and agencies. Moreover, he said, the region received approval from 
headquarters for compensatory time and overtime for the employees working on the SEIS. The region 
requested that two attorneys from the Office of the Solicitor be assigned to the effort. 

Kendall noted that as the region commenced working on the SEIS, - told him repeatedly that 
she believed that the SEIS would be significantly compromised because of the expedited timeline, and 
she did not want to be associated with it. According to Kendall, he told - to stop her 
"naysaying" and to instead encourage employees working on the project to meet the challenge and 
produce a quality product. 

Despite the belief of many that the timeline could not be met, Kendall said that the SEIS was 
completed on schedule. He stated that he is not a NEPA expert, but he read the entire document and 
believed the SEIS was an outstanding product. 

When asked whether he thought the timeframe was unreasonable, he explained that he recognized the 
challenge when the region first learned about the timeline. He said that he initially understood the 
reason for the expedited timeline was that Beaudreau wanted to show the court that BOEM took its 
responsibilities seriously. He said, however, that - later informed the region while on a trip to 
Alaska that DOI had implemented the expedited timeline to avoid blame for preventing Shell from 
having a 2015 drilling season. Kendall said that he never received any indication from headquarters 
that BOEM imposed the March 2015 timeline to benefit Shell. 

Kendall said that Shell contacted him during the SEIS process in an attempt to tell him the agency's 
responsibility regarding Lease Sale 193 and the SEIS. According to Kendall, he responded to Shell that 
his responsibilities were to the laws and the people of the United States. 
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Kendall stated that he had never heard anyone from BOEM state that the decision to affirm the lease 
sale had been made before the SEIS was completed. He noted, however, that considering how much 
research and analysis had already been completed, and the fact that the lease sale had already occurred 
and been affirmed once before, he anticipated that DOI would reaffirm the sale after completing the 
SEIS. 

Walter Cruickshank, the deputy director ofBOEM, stated that BOEM established the timeline for 
completing the SEIS prior to his significant involvement in the process (Attachment 23). He said that 
he was told that the timeline was created through conversations about the feasibility of completing the 
SEIS prior to the 2015 arctic drilling season. He stated that Kendall informed headquarters that the 
region could meet the timeline. He said, however, that Kendall took certain actions to assist the region 
in meeting the timeline, including making other subject matter experts available, ensuring attorneys 
were readily available, and minimizing non-SEIS-related assignments. Regardless, Cruickshank 
believed that meeting the timeline would require a significant effort by the region. 

Cruickshank said that he eventually learned that Beaudreau established the aggressive timeline for 
completing the SEIS due to Beaudreau' s fear that BOEM would become a target of the congressional 
delegation from Alaska and the oil and gas industry if BOEM did not complete the SEIS before the 
spring of 2015. According to Cruickshank, Beaudreau was concerned that DOI would be vulnerable to 
criticism from the State of Alaska and the local press if Shell did not have the opportunity to conduct 
drilling activities during the 2015 open-water season. Cruickshank confirmed that Beaudreau stated 
this reason for the aggressive timeline to BOEM managers working on the SEIS during a video 
conference call in November 2014. 

Cruickshank admitted that how the SEIS "played out" in the region was "not something we [were] 
wild about." He noted that the stress and burdens placed on the BOEM employees trying to meet the 
aggressive timeline was costly. 

Cruickshank said that he traveled to Alaska one time during the SEIS process. He told us that his 
involvement with the SEIS process picked up only after Beaudreau became the Chief of Staff for the 
Secretary of the Interior in May 2014. Upon becoming significantly involved in the process, 
Cruickshank said, he learned that some regional staff believed that they could not meet the timeline, 
but he did not believe that this feeling was unanimous. 

Cruickshank stated that concerns about meeting the timeline were mostly relayed to him by Kendall. 
He noted, however, that - and - also spoke to him about their concerns directly. In 
addition, Cruickshank acknowledged that he became aware of resignations and retirements in the 
Alaska OCS Region spurred by the SEIS process. He said that these actions concerned headquarters, 
and he spoke with Kendall about these concerns. 

Cruickshank believed, based on his conversations with regional staff, that while the editing and 
compilation of the final document might have suffered due to the short timeframe for internal review, 
the science underlying the document would be solid. He said that he had no concerns about the 
scientific quality of the SEIS, and he did not believe the SEIS would be vulnerable to any challenges 
based on faulty scientific analysis. Cruickshank added that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) reviewed the draft SEIS and rated it well. 
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Cruickshank said that Shell did not contact him directly regarding the SEIS, but he was certain the 
company had contacted DOI about the matter. He said that he thought Shell may have hoped that 
BOEM would not complete the SEIS prior to the 2015 arctic drilling season so that the company could 
request an extension of its lease. 

When asked if he knew whether DOI had been predisposed to affirm the lease sale before the SEIS 
was completed, Cruickshank pointed out that the decision to affirm, modify, or vacate the lease sale 
had not yet occurred. He said that he trusted the Secretary or the Deputy Secretary of the Interior to 
make the decision regarding Lease Sale 193 based on all of the information, including the analysis in 
the SEIS. 

Agent's Note: We interviewed Cruickshank prior to DOI issuing the Record of Decision in March 
2015. 

Regarding his impression about the overall SEIS process, Cruickshank said that he "would never want 
to put the region through something like that again." He further commented that "in retrospect, we 
should have looked at ways to lessen burdens on folks" earlier in the process, such as using more 
contractors to assist in the analysis. 

We interviewed Beaudreau, who explained that in 2012, the year after DOI completed the first SEIS 
and affirmed the lease sale, Shell proceeded with exploration activities in the region but suffered 
several well-publicized setbacks (Attachment 24). The setbacks caused BOEM to conduct a complete 
review of Shell's work. This review, which was led by Beaudreau, included recommending steps that 
Shell would need to take if the company was to propose a future drilling program in Alaska. The report 
on this review was issued in March 2013. In the fall of 2013, Shell submitted a proposal for 
exploration activity for the 2014 season. After the District Court of Alaska remanded the SEIS to 
BOEM in April 2014, however, Shell withdrew its exploration plan due to the uncertainty surrounding 
the litigation, and BOEM suspended the leases. 

According to Beaudreau, BOEM subsequently began to develop a plan to address the Ninth Circuit 
Court's ruling. A series of meetings were held involving Office of the Solicitor and BOEM staff and 
the consensus was that BOEM should focus on the specific issue raised by the Ninth Circuit, which 
was the production and development scenario. Office of the Solicitor and BOEM staff also agreed that 
BOEM' s new calculations would consider all available information and not just information that was 
available in 2007 when the original EIS was completed. 

Beaudreau said that the next task was to set a schedule for completion of the work. Based on previous 
experience, everyone knew that the Alaska Court would want a schedule quickly, and that the court 
would be focused on the timeline. Everyone at BOEM also knew that the Alaska Court would want to 
know ifBOEM would complete the additional analysis in time for Shell to potentially move forward 
with exploration in 2015. According to Beaudreau, he believed that ifBOEM did not propose an 
aggressive timeline that would potentially allow Shell to move forward in 2015, the Alaska Court 
would impose one. 

Beaudreau recalled a final meeting that occurred in approximately February or March 2014, where he 
had the proposed schedule in front of him. BOEM' s Alaska OCS Region staff and Office of the 
Solicitor attorneys were present for the meeting. During the meeting, Beaudreau told the staff the draft 
had to be completed by the end of October. He also told the group that BOEM had to put whatever 
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resources it had at its command from across the bureau into conducting a thorough analysis and 
completing the work. BOEM knew that its work would be scrutinized, and therefore meeting the 
timeline was only part of the objective. Beaudreau told the meeting attendees that the SEIS had to 
withstand judicial scrutiny. 

Beaudreau told the group, as well as Cruickshank, that he wanted all necessary resources devoted to 
the project, and that he would authorize overtime. He also suggested that personnel from the Gulf of 
Mexico or elsewhere be considered for the project and that attorneys from DO I's Office of the 
Solicitor should be embedded in the effort to streamline the process. 

Beaudreau said that he considered two additional factors when developing the timeline. First, he said, 
he knew that the Alaska congressional delegation, including Senator Lisa Murkowski, would be 
focused on how BOEM was going to manage this work and would criticize BOEM if the work was not 
completed in a timely manner. Beaudreau said it was part of his job to protect BOEM and DOI from 
this kind of criticism. Beaudreau also knew that Congress could impact BOEM's budget and authority, 
and he did not want to give it a reason to do so. 

Second, Beaudreau said, he was concerned about the timeline from Shell's perspective. His concern, 
however, was not that the analysis be completed so Shell could move forward. Instead, it was that the 
analysis be completed so Shell could not blame BOEM if the company elected not to proceed in 2015 
for its own internal reasons. Shell's arctic program was under scrutiny within the company, said 
Beaudreau, because of the huge expenses Shell had incurred and the many issues it had encountered in 
2012. Beaudreau said that it would not be unexpected for industry's failures to be characterized by 
industry and Congress as a regulatory failure. Beaudreau opined that this had occurred during the 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill incident in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. Regarding the company itself, 
Beaudreau said that he had significant experience with Shell, and he felt no urgency for it. 

Beaudreau said that while he had phone conversations with Shell concerning the SEIS, he did not 
recall any in-person meetings about the schedule. Shell also sent Beaudreau a PowerPoint or similar 
document regarding the schedule and Beaudreau said it reinforced his theory that Shell would put 
pressure on BOEM, both through the court and Congress. Beaudreau noted that he did not refer to 
Shell's schedule and did not ask anyone to conform to it. 

In May 2014, Beaudreau left his job as the BOEM Director and Acting Assistant Secretary for Land 
and Minerals Management and became the Chief of Staff for the DOI Secretary. He continued to stress 
to both Cruickshank and Kendall that they should use all resources necessary to complete the analysis 
correctly. Beaudreau said that he could think of no instances between approximately May 2014 and the 
time the draft SEIS was issued when someone came to him and expressed concerns about the quality 
of the work. He said that no one ever told him that scientists were being overworked or that the 
analysis was faulty. In addition, Beaudreau did not recall Cruickshank or anyone else telling him that 
the analysis was inadequate in some way or that it could not be done. Beaudreau said that he knows 
Kendall well, and he was confident that ifKendall had such concerns he would have raised them, 
either through Cruickshank or directly with him. No regional manager ever approached Beaudreau and 
told him that the timeline could not be met. 

According to Beaudreau, if anyone had raised concerns about the quality of the work on the SEIS, he 
would have adjusted the timeline or taken other steps to address these concerns. Beaudreau reiterated 
that everyone understood that the work was going to be heavily scrutinized, and everyone was 
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expecting that the matter would eventually be appealed a second time to the Ninth Circuit. As a result, 
no one believed that an inferior work product would go unnoticed. 

Beaudreau told Cruickshank that he did not want the regional employees to feel that they had been put 
into a difficult situation and then forgotten. Beaudreau said that he knew the employees were working 
extremely hard and that their morale was probably suffering. Beaudreau and Cruickshank then agreed 
that it would make sense for Beaudreau to visit the Alaska BOEM office and let the employees know 
he had not forgotten about them. The trip was scheduled but had to be canceled due to a conflict. 

Beaudreau, however, attended a meeting with staff by video conference. During the discussion, 
Beaudreau told the staff that he knew how hard they had been working, that they were making 
sacrifices to get the SEIS done, and that he appreciated their efforts. He also told them that he had 
asked them to do this because he did not want BOEM to be accused of failing. Beaudreau asked for 
questions and feedback, but, he said, not many people spoke. Beaudreau said that he recently learned 
that as many as six employees in the Alaska OCS Region office may have resigned or retired early as a 
result of their concerns with the timeline and resulting SEIS. 

Regarding the quality of the SEIS, Beaudreau said that he had not read the entire SEIS, but based on 
what he had read he felt it was a good work product. He also spoke to Kendall, who said he was 
satisfied with it and that it was thorough. Beaudreau said that he was certain that DOI officials would 
review all relevant information before making their decision to affirm, modify, or vacate the lease sale. 
Beaudreau had no reason to believe that DOI had already decided to affirm Lease Sale 193. 

Agent's Note: We interviewed Beaudreau prior to DOI issuing the Record of Decision in March 2015. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Review of SEIS 

According to EPA: 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), like other federal agencies, prepares and 
reviews NEPA documents. However, EPA has a unique responsibility in the NEPA 
review process. Under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, EPA is required to review and 
publicly comment on the environmental impacts of major federal actions, including 
actions which are the subject ofEISs. IfEPA determines that the action is 
environmentally unsatisfactory, it is required by Section 309 to refer the matter to [the 
Council on Environmental Quality] CEQ (Attachment 25). 

EPA conducts a two-prong process to review draft EISs, rating the environmental impact of the 
proposed action and also the adequacy of the EIS document. According to EPA, "the rating system 
provides a basis upon which EPA makes recommendations to the lead agency for improving the draft 
EIS." 

On December 16, 2014, EPA issued a comment letter on the draft SEIS for Lease Sale 193, 
which assigned a rating of "EC-1" (Environmental Concerns-Adequate Information) to the 
draft SEIS (Attachment 26). Accordingly, EPA determined that BOEM's draft SEIS document 
received its highest rating of "Adequate," but it "identified environmental impacts that should 
be avoided in order to fully protect the environment." 
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In assessing the environmental impact of a proposed action being considered in an EIS, EPA assigns 
the draft EIS with one of the following four ratings: Lack of Objections (LO) Environmental Concerns 
(EC), Environmental Objections (EO) or Environmentally Unsatisfactmy (EU). An EC rating is 
assigned ifEPA's review has "identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to 
fully protect the environment." 

EPA rates the adequacy of a draft EIS by assigning a rating of Adequate, Insufficient Info1mation, or 
Inadequate. An Adequate rating indicates that EPA has dete1mined that ' the draft EIS adequately sets 
fmth the environmental impact(s) of the prefened alternative and those of the alternatives reasonably 
available to the project or action. No further analysis or data collection is necessa1y, but the reviewer 
may suggest the addition of clarifying language or info1mation." 

On March 23, 2015, after the final SEIS was issued, EPA issued a comment letter for the final SEIS on 
March 23, 2015, which affumed EPA' s December 2014 rating of the draft SEIS as "EC-1" 
(Attachment 27). EPA's March 23, 2015 comment letter additionally acknowledged that BOEM 
incorporated the information EPA requested in its December 16, 2014 letter into the final SEIS and 
concluded by stating that EPA has "no additional comments or recommendations to offer." 
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

• failed to fill vacancies at the Federal Indian Minerals Office (FIMO), 

• to be absent from work without using leave and to work excessive 
ove11ime· 

• - hired an unqualified budget officer to replace an acting budget officer who had 
~appropriately transfer Federal funds to pay for a leadership conference; 

• - and . had falsely claimed that the Region had all of the required supporting 
~ion in its A-123 audit for fiscal year (FY) 2014; 

• inappropriately used BIA funds to purchase tote bags and new office chairs· and 
• backdated her signature on a fire restriction notice for the Navajo Nation. 

Vacancies at the Federal Indian Minerals Office 

The complainant alleged that . failed to fill multiple vacancies at FIMO. 

Fo1med in 1992, FIMO is composed of BIA and Office of Natural Resources Revenue (ONRR) 
personnel who work with staff from the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the Office of the 
Special Tmstee for American Indians to assist individual Indian beneficiaries in mana in their oil and 
gas mineral resources (Attachment 1). According to ONRR's State 
and Indian Coordination, who has worked closely with FIMO since the hiring of and funding for 
most ofFIMO's staff is shared by BIA ONRR, and BLM (Attachment 2). A realty officer position 
and four realty specialist positions have been BIA' s responsibility since FIMO began, . said while 
ONRR has historically funded FIMO's administrative support, outreach and audit staff. 

These bureaus also alternate the responsibility for hiring and funding the director ofFIMO. -
explained that ONRR was responsible for the director position from 1992 until approximate'iy2o03 , 
when BLM assumed responsibility. Sometime in 2010, he said, this responsibility was transfeITed to 
BIA by the Executive Management Group (EMG) a committee of officials from the bureaus that 
~e FIMO. BIA, BLM, and ONRR have direction over FIMO through the EMG~ 
- in the EMG· , represented BLM· and~ 
BIA. 

We interviewed. about the allegation that she did not fill the vacancies she was 
Attachments 3 and 4). She said that during her , which began in 

she had hired several individuals to fill the position, including the 
Payro System, we confirmed that 

2012 (Attachm~ 
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but could not recall his name (see Attachment 2); . identified the 
(see Attachments 3 and 4). 

• also said that she recently filled one of the two vacant realty specialist positions and the 
announcement had just closed for the other. She said that a contractor had also been detailed from 
another office to work as a realty specialist. . said that none of the positions at FIMO was vacant 
for more than 2 or 3 months and that delays were due to the lengthy hiring processes required to place 
qualified individuals into these positions. Although. did not say that budget restrictions were 
delaying the hiring of personnel she said that she was hying to obtain separate funding from BIA for 
FIMO. CmTently, BIA funds FIMO positions with money from the Region's realty budget. 

~·sonnel forms (Standard Form 50) provided by BIA Human Resources Specialist 
- and found that BIA had employed two realty specialists to work at FIMO 
~chments6, 7,and8). (GS-1170-09)washired~2014;-
lllllCGS-1170-12) was hired on 2015 (after we interviewed--

• said that when he became the to FIMO in 2007, FIMO had two BIA realty 
specialists, and , on sta see Attachment 2). ~etired from FIMO 
on 2013 (Attachment 9). BIA did not immediate!ifill his position,m recalled, because 
there was not enough fundin~ so (see Attachment 2). retired from FIMO on 2014 
~chment 10), and--and - coordinate with , 
- Office of Indian Energy and Economic Development, who provided two Lockheed Martin 
contractors to supp01i FIMO dming its staffing shorta e. said that he thought - position 
was vacant for approximately 8 to 10 months and or approximately 1 to 2 months before the 
contractors arrived (see Attachment 2). According to one of the contractors was still at FIMO . 
• said that he believed BIA was in the process of filling three vacant realty specialist positions . 

• said that alth~ the FIMO organizational cha1i showed four realty speci~ositions, only the 
two positions that - and - had occupied were filled by the contI·actors. - said that he did 
not believe FIMO had ever staffed all four of the positions. He believed that this may have been due to 
budget factors and a low workload; he said that FIMO could not justify hiring four realty specialists 
based on the number of new mineral leases being granted. He said that FIMO had been operating 
successfully with just two realty specialists. 

We also interviewed , Coordination Enforcement Valuation, and 
Appeals, another ONRR employee who worked closely with FIMO (Attachment 11). -
believed that most of the vacancies at FIMO were a result ofretirements furloughs, and "buyouts." He 
said that he did not believe . had intentionally avoided filling the positions. According to 

he~ visited FIMO on Se tember 18 2014, for an EMG meetin~d that he, 
_.-alld BLM attended the meeting. - said that all 

of the meeting attendees were committed to FIMO's success and that operations seemed to be "on 
n·ack." 

Absences and Overtime 
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complainant specifically stated that - left the office on 
conference in West Virginia that was not scheduled to begin until 
complainant expressed concern to us that - was not on eave or at wor 

Absence on - 2014 

2014, for a 
, 2014. The 
on - 2014. 

had never been AWOL (see Attachments 3 and 4). We also interviewed 
A strative Suppo1t Assistant Navajo Region, who said that she was unaware of 

instances in which - was AWOL (Attachments 12 and 13). In addition,- said 
that she had never been AWOL and had used leave eve1y time she was out of the office for personal or 
unofficial purposes (Attachments 14 and 15). 

When asked why she left the office on- for training that would not begin until 
explained that she traveled on business to Albuquerque NM on • . The next day she traveled to 
Washington, DC, because she wanted to watch the Independence Day fireworks with - . 
Accordinu to other BIA emplo ees attending the same training traveled ~on, 
DC on but she used leave that da . said that .. approved her tra- el lans in 
advance. confinned that trave e on an~ annual leave on and that 
she had preapproved leave (see Attachment 3 and 4). 

Our review of 
travel and a 
!ZL2.n 
- and 

time-and-attendance documents revealed that she was in a combination of 
status during the time specified by the complainant (Attachments 16 and 

submitted a leave request (Office of Personnel Management Form 71) for 
approved it the next day (Attachment 18). 

Allegation of Excessive Overtime 

• said that - worked approximately 10 overtime hours per pay period and she asserted 
that this amount was below averaue compared to other employees in th~( see Attachments 3 
and 4) .• attributed ove1time to her inexperience as a - which resulted in 
additional hours needed to perf01m her duties . 

We also interviewed , BIA , Field Operations, who said that he was 
not concerned about overtime because she was acting in a capacity higher than that of 
her pay grade so she needed more time to perf01m her duties (Attachments 19 and 20). 

received more ove1time than had another _ 
for Indian Services . She recalled that had describ-:r--

herself as "ove1whelmed" (see Attachments 12 and 13). 

We reviewed ove1time data for the Navajo Region for 2013 and 2014 (Attachments 21, 22, and 23). 
We found that in 2013 , th~avajo Region employee accrned 6.57 percent over his or her base 
salaiy in ove1time, while--accrued 9.18 percent over her salaiy. In 2014, however, regional 
employees ' overtime accrual averaged 9.61 percent over their base salaries, while 
overtime averaged 5.26 Qercent over her salary. In addition, our review indicated that on three 
occasions in April 2014,- eained overtime on the same day she used annual leave 
(Attachment 24). This practice, while not a policy violation, was criticized by the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office in a September 1994 repo1t titled "Depaitment of Energy's Efforts to Manage 
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Oveitime Costs Have Been Limited" (Attachment 25). The rep01t said that the Department of 
Energy's "eff01ts to manage oveitime and minimize costs have been limited by ... failure to plan 
annual leave to minimize the use of ove1time." 

- indicated that she averaged 5 to 6 hours of oveitime per pay period and said that . 

-
~ ove1time in advance (see Attachments 14 and 15). We perf01med a detailed review of 

ove1time documentation in Quicktime (the Depaitment's time-and-attendance program) 
p y p 10d 2013-13 through pay period 2014-20 and compai·ed it to regional docmnents used to 

record requests and authorizations for ove1time and compensat01y time (see Attachments 16 and 21). 
We found that, for the most pait, - estimated her ove1time and . approved it in advance. 

We interviewed- who said that she herself had not e~rtime while she was an 
- (Attachments 26 and 27 . She believed, however, that - in addition to her -
duties was still the Region' s and that the re ion had undertaken some high-
dollar dam projects during te1m as said that she felt her transition to 
- had been easier than because This 
~'-said~ enabled h~r to more e~~ily ervices, while 
- ~ reqmred more time to transition. position 
required much more travel than - had. general, ove1time 
was approved beforehand in the Region; she recalled a at times and 
approving ove1iime requests for employees, including 

Hiring of an Unqualified Budget Officer and Inappropriate Use of Federal Funds 

The comp~at- chose to hire an unqualified budget officer for the Region 
instead of- , the employee who was serving as the acting budget officer, because 
- had refused to inappropriately transfer Federal funds to pay for a leadership conference (the 
~ship and Communication Skills for Proj~s" training, held in Gallup, NM, from May 
- 2014). - told the complainant that - had asked her to use either Federal 
climate change or "Bennett Freeze" funds 1 to pay for the conference, and that - refusal to do 
so was the main reason she was not selected for the budget officer position she had applied for. 

Budget Officer Hiring Process 

Our review of the hii~ents obtained from BIA Human Resources revealed that the position 
was adve1tised from - to - 2014 (Attachments 32 and 33). According to the 

1 Federal climate change fi.mds are intended to assist American Indians and Alaska atives \vith land and resource management and 
adaptive management strategies to deal with the effects of climate change that they are experiencing or expect to experience. Bennett 
Freeze fi.mds provide for the development and rehabilitation of homes, and other projects, on 1.6 million acres of land once claimed by 
both the avajo and Hopi Tribes. The fonds were put in place after the lifting of a 40-year ' ·freeze," imposed in 1966 by then
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Robert Bennett, on developing the contested land. 
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Accessions Transaction List, BIA received 42 applications in response to the advertisement. On . 
- 2014 BIA issued 4 Merit Promotion Ce1tificates of Eligibles certifying 10 eligible candidates 

including Merit Promotion Plan (MPP) eligible and non-MPP-eligible candidates at the GS-12 and GS-
13 levels. 

~us that - was not involved in the hiring process for - and that the decision to 
~was based on the results of candidate interviews (see Attachments 3 and 4). 

- said that she was directl involved in hiring because the budget officer position was 
part of one of the for Indian Services (see Attachments 26 and 
27). - sai at a er s e an e resumes of the eligible candidates, they 
interviewed four to six individuals. could not recall all of the names of the individuals 
interviewed and said that she and did not assign numerical ratings to the candidat~ 
confirmed that - was initiall~cted for the position. She remembered selecting~ 
- turned down the offer and .. agreeing with her selection. 

- said that while - application was viewed favorably because she had budget 
experience and had been acting in the position - was ultimately not selected for the pe1manent 
position because she did not take the initiative to improve the division o~e periodic repmts and 
updates to regional management. - said that she did not believe - was capable of 
offering the level of service requii~ Region's budget officer. 

Inappropriate Use of Funds 

told us that she was not selected for the budget officer position because she refused to follow 
and instruction to transfer Federal climate change or Bennett Freeze funds to pay 

for the confer~ Attachments 28 and 29). When she told~f the funds was 
unauthorized, - said told her that she - was ~ and could use the 
funds any way she liked. provided documents pe1taining to expenditures of these funds within 
the Region, which indicated that the Region had not spent any of the funds on ti·aining (Attachment 
34). 

- said that during the budget officer hlling process, she and. did not discuss 
alleged refusal to use climate change or Bennett Freeze funds for the conference, nor did 
believe - had been discriminated against for disagreeing with regional management (see 
Attachriients 26 and 27). 
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autho1ized beforei x enditures were made. - also said that she never asked- and 
was not aware of asking- to use these funds for the conference. She believed that the 
Region used money ·om either its Natural Resources or its Forestry Program to fund the conference 
(see Attachments 14 and 15). 

We also ti-ied to detennine whether it would be possible for someone to misuse Bennett Freeze or 
climate change funds in this way. - told us that it would be difficult to misuse Bennett Freeze 
funds because only the Navajo andifuP'i Tribes are eligible to receive those funds and there is ample 
oversight over their use (see Attachments 19 and 20). He said that it would also be difficult to misuse 
climate chan e funds without anybody noticing and b1inging it to the attention of the BIA-

We interviewed. who said that climate change is funded as an initiative rather than a program and 
it was approp1iated by the omnibus spending bills the President signed in 2014 and 2015 (Attachment 
35). He said that the "Greenbook" (Indian Affairs ' congressional budget justification document) 
encourages managers to consider climate change concerns while working with tribes. Each of the BIA 
regions received $10,000 per year to support climate change coordination, he said, and the regions 
were not resti-icted in how they used the funds as long as it was for this purpose. Ill said that his 
office did not have direct information about or oversight of regions ' climate change spending, but the 
Navajo Region could have used the funds for a leadership conference ifthe conference had to do with 
climate change. 

Finally, we asked Management Analyst ofBIA's to review 
the invoices and payment information pe1taining to the leadership conference (Attachments 36, 37, 
and 38). - said that based on her review the Region used "R~ Oversight" funding not 
climate change or Bennett Freeze funds, to pay for the conference. - also obtained and analyzed 
all climate change and Bennett Freeze fund expenditures for the Region and detennined that neither 
fund was used to pay for any leadership tr·aining in FYs 2014 and 2015. 

Falsification of A-123 Audit Report for FY 2014 

According to the complaint,- and. falsified information about the suppo1ting 
documentation in the Region 's A-123 audit for FY 2014. A-123 audits are self-assessment repmts that 
are part of a BIA system of internal contr·ols established to comply with Office of Management and 
Budget Circular A-123 (Attachment 39). The A-123 audit in question was the FY 2014 "Self
Assessment of the Navajo Region Forest Management Inventmy and Planning Repmi." . 
submitted this repo1i to BIA's deputy director of trust services; in it, she indicated that the Region had 
all of the suppo1iing documents the audit required (Attachment 40) . 

• said that she and - talked to , Navajo Region, dwing the 
self-audit (see Attachments 3 and 4). She said they verified that one of the A-123 audit's suppo1iing 
documents, the Region's Forest Management Plan (FMP), resided on a SharePoint site that was 
accessible throughout the Region and discussed whether an FMP stored on a shared network diive met 
the requirement to have a copy of the plan in the regional office . • said that a network copy of the 
FMP did meet the requirement. 

We also interviewed 
who said that - as 
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whether the Region had complied with the A-123 audit requirements (Attachment 41) .• also 
said that, through her cunent duties, she knew that the Region had complied with the requirements. 

- subsequently provided an email confirming that based on her research, there was a current 
approved FMP for the Navajo Nation (Attachment 42). She explained that copies of the FMP and 
associated planning data were kept at the Branch Office of Forest Resource Planning. - attached 
several documents to her email including a "screen shot" showing a list of the Region's documents 
that were on the Branch Office 's server. This list included the FMP, which we found was in effect 
from 2005 to 2015 and was therefore valid during the audit period. 

Inappropriate Use of BIA Funds To Purchase Promotional Items and Office Furniture 

The complainant also alleged that . inappropriately used BIA funds to purchase tote bags and new 
chairs for the Navajo Region office, and that these purchases violated the Department' s Acquisition 
Policy Release 2012-10. Issued on August 24, 2012, Policy Release 2012-10 immediately restricted the 
purchase of promotional items with Federal funds unless "there is a compelling business and mission
related rationale and it is cost-effective to do so" (Attachment 43) . 

• explained that th- tote ba s were purchased before these restrictions were imposed (see 
Attachments 3 and 4). said that she ordered the bags in 2010 and that they were given to 
retiring eiiilo ees an ·e 1 ters to demonstrate appreciation for their service (see Attachments 12 
and 13). used her Government purchase c<ud to pay for the bags, which cost $1 400. 

We reviewed- purchase card expenditures from December 2 2008, un~O 2015 
(Attachments 44, 45, and 46). Between May 5 2010, and September 13, 2011 ,- made three 
separate purchases from 4Imprint USA, a company specializing in embroidered and personalized items 
and apparel. The purchases consisted of embroidered sling packs, briefcases, attaches, and printed 
coffee mugs and sports bottles. - did not use her purchase card to buy any similar items after 
Policy Release 2012-10 prohibited such purchases . 

• said that the Region recently purchased three new chairs for the "front office" administrative 
staff because the old chairs were worn out. She stated that the chairs were purchased through the 
appropriate General Se1vices Administration channels (see Attachments 3 and 4). 

- confumed that she purchased the new chairs to replace chairs that were old and in disrepair. 
She said that Staff Assistant Navajo Region, obtained quotes from three different 
retailers and bought the chairs from a local store. - said that each chair cost around 
$250, and she was a e to use her Government purchase cai~e their total cost was below the 
$2,500 approval threshold for micropurchases (see Attachments 12 and 13). 

- said that this sort of purchase was not inappropriate or uncommon. He said that BIA frequently 
buys chairs and other furniture to replace worn-out items or to provide for employees with special 
needs (see Attachments 19 and 20). 
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Backdated Signature on Navajo Nation Fire Restriction Notice 

Lastly, the com= ant alleged that . backdated her signature on a fire restriction notice for the 
Navajo Nation. - allegedly did this so that the notice would appear to have been signed before a 
large fire occurred near Assayii Lake, in the Navajo Nation. 

Navajo Nation- issued the notice, titled "Executive Order, Fire Restriction " 
prohibiting ope~ation forests and woodlands (Attachment 47). Per the date 
printed on the notice, the fire restii.ctions went into effect on June 12, 2014. On June 13 2014 the 
Assayii Lake fire burned more than 11 000 acres . • signed the notice on Jm1e 16, 2014. 

We interviewed , Navajo Nation who said that the notice was 
initiated by his o ice on June 5, 2014, an t e Navajo Nation spent a week reviewing it before sending 
it to the President's office (Attachments 48 and 49). said that his office established the 
effective date of June 12 on the document but it did not reach office until that day. -
signed the notice several days later but the effective date of June 12 was not changed. 

- said that , Nav~on, had suggested 
during the notice ' s review period that sign it as the . - said that he was 
present when . signed the notice at a commllllity meeting at the Ciystal Cha~House C1ystal, 
NM, on June 16, 2014 the Monday after the fire . He said that to his knowledge - did not gain or 
lose anything by signing the document after its effective date. 

According to - the signature had not been required on such documents in 
previous years (see Attachments 3 and 4). She said that- hand-carried the notice to her for her 
signature, and that the notice was not intentionally dated before the fire . 

The other Navajo Region employees we interviewed about the matter confmned that . signing the 
notice after it went into effect would not have had an effect on its validity. - said that signing the 
notice after its effective date was "not an issue" and explained that the notice was an internal tribal 
document that would not have had an impact on BIA operations (see Attachment 41). - also said 
the fact that people signed the notice after its effective date sounded like the "n01mal course of 
business" (see Attachments 19 and 20). He thought that the only reason somebody might intentionally 
backdate such a document would be to obtain Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
funds . 

We spoke with , Recove1y, Region VI (which covers Arkansas, 
Louisiana New Mexico, 0 oma, an Texas , man effort to dete1mine whether the Navajo Nation 
received any FEMA funds to assist with recovering from the Assayii Lake fire (Attachment 50) .• 
said that FEMA did not award any grants to the Navajo Nation in response to the fire, and that the fire 
restriction notice would not have had any effect on FEMA funding. 

1. 
2. 

SUBJECT(S) 
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DISPOSITION 

We are providing this repmi to the Director of BIA for his information. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Memorandum of Understanding between BIA, the Bureau of Land Management, the Minerals 
Management Service, and the Indian Energy Minerals Steering Committee, "Management of 
Federal Indian Minerals Office, Fannington New Mexico " dated August 2005. 

2. IAR-Interview of on May 5, 2015. 
3. IAR - Interview of on August 27, 2014. 
4. on August 27 2014. 
5. IAR - Review of position ates 111 FPPS dated May 12 2015. 
6. IAR-Coordination with BIA Human Resources, dated May 15, 2015. 
7. Notification of Personnel Action for dated April 5, 2015. 
8. Notification of Personnel Action for , dated August 25, 2014. 
9. Notification of Personnel Action for , ated April 30, 2013. 
10. Notification of Personnel Action for , dated May 31 , 2014. 
11. IAR-Interview of on October 7 2014. 
12. IAR-Interview of on August 27, 2014. 
13. Transcript of interv on August 27, 2014. 
14. IAR-Interview of ugust 27, 2014. 

on August 27 2014. 
16. IAR - Detailed review of time-and-attendance and oveliime documents, 
~2015. 

17. - time-and-attendance documents dated June 2 2013 through September 20, 
2014. 

18. IAR - Review of time-and-attendance documents dated July 28 2015 . 
19. IAR - Interview of on October 22, 2014. 
20. Transcript of interview of on October 22, 2014. 
21. IAR- Review of Navajo Region overtime for 2013 and 2014, dated May 12, 2015. 
22. Spreadsheet depicting Navajo Region oveliime expenditures for 2013 . 
23. Spreadsheet depi~n ove1time expenditures for 2014. 
24. IAR - Review ot- Ove1time in Conjunction with Annual Leave dated June 24, 

2015 . 
25. U.S. Government Accountability Office repmi titled "Depaiiment of Energy' s Effmis to Manage 

Ove1iime Costs Have Been Limited," dated September 1994. 
26. IAR- Interview of on May 20, 2015. 
27. Transcript of interv·e o on May 28, 2015. 
28. IAR- Interview of gust 27, 2014. 
29. Transcript of interv· on August 27, 2014. 
30. IAR-Review of Human Resources pape1work dated July 28 2015. 
31 . IAR- Review of Navajo Reg10n ocuments, dated October 30 2014. 
32. IAR-Review of Navajo Region budget officer hiring documents, dated May 26, 2015. 
33. Navajo Region documents peliaining to the hiring of the regional budget officer Position 

#1030002. 
34. Expense repo1is for~limate change and former Bennett Freeze funds (2013 and 

2014), provided by - . 
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35. IAR- Interview of- on May 1, 2015. 
36. IAR- Coordination with BIA Budget Personnel dated May 14 2015. 
37. Invoices and budget related documents for training "Leadership and Communication Skills for 

Project Managers" held , 2014. 
38. Email string provided by , dated May 11through13 2015 containing information 

and a "screen shot" descn mg e expenditures related to the "Leadership and Communication 
Skills for Project Managers" training. 

39. OMB Circular A-123, "Management's Responsibility for Internal Control," dated December 21 , 
2004. 

40. FY 2014 "Self-Assessment of the Navajo Region Forest Management Inventmy and Planning 
Repo1t." 

41. !AR-Interview of on October 3, 2014. 
42. Email from , contaming infmmation and attachments pertaining to the Navajo Forest 

Management Plan, dated October 3, 2014. 
43. Depaitment of the Interior's Acquisition Policy Release 2012-10 issued on August 24, 2012. 
44. IAR - Review of purchase card expenditures, dated~ 
45. Spreadsheet depicting purchase cai·d expenditures by - , from December 2, 2008, 

until May 20, 2015. 
46. Transaction details from JPMorgan Chase & Co., pertaining to purchase cai·d 

expenditures with 4Imprint USA. 
47. "Executive Order Fire Restriction," issued by Navajo Nation dated June 12, 

2014. 
48. IAR- Interview of on Se tember 24, 2014. 
49. Transcript of interview of on September 24, 2014. 
50. IAR - Coordination with FEMA, dated May 12, 2015. 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-PI-14-0624-I 
Report Date 
July 16, 2015 

Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

~Congressman WalterB. Jones, Jr., we investigated a complaint that , 
- of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (FWS) Mackay Island and Currituck National 
Wildlife Refuges, and other FWS employees engaged in activities that violated anti-lobbying 
restrictions during Congress' consideration of a bill introduced in 2012, but never enacted, entitled the 
"Corolla Wild Horses Protection Act." In the complaint, Representative Jones, who sponsored the bill, 
provided the response he received from FWS after expressing his concerns to FWS. 

During our investigation, II and of the FWS North Carolina Coastal 
Plain National Wildlife Refu~mplex, acknowledged communicating with Ducks Unlimited (DU) 
about the bill. Both II and - said that DU initiated the communication but both said that they 
were aware that DU intended to write a letter to the Senate opposing the legislation using the 
information that they provided. Our investigation also determined that FWS local and regional officials 
knew about these communications on or around the times that II and - made them. 

of External Affairs, drafted a 
s ntative Jones, with legal guidance and input from former 

Fish and Wildlife and Parks - who consulted with GAO 
and determined that the email communications violated the anti-lobbying provisions contained in the 2012 
Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act. 

We presented this case to the Public Integrity Section within the Department of Justice (DOJ), which the 
United States Attorney's Manual designates as responsible for prosecuting violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1913. 
We also presented this case to the U.S. Attorney's Office (USAO) forthe Eastern District of North 
Carolina. DOJ and the USAO expressed no interest in pursuing the matter. 

~ial/Title Signature 
--/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~ Official/Title Signature 
--/ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: 2 l 6CADA95E8865C3B65DDD65 l 9D2396F 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office oflnspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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BACKGROUND 

The Corolla Wild Horses Protection Act Bill 

The Corolla Wild Horses Protection Act bill was intended to provide for management of wild horses in 
and around the Currituck National Wildlife Refuge (Attachment 1). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS) publicly opposed the bill dmi.ng testimony to Congress on July 27, 2010, and April 7, 
2011 , asserting that wild horses were feral animals that the refuge was not established to manage 
(Attachments 2, 3, and 4). Ducks Unlimited (DU) opposed the bill because it believed that the 
increased presence of horses would endanger the naturnl habitat of ducks and that the refuge was 
intended for duck conservation and paid for with proceeds from the sale of duck stamps (Attachment 
5). 

Representative Walter B. Jones, Jr. ofN01ih Carolina introduced the bill on January 18, 2011 and the 
House of Representatives passed it on Febmary 6, 2012 (see Attachment 1). On July 26 2012, fo1mer 
N01ih Carolina Senator Kay Hagan introduced the bill in the Senate and refeITed it to the Committee on 
Environment and Public Works. The bill did not pass in the Senate prior to the end of the I 12th 
Congress. The bill was reintroduced in the House dmi.ng the I 13th Congress in J anuaiy 2013 and passed 
the House in June 2013, but it was not introduced in the Senate dmi.ng this session. The bill has never 
been enacted into law. 

On A ril 10, 2012, of the DU Cunituck Cha~sent a letter to -
ofDU, encouraging him to oppose the ~Attachment 5) ... who served as the 

prior to his retirement from FWS in - 2009 and assumption of. duties at DU 
in April 2010 sent a letter of opposition to California Senator Bai·bai·a Boxer on May 21 , 2012 
(Attachment 6). 

Lobbying Restrictions 

Several statut01y provisions, as well as depaiimental policy, impose constraints on activities by U.S . 
Depaiiment of the Interior (DOI) employees that relate to communication with the public on legislative 
matters . The primaiy statute 18 U.S. Code (U.S.C.) § 1913 known as the Anti-Lobbying Act 
generally prohibits the use of appropriated funds for ce1iain activities designed to influence members 
of Congress regai·ding any legislation or appropriation, subject to several exceptions (Attachment 7). 
Section 1913, as amended in 2002, now provides that a violation is punishable by civil monetaiy 
penalties provided by 31 U.S .C. § 1352(a), rather than by fine, imprisonment or removal from office. 
In pertinent part, the statute states: "No pait of the money appropriated by any enactment of Congress 
shall, in the absence of express authorization by Congress, be used directly or indirectly to pay for any 
personal se1vice, advertisement, telegram, telephone, letter printed or written matter, or other device 
intended or designed to influence in any manner a Member of Congress, a jurisdiction, or an official of 
any government, to favor adopt, or oppose, by vote or othe1wise, any legislation law, ratification, 
policy or appropriation ... " It further states that "this shall not prevent officers or employees of the 
United States or of its depaiiments or agencies from communicating to any such Member . . . through 
the proper official channels .. . for the efficient conduct of the public business .. . " 

The U .S. Depaiiment of Justice (DOJ) prosecutes violations of this law, and in several published 
opinions, the DOJ Office of Legal Counsel inteipreted the statute to prohibit "substantial 'grass roots ' 
lobbying campaigns ... designed to encourage members of the public to pressure Members of 
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Congress to support Administration or Department legislative or appropriations proposals" 
(Attachment 8). According to DOJ, a "grass roots" campaign uses telegrams, letters, and other private 
forms of communication asking recipients to contact members of Congress. DOJ has further advised 
that a substantial campaign prohibited by 18 U.S.C. § 1913 would involve a Government official 
spending $50,000 or more in appropriated funds. 

DOJ's guidance states that many activities are excluded from the purview of 18 U.S.C. § 1913 
(Attachment 9). For example, the law does not apply to direct communications to Congress or to 
public speeches, appearances, or writings. Government officials, according to DOJ, may publicly 
advance agency positions, even to the extent of calling on the public to encourage Congress to support 
those positions. The statute also does not apply to private communications designed to inform or 
promote those positions to the public. Therefore, the law does not restrict private communications with 
members of the public as long as no significant amount in appropriated funds (in DOJ' s opinion, less 
than $50,000) is spent to solicit pressure on Congress. 

A provision in the Departmental Manual ( 410 DM 2) also states that employees are "prohibited from 
using Government office equipment at any time for ... participating in any improper lobbying activity, 
or engaging in political activities" (Attachment 10). The manual does not define an "improper 
lobbying activity." Likewise, 470 DM 1 states that employees are responsible for "understanding the 
difference between official public communications made in their official capacity and other public 
communications ... made in their individual capacity" and maintaining and portraying a clear 
distinction between the two. The manual states that DOI supports a culture of openness with the news 
media and the public that values the free exchange of ideas. 

Congress routinely includes two other limitations on using appropriated money for lobbying in the 
annual Department of the Interior appropriations bills. The DOI appropriations bill enacted by 
Congress for fiscal year 2012 included a provision that states: "No part of any appropriation contained 
in this Act shall be available for any activity or the publication or distribution of literature that in any 
way tends to promote public support or opposition to any legislative proposal on which Congressional 
action is not complete other than to communicate to Members of Congress as described in 18 U. S.C. 
1913" (Attachment 11). 

Another section of the 2012 Consolidated Appropriations Act more broadly prohibits use of funds by 
any agency "for publicity or propaganda purposes" (Attachment 12). Unlike Section 1913, the U.S. 
Government Accountability Office (GAO), rather than DOJ, interprets and enforces these 
appropriations law limitations. 

DOI's Solicitor issued a guidance memorandum in 2003 pertaining to both 18 U.S.C. § 1913 and the 
applicable appropriations provisions (Attachment 13). An appendix to this memorandum lists specific 
guidelines for employees to follow in complying with the laws. One such directive states that: "Non
PAS [Presidentially-Appointed, Senate-Confirmed] Employees MAY NOT 'ghostwrite' letters to the 
editor, speeches, or other materials dealing with Proposals for anyone in a non-Federal position." In 
contrast, the memorandum further provides that: "Non-PAS Employees MAY send information about 
Proposals to individuals or groups that have asked for this information, or that regularly receive 
information from the Department. This material may be sent by mail, facsimile, or Internet. This 
material may include information about the status of Proposals and the Administration's position on 
Proposals but may not, directly or indirectly, encourage the public to contact Members of Congress, 
jurisdictions, and/or government officials regarding the Proposals." 
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We confumed through email discussion with an attorney in the Office of the Solicitor that this 
memorandum remains the official guidance issued by the Solicitor, but we could not locate the 
document on any official DOI website or other somce. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

t 6, 2014, we received a complaint from Representative Walter B. Jones Jr. 's sta~g 

of the Mackay Island and CmTituck National Wildlife Refuges -
violated anti-lobbying provisions and laws by communicating inappropriately with DU regarding 

opposition to the Corolla Wild Horses Protection Act bill. The alleged cornmmlications from April 20, 
2012, to October 12, 2012, consisted primarily of a series of emails between __ 

of the FWS North Carolina Coastal Plain National Wildlife R~~andll 
DU (Attachment 14). In the complaint Representative Jones also 

provided the results ofFWS' inqui1y into the issue-sent to him by FWS in a letter dated February 14, 
2013-that FWS conducted after Representative Jones initially expressed concerns to FWS in an 
October 16, 2012 letter (Attachments 15 and 16). 

Potential Violation of Anti-Lobbying Provisions and Laws 

We interviewed. who said that he communicated with DU representatives rega1!!iiiiii·dina feral horses 
at the CmTituck National Wildlife Refuge (Attachments 17 and 18). - said that , 

of the DU CmTituck Chapter, initiated contact with 1ti:'in person on t e 
CmTituck/Knotts Island Feny in March 2012, asking questions about the bill. II said that he 
provided- with information about FWS' documented position .• primarily derived the 
info1mation about FWS position on the issue from previous congressional testimony provided by 
senior FWS officials and from Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations, which pertains to the 
organization and operations ofFWS (Attachment 19 and see Attachments 3 and 4). 

We searched the Internet to dete1mine whether the previous FWS testimony to Congress opposing the 
bill that II used to provide infmmation to DU was pub= available (see Attachment 2). We also 
searched for a Nmih Carolina State University study that .. cited as the source of most of his data 
regarding the potential impact of feral horses on th~und tw~ of testimony 
datedJuly27, 2010 andAp1il7 2011 wiittenby - FWS - ofthe 
National Wildlife Refuge System, that opposed the legislation (see Attachments 3 and 4). We also 
found the scientific study "Vegetative Impact of Feral Horses, Feral Pigs, and White-tailed Deer on 
the CmTituck National Wildlife Refuge, No1th Carolina " conducted from May 2010 through May 
2012 by , et al. , from No1ih Carolina State University (Attachment 20). 

Dming~ said that he contributed to the Ap1il 10, 2012 letter wi·itten by- and 
sent to - of DU, by providing a wriiii!ittn summai of the facts derived from 
Congressional testimony and the study conducted by (Attachments 21and22 and 
see Attachments 17 and 18). He said that he drafted t e ocument at ome on~sonal com~· 

but did not keep a record of it. He said that he also reviewed the letter before - sent it to .. 
stated that he onl told about the info1mation he contributed to the letter authored by 

and that told to continue to provide information to DU just as he would to the 
called him to follow up on - letter to verify the facts prior to 
to Senator Boxer on May 21 , 2012 (see Attachment 6). Several other 
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senators were provided copies of the letter, including Jrunes Inhofe, Richard Bun, Kay Hagan, Mark 
Warner and Jim Webb (Attachments 23 through 27). 

II said that he copied his supervisor - and others on some of his emails with DU, and he 
believed that officials from both the Southeast Region and FWS headquaiters knew of his activities 
because of conference calls he had conducted with representatives from both offices (see Attachments 
17 and 18). He stated that he was never told he may be violating rules or regulations until 
Representative Jones contacted FWS (see Attachment 16). 

complaint, including five emails that - sent to and one sent to between May 6, 
During our investigation, we reviewed the emails that Re resentative Jone!irovided to us in his 

2012, and October 12, 2012 (see Atta:ent 14). was copied on an ema1 sent on~ 
2012, and , formerly of FWS Southeast Region Congressional Affairs, and
from FWS Congressional and Legislative Affairs, were both copied on an email sent on May 6, 2012 . 
- email address was inc01rectly spelled however, which prevented him from receiving the email. 
We determined that the three other emails we reviewed did not appear to have been distributed to 
anyone else. It also did not appear that . copied anyone else on the email that he sent to - on 
August 30, 2012. 

We asked II about the May 6 email that he sent t~,- and - Representative 
Jones ' office ~<led us with this email as part of his complaint, but it did not appear in the package 
of emails that .. provided to FWS on November 19 2012 for its inquiiy into the matter 
(Attachments 28 and 29).11 said that he did not find this email during his search for all FWS 
communication with DU about the bill. II searched his email during our interview and still could 
not locate the email in question. 

We also reviewed two emails that 
- emailed - and copied 
FWS Southeast Region. He also em · 
however - copied-

see Attachment 1~12, 

former - in the 
o~ 2012 but he didn~yothers ; 

and - when he replied to -

We interviewed- who in addition to his role as DU is the of 
the Cuni.tuck/Knotts Island Feny (Attachments 30 and 31 . 
local newspaper about the bill, he approached . dmi.n 
him about potential effects of the bill. - said that a reluctant at first to speak with hiin 
about the bill, although- did not understand why. said that he continued to question 

and that . eveg'Provided him with answers, ot on the feny and telephonically. 
said that he and - never communicated via email. 

When we inte1viewed!li:e said that he communicated with either . m - (though he 
could not remember which ' about the bill because DU volunteers from the local area 
sunounding the refuge alerte DU eadqua1iers of their concerns regarding the potential effects of the 
~chments 32 and 33). - stated that II asked him to ve1i.fy the info1mation in 
- letter in anticipation of sending a letter from DU headquaiiers to the Senate. He added that 
he initiated all contact with FWS employees in an effo1i to obtain inf01mation and data about the 
refuge. He said that he authored the letter to the Senate which consisted substantively of the same 
info1mation that - provided in his letter to DU (see Attachment 6). 
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- did not recall receiving anything in writino from FWS employees. Ifhe had, though, he 
~ that it would have been draft legislation. iliiii said that no one from FWS assisted him 
with w1iting the letter to the Senate. He finiher stated that the emails he received from were 
responses and follow-up to tele. one conversations they had (see Attachment 14). believed 
the purpose of the emails from was to convey that if DU intended to send a letter to Congress as 
expressed dwing previous telephone conversations, the letter would have a greater impact if sent 
sooner rather than later (see Attachments 32 and 33). 

We also inte1viewed , who said that she contacted , f01mer F~ 
of the Southeast Region after receiving the April 20 2012 email that _.-sent to 

Schmidt (Attachments 34 and 35). The email provided recent con~al testimony to suppo1i 
DU's effo1is to write a letter to Congress, and she said that she told- that the email could 
~lly violate anti-lobbying provisions. - said that she did not receive any feedback from 
- on the issue. 

When we asked- about this issue, he could not recall whether - contacted him as she had 
asse1ted (Attachments 36 and 37). 

- when inte1viewed, said that he communicated with DU ~sentatives regarding feral horses 
at the refuge (Attachments 38 and 39) .• said that he and .. received inquiries about the bill 
from environmental groups, including DU, interested in obtaining info1mation related to the 
anticipated biological impacts to the refuge if the legislation passed. He said that interest from 
environmental groups grew as the legislation was introduced in each C~s, and that the groups 
often contacted FWS for info1mation on its position regarding the bill. - said that FWS 
previously provided testimony to Congress expressing its opposition, and that the info1mation provided 
to these groups was substantially the same as that provided in the testimony (see Attachments 3 and 4). 
He said that he and others from the region provided input to the testimony because of their intimate 
knowledge of the area (see Attachments 38 and 39). 

- said that contacted him to request technical inf01mation to support DU's letter to 
Senator Boxer. said that he and - both provided answers to DU's specific questions, 
although. e y provided the bulk cl'fue details . He said that he had also spoken with II on the 
telephone about the issues pe1taining to the effects that the bill would have on the refuge. 

- said that he was not aware that - had written anypait of the letter from - toll 
(Attachments 40 and 41). He said tha- mentioned to him sometime in April 2012 that he had 
provided ublicly available info1mation to DU regai·ding FWS ' position for a letter DU intended to 
write. said that II asked his opinion about what type of information he could provide to DU, 
and told him that he could provide factual, publicly available inf01mation just as they would to 
any citizen. 

FWS' Response to Representative Jones 

On October 16, 2012 Representative Jones sent FWS a letter requesting that FWS 
provide "copies of all communication between the Fish and Wildlife Service and Ducks Unlimited 
regardino the Corolla wild horses over the past three years" (see Attachment 16). - , 
FWS of External Affairs, led the collection and review ~tions 
between FWS employees and DU staff and directed a seai·ch for pertinent emails down to the regional 
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·on staff including FWS Southeast 
External Affairs an 

indicating that FWS should respond the same way it would to a document production request through 
the Freedom of Information Act (Attachment 42). 

sent an email to--
e Southeast Regio~~s 

email communications with DU that he located during a seai·ch of his electronic records (Attachment 
43). In addition, when we inte1viewed- he confirmed that he and. provided everything to 
the Southeast Region that they could find in their electronic records (see Attachment 38 and 39). 

During our investigation, we reviewed approximately 4 73 emails that we indep~ obtained from 
DOI Email Enterprise Records and Document Management System ai·chives of--and 
- email between Janu~ 20l~ril 30, 2013 (Attachment 44). Our seai·ch identified 
two additional emails between- and - that Ill did not provide to FWS in his response to 
Representative Jones ' inquiiy (Attachments 45 and 46). When we asked - about these emails, he 
said that he did not intentionally oinit them, but rather Inissed them duringhlsseai·ch (Attachments 47 
and 48). 

We also identified emails between - andll that - did not rovide drn1· the FWS 
review (Attachments 49 and 50). We found that in these emails info1med on May 3, 
2012, that she would be at the DU facility the following week, an thanked for his 
"support on the Currituck National Wildlife Refuge horse issue." reiiied on May 3, 2012 that he 
would be out of town during her visit. On May 6, 2012, - emailed aaain~·essing her 
disappointment that they would not be able to meet. Another email from to~ sent on 
October 13, 2012, discussed an event - had recently attended that includ~sentation from 
DU. Again, she thankedll for his h~ the horse issue." When we asked - about these 
emails she said that she did not remember sending them, and she did not discover them when she 
conducted a seai·ch of her email during the FWS review (Attachments 51 and 52). In addition, when 
we interviewed . he said that he did not recall interacting with any FWS employees dll·ectly on the 
issues regai·ding the potential effects of the bill (Attachments 53 and 54). 

We interviewed FWS who told us that it was FWS ' position that horses at the 
refuge were not native wildlife or pai1 of the fauna for which FWS had conservation responsibility 
(Attachments 55 and 56) .• said thatlll and in their communications with DU, 
accurately reflected FWS' position regai·ding the bill. also said that the refuge complex was 
established specifically for migratory bii·d conse1vation, and the growing population of these horses 
was damaging the refuges . 

• recalled that the FWS officials conducting the review of communications between FWS 
employees and DU did not find any actual violations of the anti-lobbying provisions .• said, 
however that FWS officials believed the emails created the perception of an inappropnate relationship 
between FWS and DU personnel. As a remedy, the Southeast Region provided counseling to II and 
- to avoid future occrnTences. 

FWS responded to Representative Jones' request with a letter from - dated Febmaiy 14, 2013, 
stating that FWS conducted "a comprehensive review of our recor~ which include a series of email 
exchanges between a refuge manager and DU's conservation officer. We believe the exchange violates 
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the intent of the anti-lobbying provisions ... Regional and field-based leaders across the Se1vice are 
completing a thorough review of these provisions to ensure eve1yone understands and is familiar with 
what is and is not pe1mitted" (see Attachment 15). 

he said that he authored- letter with assistance from fo1mer 
Fish and Wildlife and Parks Attachments 57 

We inte1viewed- who told us that she reviewed the email exchange between FWS and DU 
personnel that occmTed from April 20 2012, through October 12, 2012 (Attachments 60 and 61). She 
said that as a result of her review she consulted with DO I' s Office of the Solicitor, which told her to 
refer the issue to the Office of Inspector General (OIG). She could not however, recall whom she 
spoke with at the Office of the Solicitor. - added that she had an informal conversation with 
DOI's Deputy Inspector General Mary Kendall about the matter (Attachments 62 and 63). 

- also told us that she contacted GAO, which she said instructed her to conduct an internal review 
and then consult with GAO if necessary (see Attachments 60 and 61). She could not recall whom she 
spoke with from GAO (see Attachment 62). 

Upon completion of FWS' review - said that she dete1mined the email communications between 
FWS and DU violated the anti-lobbymg provisions included in the annual Department of the Interior 
and Related Agencies Appropriations Act (see Attachments 60 and 61). She said that she made her 
dete1mination by reviewing previous GAO decisions (Attachment 64). She said that she dete1mined 
the appropriate remedy would be counseling and training to prevent future violations, so she created a 
PowerPoint presentation that she delivered personally on January 30, 2013, in Washington, DC, to 
many FWS executives and directorship (Attachment 65). 

We also inte1viewed who said that he verbally counseled. and- regardino- the 
anti-lobbying provisions d~eir communications with DU ~ments 66 through 69). iii 
said that either - or - told him to counsel . and -

When we asked about providing counseling to . and - she said that she believed 
- directed to counsel them (see Attachments 51 and 52). She also told us that she provided 
the Regional Directorate team with the PowerPoint trainin~h was subsequently passed down to 
the Southeast Region Project Leaders, to include II and - who she believed received 
additional training (Attachment 70). 

II and - both confumed that they were required to complete anti-lobbying training and stated 
that they did complete the training though both were unclear as to what format of training they 
received (see Attachments 17, 18, 38, and 39). 
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SUBJECT(S) 

, Southeast Region FWS. 1. 
2. 
3. 

, Mackay Island and Cunituck National Wildlife Refuges, FWS. 
, No1ih Carolina Coastal Plain National Wildlife Refuges Complex, 

FWS. 

DISPOSITION 

We are providing this repmi to Representative Jones ' office; the Assistant Secretary for Fish, Wildlife, 
and Pai·ks· and the FWS Director for any action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Corolla Wild Horses Protection Act (H.R. 306. l l 2th Congress). 
2. Investigative~ (IAR) - Intemet Search, dated April 14 2015. 
3. Testimony of- , Assistant Director National Wildlife Refuge System, FWS dated 

July 27, 2010. 
4. Testimony of , Acting ~rector FWS, dated Ap1il 7, 2011. 
5. Letter from to - , dated April 10, 2012. 
6. Letter from to Senator Barbai·a Boxer, dated May 21 2012. 
7. 18 USC § 1913, "Lo hying with appropriated monies." 
8. Memorandum Opinion for the Attorney General, dated September 28, 1989. 
9. Opinion of the Office Legal Counsel "Constraints Imposed by 18 U.S.C. § 1913 on Lobbying 

Effo1is. 
10. Depaiimental Manual, Section 410 Chapter 2 dated November 5, 2002, and Section 470, Chapter 

1, dated Mai·ch 7, 2012. 
11. Depaiiment of the Inte1ior Approp1iations Act, 2012 (SEC. 402). 
12. Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2012 (SEC. 8001). 
13. Solicitor's Memorandum, "Impact of the Recent Changes to 18 U.S.C. 1913 (The "Anti-Lobbying 

Act")", dated April 24, 2003. 
14. Se1ies of emails, provided by Rep. Walter B. Jones, between - andll 

- be~il 20, 2012 and October 12 2012. 
15. Letter from - to Rep. Walter B. Jones, dated Febmaiy 14 2013. 
16. Letter from Rep. Walter B. Jones to - , date October 16, 2012 . 
17. !AR - Interview of on November 12 2014. 
18. Transc1ipt of interview o on November 12 2014. 
19. 50 C.F.R. 30.ll(a). 
20. Study titled, "Vegetative Impact of Feral Horses, Feral Pigs, and White-tailed Deer on the 

Cunituck National Wildlife Refuge, North Carolina," conducted from May 2010 through May 
2012 by Kimberly M. Po1ier, et al. 

21. !AR-Interview of on November 25, 2014. 
22. Transc1iptofinterv· of onNovember25 2014. 
23. Letter from to Senator James Inhofe dated May 21 , 2012. 
24. Letter from to Senator Richai·d Buff, dated May 21 , 2012. 
25. Letter from to Senator Kay Hagan, dated May 21 , 2012. 
26. Letter from to Senator Mai·k Wainer dated May 21 , 2012. 
27. Letter from to Senator Jim Webb, dated May 21 , 2012. 
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28. IAR - Interview of 
29. Transcript of interv e o 
30. IAR - Interview of 
31. Transcript of interv· 
32. IAR - Interview of 
33. Transc1iptofinterv·e o 
34. IAR - Interview of 
35. Transc1ipt of inte1v· 
36. IAR - Inte1view of 
3 7. Transc1ipt of inte1vi 
38. IAR - Inte1view of 
39. Transc1ipt of interv 
40. IAR - Inte1view of 
41. Transcript of intervie o 
42. Email from 
43. Email from 
44. IAR-Em 

52. Transc1ipt of interv· 
53. IAR - Inte1view of 
54. Transc1ipt of inte1v 
5 5. IAR- Inte1view of 
56. Transc1ipt of inte1v· 
57. IAR-Inte1view of 

60. IAR - Interview of 
61. Transc1ipt of inte1v · 
62. IAR - Inte1view of 

on November April 17, 2015. 
on April 17, 2015. 

ovember 12, 2014. 
on November 12, 2014. 

cember 18, 2014. 
on December 18, 2014. 

e rnary 6, 2015. 
on Febrnaiy 6, 2015. 

F brnaiy 10 2015. 
on Febmaiy 10 2015. 

vember 12, 2014. 
on November 12 2014. 

vember 24, 2014. 
on November 24, 2014. 

ctober 17 2012. 
, dated November 19, 2012. 

5, 2015. 
, dated August 31 , 2012. 
dated September 20, 2012. 

uaiy 27, 2015 . 
onJanuai~5. 

and- dated May 3-6, 2012. 
, dated October 13, 2012. 
ebrnaiy 20 2015. 

on Febmaiy 20, 2015. 
cember 18 2014. 
on December 18, 2014. 

ober 14, 2014. 
on October 14, 2014. 
on November 3 2014. 

2014. 

- ' 
67. Transcript of inte1view of on October 24 2014. 
68. IAR - Inte1view of on Januaiy 30, 2015. 
69. Transc1ipt of inte1view of on Januai·y 30 2015. 
70. PowerPoint Presentation provided to Southeast Region Febmaiy 21 -22 2013 . 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 
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OI-PI-14-0738-1 

Program Integrity Division 
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October 27, 2015 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

In September 2014, the Office oflnspector General (OIG) received an anonymous complaint alleging 
that members of the New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission ISC had misused Federal funds. 
Specifically, the complaint alleged that while Bureau of 
Reclamation (USBR), was the director of the New Mexico ISC, he and his staff improperly awarded 
sole-source contracts to contractors AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC), and Bohannan 
Huston, Inc., to provide false and misleading study results concerning a water diversion project on the 
Gila River. 

- as well as ISC employees, denied involvement in any illegal or inappropriate contracting 
practices at ISC. Although the complainant alleged that these were sole-source contracts, a review of 
the procurement documents revealed that they were competitively awarded: ISC issued requests for 
proposals and evaluated the subsequent bids before making the awards. While we do not have the 
technical expertise to assess the accuracy of the science detailed in the contractors' reports, our 
investigation found no evidence of procurement manipulation, irregularities, or malfeasance regarding 
ISC's selection of AMEC and Bohannan Huston as contractors, and no evidence that any contract was 
awarded to obtain false or misleading study results. We also found that the Solicitor had advised in a 
written opinion issued in 2009 that USBR has no responsibility for oversight of New Mexico's use of 
the Federal funds in question beyond transferring the funds to the State, per the authorizing legislation. 

~cial/Title Signature 
--Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~cial/Title Signature 
--/RAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: 7F02FD2l06395397F1 OA40F20B41AA02 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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BACKGROUND 

The Arizona Water Settlements Act (Pub. L. No. 108-451), or AWSA, was enacted by Congress in 
2004 to settle numerous water rights claims and define the State of Arizona's repayment obligation for 
costs incurred by the United States in constructing the Central Arizona Project (CAP), a 360-mile 
project of canals and reservoirs used to divert water from the Colorado River into central and southern 
Arizona. The CAP is the largest and most expensive aqueduct system ever constructed in the United 
States. 

The Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund (Development Fund) was created by the Federal 
Government to collect Arizona's CAP repayments. This fund also receives money from other sources, 
including revenue from power generated at the Navajo Generating Station (a coal-fired power plant 
located in Page, AZ), the sale of surplus Government land, and various other projects. 

A WSA also promotes water development in southwestern New Mexico; it authorized payment of 
$66 million from the Development Fund to New Mexico for water conservation and development 
purposes. Since 2012, New Mexico has received $9 million annually from the $66 million in the 
Development Fund. New Mexico would also be entitled to an additional $34 million if the State 
developed a dedicated unit to oversee the diversion and storage of up to 14,000 acre-feet1 of water 
annually from the Gila River to meet regional water supply demands. AWSA designates the New 
Mexico Interstate Stream Commission (ISC) as the administrative agency for these funds. ISC is a 
nine-member commission charged with protecting and developing the State's water resources. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) initiated this investi ation based on an anon mous complaint 
received September 24, 2014, alleging that whil Bureau of 
Reclamation USBR, was the director of the New Mexico ISC-a position he held for almost 

-he and his staff improperly awarded AWSA money, provided by the 
U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), to contractors AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC), 
and Bohannan Huston, Inc. The complaint further alleged that these contractors were selected because 
they would provide false and misleading study results to validate ISC's plans for a water diversion 
project on the Gila River. 

Contract Award to AMEC and Bohannan Huston 

According to - the ~ement and acquisition processes at ISC were properly executed 
(Attachments 1and2). - said that he was aware of the allegations and noted that the 
development of the Gila River watershed area had become a "rallying point" for environmental groups 
in southwestern New Mexico that were opposed to the project. 

Prior to his departure from ISC, - had overseen approximately 50 studies, including those 
conducted by AMEC and Bohannan Huston, to assess the watershed area and provide 
recommendations for how to proceed with the development project. - said that the contractors 
were hired to conduct a range of studies that examined hydrology, the interconnectedness of surface 

1 An "acre-foot" is a unit of volume (the amount of water needed to cover 1 acre with water 1 foot deep) commonly used to measure 
water volume and use, especially in reference to large-scale water resources, such as reservoirs, aqueducts, canals, sewer systems, and 
river flows. 
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and ground water, and the biology and morphology of the river. - also said that all contractors 
were hired through the proper acquisition process, and that work orders were issued through a vehicle 
simila1· to the Federal indefinite delive1y/indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract. He was unaware of any 
illegal or inappropriate contracting practices at ISC. 

- ' ISC also denied that the commission was involved 
in any illegal or inappropriate contracting practices (Attachments 3 and 4). She said that ISC followed 
State guidelines for procurement and that all contracting actions were lmdertaken with the full approval 
of the commission members. 

, USBR, said that ISC correctly followed State 
procurement guidelines (Attachments 5 and 6). said that he believed that ISC had to follow 
State guidelines, not the Federal Acquisition Re ahon, whe~actors for projects under 
AWSA. - recommended that we speakwithAttorney - inDOI's Office of the 
Solicitor about USBR's responsibilities regarding Development Fund money . 

.. said that funds received by the State of New Mexico per A WSA start out as Federal dollars 
(Attachments 7 and 8). According to - the money flows thrnugh a "revolving fund" that is 
administered as a subaccmmt within the General Fund of the U.S. TreasUiy, which is referred to under 
the 1968 Colorado River Basin Project Act as the Lower Colorado River Basin Development Fund. 
- said that the money can be used for statutorily authorized purposes, one of which is water 
development in New Mexico. 

t of the money once it was distributed to New Mexico, 
according to for the Lower Colorado Region (Attachments 
9 and 10). confumed that $9 million has been paid to the State annu!ill for diversion or 
nondiversion alternatives to conservation of the watershed area. According to -
- Field Solicitor, - Field Office Office of the Solicitor (SOL), issue an opm10n m 2009 
that concluded that A WSA does not imply power, authority responsibility, or control by USBR over 
these funds (Attachment 11). Simply stated, - said, USBR maintains no responsibility over 
these funds except to tI·ansfer the $9 million annually to the State. - said that the money was 
transferred ' 'without discretion" to the State of New Mexico with no Federal requirements for 
oversight. 

- also said that if the State of New Mexico and DOI issued a decision to pursue development of 
a ''New Mexico Unit" of the CAP an additional $34 million would become available to the State to 
pursue diversion alternatives. - explained that New Mexico elected to pursue the dedicated unit 
at the end of 2014, and that thi~n was CUITently being reviewed by the Secretaiy's Office. 
- said that USBR was responsible for environmental compliance, including the oversight and 
issuance of environmental impact statements and other studies that might inform establishment of the 
unit. If the decision to constmct or develop the State unit is approved by DOI, USBR would maintain 
oversight of the $34 million, which the Secretaiy of the Interior would pay out incrementally to the 
State of New Mexico on a "construction schedule." 

- statements were corroborated by Staff Attorney, 
Regional Office, SOL (Attachments 12 and 13). said that in her CUITent position she 
provides legal support to USBR's - Field Office, which she described as the "front line" for 
administering A WSA. - sai~e was fainiliai· with- 2009 opinion regai·ding 
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USBR' s absence of responsibility over the funds. - said that through A WSA, Congress 
mandated that $66 million, indexed for inflation,2 be paid to the State of New Mexico over a period of 
10 years, and that USBR had no responsibility or oversight regarding that money once it was 
distributed. She said that once the money was transferred to the State, "it's very much considered State 
dollars," and New Mexico followed State guidelines and policies for the expenditures of those funds. 
- 2009 opinion concluded that "the specific projects proposed in the AWSA do not clearly 
~eon-going power, authority, control, or responsibility by Reclamation" (see Attachment 11). 
- opinion also determined that Section 211 of A WSA "expressly places the burden 'to comply 
with environmental laws' squarely on the non-Federal 'owner of the land."' 

According to--2009 opinion has served as "the only written document," other than 
AWSA itself, that explains USBR's resp~, or lack thereof, concerning the money paid to the 
State of New Mexico. Also according to--opinion clearly stated that USBR 
maintained no responsibility for funds transferred to the State of New Mexico as mandated by AWSA. 

OIG reviewed the acquisition paperwork pertaining to the commission's contracting with AMEC and 
Bohannan Huston (Attachment 14). We found that neither contractor had received a sole source 
award. Rather, after ISC issued requests for proposals under an IDIQ-type contract, both contractors 
submitted bids and were ultimately hired for separate projects. Bohannan Huston was selected out of 
14 applicants. Hydrosphere Resource Consultants was selected out of 27 applicants, and was later 
bought out by AMEC, which took over the project (Attachment 15). The contracting documentation 
does not indicate any administrative malfeasance in the hiring of either contractor. 

False and Misleading Study Results 

As established above, USBR exercised no oversight responsibility for ISC's use of Federal funds, 
including the design, conduct, or outcome of studies contracted by the commission. Also, while we do 
not have the technical expertise to assess accuracy of the science detailed in the contractors' reports, 
our investigation revealed that ISC had a process in place to oversee the work being conducted by the 
contractors, including the reviewing and vetting of proposed and final projects by the commission 
members. According to - the final reports were posted to ISC's website for public review and 
comment (see Attachments 1 and 2). 

According to - work plans for all projects related to the Gila River water diversion project, 
including the studies conducted by AMEC and Bohannan Huston, were presented to ISC (see 
Attachments 3 and 4). - said that ISC members review the final study results from all contractors 
and use what they learn to make informed decisions on how to move forward with various 
conservation projects (see Attachments 1 and 2). 

SUBJECT(S) 

, USBR. 

DISPOSITION 

We are providing this report to the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Water and Science, DOI, 

2 Accounting for inflation would bring the total amount of money given to the State under this mandate closer to $99 million over a 10-
year period, according to Verburg. 
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with a copy to the Chief of Staff, Office of the Secretary, DOI for information only. We do not require 
a response. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Investigative Activity Report on October 22 2014. 
2. Transcript of interview of 
3. IAR - Interview of 
4. Transcript of intervie o 
5. IAR - Interview of 
6. Transc1ipt of interv 
7. IAR - Interview of 
8. Transcript of interv 
9. IAR - Interview of 
10. Transc1ipt of interv · 
11. Field Solicitor nnon. 

on June 22, 2015. 
13. Transcript of interview o on June 22, 2015 . 
14. IAR - Review of ISC procurement documents for AMEC and Bohannan Huston contracts, dated 

Januruy 23, 2015 . 
15. IAR - Review of ISC procurement documents for AMEC and Bohannan Huston contracts dated 

September 2 2015. 
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Case Title 
BLM-OLES Promotion Process of 

Reporting Office 
Program Integrity Division 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-Pl-15-0182-1 

Report Date 
March 16, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

We initiated this investigation based on an anonymous complaint that 
Office of Law Enforcement and Security Bureau of Land Management BLM-OLES , 
hired GS-13) from the Bureau of Reclamation without 

i ion. Allegedly then promoted - to the , 
(GS-14), without havin~pete for the position and then planned to 

to Deputy Director (GS-15) without - having to compete against more qualified 

We found that - was afready em- o ed by BLM as a 
Reclamation when he was selected by to serve as 

on detail to the Bureau of 
of BLM-OLES. When 

that position was downgraded to selected 
position pe1manently and - received a non-competitive promotion to GS

to fill the 
had 

reviousl held a GS-14 osition while em lo ed by the Department 's 
was eligible for a non-competitive promotion to 

GS-14. 

On Febrnaiy 27, 2015, - was selected to become Deputy Director, BLM-OLES and received a 
promotion to GS-15 . He was selected for the position through a competitive process in accordance 
with Federal regulations and U.S. Depaiiment of the Interior policy. 

BACKGROUND 

Federal regulations authorize Government agencies to promote, demote, or reassign cai·eer or career
conditional employees (5 C.F.R. § 335.102). Agencies may also except certain personnel actions from 

Re ortin Official!Iitle Signature 
/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~ Official/Title Signature 
- / ASAC Digitally signed. 
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Case Number: OI-PI-15-0182-I 

competitive selection procedures (5 C.F.R. § 335.103(c) (2)). Promotions, reassignments, demotions, 
transfers reinstatements or details of career employees may be except from competitive selection 
requirements if the position for which the employee is selected has a promotion potential no greater 
than the promotion potential of the employee's cmTent position, or a position the employee previously 
held in the competitive service. 

DOI and BLM policy have incorporated the provisions of the C.F.R. and excluded the requirement for 
competition under ce1iain circumstances and provide that bureaus may transfer or reassign career 
employees to positions at the same grade and with the same promotion potential as the employee's 
current position or a position held by the employee on a permanent basis in the competitive service 
(Attachments 1, 2, 3). 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation based on an anonymous complaint alleging that - , 
Office of Law Enforcement and Security Bmeau of Land Manageme~iired 

from the Bmeau of Reclamation without him having to apply and then 
non-competitive~moted him to . The complainant 
also alleged that - planned to promote to Deputy Director GS-15 without him having to 
compete. 

he offered - a temporary position as acting 
until a pe1manent selection could be made (Attachments 4 & 5). At that time 

a GS-13, was one of five BLM to the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) as 
part of a reimbursable agreement between the bureaus. sought out - for the position 
because of his revious ex erience in both the De artment o the Interior~ce of Law Enforcement 
Security, and ) and BLM-OLES Policy, Programs and Budget 
Division. With his selection, received no promotion but was moved to Washington, DC. 

~gas acting - BLM downgraded his position from 
~ as part of ~eorganization. With the downgrade, the position 
was also downm:aded from GS-15 to GS-14. According to had been under filling the 

position as a GS-13 but had previously been a GS-14 while employed by the 
Smee he had previously held a GS-14 position, he was eligible for a non-competitive 

- on to division chief as a GS-14. - subsequently offered the deputy chief position to 

We inte1viewed~an Resource Specialist BLM, who advised that 
promotion to GS~ 2013 (Attachments 6 & 7). She provided a copy o 
Notification of Personnel Action (SF-50) showing that he was except from competition or othe1wise 
eli ible for a non-competitive promotion to GS-14 (Attachment 8). - also explained that 

had previously se1ved as a supe1vis01y criminal investigator GS-14, while employed by 
and was eligible for a non-competitive promotion back to GS-14. 

said that - had originally been promoted to superviso1y criminal investigator GS-14 on 
2006, ':Che accepted a positi~ (Attachment 9). He remained in

as a supe1viso1y criminal investigator until ~d then returned to BLM as a non
supe1visory criminal investigator according to his SF-50 (Attachment 10). 
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On Febmruy 27, 2015 - told 
Integrity Division, Office of Inspector General, that he had selected 
Director, BLM-OLES (Attachment 11). 

SUBJECT(S) 

, Program 
to become the Deputy 

, Office of Law Enforcement and Security, Burnau of Land Management. 

DISPOSITION 

This investigation is closed in the files of this office. No fmiher investigative action is required or 
anticipated. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Depruiment of the Interior Manual, Prut 370 Chapter 335, Promotion and Internal Placement. 
2. U.S . Depruiment of the Interior Merit Promotion and Placement Policy Febmruy 8, 1996. 
3. Bureau of Land Manaoement, Merit Promotion and Internal Placement Plan April 22, 2011 . 
4. !AR-Interview of on Januruy 15, 2015. 
5. Transcript oflnterv1 on Januruy 15 2015. 
6. !AR-Interview of o J . uary 30, 2015. 
7. Transcript of Interview w1 on Januruy 30 2015. 
8. Notification of Personnel Action dated June 2, 2013. 
9. Notification of Personnel Action dated October 1, 2006 
10. Notification of Personnel Action date~ 
11. !AR-Email from to - , datedFebruruy 23 2015. 
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Reporting Office 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-Pl-15-0217-1 

Program Integrity Division 
Report Date 
October 20, 2015 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

We initiated this investigation on Januaiy 29, 2015, at the request of 
Affairs Division (IAD), Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), who re oite 

BIA Internal Affairs Division, lied to 
BIA Office of Justice Services while he 
Program. Specifically .. repoited that his subordinate at the time was told not to 
travel to the Tmile Mountain Tribe and the Three Affiliated Tribes unless he had arran~aed meetings 
with the chaiimen of both tribes. According to - before leaving on the trip, 
confumed that he had arranged meetings with both tribal chaiimen. After the trip was over, 
learned that - had only met with the chaiiman of the Three Affiliated Tribes. 

During our interview with - he denied lying to - recalling that - had only 
told him to ~mange a meeting with the chaiiman of the Three Affiliated Tribes. Due to the time that has 
passed and the lack of documentation r~ecific instrnctions concerning these events, we were 
unable to dete1mine if- lied to -
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Case Number: OI-PI-15-0217-1 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation on Janmuy 29, 2015, after receiving a complaint from -
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs ' (BIA) Internal Affairs Divisi~f 

Justice Services. The allegation was based upon an email that - - of 
BIA's Office of Justice Services, foiwarded to Th~numy 14, 2015, was 
originally written b Office of Justice Services, and 
alleged that IAD a not been honest with _ 
when was his supervisor at the Indian Highway Safe Pro ·am (IHSP) in 2011 and that 

ngaged in serious misconduct while serving as the Attachment 1). 
addressed the email to his cmTent su , Field 

Operations with copies to - and Office of Justice Services. 

email included several other issues, we focused only on the allegations of 
1 statements and serious misconduct. The email stated: "As discussed, it is 

rmproper or to be involved in any of these matters since he was involved in serious 
misconduct. .. when he was the , p1ior to choosing to go back to IA [IAD] as I was 
working with HR on a conective act10n or · s lack of perfo1mance and making untrnthful statements 
to his supervisor." 

Dmino our interview of he said that he was supervisor from - 010 to 
iiiilii 2011 when (Attachments 2, 3, 4, and 5). 
==that he wrote e email to and - (see Attachments 1, 2, 3, 4 an 5). 
He said that the purpose of the email was to express his concern about several of- reports of 
investigation that had been recently sent to h. which he said were incomplete or inaccurate (see 
Attachments 2, 3, 4, and 5). Fmther said th~ was not pmi ofBIA's 
management during the time that worked for~e felt compelled to provide some 
background info1mation to - regm· mg - pnor issues before he was assigned to IAD. 

- was surprised to learn that had sent the email about - alleged 
untruthful statements and misconduct to who passed it on to OIG as new allegations (see 
Attachments 1,2, 3, 4, and 5). He stated that he had intended to provide some background info1mation 
to managers on old allegations related to - that were never dealt with in 2011 . During the 
interview,- clarified that the untmthful statements and the serious misconduct were the same 
issue and that those statements were made by - in a report that detailed one of his trips. 

- said that in 2011 , he told - to travel to No1th Dakota and conduct IHSP grant 
momtonng meetings with the tribal ~ of the Tmile Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians 
(Turtle Mountain) and the chaiiman of the Three Affiliated Tribes. He specifically told - that 
prior to traveling to No1th Dakota, needed to call the tribal chaiimen and schedule these 
meetings (Attachments 6 and 7). stated that he told - that he would not approve 
the travel if the tribal chaiimen were not going to be present for the meetings and he requested that the 
tribal chaiimen send letters to him confnmin~gs. - said that dming a 
teleconference prior to the trip, - told- that he had contacted the tribal chaiimen and 
the meetings had been scheduled. 

After - trip, ~·equested a rep01i containing the details o~ 
(Attachments 8 and~ received the trip repo1is, he lemned that - had met 
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with the Three Affiliated tribal chairman (see Attachment 8), but - had not contacted or met 
with the Tllltle Mountain tribal chairman as directed (see Attachment 9). The rep01t stated that the 
chaitman was out of town during- visit. 

- said that he spoke to who was the of the Office of Justice 
Services at the time, about emg untmthful but no action was ever taken (see Attachments 4 
and 5). Subse uentl , requested a transfer from After discussing the issue with 
- ' approved the transfer. After the interview, provided a number of 
emails supp01ting his allegations (Attachments 10, 11, and 12). 

- remembered traveling to No1th Dakota and meeting with the chaitman for the Three 
~d Tribes, but he did not recall meeting with the Turtle Mountain chaitman. Throughout the 
first interview with - he told us that he did not remember the trip in detail and would have to 
look through his documentation to refresh his memory. After the interview, - provided a 
written statement aniisu 011ing attachments addressing the allegations (Attachment 1~ 
written statement, said that after reviewing his documentation he recalled that 
dit·ected him to obtam a etter from the Three Affiliated chaitman requesting a visit to discuss issues 
that related to the Tribes ' IHSP grant for 2011 but did not direct him to meet with the Tllltle Mountain 
chaitman. - noted that he contacted one of the Three Affiliated chaitman' s staff, and she 
confirmed the chaitman would be present for his visit; therefore, he proceeded with his travel. He also 
stated that, in order to make judicial use of his time he scheduled an IHSP program review at the 
TUltle Mountain reservation since it was in the vicinity of Three Affiliated, but not specifically to meet 
with the chaitman. 

One of the documents - provided was an email that he received from - dated 
Febmary 11 , 2011 , which appeared to be the impetus for the ClllTent allegation. The email stated: "I 
understand the chaitman did attend the meeting however, I did not receive the letter from the chaitman 
prior to the meeting as you were dit·ected by your supe1visor. I will be issuing corrective action related 
to your failure to follow a supervisor's instmction" (see Attachment 15). 

We re-inte1viewed- to clarify assertion that he told - that he -
had confumed appointments with both the Three Affiliated and Tllltle Mountain Tribal chaitmen 
during a teleconference prior to the trip (Attachments 16 and 17). told us that he 
remembered having a meeting in Febmaiy 2011 with - an IHSP -

U.S. De~ransp01tation National Hig~ty Pr~Administration in 
office in - . During that meeting both- and - told him to make 

sure he met with the chai1man of Three Affiliated Tribes during his trip the following week. -
said that then· request was specific to the meeting with the chaitman of the Three Affiliated Tribes, and 
they did not mention meeting with the Tllltle Mountain chaitman. Other than the email he sent 
confuming his me~ the Three Affiliated chairman, - stated that he did not have a 
conversation with- confirming the meetings (see Attachments 9 16 and 17). 

We also inte1viewed IHSP , to determine whether she knew of the 
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~onversation between- and (Attachments 18 and 19). She told us that 
- had a weekly staff meeting with and eve1 Friday, but only 
participated occasionally. - said she a een the for and had 
never heard of a requirement to meet with the tribal chaiimen during a site visit or program review. 

also told us that she had never heard of the requirement to meet with tribal chaiimen from 
m - and had never heard nor was she in a position to heai· - tell 

that he had confumed meetings with both tribal chaiimen. 

We interviewed- to determine what he knew about ~on of
untruthfulness (Attachments 24 and 25). - said that - rece~him to 
complain about - and a delinquent IAD rep011 of investigation about a week before he received 
the January 14 2015 email (see Attachments 1 24 and 25). Upon receipt of the email, 
refeITed it to - cmTent supervisor - to take appropriate action based on the 
seriousness of the allegations (see Attachments 24 and 25). 

if- had s oken with him about - honesty or integrity in 2011 , 
requested the n·ansfer to recalled a general conversation with 

about the transfer but said that if had made specific allegations about 
honesty or integrity, he would not have approved the transfer until he ensmed that 
had taken appropriate action to resolve the issue. 

..

. b th of om interv~ and in his written statement, - denied lying to 
recalling that~y told him to aiTange a meeting with the chairman of the 

Three Affiliated Tribes (see Attachments 13 14, 15, 16, and 17). Due to the tiine that has passed and 
the lack of documentation re~cific instructions concerning these events we were unable to 
dete1mine if- lied to -

SUBJECT(S) 

, Bmeau of Indian Affaii·s, Internal Affaii·s Division. 
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DISPOSITION 

We are providing this repmi to the Director, Office of Justice Services, BIA. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Email written by , dated January 14, 2015. 
2. !AR - Interview o dated Janmuy 26, 2015. 
3. Transcript of intervie o on January 20 2015 . 
4. !AR-Interview of te March 10, 2015. 
5. Transc1ipt of interv on Februaiy 13 2015. 
6. !AR-Interview of ted August 25 2015 . 
7. Transcript of interview o ton on August 24, 2015 . 
8. Trip Repo1i, "Three Affiliated T1ibe 2/16/2011 ," dated February 16, 2011. 
9. Trip Repo1i, "Twile Mountain 2/15/2011 " dated Februaiy 15, 2011. 
10. Email, "RE: BIA Program Site visit," dated Februaiy 1, 2011. 
11. Email, "Three Affiliated Tribes " dated Februaiy 11 , 2011. 
12. Email, "RE: Trip Re 01is," dated March 14, 2011. 
13. !AR - Interview of , dated Mai·ch 12, 2015. 
14. Transcript of intervie o on Februaiy 17, 2015. 
15. Statement written b ated Mai·ch 10, 2015. 
16. !AR-Interview of , ated August 25, 2015. 
17. Transcript of interv on August 24, 2015. 
18. !AR-Interview of August 25, 2015. 
19. Transcript of interv· on August 24, 2015. 
20. !AR - Interview of d August 25, 2015. 
21 . Transc1ipt of intervi on August 24, 2015. 
22. !AR - Interview of May 8, 2015. 
23. Transc1iptofinterv· onMay8 2015. 
24. !AR-Interview of dated May 8, 2015. 

on May 8, 2015. 
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Title 
HA VO Water Distribution System 

Case Number 
OI-PI-15-0259-I 

Reporting Office 
Program Integrity 
Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Report Date 
March 31, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

At the request of the Secretary of the Interior, we investigated several allegations related to the potable 
water system at Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (HAVO), located on the island of Hawaii. The 
Secretary received a letter from the Office of Special Counsel (OSC), dated February 5, 2015, 
outlining concerns from a whistleblower that HA VO officials did not act on deficiencies noted in a 
December 2013 National Park Service (NPS) environmental health survey of the park and its water 
system, and that their inaction potentially presented a danger to public health. 

We visited HAVO and interviewed 10 current and forme~es, most of whom worked for 
the . We also spoke with HAVO's - officials with the State of 
Hawaii's Department of Health who had oversight responsibilities related to HAVO's potable water 
system, and employees with NPS' Office of Public Health. Further, we reviewed relevant NPS 
policies, historical records and inspections, and emails, and we conducted a site visit ofHAVO's water 
system. We focused our investigation on the overall deterioration of the water system, problems with 
the installation and maintenance of equipment used to prevent drinking water contamination, and the 
insufficient number of HA VO staff members certified in water treatment. 

We found that deficiencies pertaining to HAVO's water system, some of which were highlighted in the 
December 2013 survey, were still uncorrected. Although, based on our interviews, there does not 
appear to be an immediate threat to public and employee health, our investigation established that the 
OSC whistleblower raised credible concerns regarding the long-term safety of the water system and 
certain violations ofNPS regulations and policies. We found that the issues raised by the complainant 
have been longstanding, and NPS management and health officials are aware of them. It appears, 
however, that neither HAVO officials nor NPS are acting with a sense of urgency to correct the 
deficiencies and reduce the risks. 
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We are providing a copy of this report to the Secretary of the Interior for any action deemed 
appropriate. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation on Februa 25, 2015, after receiving a memorandum from U.S. 
Department of the Interior (Attachment 1). The memorandum, 
dated February 23, 2015, forwarded allegations from the U.S. Office of Special Counsel (OSC) that 
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (HAVO) officials may have violated laws, rules, or regulations and 
engaged in gross mismanagement, resulting in a danger to the public's health (Attachment 2). 

A February 5, 2015 letter from OSC to Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell explained that a 
December 2013 environmental health survey, conducted by the National Park Service's (NPS) Office 
of Public Health, identified serious deterioration, requiring repairs and maintenance, in HAVO's water 
supply system. The letter stated that, according to a whistleblower, the deficiencies outlined in the 
survey had gone uncorrected, presenting a danger to the health of the park's visitors, which number 1.5 
million in an average year. 

The OSC letter outlined the following concerns related to the potable water system at HA VO: 

• The water supply system had recently suffered a number of major breaks, potentially 
attributable to the system's age. Water storage tanks were also showing signs of corrosion. 

• Backflow preventers-components of the drinking water supply system that are needed to 
prevent contamination-were allegedly either missing or in disrepair, and were not being tested 
annually by a certified inspector. 

• Individuals listed as certified in water treatment and distribution in the December 2013 survey 
actually did not have valid licenses at the time of the inspection. 

During our investigation, we heard from numerous sources about the seriousness of these issues. We 
therefore focused our investigation on the overall deterioration of the water system, the issues with 
backflow preventers, and the insufficient number of HA VO staff members certified in water treatment. 

The OSC letter also highlighted other issues of concern from the survey's observations, including 
HAVO's water collection and storage site not having a locked security gate, and berms around 
HAVO's water catchment ponds not being high enough to prevent runoff from a nearby road. We 
examined these concerns, as well as others brought to our attention during interviews. 

Deteriorated Water System 

HA VO, located on the island of Hawaii, has a rain shed water collection system that was first 
constructed in 1924, 8 years after the park was created (Attachments 3 and 4). The system originally 
relied solely on a roof catchment system where water drained from the roofs of rain sheds into 
redwood storage tanks. Between the 1930s and the 1950s, the park added an underground concrete 
reservoir, a pumphouse, and pipelines. Steel water tanks, a chlorination unit, a ground catchment pond, 
and a new rain shed were later installed. 
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The NPS Office of Public Health conducts yearly surveys of the drinking water at HAVO as well as 
other national parks (Attachment 5). The program is primarily staffed by commissioned officers 
detailed to NPS from the U.S. Public Health Service. 

On December 2, 2013, Public Health Service conducted an 
environmental health survey at HAVO (see Attachment 3). As part of his survey, he examined the 
park's water systems, wastewater systems, and food safety. His survey report highlighted numerous 
issues with HAVO's water systems, one of which was that the distribution system had recently 
experienced several major breaks, potentially due to its age. The survey report stated that HA VO 
needed to consider replacing the distribution system to prevent future breaks and save water, and that 
HAVO's water storage tanks had corrosion. 

As outlined in NPS Director's Order 83, NPS managers are required to "reduce the risk of waterborne 
disease and provide safe drinking water to employees, the visiting public, and park partners by 
assuring that drinking water systems are properly operated, maintained, monitored, and deficiencies 
promptly corrected" (Attachment 6). 

We interviewed the OSC whistleblower about the state ofHAVO's water system (Attachment 7). He 
stated that overall the system's infrastructure was "very dilapidated." The water system had 
distribution and pressure pumps that were critical to the system, he said, but they were failing and past 
their life expectancy. New high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipes had also been purchased years 
before to re lace existin i es, but had never been installed, he said. The whistleblower said that 
HA VO was aware of the water system issues but instead chose to fund 
issues of cultural or "natural" concern, such as endangered species. 

We interviewed - who conducted environmental health surveys at HAVO in February and 
December 2013 Attachment 8). During the December 2013 visit, he said, HAVO Civil Engineer and 

hosted him. When asked about his finding that HAVO's water 
distribution system had experienced recent major breaks and needed replacement, - said that 
waterline breaks were common in older water systems like the one at HAVO. He explained that if not 
repaired, these breaks could have a negative impact on the water supply, such as the introduction of 
dirt and contaminants. At the time of his survey, he said, HA VO staff indicated that replacing the 
distribution system had been discussed, but he did not know if further action had been taken. 

- acknowledged that he had found corrosion on the outsides of the water storage tanks 
(Figure I) and that the tanks had not been cleaned in recent years. He said that some of the water tanks 
at HAVO were being repainted at the time of his survey, and HAVO was planning to repaint the 
others. He said he also saw sediment buildup in the tanks, which was more of a maintenance issue than 
a health issue, and that this was common throughout the national park system. 
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Figure I. Corrosion on the exterior of a water storage tank. Source: Office of Inspector General (OIG). 

According to - he found nothing specific during his survey that would result in a risk to 
public health but he added that there were "always chances" that something could occur in a water 
system. - said that HA VO' s water distribution system needed to be upgraded and a few other 
issues conected, but he routinely observed similai· conditions in water systems among the parks he 
visited and surveyed. 

On March 2, 2015, we accompanied- as he hosted , U.S. Public Health 
Service, on the Office of Public Health's most recent environmental health survey at HA VO 
(Attachment 9). During his survey - noted some deficiencies and recommended improvements 
but stated that overall HA VO' s water system operations were good. 

During our investigation, we interviewed 10 cunent and former HA VO em lo ees and officials, who 
either worked in the pm·k' s or were 
- regm·ding the state of the park' s water system (Attachments 10 through 20). Many 
described the water distribution system as old deteriorated, and in need of replacement. Employees 
also confirmed the OSC whistleblower' s statement that replacement pipes had been purchased yem·s 
ago but never installed. 

We interviewed - who, in addition to being HA VO 's is a 
in the Public Health Service (see Attachment 17). He said that he served as the 
HA VO 's water system and prioritized projects involving the infrastructure. exp ame 
main water-related problem that HA VO needed to address was the replacement of the failing 
distribution system. The system was 30 yem·s old, he said, and was stressed finiher by the caustic 
environment created by the pai·k 's volcano. Efforts to adjust the water' s pH had damaged the inside of 
the system's pipes, and they were heavily tuberculated (filled with iron scale) (Figure 2). In addition, 
because the pipes were aboveground, many of the joints and valves were failing, he said. 
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Figure 2. An example of a tuberculated pipe at the park, although this particular pipe was not in use. Source: OIG. 

The water storage tanks at HAVO were also problematic, - said, because they had exceeded their 
life expectancy. A project to repair and repaint the tanks was underway, but would not be completed 
until approximately 2020. 

In 2013, - said, two leaks occurred after pipes in the system cracked. He explained that this was a 
problem because of the potential for cross-contamination. Because the system lost pressure when these 
cracks occurred, adjacent groundwater with bacter~mponents could have entered the system 
through the cracks. Before he arrived at HA VO in - said, his predecessor had replaced a 
portion of the water supply system; approximately 3,000 feet of pipe between the housing area and the 
research area was replaced with buried HDPE pipe. HDPE pipes left over from this project were 
stacked near the rain shed (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Stacks of unused pipes. Source: OIG. 

- stated that while the water system clearly needed repairs, it did not pose an imminent danger to 
health and safety. He noted that HA VO was competing with many other NPS facilities for funding. 
Given that any repairs to the distribution system would be made in phases, it would be many iiarn 
before the entire system could be replaced. The next phase might be funded in 201 7 he said. 
estimated that replacing the entire system all at once would cost approximately $4 million. 

- stated that HA VO's facilities manager was responsible for ensuring that water system 
deficiencies were coITected; this position had been vacant for 18 months and was being temp~ 
filled by acting managers, but a new hire for the position was set to staii work in April 2015. -
believed that the duration of the position vacancy had exacerbated problems with the water system. 

We interviewed HA VO Maintenance Mechanic , the of the pai·k 's water 
treatment and distribution systems (see Attachment 13). explained that the biggest issue with 
HA VO 's water system was that much of the galvanized stee piping was ve1y old and subject to 
coITosion inside. He said that it was also difficult to keep the necessaiy amount of chlorine, known as 
the "residual " in the tanks to prevent bacteria growth. He explained that he had to add a good deal of 
chlorine at the top of the water tanks in order for the bottom to have enough chlorine, which was 
problematic because chlorine tended to react with the metal in the pipes. 

- confumed that due to the age of the system, breaks were occuITing in the water lines, causing 
water to be lost. He said that HA VO employees fixed breaks as the breaks were discovered. Another 
problem, he said, was potential damage to the lai·ger 8-inch pipes when eaiihquakes occuITed. During 
ea1ihquakes he said, it was possible for the shaking to cause pipes to pull out of their sleeves and for 
bolts to break. 
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- said that replacing the piping system would be an expensive endeavor. He also mentioned the 
HDPE piping and valves HA VO had purchased saying that they were never installed due to funding 
issues and the need for permission to dig in the park. 

We interviewed- supe~ and Utilities , who 
had recently bec~cting- (see Attachment 15 . Accor mg to e aging 
pipeline was the most severe problem with HA VO 's drinking water. " It is to the point where we 're just 
one big eru.ihquake aw. from having a catastrophic failure on our pipelines because it hasn't been 
maintained," he said. said that eruihquakes happened at HA VO eve1y d~ one with a 
magnitude of around 7 could severely damage the water system. According to - the last major 
break or leak in the water system occuITed in approximately 2013. 

Like --stated that not having a pe1manent facilities manager to serve as an advocate for 
getting funding for necessruy projects was detrimental to his division. - said that there had been a 
"huge gap in leadership." He said that sinc~er facilities manager left, others 
had filled the position in an acting capacity,~ and himself. 

We interviewed- cuITently the ofNPS' Pacific West 

ii. who served at HA VO on detail as the acting facilities manager between- 2014 and 
2015 (see Attachment 16). She opined that the water system at HA VO was in a similar state 

p as those of other pru·ks in the Region. In general she said national pru·ks ' water systems were 
ve1y old required maintenance often and were ve1y expensive to replace. 

We also interviewed- who was the HA VO from - 2008 toll 2014 
(see Attachment 19). He said that water system con eterioration had always been an issue at 
the park. - who had left HA VO to work as the Yosemite National 
Park, said that NPS had a system-wide problem of antiquated water systems in its pru.·ks and that the 
HA VO water system was compru·able to those of other pru·ks . 

- recalled that HA VO purchased a lru·ge quantity of HDPE pipes prior to the Federal Government 
sequestration in 2011 to have ready in case project funds for pipe replacement became available over 
time. HA VO was able to replace one critical area of pipe but most of the pipes had been sitting unused 
due to an absence of funding. - said that he believed- knew about the unused pipes 
because she had seen staff moving them. 

- stated that the quality of the pai·k ' s water was good and that she was not awru·e of any 
problems regai·ding the water system (see Attachments 10 and 11). She acknowledged that HA VO did 
have older pipes but said that the steel tanks were in good shape, other than occasional conosion. She 
said that she was not awru·e of any new pipes that had been purchased but not installed. According to 
- HA VO had replaced some of the piping at one point, and it had submitted a work order to 
replace the rest in four phases. She said that the second phase of the pipe replacement, which was 
considered a "big-ticket item," was slotted to receive national funding from NPS between 2017 and 
2021. - explained that she had no control over the funding for such projects because they were 
fimded outside HA VO, adding that the NPS regional and national offices prioritized these projects and 
decided how to distribute funds . 

When asked if she could have done anything to ensure that the pipe replacement project was funded 
faster - stated that, sho1i of a catastrophic failure of the water system there was nothing she 
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could have done to make the project a higher priority. She also stated that if a dete1mination was ever 
made that HA VO needed to replace the entire water system at one time the cost would be substantial. 
- said that she would have received a copy of the December 2013 Office of Public Health 
survey report after it was issued, stating that the Maintenance Division n01mally addressed the issues 
identified in these surveys. Although the Office of Public Health did not check progress on its survey 
observations until the next survey, she said, the park continued to monitor issues and take corrective 
actions. She said that all of the issues identified in the December 2013 survey were being addressed in 
some way whether the project had been identified and developed or had actually obtained funding. 

- stated that HA VO 's Maintenance Division was severely underfunded with regard to personnel 
operatmg costs which she said was not unique to HA VO. She said that after sequestration began in 
2011 , all budget requests for base increases, which would have been applied to staffmg levels, were 
cut. Since this time, she said, funding the Maintenance Division had been HA VO's highest priority. 
She stated that HA VO was set to receive a $300,000 base increase this year, and the money had been 
earmarked for hiring seasonal staff. 

- provided the following inf01mation outlining the appropriated funding that HA VO has 
received and the Maintenance Division portion from fiscal years (FYs) 2012 to 2015 (Figure 4). She 
said that in addition to this money, the Maintenance Division n01mally received another $1 million 
from other funding sources each year. 

Funding Category FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 

HAVO Total $7,407,600 $6,886,145 $7, 156,440 $7,422,487 

Maintenance 
$2,064,795 $1,833,773 $2,039,296 $2, 113,700 

Division's Portion 

Figure 4. HAVO's appropriated funding, FY s 2012 to 2015. 

- denied favoring cultural or natural projects at HA VO over maintenance projects. She said that 
HA VO had some discretion over which projects to propose for funding from fees collected by the 
park, which had to be approved at the NPS regional and national level. She acknowledged that 
maintenance projects were not often fimded with this money because the Maintenance Division had 
access to funds that other programs did not. She said that museum exhibits and trails projects were 
examples of project types that had received money from park fee collection. 

Backflow Preventers 

According to NPS Reference Manual 83A2, piping systems with "cross connections"-that is, piping 
arrangements where potable and nonpotable water may connect-could create "back.flow" 
(Attachment 21). Back.flow in a water system occurs when a loss of pressure in the system causes the 
reversal of the water' s flow; in pipe systems where potable and nonpotable waters may connect, 
back.flow can cause contaminated or nonpotable water to be drawn into drinking water. NPS 's policy 
states that water service to any premises must be discontinued if a back.flow prevention assembly is not 
in place where required, and backflow preventers must be inspected at least once a year by a celiified 
inspector. According to the OSC whistleblower, HA VO 's water system did not have back.flow 
preventers, and no one at the park was trained in back.flow prevention (see Attachment 7). 
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The NPS Office of Public Health's December 2013 survey noted that HAVO's backflow preventers 
were not being tested annually by a certified inspector (see Attachment 3). The survey also noted that 
the sprinkler system at HAVO's Jaggar Museum did not have a backflow preventer, and the park's 
Volcano Observatory did not have the specific type ofbackflow preventer required for the facility. 

- stated that at the time of the survey, HAVO did have backflow preventers (Figure 5), but no 
one on staff was certified to inspect them annually (see Attachment 8). In addition, HAVO had no 
documentation to show that the assemblies were being inspected. He explained that mos~ not 
have staff certified for backflow systems, so they contracted out the annual inspections. - said 
that to the best of his knowledge, all locations at HA VO that required backflow assemblies had them in 
place, aside from the museum, which needed one to keep stagnant water from the sprinkler system 
from getting into the drinking water. 

Figure 5. An example of the backflow preventers at HAVO. Source: OIG. 

During our interviews with HAVO facilities and maintenance staff, we were informed that the park 
did, in fact, have the required backflow preventers in all areas but two-the sprinkler system at the 
Jaggar Museum and at the Volcano Observatory (see Attachments 13, 15, 17, and 19). In addition, we 
were informed that there had been at least ~period between when the previous backflow 
preventer inspector left the park and when - became certified to do the work. While not all staff 
believed these issues constituted a safety hazard, the consensus was that the devices needed to be 
installed and inspected. 

During his interview, - explained that HA VO had 11 reduced-pressure backflow preventers and 
a double-check valve (another type ofbackflow prevention device) installed at various points in its 
water system (see Attachment 13). He confirmed that HAVO's Jaggar Museum did not have the 
required backflow preventer. He said that this was not an imminent safety threat to the public, but it 
would be "bad PR" for HA VO if a drinking fountain at the park were to begin "putting out black 
water." 
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- also mentioned the Volcano Observatory's laborato1y. He said that the potential for chemical 
contamination existed there because, although the faucets themselves had siphon breaks to prevent 
back:flow, the lab did not have the reduced-pressure back:flow preventer that the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) required. Again, he said this did not necessarily represent an imminent 
threat to public health, but there was a potential risk to users of the water. 

- did not know who was testing the back:flow preventers before he staited doing so in 20I4, nor 
dicfheknow where the records of such tests would be kept. He said that when he tested the back:flow 
preventers, they were in good condition. 

During his interview, . acknowledged that the 2013 smvey observation about back.flow preventers 
had taken a long time for the park to address (see Attachment 17). He agreed that it was a requirement 
that back.flow preventers be in place, and it was a "failure" for HA VO not to have one. He stated, 
however that the back:flow issues were "not a grave concern" because the water was tested continually 
for bacteria. 

- also ackn~d that HA VO did not have~ecords of annual back:flow inspections that 
occurred before--was certified to do them. - said that HA VO was CUITently adopting a 
cross-connection control program, which would list all of the back.flow preventers and identify their 
annual inspection requirements as required by NPS Reference Manual 83Al. He also stated that the 
back:flow preventer issues at the observatory and museum would be addressed by July 20I5. 

- confumed that HA VO was "written up" in the December 2013 survey for the back.flow 
preventer issue (see Attachment I5). He believed that a fo1mer HA ~oyee named 
had held a back.flow ce1tification, but- retired the year before - obtained his certification 
in 2014. According to - HA VO had no records that had conducted the annual reviews of 
back:flow preventers. The period of time that elapsed be leaving and - being 
certified may have been about a year to a year and a half stated. 

According to - samples of the park's water went to the State of Hawaii Department of Health 
twice a month for bacteria testing. He recalled one sample from HA VO that was "suspect," so another 
sample was taken which came back clear. - believed the first sample may have been 
contaminated from dust in the air. 

- stated that when he was the at HA VO he knew that the absence of a 
back:flow preventer could potentially be a safety issue (see Attachment I9). He said that the need for a 
back:flow preventer at the observatory was a high enough priority that a project was initiated for it. He 
stated, however, that the issue was never brought up to him as a major public health and safety 
concern, nor was he told that the installation had to happen immediately. Regarding the lapse in 
back:flow preventer testing between- retirement and - certification he acknowledged 
that HA VO had not met this requirement. 

We asked - why the back.flow preventer issues highlighted in the December 20I3 sUivey had 
not been addressed (see Attachment I I). - said she had been told that the equipment to fix the 
problem had been ordered, but she was not sure when this occUITed. She explained that other projects 
outlined in the survey were deemed a higher priority than the backflow preventers, including painting 
the water tanks to prevent c01rnsion and replacing the distribution system pipes. She said that no one 
had brought up the back:flow preventer issues as a major safety problem that needed to be immediately 
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addressed, aside from it appearing in the survey. She said that if the issues had to be fixed right away 
and the Office of Public Health had communicated this, the park would have made them a higher 
priority. 

We interviewed , an environmental health specialist with the State of 
Hawaii Department of Health, who assisted the park with its bimonthly testing for bacteria 
(Attachment 22). She said that since she began working at the Department of Health in 2003, the test 
results for HA VO had never come back positive for any bacteria. 

Insufficient Water Treatment Certifications 

According to NPS Reference Manual 83Al, all parks that operate public drinking water systems must 
have certified operators as required by the parks' primacy agency (Attachment 23). Parks must also 
designate backup operators who have adequate training and skills to operate the system when the 
primary operator is not available. The manual also recommends equivalent backup operator 
certification and training, and equivalent certification of backups may be required by primacy agencies. 

Four levels of certification, with progressively higher degrees of responsibility, are attainable for 
operators of water treatment systems and water distribution systems. While the NPS Office of Public 
Health December 2013 survey did not reference any issues with HAVO water system operators' 
certifications, the OSC whistleblower stated that individuals listed on the survey as having specific 
certifications to operate the water treatment and water distribution systems did not hold those 
certificates (see Attachments 2, 3, and 7). The whistleblower also stated that - was HAVO's 
only water treatment plant operator with a Level 2 certification, which was the minimum certification 
needed to adjust the water's chlorine levels. He said that - had no backup when he was off duty. 

The December 2013 survey listed the following HAVO employees as having water system 
certifications: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Water Treatment Level 1 
Water Treatment Level 1 
Water Treatment Level 1, Water Distribution Level 1 
Water Treatment Level 2, Water Distribution Level 4 
Water Treatment Level 1 

According to HA VO staff, water treatment plant operators with a Level 1 certification are authorized 
to test chlorine residuals, and those with a Level 2 certification can test the residuals and also adjust the 
chlorine levels in the water through a meter (see Attachments 12, 13, and 17). We were informed that 
although the State only required one HA VO employee to have a Level 2 water treatment plant operator 
certification, HA VO has had problems ensuring the drinking water is being tested and treated every 
day without having another Level 2-certified employee, as well as more employees with Level 1 
certifications. Numerous staff members informed us about a 2013 incident in which a scheduling 
miscommunication caused 8 nonconsecutive days to go by without anyone testing and adjusting the 
water's chlorine levels to ensure that the water was safe to drink (Attachment 24, and see Attachments 
12, 13, 15, 17, 18, and 20). We were not informed of any problems with HAVO having enough staff 
with water distribution system certifications. 
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During our investigation, HA VO facilities and maintenance staff, as well as officials with the State of 
Hawaii Department of Health, also confirmed that--and - did not have water 
treatment certifications (Attachment 25, and see Attachments 12 through 15, 17). We asked park staff, 
including - w~ames were included on the survey as having certifications, but it 
remains unclear how - obtained this information. 

, a compliance engineer with the Safe Drinking Water Branch of the Hawaii State 
Department of Health (HAVO's primacy agency for water issues), explained that the water treatment 
plant at HA VO was classified as a Class 2 plant and the water distribution system as a Class 2 system 
(see Attachment 25). Based on these characteristics, HA VO was required by the State to have at least 
one water treatment plant operator with a Level 2 certification and one Level 2 distribution system 
operator. - provided a position paper from the Department of Health supporting this 
(Attachment 26). 

- said that - was directly responsible for managing HAVO's water system, and she 
confirmed that he held a current Level 2 certification in water treatment plant operations and a Level 4 
in water distribution system operations ~ 27). - also said that Vehicle Operator II 
-and another HA VO employee, - ' held Level 1 water treatment plant operator 
certifications, and that - held a Level 1 distribution system operator certification (Attachments 
28 and 29). 

- said that HA VO met all water-related certification requirements imposed by the State. She 
further explained that the State did not~ additional certifications for employees acting in a 
"b~apacity, and that as long as - remained in the State of Hawaii, other~rs, such 
as - could manage and operate the water system under - direction. If- left the 
State for any period of time, however, HA VO needed to have a backup with a Level 2 certification in 
water treatment plant operations. - said that, based on his certifications, - was permitted 
to make daily process-control decisions related to the water system. 

During his interview, - acknowledged that--and - did not hold Level 1 water 
treatment certifications, although the survey reported that they did (see Attachment 17). He did not 
know how these names came to be included in the survey. He said that those individuals had attended 
training that qualified them to take an examination for the Level 1 certification, but at the time of the 
survey, none had passed the actual exam. 

- stated that - as a Level 2 water treatment plant operator, could adjust the chemical 
~ion pum~lorinated the water, but - who only had a Level 1 certification, could not. 
- felt that - and - were doing a good job producing potable water at the park; 
however, the incident in 2013 where the chlorine testing was not being done was a "red flag." _ 
stated that during this incident, the chlorine residual level was unknown, and if the residual got too 
low, the bacteria in the water would not be destroyed. He said that although he did not believe the 
incident created a major health issue due to the general quality of the water at HAVO, the gap in 
testing was cause for concern. He said there was a "clear indication" that something was not being 
managed correctly. 

We also interviewed of the Engineering Section, Safe Drinking 
Water Branch, Hawaii State Department of Health (Attachment 30). He said that he was aware of the 
2013 gap in the daily water testing at HA VO. He explained that the risk of a water-testing gap was that 
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a contaminant could possibly enter the water system undetected. In response to the 2013 incident, 
- said, he reviewed HA VO 's water data both before and after the gap and determined that it 
~esult in any hann to the park's water supply. He said that he notified HA VO of his finding and 
that he considered the matter closed. 

- stated that he and - were licensed to mix the chlorine and test rei!s'duals see 
Attachment 13). - ex la.ined that he had a chaii for - to follow, so could do 
what was neede~ was not available to help~e explained that e ve~ 
from HA VO and had his cell phone number if the readings showed problems with the water. 

We asked - ifhe had ever been fai· away from work or unavailable to supervise the water 
treatment. He explained the 2013 gap in testing ~in August or September 2013 , he had gone 
to a - on the U.S. mainland and then had - , so he was unexpectedly away from work 
for 2 weeks. During that time, he said, there were periods where no chlorine readings were taken 
nobody was testing the water's turbidity (that is, the amount of paiiicles in the water), and the system 
was running automatically with nobody monitoring it (Attachment 31). - stated, however, that 
enough residual chlorine was in the water system during this time for the water to still be drinkable. 

- said that after these scheduling issues occuned, the Maintenance Division created a schedule 
where employees would note their leave and availability (see Attachment 13). Nevertheless, he said, if 
there were a medical ~cy and he and- were both out for an extended period the pai·k 
would be "screwed_" _ said that he had asked for more ceitified operators who could step in as 
backups, but other HA VO employees did not want to obtain the ce1iifications because doing so would 
require a great ainount of effo1i but yield no additional compensation. 

We interviewed- who stated that he nonnall conducted work related to the park's water 
~s on weekends and holidays, when was off (see Attachment 12). According to 
- the only difference between an was that - could adjust the chlorine 
solution meter and he could not. stated, however that he sometimes prepai·ed the solution. 
When asked what he did when was a.way and the meter had to be adjusted, - said that 
normally - had everything ready for him, so he had no need to touch the meter. 

- believed that not enough people at the pai·k were ce1iified to treat and operate HA VO 's water 
system, and he believed that more pai·k staff would be interested in obtaining certifications if they 
received an increase in pay. He stated that the certification exain was not easy. 

When asked about the 20 l~ chlorine residual testing, ~d that he actually found the 
gaps in the logbook when- was out sick. He believe~ wa~ible for the 
scheduling incident explaining that - had never inf01med anyone that - was sick. 

- acknowledged that in 2013, HA VO had to report to the State that it did not have water operator 
coverage for a.period of time (see Attachment 15). He said that the gap occuned because ofa 
miscommunication about which of the operators would be unavailable. According to - ifthe park 
had to treat water and - was not available or there was an emergency, HA VO would be able to 
contract the work out, but the pai·k had enough water storage capacity to keep going for up to 30 days. 

- also stated that the exain to become a certified operator was difficult to pass. He said that 
HA VO was sending staff to refresher classes and offering practical experience so that staff could take 
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and pass the exam, but at that time, none had been able to pass it. - said that he had not 
considered obtaining the certifications himself because he was close to retirement age. 
- and - both stated that, in addition to the incident in 2013, other gaps in testing had 
occurred. When we first spoke to - he said that he had been asked to fill in false numbers on 
the chlorine residual logs for a missed day, when no test had actually been performed. He initially 
declined to name who asked him to do this, fearing "backlash." When we contacted him again about 
this issue, he stated that - had occasionally asked him to "write something in" in the logbook 
when a test had not been performed, but he always refused. 

During his interview, - denied directing anyone to write in a test result when no test had been 
taken, stating that this would be considered "falsification ofrecords" (see Attachment 15). He said that 
there was no reason to falsify test results because if a gap occurred, the park would "just report it" to 
the State. 

We also asked - if he had ever been asked to falsify a logbook entry, and he said he had not (see 
Attachment 13). He acknowledged that he had seen blank entries in the logbook upon returning from 
leave, which indicated a gap in testing, but he had never heard of anyone being asked to falsify test 
data in the logbook. 

Other Water Issues 

In addition to the deterioration of the water system, the backflow preventer issues, and the certification 
issues, the following problems were brought to our attention during our investigation. 

Water Tank Hatch Issues 

During his interview, the OSC whistleblower stated that he had seen pictures of open or improperly 
sealed hatches on the tops of potable water tanks (see Attachment 7). He believed that this left the 
tanks vulnerable to rats getting in. HA VO staff later informed us that when the hatches were fixed, 
they were sealed improperly with silicone (see Attachments 12 and 13). 

According to - when new hatches were being installed on one of the tanks, the contractor did 
not install gaskets in the hatches, which left the tanks vulnerable to contamination-a condition, he 
said, that lasted approximately 9 months (see Attachment 13). He said that he reported this issue to 
- who was overseeing the contractor, but - wanted to use the issue as "leverage" with the 
contractor. Eventually, he said, the contractor returned and repaired the hatches, but the hatches were 
sealed with silicone, which was not approved for that purpose (Figure 6). He explained that silicone 
could also contaminate the water in the tanks. 
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Figure 6. An access hatch sealed with silicone (visible on the lower right edge of the hatch's frame). Source: OIG. 

- said he knew that there were openings between the hatch frames and the top of the tank from 
November 2013 until August 2014, and explained that a contractor had not installed gaskets in the 
hatches (see Attachment 17). He explained that disputes arose with the contractor over a =re order, 
the contractor walked off the job, and the improperly installed hatches did not get fixed. - did not 
believe that the issue was serious because the park's rainwater, which was known to have zero 
bacteriological component, could only enter the openings in small quantities. He said the openinL.. 
themselves were small-perhaps big enough for mice or insects to get through. When we asked_ 
why the issue was not fixed right away, he stated: "It was not a concern." He said that when the State 
Department of Health found out about the issue, he was contacted, and he ensured that the openings 
were fixed within a day or two. 

We asked - about the reports that the silicone used to seal the hatches was not safe, and he replied 
that silicone was not a contaminant, and using it as a temporary sealant was a nonissue. When asked, 
he acknowledged that he tried to use the hatch issue as leverage during disputes with the contractor, 
telling the contractor: "There is a serious concern here .... You need to get back on site and get this 
work done." 

On July 17, 2014, the State of Hawaii Department of Health, Safe Drinking Water Branch, conducted a 
sanitary survey at HA VO and noted the openings between the hatch frame and the roof of the water 
tank (Attachment 32). - explained that these openings could allow the introduction of foreign 
materials into the stored water (see Attachment 30). When informed that HAVO reportedly used 
silicone to correct the deficiency, he said that he did not consider this to be a problem because the 
silicone was on top of the tank and thus was not in direct contact with the drinking water supply. 

Water Site Security Gate 

The February 5, 2015 letter from OSC to Secretary Jewell noted that the December 2013 Office of 
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Public Health survey found that HAVO's water collection and storage site had no locked security gate 
around it (see Attachment 2). 

- stated that public health consultants always recommended that water collection and storage 
sites be secured, but he did not know whether security was required by regulations (see Attachment 8). 

- stated that there was a lockable security gate around the water collection and storage site, but it 
was kept open during the day and was only locked at night (see Attachment 17). He said that he would 
prefer to have an automated security gate to keep unauthorized people out of the area, and explained 
that he asked - to include that issue in the December 2013 survey because he wanted to 
obtain funding for the project. 

- said that an automated gate was set to be installed at the water collection site in FY 2015 (see 
Attachment 11 ). 

Raw Water Ponds 

The letter from OSC to Secretary Jewell noted that the December 2013 survey found that berms 
surrounding HAVO's water catchment ponds were not high enough to prevent runoff from a nearby 
road from entering the ponds (see Attachment 2). 

- stated that while driving around the water collection ponds at HA VO during his December 
2013 survey, he noted that water from the road was splashing into the ponds (see Attachment 8). He 
did not know if these berms had a recommended or required height, but he said that water entering the 
ponds meant that more chemicals would be needed to treat the water before it could be distributed. His 
report recommended that HA VO raise the berms to a height that would prevent the introduction of 
water from the roadway. 

During - survey in March 2015, - stated that the berms around the pond were now 6 inches 
high to address this concern (see Attachment 9). The pond's liner would be replaced in the next few 
months, he said, at which point 8-inch berms would be installed. 

Wastewater System Operator 

The letter from OSC to Secretary Jewell also noted that the December 2013 survey found that HAVO 
did not have a certified wastewater operator (see Attachment 2). 

None of the people we asked about this matter believed that HAVO was required to have an employee 
certified in wastewater operations, given that the function was contracted out (see Attachments 15 and 
17). 

With regard to HAVO's wastewater collection and treatment requirements, - said that the 
park did have wastewater collection systems, in the form of several small septic tanks, but did not have 
any wastewater treatment operations (Attachment 33). He explained that HA VO held a discharge 
permit for wastewater collection pursuant to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System and 
was therefore required to conform to any certifications required by the State of Hawaii (as EPA's 
primacy agency). He did not believe that the State of Hawaii required someone at HAVO to be 
certified in wastewater collection. 
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- also refened to NPS Reference Manual 83Bl , "Wastewater Systems," which he said 
required ce1tifications in wastewater only when the State required one; in the absence of a State 
requirement, the manual recommended that someone be "adequately trained" to operate the system. He 
said that he interpreted this to mean that HA VO should have someone on staff who was generally 
knowledgeable of the park's wastewater systems; that is, someone who knew where the septic tanks 
were located knew how to access them, and knew how to determine if the~ded to be serviced. 
- said that he believed HA VO met this recommendation because - had clearly 
~ted that he was knowledgeable about HA VO's septic systems. 

DISPOSITION 

We are providing a copy of this repo1t to the Secreta.iy of the Interior for any action deemed 
appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Febma.iy 23, 2015 memorandum from to Ma.iy Kendall. 
2. Februa.iy 5, 2015 letter from the Office of Special Counsel to Secreta.iy Jewell. 
3. December 2013 NPS Office of Public Health survey. 
4. Historic American Engineering Record on HA VO water collection system. 
5. NPS Office of Public Health website information page. 
6. NPS Director' s Order 83. 
7. IAR - Interview of OSC whistleblower on Febma.iy 23 2015. 
8. IAR-Interview of- on Febma.iy 25, 2015. 
9. IAR- Site Visit of HA VO Water Distribution System on Ma.i·ch 3 2015. 
10. IAR - Interview of on Ma.i·ch 4 2015. 
11. IAR - Interview of on Ma.i·ch 26 2015. 
12. IAR-Interview of 
13 . IAR - Interview of 
14. IAR-Interview of 
15. IAR-Interview of 
16. IAR - Interview of 
17. IAR - Interview of 
18. IAR - Inte1viewof onMarch6 2015. 
19. IAR - Interview of on Ma.i·ch 10, 2015. 
20. IAR-Interview of on March 5 2015. 
21. NPS Reference Manual 83A2. 
22. IAR- Inte1view of- on Ma.i·ch 9, 2015. 
23. NPS Reference Man~ 
24. Chlorine residual lo~ntries showing gaps in testing. 
25 . IAR- Inte1view of--on Ma.i·ch 5, 2015. 
26. Position a er from the Hawaii Depa.iiment of Health. 
27. Copy of ce1iifications. 
28. Copy of ce1iifications. 
29. Copy of ce1tifications. 
30. IAR- Inte1view of- on Ma.i·ch 5, 2015. 
31. IAR- Site Visit of HA VO Water Distribution System on Ma.i·ch 9 2015 . 
32. July 17, 2014 Hawa~ent of Health sanita.iy smvey. 
33. IAR - Inte1view of- on March 24 2015. 
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Title 
Potential Lobbying of- of CNMI by 
USGS Em lo ee 
Reporting Office 
Program Integ1ity Division 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
Ol-Pl-15-0403-1 

Report Date 
September 3, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

We initiated this investigation based upon a complaint from 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), that , USGS solicited 

, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI), to use his -
) influence to obtain funding for seismic and volcanic monitoring at Pagan Island. 

Our investi ation detennined that received a letter of reprimand by USGS on - , 
2015, from , USGS, for engaging in unauthorized soliciting 
of an elected official by sending an email to . After a review of the reprimand and the 
suppo1iing documentation we detennined the USGS took the appropriate action. We closed this case 
without fmiher action. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation based upon a complaint from 
U.S. Geological Surve SGS , regarding an email sent by 

USGS, to of the Commonwealth of e Nort em Manana Islands 
(CNMI). chment 1 and 2), who provided a copy of the email, 
dated Februruy 1, 2015, in w c allegedly solicitedll to use his influence to obtain 
funding for seismic and volcanic monitoring at Pagan Island (Attachment 3). 

After receiving - complaint we leruned that - had received an official written 
reprimand from ~ding the email (Attachment 4). We reviewed a copy of the letter of 

Re ortin Official!Iitle Signature 
/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~ Official/Title Signature 
- / ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: 96Cl 66DEAA32238051B28CF0359E235E 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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reprimand dated- , 2015, in which - was reprimande~g in unauthorized 
solicitin of an elected official. The letter of reprimand was prepared by - supervisor Dr. 

, USGS. - noted in the letter of reprimand that 
email to cited a "lack of necessaiy fun~roperly conduct a volcano 

monitorin ·o ·am at Pagan continues to be a problem." - noted that although not stated 
ex licitl , email gave the appeai·ance of inappropnate so=r of an elected official and 

use of the word "we" inferred that he -·e resented USGS. _ credited- with 
su rmttmg a written apology for his actions which used as a mitigatmg factor in~g the 
appropriate penalty. 

On June 18, 2015 - sent an email to OIG investigators in which he provided an explanation 
for his actions (Attachment 5) . He explained that USGS and CNMI were formal collaborative 
partners in the monitoring effmis on Pagan Island and other volcanoes throughout CNMI. Fmiher, he 
stated that USGS had worked closely with CNMI - ~ointees and staff in an 

-

em t to establish and maintain viable volcano monitoring. - said that his email to 
was intended to reflect on their accomplishments dming a recent visit to CNMI and 

s for futme visits. - explained that it was not his intent to ask for funding from 
. Additionally he said that while his email was not~upervisors a violation 

mmunications, it was not his intent to solicit or lobby -

SUBJECT 

, U.S. Geological Survey 

DISPOSITION 

This investigation is closed in the files of this office. No fmiher investigative action is required or 
anticipated. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. 29, 2015. 
2. on May 29, 2015. 
3. Email from to te Febmaiy 1, 2015. 
4. Official Le~ dated 2015. 
5. Email from - , dated Jtme 18, 2015. 
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Case Title 
et al. 

Reporting Office 
Herndon, VA 
Report Subject 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
OI-VA-13-0215-I 
Report Date 
April 22, 2014 

Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

The Office of Inspector General investigated a complaint concerning former 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (FWS) Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration r 
complainant alleged that - with the approval ofWSFR 
contacted a potential contractor, Paladin Data Systems Corporation, during the bidding phase of an 
FWS contract to develop the Wildlife Tracking and Report Actions for the Conservation 2 ecies 
(Wildlife TRACS), a tracking system for WSFR grantees. According to the complainant, .. 
discussed Paladin's bid presentation with Paladin employees, allowi- the company to adjust its bid to 
better suit FWS' needs. The complainant also alleged that . and wanted to award funds to 
Paladin in order to gain political influence with Congress and obtain appropriations. 

FWS awarded Paladin a delivery order for the Wildlife TRACS project in February 2010 and a 
contract to develop the public component of Wildlife TRACS (Public TRACS) in September 2011. 
During our investigation, we found evidence that . and Paladin worked together to develop the 
statement of work that FWS used in the request for proposal for the Public TRACS contract. We also 
found evidence that . discussed Paladin's bid presentation with Paladin employees during the 
solicitation phase of the Public TRACS procurement. . and - who acted as procurement 
officials during the award of FWS contracts to Paladin, admitted that they accepted meals and small e from company employees, even though Paladin, as an FWS contractor, was a prohibited source . 
.. also admitted that the Public TRACS solicitation was written in a way that limited the number of 
potential vendors for the project, and both ackno- led ed giving preferential treatment to Paladin. We 
did not substantiate the allegation that . and were involved in awarding funds to Paladin 
with the intention of gaining political influence or appropriations. 

~fficial/Title 

-- I Special Agent 

~fficial/Title 

-- I Special Agent in Charge 

Signature 

Signature 
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Case Number: OI-VA-13-0215-1 

BACKGROUND 

The Wildlife Tracking and Repo1t Actions for the Conservation of Species (Wildlife TRACS) system 
is a web-based reporting and decision suppoli tool. It is used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 's 
(FWS) Wildlife and Spo1t Fish Restoration Program (WSFR) to collect data from grantees and track 
the perf01mance of Federal grant programs that provide funds for natural resomce conservation. 

Wildlife TRACS consists of two main components Data TRACS and Public TRACS. Data TRACS is 
the Federal system of record for WSFR project rep01ting and tracking including project descriptions 
and requirements, and Public TRACS makes selected info1mation from Data TRACS available for 
public viewing. FWS awarded a delivery order (no. 98210AX072) to Paladin Data Systems 
Corporation for the Wildlife TRACS project in Febrnaiy 2010 and a contrnct (no. Fl 1PC00404) to 
develop Public TRACS in September 2011 (Attachment 1). 

Relevant Federal Regulations 

The following Federal regulations ai·e relevant to this case: 

• 5 C.F.R. § 2635.101 (b )(8) states: "Employees shall act impaitially and not give preferential 
treatment to any private organization or individual." 

• 5 C.F.R. § 2635.202(a)(l) states: " [A]n employee shall not directly or indirectly, solicit or 
accept a gift [f]rom a prohibited source." (A prohibited source is defined in 5 C.F.R. § 
2635.203(d) as a person or organization that " [i]s seeking official action by the employee's 
agency" or that "[d]oes business or seeks to do business with the employee 's agency.") 

• Executive Order 12731 , Section 101 , "Principles of Ethical Conduct for Government Officers 
and Employees," states that employees must attempt to avoid any actions that Inight create the 
appearance that they are violating the law or ethical standards. 

• The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 3.101-1 states: "Government business shall be 
conducted in a manner above reproach and, except as authorized by statute or regulation, with 
complete impartiality and with preferential treatment for none." 

• FAR 9.505-2(b)(l) states: "If a contractor prepai·es or assists in prepai·ing, a work statement to 
be used in competitively acquiiing a system or services--0r provides material leading directly, 
predictably and without delay to such a work statement-that contractor may not supply the 
system, major components of the system, or the services unless (i) It is the sole source· (ii) It 
has paiticipated in the development and design work; or (iii) More than one contractor has been 
involved in prepai·ing the work statement." 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

1• retired from FWS on- 201 3. FWS rehired him 
reporting date o~~Attachment 2). 
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According to the complainant,. and- wanted to award funds to Paladin in order to gain 
political influence with Congress and obtain appropriations. 

Delivery Order To Develop What Became the Prototype of Wildlife TRACS 

FWS awarded a delivery order to Paladin on February 4, 2010, valued at $259,855.79, to develop what 
became the prototype of Wildlife TRACS. Paladin was to provide IT expertise to help WSFR analyze 
requirements for, configure, and evaluate a prototype of a web-accessible, map-based information 
management and decision support tool (see Attachment 1). Work performed under the delivery order 
was essentially the early phase of the development of Wildlife TRACS. 

In May and September 2010, at WSFR's request, FWS modified the delivery order by a total of 
$255,707.82, brin in the obli ation to $515,563.61. Then, in an email dated October 20, 2010,. 
wrote to Paladin on the subject of another modification, stating: "I think 
we can get [Paladin] another $300k" (Attachment 3). 

Our review of the contract file showed that WSFR did try to modify the delivery order again. The 
modification was prevented on December 1, 2010, by an FWS contracting officer, who determined that 
Paladin was working outside the scope of the delivery order based on the speed at which the funding 
was being spent and the fact that the re uirements had chan ed from the original statement of work 
(Attachment 4). -' Paladin's confirmed that Paladin had been 
working outside the scope of the order (Attachment 5). He said that Paladin lost approximately 
$330,000 because the modification was not approved. 

A review of travel records revealed that 2 weeks later, on December 14, 2010,. and- made a 
~trip to Seattle, WA, to attend an "emergency meeting" with Paladin (Attachment 6). Although 
- said he could not recall the specific purpose of the meeting, he admitted that a new contract for 
the same project had been discussed (Attachments 7 and 8). He confirmed that at the time of the trip 
he had wanted to continue the Wildlife TRACS project with Paladin as the contractor. 

Contract To Develop the Public TRACS Component of Wildlife TRACS 

• explained that in early 2011 FWS explored, but ultimately did not pursue, the idea of issuing a 
sole-source award to Paladin for a new contract (Attachment 9). Instead, FWS decided that the 
contract would be awarded competitively. Al~h this investigation did not determine exactly how 
FWS decided against the sole-source option, .. said it had been clear that a sole-source award might 
have been fraught with political difficulties and would have been no less complicated than a 
competitive award. 

We examined- Government laptop to see if he had communicated with Paladin during the early 
stages of the contract development. Our review revealed a document titled "State Wildlife Grants 
Program," which was created by "Paladin Data" on April 17, 2011, and last modified by'- on 
April 21, 2011(Attachment10). We could not determine what modifications. made to the 
document, but when we compared this document to the statement of work used in FWS' solicitation 
for vendor proposals for the Public TRACS system, we found that the two were essentially identical. 
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possible (Attachment 11). - remembered that he pe1f01med research and "had some thoughts" 
about potential language for a statement of work. 

On June 7 2011 , the FWS solicitation was posted to Fed.BizOpps.gov (see Attachment 1). The 
response date for interested vendors was June 20, 2011 . Only one vendor Paladin, submitted a 
proposal. 

In a June 29, 2011 email to an FWS contracting officer • wrote that once Paladin was selected as 
the contractor, wanted to be directly involved in the price negotiation (Attachment 12 . 
continued that wanted to hold the price negotiation at Paladin 's headquaiiers and that 
was "absolutely ms1stent on this." . later wrote to - that and another WSFR emp oyee 
would "take the first crack" at the price negotiation, even though would not have had the 
authority to communicate with a contractor or to negotiate pricing Attachment 13). - recalled 
that he wanted to be involved in the price negotiation to show that he wanted the contract with Paladin 
to happen, because he did not wish to sta11 from scratch with a different vendor (see Attachments 7 and 
8). 

On September 1, 2011 FWS awai·ded the contract to Paladin for a base yeai· and 4 option yeai·s (see 
Attachment 1). The base awai·d was valued at $393 ,983 . 

Our review of the contract file revealed that WSFR chose to incrementally fund the contract through 
modifications. On September 21 , 2011 , a contract modification added $450,000 in funding to the 
awai·d, making the cumulative award total $843 983 . Over the next 15 months, the contract was 
modified five more times, making the total obligation $2, 740 833.96. FWS last modified the contract 
on Se tember 9 2013, increasin the total funding to $3 006,034.96. Dming his interview WSFR 

insinuated that . had been pushing requests for 
modifications through contracting while bypassing the Budget Administration office (Attachment 14). 

Preferential Treatment Toward Paladin 

Although- did not admit to any specific instances of preferential treatment, he and . both 
admitted that they gave Paladin preferential treatment between the end of the delive1y order and the 
awai·d of the Public TRACS contract (see Attachments 7 8 and 9). - said that after the FWS 
contracting officer told them that the delivery order with Paladin could not be modified ftniher, he 
"absolutely" wanted Paladin to be awarded a contract so that he did not have to sta1i the Wildlife 
TRACS project over with a different contractor. He said his goal had been a cohesive data system 
"built by the same developer." 

• admitted that when FWS was still considering issuing Paladin a sole-source contract awai·d for 
the project, he wrote a sole-source justification document and shai·ed it with Paladin. The document 
included content that was eventually included in the Public TRACS request for proposal solicitation . 
.. ex- ained that looking back at how the sole-source justification was developed, it was clear that 
~nd wanted to continue working with Paladin . 

• also said that the Public TRACS statement of work and contrnct requirements were not changed 
when it was decided that the contract solicitation would be competitive (Attachment 15). He said that 
after the delive1y order expired, he communicated regulai·ly with Paladin and shai·ed the statement of 
work and specifics about the contract requirements. When we asked - ifhe had been aware that 
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• was collaborating with Paladin to develop the Public TRACS statement of work, he admitted 
being fairly ce1iain he knew at the time that "that type of stuff" had happened (see Attachments 7 and 
8). 

Finally, .. acknowledged that the Public TRACS solicitation was written in a way that limited the 
number cl'Pc>tential vendors for the project (see Attachment 9). He admitted that if ce1iain language 
had been removed from the solicitation, WSFR would probably have received more offers. 

This investigation did not substantiate the allegation that . and - wanted to award funds to 
Paladin so that they might gain political influence or appropriations. 

Meals and Gifts From Paladin to FWS Employees Before the Contract Was Awarded 

- and . recalled attending the cookout at roperty in August 2010 (see Attachments 7, 
8, and 9). The cookout took place dming a trip that described as a "full-time sit-down" to lay 
out the progress Paladin had made while working un er e delive1y order; - said they spent at 
least 2 days systematically going through the Wildlife TRACS project to ensure that Paladin was 
providing the service WSFR was paying for. 

• admitted that he and- were "treated" to the cookout. - confirmed that there was also 
beer and wine at the event some of which was provided by FWS employees. In an email to OIG,111 
said that Paladin provided hotdogs, hambmgers, and salmon to the six FWS employees who attended 
the cookout and charged $75.71 to its expense account for groceries (not including the alcohol) for the 
event (Attachment 17). 111 stated that each FWS employee also received a "gag award" of bacon salt 
(approximate retail value $5.00). Although these are the amounts Paladin provided when asked about 
the cookout, we did not verify the event's total cost. 

After reviewing these details OIG's confirmed that these actions a 
Federal ethics mles and regulations. , FWS 
- also indicated that these actions would have violated Federal ethics mles and regulations if 
the total value of the meals, drinks, and gifts that- and. received at the cookout exceeded 
$20 each (Attachment 18). 

1. 
2. 

SUBJECT(S) 

, WSFR, FWS. 
, WSFR FWS. 

DISPOSITION 

The U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia declined to prosecute this case. We are 
providing this report to the FWS Director for any administrative action deemed appropriate. 
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4. 
5. 
6. IAR - Record review, 

31 , 2013. 

ATTACHMENTS 

7. IAR-Interview of on August 12, 2013. 
8. Transcript of i on August 12, 2013. 
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9. IAR - Interview o on August 20, 2013. 
10. IAR-Record review of documents from- laptop, dated July 16, 2013. 
11. IAR - Interview o- on November 21 , 2013. 
12. Email from ~9 2011. 
13. Email from dated Jul 7, 2011. 
14. IAR - Inte1 on A ril 2, 2013. 
15. IAR- on September27, 2013 . 

on May 9, 2013. 
receipts from . dated December 10, 2013. 
dated March 27, 2014. 
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Case Title 

Reporting Office 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-VA-14-0441-1 

Eastern Region Investigations 
Report Date 
December 22, 2014 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

On May 30, 2014 we initiated an investi ation into otential contraband material being downloaded 
by U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) . The U.S. Department of the 
Interior's Advanced Security Operations Center (ASOC), which monitors all Internet traffic on the 
acrenc 's network had ale1ied the Office of Inspector General (OIG) that a computer assigned to 

was attempting to access sites flagged for hosting child pornography. The OIG began to 
monitor network traffic and found at least one image that appeared to depict sexually 
explicit conduct between a minor child under the age of 12 and an adult abuser. There were also 
dozens of computer-generated graphics that dep~roper sexual relationshi s between minor 
children and their arents. We later learned that - worked in a 

a restricted area containing SCI types of classified info1mation, at the 

During his interview,- acknowledged downloading pornography at work on his Government 
computer. He said he ~g out photos of nudists and had recently been searching for photos 
involving incest. He said he was never specifically seeking images of children although he was aware 
that some of the images he viewed during his searches contained children under 12. He also 
acknowled ed downloadin ·aphics depicting the sexual abuse of children. 

he denied ever having sexual contact with a child. 

A forensic examination of- computer recovered over 2,000 po~c images that had 
been downloaded. Fifty-three images obtained from the examination of- network traffic and 
digital media appeared to depict the sexual abuse of actual children. We sent these images to the 
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NC:MEC), which tracks child victims of sexual 
exploitation. The Center did not identify any known victims from the images. The forensic 

Re ortin Official!Iitle Signature 
/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~Official/Title Signature 
- /ASAC Digitally signed. 
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examination also revealed 42 graphics depicting sexual contact between a parent and underage child 
that were saved to - user account. One of these included a female child pe1fonning oral sex 
on what is depicte~ father, and another showed a female child perfonning oral sex on what is 
depicted to be her grandfather. 

In addition to the pornographic images we found on- comput~r acknowledged 
during his interview that he had brought a USB storage device into the where he worked. He said 
he had forgotten that he had placed the device in a bag that he took to wor each day. He denied 
downloading any images onto the device from his Government computer. Our Com111~~:.~rimes Unit 
found deleted pornographic material on the device, but they did not determine that _ 
downloaded these from his work computer. 

The U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia declined prosecution of this case based 
on the limited number of images showin~ial child pornography. On 2014, the 
Virginia Fairfax County police arrested - and charged him with one count of possession of 
child pornography. We are providing this report to USGS for any action deemed appropriate. 

BACKGROUND 

Child Pornography 

Any person who knowingly possesses child pornography is guilty of a Class 6 felony in the State of 
Virginia (Attachment 1). In addition per Federal law, any person who knowingly distributes or 
receives a visual depiction of any kind, including a drawing or caiioon, that depicts a minor engaging 
in sexually explicit conduct that is obscene, or that depicts an image that is, or appeai·s to be, a minor 
engaging in graphic sexual intercourse shall be subject to the penalties provided (Attachment 2). 

NCMEC, a nonprofit based in Alexandria, VA, tracks information related to missing and sexually 
exploited children and also works with law enforcement agencies to detennine if online child sexual 
exploitation images seized from offenders show previously identified child victims (Attachment 3). 

Computer/Internet Use and Inf01mation Security 

Government employees have a duty to use Government prope1iy only for authorized purposes, as 
outlined in 5 C.F.R. Paii 2635 "Standai·ds of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch" 
(Attachment 4). According to the U.S. Depa1iment of the Interior's (DOI) Rules of Behavior for 
Computer Network Users, employees are prohibited from using Government equipment to view 
pornography (Attachment 5). 

DOI's Acceptable Use Policy also states that employees ai·e prohibited from accessing inf01mation 
online that "exceeds the bounds of generally accepted standai·ds of good taste and ethics," and they are 
prohibited from engaging in any unlawful activities or activities that would b1ing discredit on the 
Depaiiment (Attachment 6). 

USGS employee completed~Ol l 2012, 1013 and 2014 for Federal 
Inf01mation Systems Security Awai·eness. On- 2008, - also signed a security 
awai·eness briefing statement acknowledgin that he had read and understood that personal USB 
storage devices were prohibited in USGS ' (Attachment 7). 
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investigation on Ma 30, 2014, after the ASOC ale1ied the OIG that a computer 
assigned to the IP address of , USGS - was attempting to access sites 
flagged for hosting child pornograp y Attachment S)~e number of ale1is and the 
likelihood of illegal content being accessed from the DOI network the OIG began to monitor 
- network traffic. 

A review of the captured network traffic found at least one image that appeared to depict sexually 
explicit conduct between a tninor child under the age of 12 and an adult abuser. Additionally there 
were dozens of computer-generated graphics that depicted improper sexual relationships between 
tninor children and their parents, including depictions of oral and genital sex. 

On May 29 2014 the OIG received another rep01i from ASOC showing that - attempted to 
access the following sites flagged for hosting child pornography (Attachmen~ 
"brntal. ve1yyoung. org," "shyteenamateurs. com," " 18 .forbiddenvideOs. com," 
"family.forbiddenvideOs .com," "toooyoung.com," and "cdn.primejb.com." 

On June 4, 2014 we interviewed- (Attachments 10and 11). He said he had one classified 
desktop computer and one unclas~sktop computer in his office space both of which were 
assigned to him about 1 year ago. He said the unclassified computer, which had the ability to access 
the Internet, had a banner on it stating that the computer was being monitored. 

The banner on- Government computer stated that all DOI computer systems may be 
monitored, and infmmation may be exatnined, recorded, copied, and used at any time (Attachment 
12). It finiher stated that there should be no expectation of privacy when using the system, and by 
logging in, an employee acknowledged and consented to the monitoring. 

We asked- ifhe had ever used his Government computer to access anything outside of 
Interior 's acceptable use policy and he said that he had. He said he had visited pornographic Web 
sites sta1iing a few months ago but he did not recall the names of the specific sites. No1mally he said 
he conducted Google image searches. Sometimes a warning would pop up, he said and he would leave 
the site, but sometimes there would be no warnings. 

said he searched for pornography when he was bored at work. When asked when the searches 
said he struied <loin them in late December 2013 or eru·ly Januruy 2014, after he and 

said he mostly searched for "nudist" and "naturist" fatnilies 
and he acknowledged that some of the pictures contained children. He said he had a curiosity for all 
ages of people engaged in nudism. He later acknowledged, "It ' s wrong," and "ve1y inappropriate." 

When asked specifically about the words he used for his image seru·ches, - said he used the 
following: "nudist," "naturist " "family " "incest,'' "topless," and "botto~e said he also 
searched for comic strips that involved incest. When asked if he had ever viewed any images of 
children engaged in sexual acts, Wheeler said that the comics/graphics he had downloaded had these 
types of portrayals. 
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- stated that during his searches related to incest, which only occlm·ed more recently, the 
images were mostly teens or older individuals. "I'm not interested necessarily in younger children,'' he 
said. - explained that he staited out seai·ching for nudity, and his curiosity about incest grew, 
and his seai·ches became more graphic over time. He said that he never pictured himself paiticipating 
in incest, and he was more of a "voyeur." 

- said he was awai·e that accessing pornographic images of children was illegal. He said he was 
never seeking images of children, although he was awai·e that some of the images he viewed during his 
seai·ches did contain what appeai·ed to be children under 12. He said he was looking for images of 
teens, or those over 18 yeai·s old. He said that to him, images of chilchen were not "titillating." He later 
stated, "I didn' t specifically, you know, look for that. I wasn't looking for young children necessai·ily 
.. . unless it ' s in .. . a family nude situation." 

- said that a couple ofyeai·s ago, in May 2012 he had accessed a nudist site 
on his home laptop. He explained that he had been accessing pornographic images on the laptop and 
saving them to a USB storage device. After this, he stopped iliewin ornography at home he said, 
and he deleted everything off the USB device. According to he did not access pornography 
after this until his addiction "reai·ed its ugly head again" a few mon s ago, when he began viewing 
pornography at the office, where he recently gained the ability to connect to the Internet. 

- said that his last seai·ch for pornography occuned 2 days prior to his interview. He 
acknowledged saving images on his computer hai·d drive. He said he never emailed any of the images 
or took any digital or hai·d copies home. When asked, - said that he did not go into chat rooms 
or do file shaiing. 

Subsequent to our interview of- he signed a consent form for agents to seai·ch his personal 
vehicle (Attachment 13). The seai·ch of the vehicle resulted in the seizure of the following items: a 
PNY Attache 4G USB device and an LG Verizon cellulai· telephone (Attachment 14). 

(Attachment 15). The following is a summaiy of their 
(see Attachments 10 and 11). 

- stated that he had struggled with viewing pornography throughout his life, at vai·ious times. 
He said that lately, his seai·ches had gotten worse and more graphic, relating to incest and open 
relationships in families. He said he did not know why he became drawn to that, but it was something 
ve1y foreign to his background. He said he did not view his own family in this way, and he did not see 
himself paiticipating in any s011 of incest; he saw himself as being more of a voyeur. Actually haiming 
children, he said, was detestable to him. 

said images of any children would be incidental. He said that children would appeai· in pictures in the 
"family setting." He said that usually teenagers came up in his Internet seai·ches. He again explained 
that seai·ching for incest-related images was a curiosity. It was not shocking for an unrelated male and 
female to have a sexual relationship he said. He was looking for situations where people would not be 
expected to have a sexual relationship with each other. It was not related to how old they were, he said 
and it was more about the level of trust that the individuals should have had but did not. When asked 
about his specific search tenns, he provided the following ones: "incest,'' "nudist,'' " topless," 
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sometimes "teen," "sister-brother," "father-daughter," and "mother-son." He said he did not do any 
searches for "pre-teen," but some pre-pubescent individuals were probably in some of the images he 
viewed. 

said he had never acted out on his fantasies with any family 
mem ers. He sa1 e a o y a sexua contact with one person,- · He said that pornography 
of those in pre-puberty did not interest him. He was interested in developed people. 

we inte1viewed ~·e arding the consensual search of 
his personal vehicle (see Attachments 10 and 11). According to the phone seized by agents 
had at one time belonged to other- amil members and became is a out a year ago. Some of the 
pictures on the phone were of his he said, but he did not take them. said he did 
not realize the USB storage device was m ~his car and it was probably one- ad taken to 
his church for a Power Point presentation. - said he must have been transpmiing the USB 
device into his office when he canied his bag each day but he said he never downloaded anything 
from his work computer onto the device. 

Subsequent to - interview, he emailed the OIG more infmmation about the USB device 
(Attachment 17 . He recalled utting it in his ha in late April 2014 when he took a trip to Utah for 
his and to see his . He said his II wanted him to bring the 
USB device so she coi!!iild co ictures of the computer. He said he copied a 
couple of directories computer onto the USB device and then put it in the inside pocket 
of his bag. He said that smce e USB device was out of view, he forgot that it was there. 

On October 23, 2008,- had signed a security awareness briefing statement ackno~at 
he had read and understood that personal USB storage devices were prohibited in USGS' -

(see Attachment 7). 

- consented to having both the USB device obtained from his vehicle and the cellular phone 
being searched (Attachment 18). - later provided five personal USB devices, his personal hard 
drive and his personal laptop to the OIG for examination (Attachments 19 and 20). 

The OIG C~ Crimes Unit perfo1med a forensic examination of the Government computer 
assigned to - (see Attachment 12). Over 2,000 pornographic images that had been downloaded 
were recovered. Fifty-three images that appeared to depict the sexual abuse of an actual child were sent 
to NCMEC for identification (Attachments 21 and 22). The preliminaiy seai·ch did not reveal that any 
of the photographs involved known child victims. 

One hundred and fourteen pornographic images were saved in - user account, and 42 were 
computer-generated graphics depicting graphic sexual contact between a parent and underage child. 
Two of the sets originated from a website named "daddaugherdiaries.com" and depicted a female child 
performing oral sex on what is depicted to be her father, and a female child perfo1ming oral sex on 
what is depicted to be her grandfather. 
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A review of- Internet history artifacts revealed search terms used to search inappropriate and 
~hie material on his Government computer (see Attachment 12). The search terms located in 
- Internet history were consistent with the search terms he admitted to using during his 
interview. Many of the search terms were related to nudists, incest, or pornographic family situations. 
A brief list ofrelevant search terms used by - follows: "3d comics family incest," "3d dad 
daughter diaries," "aunt naked porn," "brother sister incest porn," "daddy daughter porn," "family 
incest sister," "girls bathing outdoor nude," "incest sister porn," "little sister naked," "mother daughter 
pussy naked," "naked girls showering together," "naked little sister," "naturist family naked," "pigtails 
young cunt naked," "sister fucking," "teen showing pussy nude," and "young girls hairy pussy nude." 

The Computer Crimes Unit also examined the USB removable storage device obtained from _ 
vehicle to see if any classified or Government information was contained on the device (Attachment 
23). An examination of the device did not reveal any data that appeared to be classified. There were 
approximately 63 images that appeared to be from a non-classified/public USGS website containing 
"Global Fiducials Program" data (http://gfp.usgs.gov/). A review of the USB device also confirmed 
- statement during his interview that the USB device contained family photographs and 
church data. Deleted pornographic images were also recovered from the device; however, the 
Computer Crimes Unit did not determine that - downloaded these from his work computer. 

In addition to - work computer and his personal USB device, the Computer Crimes Unit also 
examined his personal laptop computer, five other USB storage devices, and one network storage 
device (Attachment 24). Three of the devices (two USB devices and the laptop) contained 
pornography, but none contained material suspected of being contraband. 

SUBJECT(S) 

1. , U.S. Geological Survey, GS-13 

DISPOSITION 

The U.S. Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia declined prosecution of this case based 
on the limited number of images showing potential child pornography. On 2014, the 
Virginia Fairfax County police arrested Wheeler and charged him with one count of possession of 
child pornography. We are providing this report to USGS for any action deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Code of Virginia, 18.2-374.1:1, "Possession, Reproduction, Distribution, Solicitation, and 
Facilitation of Child Pornography." 

2. 18 U.S.C. § 1466(a), "Obscene Visual Representations of the Sexual Abuse of Children." 
3. www.missingkids.com/le galresources/exploitation 
4. 5 C.F.R. Part 2635, "Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch." 
5. DOI Rules of Behavior for Computer Network Users. 
6. DOI Internet Acceptable Use Policy, dated May 23, 1997. 
7. Security Awareness Briefing Statement signed by Wheeler, dated October 23, 2008. 
8. IAR- Case Initiation Report, dated May 28, 2014. 
9. IAR- Updated Report of Browsing Activity, dated May 29, 2014. 
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10. !AR-Interview of on June 4, 2014. 
11. Transcript of Interview of on June 4 2014. 
12. IAR - Analysis of Government Computer Associated with , dated October 10, 

2014. 
13 . Voluntaiy Consent to Seai·ch personal vehicle, dated June 4 2014. 
14. IAR- Consent Seai·ch of Personal Vehicle on June 4, 2014. 
15. dated June 4, 2014. 
16. , ate June 4 2014. 

to OIG, dated June 12, 2014. 
18. Consent to Seai·ch Computers/Digital Devices dated June 4 2014. 
19. IAR- Receipt of Home Media for CCU Consent Seai·ch on June 4, 2014. 
20. Consent to Seai·ch Computers/Digital Devices, dated June 4, 2014. 
21. NCMEC Repmt, dated May 27 2014. 
22. NCMEC Repo1t, dated June 6, 2014. 
23. !AR-Digital Forensic Analysis Repo1t- USB Storage Device Owned by 

dated October 20, 2014. 
24. IAR - Digital Forensic Repmt - Digital Media Personally Owned by , dated 

October 22, 2014. 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-VA-14-0550-1 

Eastern Region Investigations 
Report Date 
February 6, 2015 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

~initiated an investigation into alleged grant fraud by
- Erie Canal Museum, S ·acuse, NY. The investi ati~itten 
com laint submitted to our office by 

. In his complaint, alleged that directed him to falsify 
matching fund figures on a grant close-out report related to a $5 000 grant awarded to the museum by 
the Erie Canalway National Heritage C01Tidor the Conidor), a National Pai·k Service (NPS) paitner. 
- said he initially complied with re uest b submitting falsified figures to the grantor 
on Mai·ch 31 2014 but he later notified the Boai·d ofTmstees for the museum of the 
b:ansgression. - was terminated from his position at t e museum shmily after repmiing the matter 
to the Boai·d of Tmstees. 

- subsequently rescinded - grant close-out report from the Conidor and resubmitted a 
revised close-out report to them on May 27, 2014. 

During her interview - denied ever directing ~alsify any info1mation related to the 
grant close-out repmt. She expressed her discontent wi~ j~ance and said she severed 
his employment with the museum as a result of his incompetence. - said she prepai·ed an 
amended grant close-out report followin de aiture to conect inaccuracies and obtained 
assistance from the museum's , in identifying which museum 
expenses to claim under the grant. 

With regard to the grant close-out repmi she submitted to the Coni.dor, - ackn-oled ed that 
all of the $5,000 grant monies were not expended upon completion of the grant project. 
stated that the museum expended the remaining funds towai·d other museum expenses w c s e elt 

Re ortin Official!Iitle Signature 
/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~Official/Title Signature 
- /ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: 19FElDF022FD7F7ECCA13ElBC6Fl 7AF5 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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could be related to research work at the museum. She did not notify the granter of the unexpended 
funds upon the physical completion of the project even though there was a stated requirement in the 
grant contract to do so. When confronted with the identified questionable expenses during her 
interview,- acknowledged some of the claimed expenses were "a stretch" and said she 
"didn' t know better" with regard to which expenses could be legitimately claimed under the grant. 

The investigation, which included interviews, document reviews, and coordination with the Conidor, 
determined the following regarding the grant close-out report submitted by - to the Conidor: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

There was $1 ,918.72 in supply expenses claimed by- which were either unrelated to, 
or outside the scope of the grant. 
There was $860 in employee staff hours claimed by - which had no suppmting 
documentation to account for the hours, even though there was a requirement to do so. 
There was $4,038 in volunteer and consultino hours claimed by - in which the 
suppmting documentation submitted by iiiiiiii was unclear with regard to which hours 
were expended on the grant project and :=rs expended elsewhere at the museum. 
There was $180 in website services claimed by which was wholly unrelated to the 
grant. An aggravating factor to this claim was t at added the handwritten words 
"station wiring" to the vendor invoice to characterize the work as a grant expense, even though 
the work was entirely unrelated to the grant project. 

This office presented the facts and circumstances developed during the investigation to the U.S. 
Attorney's Office for the No1thern District of New York for consideration of prosecution for suspected 
violations of Title 18 U.S.C. 286 (False Claims) and Title 18 U.S.C. 1001 (False Statements). The U.S. 
Attorney's Office declined prosecution of this matter, in favor of administrative action by the agency. 
We are providing this repo1t to NPS for any action deemed appropriate. 

BACKGROUND 

In 2000, the U.S. Congress established the Erie Canalway National Heritage Con-idor. The Co1Tidor is 
managed by a 27-member Federal Commission and the non-profit Erie Canalway Heritage Fund with 
suppmi from NPS. The Commission is tasked with managing activities of the Conidor and receives 
fmancial support and technical assistance through NPS. The Heritage Fund also raises funds and 
assists in carrying out the work of the Commission leveraging private and public monies. 

Between 2007 and 2014, the Conidor awarded 12 grants to the Erie Canal Museum, amounting to 
$46 909 in cash awards. 

On April 11 , 2013, the museum entered into a grant contract with the Co1Tidor and was awarded 
$5,000 for the stated purpose of developing a public research space directed at improving access to the 
museum's collections, and online research by the public. According to the grant justification statement 
prepared by the museum, the project called for the creation of thr~r work stations to facilitate 
research at the museum. The grant contract, which was signed by - on behalf of the museum, 
required the museum to provide a one-to-one match of awarded funds through in-kind services, staff 
and volunteer hours, nonfederal grants received, or non.federal contributed cash. 
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated this investioation on August 14, 2014, following the receipt of a written complaint 
submitted by to this office (Attachment 1). In his complaint, . alleged 
wrongdoing re ate t 0 ·ant awarded to the Erie Canal Museum by the Co1Tidor. . 
alleged that Erie Canal Museum, instructed him to falsify 
matching fund figures on the grant close-out repo11, which he did. Attached to his complaint were 
related documents, including the grant justification statement prepared by the museum and the grant 
contract between the museum and the Conidor (Attachment 2 and 3). 

During preliminaiy coordination with the Northeastern Region of the NPS, we leained that the New 
York Attorney General 's Office AG in Syracuse previously looked into this matter. On August 
22, 2014, we spoke with of that office, who confnmed that he did conduct a brief 
inquiry of a complaint he received from regai·ding a grant to the museum, but he closed his 
inquity based on a lack of merit. - said his inquity consisted of speaking with - -
and a museum board member whose name he could not recall, and a review of document~to 
him by -

On September 4, 2014 we interviewed 
National Heritage Coni.dor, Waterford NY (Attachment 4). 
and rocessing the subject grant to the Eti.e Canal Museum. At t 

coordinated directly with - who was the 
the museum. At some~ grant was awar e e e museum and 

was replaced by- said he received a grant close-o~om. on Mai·ch 31 , 
2014· howev~ thoroughly reviewed the repoli, - contacted him and asked 
to rescind it.--said resubmitted the grant close-out rep011 to him on May 27 2014 
some of which was delivered via email and some of which was delivered via the U.S. Postal Service. 
- provided copies of the grant close-out repoli submitted by both . and 
(Attachments 5 and 6). 

On September 4 2014 we interviewed the complainant, (Attachment 7 . said 
he sta1ied working at the Erie Canal Museum on , and was tasked by 
shmily after that to complete two open grants at e museum, one of which was the su ~ect grant from 
the Conidor. He related that on Mai·ch 26, 2014, in preparation for completing the grant close-out 
repo1i he reviewed the available documents for the Coni.dor grant and discovered that there were no 
receipts invoices, or timesheets to account for an- atchin fund expenditures. He said he 
immediately brought this issue to the attention of but she advised him to ~" with 
regai·d to the matching fund expenditures. He sai at unng this conversation with- she 
twice instrncted him to make up the matc~·es for the grant close-out rep011. He said he 
drafted a grant close-out repoli, based on - dll·ective, which included falsified staff 
employee and volunteer hours to account for the m~ fund requit·ement. According to - he 
obtained- approval before he sent it to - via email onMai·ch 31 2014 . 

• indicated that he was very upset to have falsified the report at - behest, and he 
intentionally did not include any suppo11ing documentation with the close-out repo11-· ho e that the 
repmt would receive additional scrntin b the C01Tidor without them. According to he 
contemplated his decision to follow dll·ection to falsify the repmt for several weeks before 
he requested a meeting with the for the museum to 
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discuss the issue .• said that he met with- on April 28, 2014, andrepo1ted to him what 
OCCUITed. 

- related that sho1tly after rep01tin~ incident to - his employment at the museum was 
tenninated. Following his tennination, - said, he submitted letters of complaint regarding the 
matter to numerous organizations and government agencies including this office. 

~her 5, 2014 we interviewe 
- for the Erie Canal Museum (Attachment 8). contacted her 
regarding a grant opportunity for the museum and it was her recommendation that the grant be used to 
create a computer research station at the museum to facilitate research by both museum staff and 
research requests by the public. She said she presented the grant opp01tunity to - who 
approved pursuit of the grant by the museum. - believed that all of the m~d 
requirements would be met through in-kind services directly related to intern and staff work involved 
in the development of the project. - confumed that she authored the one-page justification 
nairntive used to obtain the grant. 

Although she left the museum in said she believed most of the equipment for 
the project had been purchased at the time she left, but she was unsure whether the workstations were 
operational by then. She said she left a binder for - and- containing all of the 
documentation related to this grant, and had not s~ anyone regai·ding this grant since leaving 
the museum. - stated that - never directed her to fabricate any documentation related to 
a grant while ~s at the mu~ did not believe - was knowledgeable with regard to 
grants, but she said she would be smprised if- asked anyone to fabricate documentation 
related to a grant. 

On September 8, 2014 and October 23, 2014, we interviewed ofLock49, 
a web services company that provided website services to the Ene Cana Museum ent 9). 
- reviewed the Lock49 invoice, which was submitted as a grant expense by He said 
the work documented on this paiticulai· invoice was for maintenance and updating of the Erie Canal 
Museum website, and was not related to- om uter workstations. He did not know who wrote the words 
"station wiring" on the invoice or why. said that Lock49 had never conducted on-site computer 
work at the museum, and he did not know w y the museum would associate the Lock49 invoice with 
the grant project. 

On September 25, 2014, we reviewed the grant close-out packet submitted by- to the 
Co1ridor (Attachment 10). A review of the close-out packet revealed the following questionable 
claims: 

• There was $860 claimed for museum employee hours spent in suppo1t of the grant project" 
however, there was no documentation submitted to support these hours. 

• There was $1 643.45 claimed for museum volunteer hours expended in support of the project" 
however, the "Intern Sign-in Sheet" submitted by the museum did not cleai·ly identify which 
volunteer hours were spent on the grant project, and which hours were expended elsewhere. 

• There was $2,394.55 claimed for consulting hours expended in support of the grant project; 
however, the suppo1ting document submitted did not cleai·ly identify which consulting hours 
were spent on the grant project, and which hours were expended elsewhere. 

• There was $859.98 claimed for two laptop computers, which was not identified as a 
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requirement in the grant justification submitted by the museum, and the claim appeared 
unrelated to the grant project. 

• There was $1 006.96 claimed for laser printer toner cartridges which was not identified as a 
requirement in the grant justification submitted by the museum, and appeared unrelated to the 
grant project. 

• There was $180 claimed for website maintenance and "station wiring" which was not identified 
as a requirement in the grant justification submitted by the museum and the claim appeared 
unrelated to the grant project. 

• There was $30.20 claimed for two quarts of paint, which was not identified as a requirement in 
the grant justification submitted by the museum and the claim appeared unrelated to the grant 
project. 

• There was $21.58 claimed for mailing labels, which was not identified as a requirement in the 
grant justification submitted by the museum, and the claim appearnd unrelated to the grant 
project. 

Agent's Note: The enclosed JAR docuJ11enting the review of the grant close-out report identified 
$736.97 in questionable expenses for laser printer toner cartridges {Attachment 10). However, a 
subsequent revie111 identified an additional toner cartridge claim bringing the total to $1,006.96. 

We subsequently consulted with- at the Corridor, who concuned with the discrepancies we 
identified. He said his review of the grant close-out packet identified the same questionable expenses, 
and as the granter representative, he expressed concern regarding the legitimacy of the claims. 

On October 22, 2014, we interviewed for the Erie Canal Museum 
(Attachment 11). - said the purpose of the grant from the Conidor was for the creation of 
computer research workstations, which were to be used for a wide varie of research projects. He said 
his specific involvement in the grant was limited to the , as well as a contract 
employee, who were responsible for inputting metadata mto e wor stations related to the museum's 
holdings. He said that this data input work was needed in order to make the newly created computer 
workstations operational for their intended purpose which was to facilitate research. 

- described the physical paI1 of the grant project as three separate computer workstations, one in 
the':useum libnuy and two in a room adjacent to his office, used by interns. There was also one 
Canon printer located in the room used by interns. - believed the matching fund requirement of the 
grant was intended to be met entirely by the data input work by the interns and contract employee as 
in-kind services. He confumed that all three individuals worked exclusively on data input during the 
life span of the grant and therefore he could say with confidence that all of the hours they were at the 
museum during that time were spent in support of the grant project. 

On October 22 2014 we interviewed for the Erie Canal 
Museum (Attachment 12). As the , said he typically did not have a role 
in the grant process, but he did have a role with this pmiicular grant. He said he was responsible for 
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acquiring the materials needed for the computer workstations, and he was also the one who physically 
assembled and networked each computer workstation. These duties fell to him, as he was the primru:y 
purchaser for the museum, and he was also the de facto IT person at the museum due to his personal 
knowledge of computers. 

- recalled that!iroached him regardin 
ove1whehned with the task. complained to 
what figures to include in the c ose-out repo11. It 
predecessor - left all of the materials that 

the closing of the grant and apperu:·ed to be 
that he was having trouble detennining 

understanding that _ 
needed to close out the grant. 

Following - d~ue from the museum,~eru:ned through 
close-out rep01t that .. submitted was inaccurate. said that he helpe 
revised repmt by ass1stmg in identifying the expenditures to c aim. According to 
told him there was remaining money left over in the grant that they could use for other museum 
expenses. As an example, he stated that he purchased two laptop computers at - behest to 
expend monies left over from the grant and he also purchased several laser pr~es for an 
existing museum printer in an effort to expend the funds. 

With regard to the Lock49 invoice submitted by--could not recall what specific 
work Lock49 would have conducted in suppol1 of the grant project. He acknowledged that he did write 
the words "station wiring" on the invoice, but he could not recall why he did so. 

On October 23 2014, we interviewed for the Erie 
Canal Museum (Attachment 13). said he was generally familiru:· with the grant when 
it was awru:·ded, but he did not know that there was a problem with it lllltil he was contacted by _ 
who rep01ted that - instructed him to fabricate figures for the matching fund requirement in 
the close-out report. He said he later contacted to inquire about the grant, but he was 
infonned at that time that she tenninated emp oyment with the museum. said he was 
concerned about the grant report that submitted to the Conidor, based on claims and 
directed- to rescind the report from the Corridor and correct it. He also asked- to 
provide the con~ort to him, with recei ts and su po11ing documentation so he could conduct 
his own review. - said he did review revised close-out rep011 and concurred with it; 
however, he did not scrntinize the expenditures c anne . He said he focused on whether the claimed 
expenses added up sufficiently to meet the grant requirements but did not question whether each 
individual expenditure was appropriate under the grant. 
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- denied ever directing or otherwise implying to - that he should fabricate any figures 
~the grant close-out report. She said she expressed:em to . that the figures should 
add up with res~ matching requirement of the grant, but she said she never told him to "make 
up" the figures . - said she never reviewed the close-out repo1i that . sent to the Corridor 
and . became irate and volatile when she asked him to see a copy of the repmt after he submitted 
it. 

- said she terminated- employment with the museum a shmi time later due to his 
incompetence and his disruption to the work of other museum staff employees. She said it became 
clear to her that could not be rehabilitated and elected to sever his employment with the museum. 
She contacted for the museum and notified him 
of her decision a ew ours pnor to termmatmg emp oyment. At that time,~ 
- that . had contacted him and asked him to review the Conidor gran~ did 
not provide her with ftniher details. 

A short time after - termination, - contacted- and re uested that she correct the 
grant close-out rep~t- submi~e Corridor~g to asse1ted 
that the rep01i was not handled properly. She said she subsequently contacted at the Corridor 
and rescinded- repmi and began working on a revised report. 

With regard to the expenses that she claimed in her corrected version of the grant close-out repo1i we 
reviewed each claim with - with an emphasis on those identified as questionable. She 
acknowledged that not all of the grant funds were expended in the creation of the computer 
workstations but she was unsure of how much money was left over following completion of the 
project. She believed she was permitted to spend the excess funds so long as the expenditures were in 
suppo1t of the grant project. 

According to - she reviewed museum expenditures with the assistance of- and 
identified expenses to claim under the grant. As an example she claimed laser printer toner caiiridges 
for an existing museum printer that was located adjacent to her office, but not neai· the computer 
workstations created with the grant. When confronted with this and the fact that the research 
workstation activity was predominantly inputting data rather than printing - acknowledged 
that some of the claims were a "stretch." 

Regarding the purchase of two computer laptops - stated they were acquired after the grant 
project was completed in order to expend the remaining funds in the grant. She believed t~ere 

reasonable claims given the laptops could be used by researchers at the lib1~ver, -
admitted that the laptops were exclusively maintained and used by her and - and she was 
unawai·e of anyone ever using one for reseai·ch work. 

~ved that the grant would othe1wise have been processed and closed out ~ere it 
~ depaiture from the museum and - incompetence in his position. - said 
she "didn' t know any better" with regard to the legitimacy of certain expenses that she claimed under 
the grant, and she did the best she could under the circumstances. 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0550-1 

SUBJECT(S) 

, Erie Canal Museum 

DISPOSITION 

The investigation established that - violated the te1ms of the NPS-paiinered grant contract 
when she failed to repo1t unspent ~lowing the completion of the grant project as required in 
Section 8 of the contract. Further, - submitted claims for grant expenses which were either 
unsupp01ied or specifically prohibited, in violation of the te1ms set f01ih in both the Grant Close-Out 
Repo1i and the Grant Program Guide of the Erie Canalway Heritage Fund. 

The U.S. Attorney's Office in the N01ihern District of New York declined prosecution of this case in 
favor of administrative action by the agency. We ai·e providing this report to NPS for any action 
deemed appropriate. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Letter of complaint submitted by , dated June 30, 2014. 
2. Grant justification statement prepai·ed by the museum for the creation of computer research 

stations, undated. 
3. Grant Contract Number GA-2013-014 between the Conidor and the Erie Canal Museum 

dated April 11 2013. 
4. Investigative Activity Repo1i (IAR) pertaining to the interview of 

September 4 2014. 
5. Grant Close-Out Rep01i submitted by 
6. Grant Close-Out Repo1t submitted b 
7. IAR pertaining to the interview of 
8. IAR pertaining to the interview of 

to the Coni.dor on Mai·ch 31 2014. 
to the Conidor on May 27, 2014. 
n September 4, 2014. 

on September 5, 2014. 

on 

9. IARs pe1iaining to the interviews of 
2014. 

on September 8 2014 and October 23, 

10. IAR pertaining to the review of grant close-out documents conducted by OIG on September 24, 
2014. 

11. IAR pertaining to the interview of on October 22, 2014. 
12. IAR pe1iaining to the interview of on October 22, 2014. 
13. IAR pe1iaining to the interview of o October 23, 2014. 
14. IAR pertaining to the interview of on October 23, 2014. 
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Case Title 

Reporting Office 
Herndon, VA 

Report Subject 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-VA-14-0688-1 

Report Date 
July 28, 2015 

Final Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

On November 11 2014 the U.S. Depai1ment of Interior (DOD Office of Inspector General 
(OIG) initiated this investigation in~ f~alysis of 
DOl's workers compensation data.~ a - for the U.S. 
Ge~ey (USGS) and had been placed =.reriodic rolls for workers compensation 
on - . Current medical information in- file indicated that - active medical 
cha1t had been closed as of . Additio~ a functional capacity evaluation was 
perfo1med on , which indicated that - was able to perfo1m work functions 
with a sedentaiy physical demand level in accordance with the Depai1ment of Labor (DOL) 
occupation classification. - position on the date of injmy was classified as a sedentaiy 
occupation in accordance with DOL's occupation classification. 

In fmtherance of this investigation om office consulted the DOL-OIG, for assistance and advice on 
how to proceed with this investigation. We initiated a review of data from the Agency Query System 
(AQS), and the DOI ~Management Information Systems (SMIS), to dete1mine the extent of 
medical treatment by - In addition we interviewed- regai·ding the lack of medical treatment 
documentation. 

Om effo1is determined that - had conducted her annually required medical evaluation the most 
recent being . "i'he':.ost recent medical evaluation indicated that - was tmable to 
work in any capacity due to' ."Additionally, - affiimed that she had no 
other employment since going on the periodic rolls for workers compensation. 

~fficial!Iitle Signatme 
--/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~I/Title Signatme 
- ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: CA 72B5E lFE7043FlA8825723BBD67DF7 
This document is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG), and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosure by law. Distribution and reproduction of this document is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG. 
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

On November 11 2014 the DOI-OIG initiated this investigation into 
analysis of DOI workers compensation data. - had worked as a 

Case Number: OI-VA-14-0688-1 

USGS and had been put onto the periodic rolls for workers compensation on Current 
medical information in - file indicated that her active medical chart ha 1 d as ofll 
~itionally ~ional capacity evaluation was performed on indicatmg 
~ was able to perform work functions with a sedentary physical demand level in 
accordance with the DOL occupation classification. - position on the date of injmy was 
classified as a sedentaiy occupation in accordance with DOL's occupation classification. (Attachment 
1) 

A review ofDOI's Safety Management Information System (SMIS) revealed that - was injured 
on , while lifting and distributing "WRD" directories. According to theSM::rs data, the 
nature of injiljas a "back or neck strain/sprain." The SMIS data listed medical payments 
made to from thr~ There had been no medical payments to - since the yeai· 
- The SMIS data s owed~ collected compensation payments eve1y Ye:'between 1995 
through 2015. (Attachment 2) 

A seai·ch for recent medical evaluations was conducted in DOL Office of Workers 
Compensation Program (OWCP) file, case number The most recent medical evaluation 

s medical evaluation was conducted by 
was unable to work. 

discovered in the OWCP file was dated 
M.D. who opined that 

The OWCP case file on - also contained a letter sent from - to - Claims 
Examiner, OWCP dated June 28 2014. In the letter, - stated that she was scheduled for a doctor 
appointment in July and would send the medical report as soon as it was available. However there was 
no medical evaluation for 2014 in- OWCP case file. 

The OWCP case also contained several CA-1032 forms submitted by - On each CA-1032 -
certified that she had not worked for any employer dming the 15 months prior to the date that each 
CA-1032 was signed and submitted. (Attachment 3) 

Agents Note: The OWCP file also reveale~ was 
SMIS system documented the injury under_.-prior legal name, 

We conducted limited surveillanc~ residence, located at 
- in an attempt to observe~vements and activities to determine her physical state. A 
=:tiance attem twas made b Special Agent- on December 5, 2014, and another effo1t 
was made by SA on January 24, 2015. Our limited surveillance operation did not 
observe any activity at residence. 

SA- contacted- , Human Resources Specialist for DOI, whom manages 
wm~ation cla~GS and was assigned to - case. SA - requested 

assistance in detennining if any medical evaluations were received by either DOL or DOI for 
since the last known medical evaluation on - stated that she had made a 

similar request in September of2014, to DOL for 2014 medical evaluation. - stated that 
DOL never sent her the 2014 medical evaluation. explained that the lack ~onse by DOL 
may have indicated that DOL did not have a 2014 me 1cal evaluation on file for -
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0688-I 

On July 22, 2015, SA- and SA- interviewed on 
Office of Investigations at 381 Elden St, Suite 1120, Herndon, VA. 
was also present for the interview. - stated that her injmy occm · 
developed after multiple days of packaging phone books into crates. stated that the diagnosis of 
the injmy was compressed disks in her neck and lower spine. - stated that for a couple years after 
th · ·wy she continued to work at USGS under a paii time w~hedule usually 6 hours a day. 

stated that around 1998 or 1999, she was hai·assed by USGS management to either resign or 
ecause USGS wanted to replace her with someone that could work full time. During the 

inte1view added that - hired a lawyer to address the hai·assment issues involving 
USGS management. 

- said that USGS eventually told her that they could not accommodate her because she could only 
~six homs per day. - stated that USGS agreed that if she cm~ on workers compensation 
full time they would let her as long as it did not cost USGS anything. - explained that DOL paid 
for her workers compensation payments and did not come out ofUSGS money. 

- said after she had gone full time ~on her condition continued to 
'det:iorate. - stated that her doctor- of Phillips & Green, M.D. , in Falls 
Church, VA, eventually told her that she could only work fom homs per day, and then eventually the 
doctor told her that she could not work at all. 

stated that her last visit to -was~ of 2014 for her annual medical evaluation. 
stated that she did not hav~the~14 evaluation by - , but remembered 

sending the evaluation to DOL. - did not know why DOL did not have it in their file. -
promised that she will obtain a copy of the evaluation from - and provide it to OIG. 

- stated that she had not yet received the request from DOL to obtain her 2015 medical 
~tion. - stated she cannot get a medical evaluation until she receives the paperwork from 
DOL. 

- stated that she has not had any other jobs, or worked at all since going on workers 
compensation full time. (Attachment 4) 

~ 27 2015 emailed S~a scanned copy orm medical evaluation dated 
- 2014. This evaluation stated that _.-was unable to work in any capacity as she had been 
diagnosed with "lumbar disc herniations." (Attachment 5 and 6) 

SUBJECT(S) 

DISPOSITION 

Based on the results of our investigative efforts, we were not able to detennine any fraudulent claims 
for workers compensation made by -

ATTACHMENTS 
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Case Number: OI-VA-14-0688-1 

1. IAR - Case Initiation/ Lead Summary 
2. DOI's Safety Management Information System (SMIS) 
3. DOL Office of Workers Compensation Program (OWCP) file, case number-
4. IAR - Interview 
5. Email - 2014 Medical Evaluation 
6. - 2014 Medical Evaluation 
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OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Title 
Possible Kickbacks in NPS Contract 

Case Number 
Ol-VA-15-0189-1 

Reporting Office 
Herndon, VA 

Repor t Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Report Date 
December 3, 2015 

SYNOPSIS 

We initiated this investigation on Januaiy 20, 2015 based on documentation we discovered in National 
Park Service (NPS) contract file #C1720100416, aw~uded on September 24, 2010 to prime contrnctor 
KGCI, Inc. In an email, KGCI owner notified the NPS Contracting Officer that he 
fired an employee, ), for hiring a subcontrnctor to work on the NPS 
contract that she or a family member allegedly owned, named . We investigated 
whether there was any financial anangement between in violation of anti-kickback 
laws. 

in Febma1y 2011 as Project Manager for the cited NPS 
a subcontract consultant throu h a company she and her 

). In0ctober2011 -
(acting as a KGCI representative) suggested KGCI hire as as o trnctor, which KGCI did at a. 
cost of $68 000 (later modified to $83,000) .• owners were named and .. 
- In or around August 2012, by actions and statements o , came t~eve 
that there was a family relationship between- and -
- also believed the subcontract price was inflated to financially benefit . NPS 
eventually tenninated contract #C 1720100416 for default. 

consented to interviews and each asseited they were from 
ey were not related by family. We reviewed public records and 

~cial!Iitle Signatme 
--/Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~al/Title Signatme 
- /ASAC Digitally signed. 

Authentication Number: C8175D65101B5B032C453FE33037FF33 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 

immigration records and discovered no direct family connection between them. All three also denied 
any financial exchanges between them (or their companies) in exchange for the award of the KGCI 
subcontract to II 
Since we found no violations of law, we closed this investigation with no further action. 

BACKGROUND 

Relevant Laws and Regulations 

Title 18, United States Code, Section 874, Kickbacks from Public Works Employees: Prohibits 
inducing a person employed in the construction, prosecution, completion or repair of any public 
building, public work, or work financed by the United States "to give up any part of the compensation 
to which he is entitled." 

Title 41, United States Code, Chapter 87, Anti-Kickback Act of 1986: A person may not (1) provide, 
attempt to provide, or offer to provide a kickback; (2) solicit, accept, or attempt to accept a kickback; 
or (3) include the amount of a kickback prohibited by paragraph (1) or (2) in the contract price that (A) 
a subcontractor charges a prime contractor or a higher tier subcontractor; or (B) a prime contractor 
charges the Federal Government. 

Anti-Kickback Procedures, Federal Acquisition Regulation Clause 52.203-7: Requires a government 
contractor to promptly report in writing to the Contracting Officer when it has reasonable grounds to 
believe that a violation of Title 41, United States Code, Chapter 87 may have occurred, and to 
cooperate fully with a government investigation. 

The Government Contract 

Contract number: #Cl 720100416/PIOPC75889 
Prime contractor: KGCI, Incorporated, 999 Broadway, Suite 302, Saugus, MA 01906 
Date of award: September 24, 2010 
Contract type: Firm fixed-price 
Issued by: New Engl~quisition Buying Office, National Park Service (NPS), Boston, MA 
Contracting Officer: -
Government estimate for the project: $483,942 
Period of Performance: November 8, 2010 - July 5, 2011 
Final price: $591,603 

The purpose of the contract was for "Interpretive Office Space Improvements, Building 5 and Quarters 
B, Boston National Historic Park, Boston, MA" 

Agent's Note: C 1720100416 is the "legacy" number on the original contract documents, and 
P 10PC75889 is a number created within a new contract payment system NFS put online during the 
contract period of performance. 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

During review ofNPS contract file #Cl 720100416/PlOPC75889 pursuant to an unrelated matter, we 
discovered that KGCI was not performing satisfactorily on the project. The Contracting Officer sent 
KGCI a Cure Notice on July 19, 2012(Attachment 1) for faihue to make satisfacto1y progress and 
set a due date to complete the project. The government eventually terminated the contract for default 
on July 31 , 2012 (Attachment 2). The file also contained communications from a large number of 
KGCI subcontractors to the NPS contracting team complaining that KGCI was not paying them. 

The contract file also contained an email from - K~, 
2012, notifying NPS that he fired the Proj~tract,
- (Attachment 3). - alleged- hired a subcontractor company to work on the 
NPS contract " . .. for bene~de the corporation" because - or a family member owned 
the subcontractor company. 

The contract file contained a subsequent letter - sent to the Contractin Officer, dated November 
14, 2013 , explaining KGCI's financial problems, and stating that he sued in federal corui 
for " ... fraudulent and cheatin~hment 4). In that letter re ated the name of 
the suspect subcontractor was - We initiated this investigation in order to discover 
any evidence of improper financial exchanges between - andll in violation of the Anti
Kickback Act of 1986. 

A. - Employment with K GCI 

(Attachment 5). He 
be considered an 

independent contractor through her , instead of being 
hired as a traditional employee of KGCI. As Project Manager on e a ove- ste NPS contract, I 
- was responsible for technical contract compliance interfacing with the customer, and selecting 
subcontractors. While with KGCI she managed several federal government construction contracts and 
several non-government contr·acts. 

- said he sta1ied to "investigate" - projects because they were losing money and she 
was approving numerous change orders for subcontr·actors. He detennined the II subcontract price 
was higher than "market rate." When- or other KGCI employees tried to address the 
subcontractors directly the subcontr·actors said they would only talk to - . 

- provided KGCI business records to us regarding empl- ent. The first payment 
KGCI made to her was on Febma1y 10, 2011 , pursuant to from professional 
services (Attachment 6). On Mru·ch 10, 2011 KGCI and a "Representation/Se1vices 
Agreement", and on Mru·ch 14 201 li!!!GCI an executed a "Non-disclosure and Inventions 
Agreement" (Attachment 7 and 8). signed both documents on behalf o- The two 
agreements contained several conflict o mterest and non-solicitation provisions pro~g celiain 
relationships with KGCI clients and vendors. The only documentation ofKGCI terminating the 
relationship with - was in an email dated August 15, 2012 (Attachm ent 9). 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 
Review of Incorporation Records 

Inc01 oration records from the state of Massachusetts disclosed 
and 

Agent's Note: On the KGCI subcontract documents andll invo;ces to KGCL the company was 
spelled . 

KGCI Subcontract with II 
- provided us with KGCI's business records related toll KGCI issued the subcontract for 
~n the NPS contract toll on November 9, 2011 (Attachment 10). - signed on behalf of 
KGCI and - signed on behalf ofll The contract was for painting chywall and ceiling 
tiles, at a p~OO, but there was no specific period of perfmmance. On Febmary 12, 2012, 
KGCI issued an amendment to add work to the subcontract for an additional $15 ,0~t 

11). On December 11 , 2011 , KGCI and II entered another subcontract signed by - (for 
KGCI) and - (Attachment 12). The II subccont:ract had a price of $7500 but no place of 
perfo1mance was listed. The work was for demolition moving furniture, painting, and cleaning for 
KGCI contract N40085-10A-5635/0004 with the U.S. Navy. 

- told us it was pali of- job to recommend subcontractors, and he said she told him 
.,was the only available subcontractor that could do the work. He provided an email to us that 
showed that on October 24, 2011 - requested- prepare a subcontract for II 
(Attachment 13). ex lain~om an o~tain at least three bids for 
subcontracts, and then would finalize the contract pape1work. In a 
second interview he acknowledged that sometimes the requirement for three bids "slips" (Attachment 
14). 

- believed- gave the subcontract toll in order to profit from it and he believed she 
was "friends" with many other KGCI subcontractors. When asked if he had specific knowledge ofl c 
- receiving anything of value from II m - in exchange for the subcontract, he said he 
did not. 

Contract Payment Dispute Between KGCI and II 
From the business records - C;d, - staited demanding overdue payment from 
KGCI as eai·ly as March 23 2012. - explained thatll never submitted insurance celiificates in 
conjunction with their subcontract, which are legal requirements, especially when working with the 
government. - said II working on the project without valid insurance created liabilities for 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 

KGCI and because of that, he refused to release final payment to~en asked whyll was 
allowed to begin the work without submitting the ce1iificates firs~ said it was an oversight. 

- said II eventually submitted an insurance fonn which he provided to us, but the effective 
date was after the subcontract work had been completed (Attachment 15). --told II he needed 
an insurance document that was valid during the dates the work was perfor~ then submitted 
another version of the fo1m, but- claimed it looked like the signatures were forged (Attachment 
16). 

- provided no documentation officially tenninating the II subcontracts on a distinct date. 
However, he did provide email communications that made it appear that . work for KGCI had 
ceased by March 2012. On April 2, 2013 11 sued KGCI claiming KGCI still owedll $56,000 from 
work perfmmed on the NPS contract (Attachment 17). 

- and Interceding on Behalf oflll 
As the dispute between KGCI andll ro 
intercede on behalf of- said 
mediate the conversations regardin 
- but- opined 
~e invclv:LWhen 

Relationship Between the -

We checked ~cord databases and immigration records and fotmd no direct family relationship 
between the - (Attachments 20 and 21). 

between 2008 and 2013, told us she mostly dealt with the 
e t with the subcontractors (Attachment 23). She said she 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 

was not aware~ relationship between - andll m - and had no 
knowledge of- receiving money from subcontractors. 

~KGCI until 2014, said- told her - was related to 
~ but she had no direct knowledge of a family relationship or financial anangement 
between them (Attachment 24). 

We interviewed who said he was a at KGCI from about 2010 to 2013 
and worked directly under for - (Attachment 25) . He split his time among numerous 

-

. ts and did not specifically remember. but he was aware of dis utes between- and II' 
regarding subcontractor payment. did not know o being rela~e owner 

and had no knowledge of any subcontractors paying in exchange for subcontracts. 

- said one of her responsibilities for KGCI was soliciting and handling subcontractors. After 
solicitin~t three bids, she,- and~ evaluated the bids and chose the 
winner.-- then handled all the pape1wor~ approved the subcontractor's 
subsequent mvoices. 

- said- requested she find a reliable subcontractor for the work eventually awarded to 
~1ggested'9 due to the good work and - had done for her in the past. 
She claimed that when s~sted. she told that the owners of. shared her surname 
and were from the same - She ':Td it was trmate ya joint decision wifirin KGCI to~ 
and she asked - to sign ~tract to demonstrate that it was okay, even though-
normally signed subcontracts. - said she knew of the insurance issue with II but claimed 
she had not involvement in resolving it. 

- stated she did not receive anything of value from 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 

exchange for the KGCI subcontracts and that - had a business relationship withll 

After speaking to~e asked - if- had ever disclosed her common surname 
and country of ori~ owners to him prior to entering the subcontract with II and he said 
no. 

We interviewed and asked him to explain his relationship to - (Attachment 
30). He could not recall her exact first name without us prompting him, but went on to ex lain her as 
an "ac uaintance." He clarified that he and she are from the same town in - calle II 

claimed he did not know when he was in buti:i:dknown r 

cou not is 
to ask his 

- or 

and he also knew essentially 
t t the were ut e would have 

but did not have contact with l
0 

until years later. 

Agent's Note: - is province in - and- is located within 

When asked - who introduced him to KGCI, he said- [known to agents to be 
- called him and asked for a price quote and then he called back and offered the job. He could 
not remember any dates, but remembered he had to get an ID and submit paperwork in order to work 
on the job. We asked if he meant a background check, and - replied es. said he 
was the only one who worked on the job for II except th~ght his to help 
twice. He said he worked two small jobs and one large job. Regarding the insurance certificates he 
said he always staiied working the KGCI contracts without a subcontract having been signed, and 
nobody ever asked him for insurance ce1iificates until he demanded payment. 

- denied providing anything of value to - or in exchange for the 
subcontract with KGCI. He fmiher sta~ never had a contract with . However he 
acknowled~ perfonned work for_-at a Motel 6 after the KGCI contracts. Whenever he 
worked for - it was as an employee, not under a subcontract from - . 
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Review of Bank Records 

Review of bank records confinned- and 
the period of pe1fonnance of the su~GCI 
checks came from a ersonal account of and 
payments from 
found no evidence o 

SUBJECT(S) 

DISPOSITION 

Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 

as employees before and after 
ttachment 31). One of those 
However, there were no 

Likewise, we 

Since we found no violations of law, we did not refer this investigation to the Depa1iment of Justice. 
We referred the findings of this investigation to NPS for inf01mation only. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Cure Notice to KGCI dated July 19, 2012. 
2. Contract Te1mination, dated Jul 31 , 2012. 
3. Email from to , dated September 27, 2012. 
4. Letter from to , dated November 14, 2013 . 
5. Investigative Activity Re~), Interview of- on Febrnaiy 2, 2015. 
6. KGCI's First Payment to - dated Febrnaiy 10 2011. 
7. Representation/Services Agreement, dated March 14, 2011. 
8. Non-disclosure and Inventions A eement, dated Mai·ch 10, 2011. 
9. Email from - to dated August 15 2012 
10. KGCI Subcontract with dated November 9, 2011. 
11. KGCI Subcontract Amen ent withll dated Febrna1y 12, 2012. 
12. Second KGCI Subcontract with dated December 11 , 2011 . 
13. Email from - to dated October 24, 2011 . 
14. IAR Second Interview of on September 29, 2015. 
15. First GE Insurance Form. 
16. Second GE Insurance Fom1. 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0189-I 

17. GE Federal Court Com laint against KGCI. 
18. Emails from to KGCI, dated April 13-26 2012. 
19. Emails between and Insurnnce Canier dated April 16-18, 2012. 
20. IAR, Analysis of Potential Relationships 
21 . IAR Review of Immi ·ation Records. 
22. IAR, Interview of 
23. IAR, Interview of 
24. IAR Interview of 
25. IAR Interview of 
26. IAR Interview of 
27. IAR Interview of 
28. IAR Interview of 
29. IAR Interview of 
30. IAR Interview of 

Bank Records 
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Case Title 

Reporting Office 
Herndon, VA 

Report Subject 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Number 
Ol-VA-15-0393-1 

Report Date 
September 1, 2015 

Final Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

On April 6, 2015, the U.S. Deprutment of Interior (DOI), Office of Ins ector General OIG) 
initiated this investigation after receiving an allegation that 
- National Mall and Memorial Pai·ks, National Capital Region, National Park Service 
~ may have been involved in workers com ensation fraud. The alleo-ation detailed that 
- may have been employed at a while claiming 
worker compensation at the NPS. 

In furtherance of this investigation our office initiated a review of data from the Agency Query System 
(AQS), and the Deprutment of Labor (DOL) Office of Workers Compensation Program (OWCP) case 
file, to determine the extent of employment claims made by Investi ative ste s also included 
conducting an e~ent verification seru·ch for - at the . In addition 
we interviewed - regru·ding the allegation and his workers compensation claim. 

Our efforts detennined that there was no evidence to indicate that - had worked at a 
• during the time period which he had collected funds on his workers compensation claim. 
Additionally - affnmed that he had no other employment, besides what he had claimed to DOL, 
since going on the periodic rolls for workers compensation. 

BACKGROUND 

had filed a workers compensation claim on the basis of having a 
related to a series of violent altercations he had witnessed by his 

NPS. - stated that in one of the altercations, 
er cowor er with a kru~the coworker' s throat. In another 

Re ortin Official!Iitle Signature 
Special Agent Digitally signed. 

~I/Title Signature 
- ASAC Digitally signed. 
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Case Number: OI-VA-15-0393-1 
altercation in Jan- 1ru 2007 - claimed that - threatened to come to work and use a fuearm to 
shoot someone. claim~t as a result of'the:' altercations he was in constant fear while at 
work and had fallen victim to a great deal of 
(Attachment 1) 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

On April 6, 2015, the DOI-OIG initiated this investigation after receiving an all~ that - may 
have been involved in workers com ensation fraud. The allegation detailed that - may ~een 
employed at a , while claiming worker compensation at the 
NPS. (Attachment 2) 

A review of- DOL OWCP file case number - revealed that- had filed the 
required form CA-I 032 for each year between 2009 ~4. - had ~ed on each CA-
1032 that he had not worked for any employer dm-· the 15 months prior to signing each CA-1032. 
- had claimed that he was self-employed as a on his CA-1032 's in 2009 2010 and 2011. 
(Attachment 3) 

On August 28 2015, we interviewed at the DOI-OIG Eastern Region Office of Investigations 
at 3 81 Elden St, Suite 1120 Herndon, VA. representative was also present at 
the interview. - stated that he had never worked at a or had any other employment 
besides his self-employment as a - while receiving workers compensation. (Attachment 5) 

SUBJECT(S) 

DISPOSITION 

Based on the results of our investigative efforts, we were not able to determine any fraudulent claims 
for workers compensation made by -

ATTACHMENTS 

I. Department of Labor (DOL) Office of Workers Compensation Program case file 
2. IAR - Case Initiation 
3. IAR -Review orm Workers Compensation Claim Documents 
4. Store E lo ent Verification 
5. IAR - Interview of 
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OFFICE OF 
ltJCDCrTnD 
11 ~ nl=PARTMl=NT ns: 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

Case Title 

Reporting Office 
Program Integrity Division 

Report Subject 
Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
PI-PI-13-0562-I 
Report Date 
July 10, 2014 

SYNOPSIS 

We investi ated an anon ous hotline complaint alleging that 
, Office of Law Enforcement and Security Bureau of Land Management 

, was col1l1Illttmg tune and attendance fraud. The complainant alleged that- was never 
in the office but his time and attendance reflected that he was, and that he was not claimin the leave 
hours he used. During our investigation, 

BLM asked us to also investigate a tnp t at too to S t L e City, UT m 
2014. - had claimed the trip was to conduct official U.S. Government business but it 

appeared to ha~rsonal in nature. 

Our investigation did not substantiate the allegation that - was falsifying his time and 
attendance. It does appear, however, that he traveled to S~ity at the Government's expense, 
at least paiiially for personal reasons. 

- planned an official trip to Salt Lake City from , 2014. The trip 
coincided with an outdoor-retailer trade show in the city. He told BLM employees that the purpose of 
his trip was twofold: to attend the show and also to meet with other BLM employees in Utah. When he 
requested a travel authorization from his supervisors, however he mentioned only the meetings as 
justification for the trip. - attended offici~ on but spent most of-
~t the show. He did not attend any meetings on- and conducted only minimal official 

business via telephone. We also leained that because no hotel rooms were available in Salt Lake City 
at the per diem rate of$115 during his trip, - stayed for 2 nights in a hotel in Park City UT 
at a much higher per diem rate of $211. 

We are providing this repoti to the Director of BLM for any action deemed appropriate. 

Reporting Official/Title Signature 
, Special Agent 

Approving Officialffitle Signature 
, Special Agent in Charge 

Authentication Number: 1A5EBB47BCOD6041E5249FA02B8BBF81 
This docwnent is the property of the Department of the Interior, Office of Inspector General (OIG). and may contain information that is protected from 
disclosW"e by law. Distribution and reproduction of this docwnent is not authorized without the express written permission of the OIG_ 
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Case Number: PI-PI-13-0562-1 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

We initiated our investioation on October 30 2013, based on an anon ous hotline complaint alleging 
that Office of Law 
Enforcement and Security (OLES) Bureau of Land Management (BLM), was committing time and 
attendance fraud. The complainant alleged that - was never in the office but his time and 
attendance reflected that he was, and that he wa~ming the leave hours he used. 

Time and Attendance 

We interviewed- about the time and attendance allegation against - (Attachments 1 
and 2). - stated that - core work hours were from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. and that he was 
require~ork 10 hour~se he received law enforcement availability pay. -
explained that he permitted - and the other emplo ees who repo1ied directly to him to adjust 
their hours based on their work assignments. He said that traveled frequently, 2 to 3 days a 
week. He was not aware of any complaints concerning or his duty performance and said he 
felt the allegation was "baseless." 

The allegation named three individuals who supposedly had knowledge of- falsifying his 
time and attendance repo1is, but none of them provided any relevant information (Attachments 3 
through 8). 

We also reviewed emails and time and atte~orts from - Government accounts. We 
did not find any inf01mation that indicated- was falsifying his time and attendance repo1ting. 

Travel to Salt Lake City 

BLM Region 3 (Attachments 9 and 10) . • told 
us that on , 2014 contacted him and said he wanted to travel to Salt Lake City to 
attend an outdoor-retailer trade show =:to include some meetings at - office in Salt Lake 
City while he was there .• told us - aiTived in Salt Lake City on Wednesday 
~hom~ssions with .. and two o~oyees, 
- and-didnotkn~owever, if- actua 
the outdoor show the next day . 

• explained that the show is held twice a year in Salt Lak~ and that he and other employees 
had attended it in the past, usually during their lunch breaks ... also said that former Secretaiy of 
the Interior Ken Salazai· had been an official speaker at the show m the past. He said the retailers at the 
show exhibited their products to potential customers, but he did not recall products being sold at the 
show . • said there was an official purpose for attending the show because the products on display 
there could be useful to the Government. 

was affiliated with one of the • said that - told him that his 
companies represented at the show. The had recommended that - attend the show 
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Case Number: PI-PI-13-0562-1 

and had given him a free entrance pass ... said that - commented that this trip could get 
him fired because the reason for his trav~s to atten~. 

We interviewed- who told us that during - visit, she spent about 20 minutes with 
him talkin- bout a few OPR investigations she had assisted him with in the area (Attachments 11 
and 12). said that she had met him once before and had spoken to him on the phone several 
times, butt s was the first time the two of them had the time to sit down and talk about this work. She 
said that their conversation involved some personal topics as well as general conversation about the 
investigations. 

- knew about the outdoor show, but said she had never attended it. She described it as one of 
~st shows in the countiy with many major outdoor retailers, such as REI and Columbia, in 
attendance. She believed that a person had to be sponsored by a company to attend the show and did 
not think it was open to the public. 

We also inte1viewed- who told us that he and 
11 2014, for appro~ 1 hour (Attachments 1 
supposed to meet with .. and, he thou ht, 
Service 's Office of Law Enforcement. was ceitain that 
know ifhe met with - or anyone else during his trip. 

had a casual conve~ 
recalled that_-was 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
met with . but did not 

said that - mentioned the outdoor show during their conversation. He recalled that 
told him he had a "buddy" at the show and mentioned he might attend if he had time. -

was familiar with the show, explaining that it was held twice a year in the Salt Palace Convention 
Center in Salt Lake City. He told us he had been to the show several years before after receiving a free 
pass from another BLM employee. - said he attended the show to see what the different vendors 
were selling and what new products were coming out that might be useful to Government employees. 
He said, for example, that at the show he attended he saw hydration packs developed by Camelbak 
that could be useful to BLM employees who were involved in missions to eradicate marijuana gardens. 

When we inte1viewed- he told us that - who was once his supe1visor contacted him 
in early- 2014 ~ned he was planrnng to travel to Salt Lake City later that month and 
would be attending the outdoor show (Attachments 15and16. said he told- he did 
not know anything about the show, but he agreed to meet with in Salt Lake City because he 
had "a bunch of other things that are open ended with " that would justify a trip. 

On- , 2014,- sent an email to 
City to attend the outdoor show and to meet with 
some me. tin times" to discuss ongoing operations ( 
emailed and his supervisor at the time, f mmer 
asked to travel to Salt Lake Ci , telling them he planned to meet 
- and- on Attachment 18). In the email, 
planned to meet with on to discuss ')oint training on use of force incidents" and 
hon-owing Fish and Wildlife Service investigators to help BLM when needed. 

We asked - if he mentioned the outdoor show in the email he sent to - and
( see Attac~ and 16). He replied that he probably had not because he ~e be~e 
to knowledgeably answer any questions about the show and its purpose. 
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Case Number: PI-PI-13-0562-1 

- told us that since he put his trip to Salt Lake City together at the last minute, he found that 
~outdoor show no hotel rooms were available at the Government per diem rate which was 
$115 (Attachment 19). He therefore made hotel reservations in Park City, UT, where the per diem rate 
for lodging was $211. 

- said that he met with , and - on 
~rshowon , orafew~in ea 

ived a free entrance pass from his 
and whom he identified only as ' 

anything work related on besides attend the show, and he told us he checked his email and 
answered phone calls from work, but did not attend any other meetings. - denied commenting 
that the trip could get him fired. 

- told us he never saw- during the trip. He said that he made numerous attempts to get 
in touch with- while in Salt Lake City but later learned from - that - had lost his 
cell phone. 

We interviewed- who said that sometime in - 2014 he told - he was traveling 
to Salt Lake City later in the month to meet with ' 'Fish and Wildlife Resources" (Attachments 20 and 
21). - said that - was also pla-nnin to travel to Salt Lake City and they agreed to meet 
for lunch while they were there. He said that did not discuss in detail the purpose of his 
travel but did sa that he planned to attend the out oor show. - did not recall mentioning the 
show to he told us that he had no reason to attend this pai1icular show and had not attended 
it in the past. said he ultimately cancelled his trip to Utah. 

We asked - ifh~en to - w~ was in Salt Lake City or ifhe had 
missed an~·om-dur~e. ~he had not. He also said that 
~e occasionally misplaced his cell phone or left it lying around, he had not lost it as 
- had stated. 

with the Fish and Wildlife Service, confnmed that she 
receive , 2014 ema1 requesting to travel to Salt Lake City (Attachments 22 
and 23). She ~th his travel authorization and travel voucher for the trip. She said she knew 
nothing about - attendance of the outdoor show until well after the trip was over. 

She told us she did not have a problem with - attending the show as a paii of~ said 
she would not have approved his travel if th~ been its only purpose. She said
should have info1med her that he wanted to attend the show, and she would have approved his travel as 
long as it was dete1mined to be work related. She told us that if- had not conducted any 
official business on , he should have taken leave that day and not claimed to have worked 
any official hours. If first intent was to attend the show and he then built in meeting times 
just so he could trave t L e City, she said, she would be upset but she would not have thought 
it inappropriate if he had filled his day with telephone calls and emails. 

A review of travel voucher revealed the "Purpose Description" for the trip was "Meetings 
with OLES personnel and OPR training provided," but the show was not listed (see Attachment 19). 
Attached to the voucher is a $20 pai·king receipt from "City Creek - Salt Lake City." - told us 
that this parking gai·age was near the Salt Palace Convention Center where the outdoor show was held 
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Case Number: PI-PI-13-0562-1 

(see Attachment 16). The time stamp on the receipt shows that he parked there on January 23 at 10:29 
a.m. and paid for his parking at 7:28 p.m.-a period of9 hours (see Attachment 19). 

We also reviewed copies of the - , 2014 call records for 
smartphone (Attachments 24 and 25). According to the records which provided from the 
U.S . D~fthe Interior 's "MyTelcoManager" site, he received three phone calls and made one 
call on- . All of the calls occuned between 10:02 a.m. and 7:16 p.m. The total time for all 
four calls was 32 minutes. 

SUBJECT CS) 

, Bureau of Land Management Law 
Enforcement, Boise ID. 

DISPOSITION 

We are providing this repod to the Director Bureau of Land Management, for any action deemed 
appropriate. 

1. 
2. Transcript of interv· 
3. IAR - Interview of 
4. Transcript of inte1v· 
5. IAR - Inte1view of 
6. Transcript of inte1v 
7. IAR - Interview of 
8. Transcript of interv· 
9. IAR - Inte1view of 
10. Transcriptofinte1v· 
11 . IAR - Inte1view of 
12. Transcript of inte1 · 
13. IAR - Inte1view of 
14. Transcript of inte1v· 
15. IAR - Inte1view of 
16. 
17. 
18. Email from to 

ATTACHMENTS 

on October 30 2013. 
F bma1y 12 2014. 

on Febmaiy 12, 2014. 
ruaiy 19 2014. 
on Febmaiy 19, 2014. 

o Febmary 12 2014. 
on Febmaiy 12, 2014. 

ai·ch 11 , 2014. 
on Mai·ch 11 , 2014. 

o A ril 1, 2014. 
on April 1, 2014. 

ril 2, 2014. 
on April 2, 2014. 
Mai·ch 13 2014. 

19. Travel voucher TVOOOOlOSS and receipts for 
on Janua1y 21 , 2014. 

travel to Salt Lake City, UT, 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23 . 
24. 
25. 

Januaiy 22 to 24, 2014. 
IAR - Interview of 
Transcript of inte1v · 
IAR - Interview of 

on Mai·ch 27 2014. 
on Mai·ch 27, 2014. 

n A ril 22, 2014. 
on April 22, 2014. 

for Januaiy 9 through 23, 2014. 
cell phone records on May 5, 2014. 
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